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PREVENTION PRO,GRAM MANAGEMENT

PURPOSE

or The purpose of Prevention Program Management is to provide those individual
who have current management responsibility for drug? abuse prevention pro
'drams with practical information on aAci practice in programming, managing
planning, resource developicig and dealing with the needs of special population
tor the coritinued maintenance and growth of tr..... program ,

AUDIENCE

.* This trai'ning_ peogram is designed for indi,victualS, who carry operational or man-
agement responsibility for drug abuse preVention programs.

LENGTH OF COURSE

Prevention Program Management 1s designed as a five-day course. '

COURSE MATERIALS

Trainer ManuaC

e Thy Trainer Manual is designed to be used in conjunction with the Parti,ci-
pant Markal The Trainer' Manual includes rexclusive of frorit matter) a
sequence of topical areas anc exercises, instructions for conducting the
varic.t.40-activities, and approximate time'recuired for each activity .

1

e , Tne Trainer Mar-ivai allows for flexibility in 'the delivery of Prevention Pro-
gram Management for specific training groups. However, the trainrrog team
r,nustengage in a planning prOcesS prior to the training even:,

, c ' -, , . ,

Participant Manual
i.- . - 11e ,,:rThe Participant Manual has 'M P- primary purposes (1) to provide .the,
articles

a
that are essential to ungerstanding the contentareas of the course

A and (2) to provide the directjims., tests, and other forms that participants
need

The directions in the Participant- iVlapuai are intended to supplement those
given by the trainer(s).

. , .
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Rationale

INTRODUCTION

Prevention Program Management is -revision of-the-Nationat---Dru-
for Training and Resource Development training package, Prevention: A fr

Course for Local Program Survival, developed by Ann Bauman in 1977.

5,
These revisions reflect the growth and maturity of the prevention field during
the past 3 years, and are symbolized by the title change. No longer does the
focus of prevention need to be.survival. The concerns of prevention profes-
sionals now center on effective management and the operation of sound and valid
programs. The issues are maintenance and gro.wth, rather:than:survival.

The content re'Sisions echo this development: the revised course is designed to
utilize hpformatios;) and knowledge 11derived from theories of generic management
and organizational ab-veropment, -ssauke-s---wttn-fin---ttre---Freverrti-of field,
additional opportunities to build upon the successes and experiences of program
managers, and practical applications of prevention and management concepts to
issues of program growth.

The Prevention Program Management training program is based on the assump-

tion that, once established, ,preventiori\prbgrams are subjKt to the same princi-1
pies that .govern. all organizational life\ Without special regard to the unique
nature of programmatic eleMents (e.g.,o change focused on the individual,
change focused on -some aspect of the social environment,,,..etc.), the dynamic
forces that impinge on drug -abuse prevention programs are the same forces that
Impinge on all organizations.

This' course has been influenced by the theories of organization developed by
Weber (1957), Etzioni (1963), and Rice (1973),- and extended by Wells (197A) and
others.. These theories describe the primary goals and objectives that any
organization must achieve in order to maintain itself and to accomplish its tasks
effectively. The major propositions of this group of theories are:

The Organization. must have primary tasks and purposes that jtstify itso

existence.

The -forms and processes of an organization must be consistent with the
,social structure within which the organization exists.r.-

.

The,. organization and its goals and ciloJectives.._04.5t bg__consonant with the
cultural environment in which the organization exists..

The ,organization must have a means of generating `"and' 4 ocating' resources
that is consistent Aitti the goals and objectives of both the organizationand
and the social and political climate of its community. -)

The organization must have the appropriate technology(hutrian competence,
technical skills, an material) to support the work of the enterprise.

., Th
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.
Theorganizational form must include:', clear definition and assignment of

work based upon I division of labor in combination :witht a division of.authority.

V

.

, . .

The organization must hay
work: it must be able to

rom-With-

themeans to evaluate' the effectiveness of _its
valuate its effectiverAesForn-within- Ceffi-dier-IcY-
-t-(1-mpact on clients and community

Finally, the training program assumes that program survival can be approiched
in much the same .,way as drug-ruse _prevention"by focusing on growth, at the
organizational, community, and staff levels., Prevention Program Management is
designed fo provide both specific and gerierid knowledge about drug abuse pre-
vention and skills to the individuals who are responsibile for the survival of
thee programs.

f',,

Course Descripti
A . . .

__P-revefrtion-P-rogramiVrianagemn is a 5-day training experience designed to help-r.
managers of substance -abuse prevention, programs to maximize the efficiency .and
effectiveness of their programs.. The course emphasizes the need to plan for
continued, growth by increasing resource utjlization in curt-grit programs,
improving individual management and .plannin,g skills, and exploring alternative
program strategies, funding ,sourtes, and efforts di.oected at special popula-
tins. 4, ,

. 4 ,
.

4.

The intention of the course4 is to brdt/ide.practical information that has been
tailored and adapted to the experiences, philosophies, and issues of the train-
ing participants. Theories are presented that will encourage participants to
examine creative options in programming, management, and planning which will
Make, a difference in their individual situations: r

revention Program Management, like -the prevention field itself, depends upon
the energy and commitment of the trainees; the success of the training experi-
ence relies upon the willingness of the participants to share their experiences,
successes, and frustrations, their opennegs t'd new program and management
opportunities, and their ap4lication of the experiences of the training to their
work environment.

4 . . k

Course Goals

The overall goal of this course is to provIde those individuals, who have curr
rent operational or management responsibility for ongoing drug-abuse prevention
programs, with the knowledge and skills necessary to keep -the prg6gram moving
ahead. To realize this goal, the course will prm(ide participants with the
opportunity to gain an understanding of:
0 I

i1Effective drug abuse prevention strategies.

New directions in .drug abuse prevention.
3r.

, Multicultural considerations-in- drug abuse prevention.
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. Networking and inter-agency collaboration.

Humfin services management and organizational development.

Grantsmanship and alternatives to grants. ,

.

.
.

.

-..

r

.

, New resources in needs assessment, planning, and *evaluation for drug
abuse prevention programs.

II
i ,-. . 4

The course, is also designed to -cleVelop and e/ihance participants' skills in
,

4.. .

Commu nity organization
PrograM management
Fund raising -.

..-
.

Public relations
*. Working with other agencies and organizations .

Goal-setting . 6

Problem-solving
Resource identification and utilization.

Module Summary

,MODULE 1 This module orients participants to the training program,
helps to develop a climate conducive to learning, and pro-
vides an opportunity 'for participants to exchange informe-
tiont.' The pretest' is also conducted during this module.

MODULE II The history of drug 'abuse prevention and definitions of
preVention are covered. The concept of critical thcidents
that contribute to or mitigate againillt survival and ,growth
of prevention programs is presented and explored. Partici-
pants are given the opportunity to share program growth..
strategies.

MODULES III 84 IV These modules relate 'drug able pre\Ation pr'ogramming to,
the body oP*Wriowledge concerning organizational develop-

, ment. . The modules incorporate situational leadership:
theory, Sherwood's model of planned renegotiation, and ,

Leroy Wells' Ten Domains for Understanding Organizations
in -an overview of management theory. Participants are
given the opportunity to examine their prevention, programs

-ire-ligrOt of the manageme t theory presented. and to grap,h:' '
their own personal manage ea/leadership styles.

MODULE V. The concepts and applieations of needs assessment, plan-
ning, and evaluation are 'presented to acquaint participants
with the program developmen<rocess.. Time is allotted for'
practicein developing program objectives and setting 'short-
and Jong-term goals.

MODULE VI This module differentiates between . the concepts of inter-
agency collaboration and networking and describes tech-
niques and strategies that program managers can use to

Ij

'3
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1

overcome obstacles and improve networking and collaboration
efforts, Participants are afforded an opportunity to
develop a plan -for a prevention support network' within
their communities.

MODULE VII. The. core of this module is an experiental laboratory In
which teams have the Opportunity to design a pilot preven-

,

Um') program for a particular target' population. Consider-.
able attention is given to exploring assumptions, opinions,

° and facts' that surrouhd various cultural, groups ,and the
implications of these issues for drug abuse prevention pro-
gramming. .

MODULE %VIII This ,module provides exercises and simulation activities to
give 'participants practice in developing a funding proposal
and approaching funding agencies. Material covered
includes practical, information on fund raising, how to' use
appropriate resources in trying to obtain, support, fOrmu-.
lating funding strategies, and proposal planning tilt, dev,e1-
opment.

MODULE IX This rrIgdule is an application of the 'earnings of the pre-,
ceding -modules. It provides each 'participant with ,an
opportvnity to select gt program strategy -based on his °Tv-
her Highest-priority program need and to design iakt. action
plan for implementing the chosen strategy.

MODULE X Symptoms and causes of burnout and coping strategies to
prevent burnout are Presented in this module. It 'allots
time for participants to review their action plans- and incor-
porate appropriate "burnout prevention" strategies. The
module concludes with administration of the post-test.

low .

fik
Objectives

At the conclusion of this cour,se, each participant will be able to:
r.List five critical incidents in the development of his Or her drug-abuse

prevention prtgram..

Identify at least three "deyelopmen I issues" commOn'to r4presented drug-
abuse prevention prOgrams.

Describe at least one 'successful "coping strategy" for 'each critical
10

List three: major, 5-year goals for his or 'herprevention program. ,

Identify -N, 3-', and 5-y ilestones for his .or her programs.

Demonstrate his or her familiarity with NDA prevention planning, needs
assessment, and gvaluation - resources by completing .a draft workplan in
tine or the' three areas. .

4

11
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List at least five other local Organizations and agencies, in his or her cotn-
munity with whom the potential for collaboration exists.

Describe the basic assumptions behind networking...
ti

4
Develop a plan for a prevention support network within his or her own
community.

Identify at Feast one program objective which might be achieved through
networking or interagency collaboration.

Identify at least five. pieces of 'information that shouId be known about a
funding %source before an approach is made.

.1 , .

Ident0 at least two eligibility criteria that any private organization should
meet before approaching private or public fundors.

List at least six categories that should be" covered in 'every proposal(.

Develdp a community fund-raisiAg strategy.

Identify the present stage of organizational development of his or her pre-
vention program in terms of current theory and, practice.

Graph his or her own personal management/leadership style as a preven-
tion program manager.

Describe a pilot prevention program for a specific target pOpulation of his.)
or her choice developed by a team effort in which he or she participated.

Identify at least five cultural issues which need tp ire considered in devel-
oping programs fir special populations.

Identify his or her highest priority program, need and give three reasons
for his or ty r selection.

aci

Describe a growth strategy which might most effectively' address that per-
_

ceived neePj.
:--

Write an action plan to implement that strategy within his or her-own ?pro- 6

gram, and/or community.

Identify at least three coping strategies which he or she can utilize for
personal and/or organizational 'replenishment.

List at least one person within the training and one person outside the
group whom he or she can call upon for support.

fr

xy

Z
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To orient participants to the 110.kning program
.40, e .

To develop a climate condu.ciVe to learning .
I .

To provide an opportunity for participants to exchange information about their

. programs. . . ,--.

1 , .

,_,..

,

OBJECTIVES .

.
8

".. ,
. x

At the end of this Module, participants will be able to:
-, S.

.Describe at least two goals and two' objectives that they have for the course

scribeit least four different approaches to prevention.Dp p
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MODULE I OVERVIEW

EXERCISE TIME MiiTHODOLOGY

1. REGISTRATION

2. PRETEST'

3. NAME CHAIN

4. INTRODUCVON

5. SHARING,:
SUCCESSES,
NEEDS; AND
EXPECTATIONS

6. COURSE OVERVIEW

7. SUMMARY

'

s

-At

30'MINUTES; . INQIVIDUAL

30 MINUTES INDIVIDUAL
,s

15 'MINUTES c

420 MI NTES

45 MI N4.1-f ES

26 MINUTES

0 MINUTES

LARGEGROUP EXERCISE

LARGEGROUP LECTURE / DISCUSSION

INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE AND LARGE
GROUP DISCUSSIQN

LARGE -GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

LARGEGROUP LECTURE

10

c-.

a

15,
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P.

I: ORIENTATION, OVERVIEW, AND CLIMATE SETTING -3 FIGURE

Scheme of the Divion of Training and
Preventi6n Br nch Programs

O .117,

NOTE.' NAAA funding structures vary from
system, similar to the one depicted
system shown here. .

state to state. In some states, NIAAA programs Ore funded through 8 separate

here. In others, NIA/40nd NIDA programs are both funded through the single

1(b 11
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MODULE
ORIENTATION, OVERVIEW,' AND
CLIMATE SETTING-1 REFERENCE

A BASIC PREVENTION LIBRARY

Resource ,Publications

Ardell, Donald B. High Level Wellness: An -Alternative To Doctors,
Disease. Emmaus, PA.: Rodale Press, 1977.

Cpnter for Human Services. Prevention NeedsIssessment Workbook. RoCkvilfer MD. :
National Institute on Drug Abuse, Prevention Branch, 1979.

- -

Center for Human Services. Prevention Planning Workbook,. Rockville, MD.:
National Institute on Drug Abuse, Prevention Branch, 1978.

g5inter for. Multicultural Awarenesq. Administered
Multicultural -Drug Abuse Prevention (Booklet
Institute, on Drug Abuse, 1979:

Center for Multicultural Awareness. Administered by Development Associates, Inc.
Needs Assessment (Booklet 2). Rockville, MD.: -.-National Institute .on Drug
Abuse, 1979.

Drugs Snd

1.'7 . I

by Development Associates, Inc.
1). Rockville, 'MD.: National

Center. for Multicultural Awareness. Admin b5Development Associates, Inc.
Multicultural Strategies (Booklet 3). Rbciwille, Md?: National. Institute on Drug
Abuse, 1979.

J Center for Multicultural Awareness. Administered by Development Associates, Inc.

Funding strategies (Booklet 5). Rockville, MD.: National Institute on Drug
Abuse 1979.

Center for Multicultural Awareness. Administered by De</elopment Associates, Inc.
Building in Evaluation (Booklet 6). Rockville, MD.: National Institute on Drug
Abuse, 1979.

Natiopal , Center for At5ohol Education. Decisions and prinking: An Ounce of Pre-
vention. (DHNI./ Publication N. ADM-77-454). Rockville, MD.: National

Institute or Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 1977:

National' Center for Alcohol Education. Decisions and Drinkinq: The Power of Posi-
tive Parenting. (DHEW Publication No. 'ADM,77-453). Rdckville, MD.: National

Institute on, Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,' 1977.'

National Center. for Alcohol Education. peciiions and 1P'rinking: Reflections in a

Glass. (DHEW Publication No. ADM-77-452), Rockville, MD.: National Instittite
on Alcohol Abuse and, Alcoholism, 1977.

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information. Alcoholism Prevention: Guide To
'Resources and References (DREW tA;1Ublication No. ADM-794886) and Refer-

ences'. Rockville, MD.: Nation& Institute on AlcOhol Abuse and Alco'
1979.

,""
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Reference Sheet 1-1 Continued,

National Institute on Drug Abuse, Prevention Branch. Primary Prevention in DrugAbuse. (DHEW Publication No: ADM-76350). Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-ment Printing.Office, 1977.

....National Institute on DrEig Abuse Research Monograph Series. Rockville, MD.: 0, National Institute on Drug Abuse. ,

.National Prevention Evaluation Resource Network. Prevention Evaluation Guidelines.In publicatiOn: Rockville, MD.: National Institute on Drug Abuse, 1979.
.

Public Health Service, Office of the Assistant Secretary for.Health and Surgeon Gen-eral. Healthy- People: The Surgeon General's .Report on Health Promotion andDisease Prevention. (DHEW Publication ao.. 3955071).: Washin4ton, D.C.: U.S.Government' Printing Office, 1979. .

Pacific Institute 'for Research, and Evaluation: Pyramid Project. Balancing ¶lead andHeart: Sensible Ideas for the Prevention of Drug and Alcohol Abuse. Lafayette,CA.: Prevention Materials Press, 1975.

Wacific Institute for' Research and EValuation: Pyramid PrOject. Teaching Tools ForPrimary Preven,tion:, A Guide To Clas.sroorri Curricula. Lafayette, CA.: Pre-vention Materials Press, 1979. '

Resnik, Henry S. 11 Starts with People: Experiences in Drug Abuse Prevention.
(DHEW Publicattibn No. ADM-79-590). -Rockville, MD.: National Institute onDrug Abuse, 1978.

' Audiovisual Resources

National' Instittite of Mental Health, Drug Abuse:Film Collection. The Social SeminarSeries. Washington, D.C,: National Audiovisual Cente'r (GSA), 1971.

Local Resources

State planavail,Oble from the State Prevention Coordinator in .the Single State Agency

StateMedia Directory--available from the telephone company business office

Local directory of ocomMunitV agencies--available Krough United Way

Statewide substance abuserogram directoryAvailable through the Sin le statkAgency

Technical Assistance Sources

PYRAMID Project (West) 3746 MH,'Diablo Blvd., Suite 200, Layfayette, CA.
, 415-28475300

PYRAMID Project (East)'7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1006, Bethesda, MD.
I -301-65 .:1194
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Reference Shea 1-1 Continued

Center fob` Mu,Iticultural Awareness, 2924 Columbia Pike, Arlington, VA:, 22204
703-979-0100

,

National 'Drug Abute Center, 5530 Wisconsin Avenue; Chevy Chase, MD. 20015

301-654-3582 .
Regional Support Centers

Single State Agencies

Professional Associations- .

,National Association of Prevention Professionals, 176 WAdams STFeet, Chicigo, I L

312-782-3479 A'

National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, 1612 K ,Street NW;
Washington, D.C., 202-659-7632

NOTE: For information on minority coalitions/associations, contact the Center- for
Multicultural Awareness

New.sletters
-/ .

Training the Human Resources --published by the National Instittite on 'Drug Abuse,
-,> Manpower and Training Branch, Rockville, MD. 20857

,

. '. ( .
,

The Pr'aention Resource Bulletinpublished by PYRAMID, Lafayette, CA., under
"contract to the National Institute on Drug Abue, Prevention Branch.

$
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PREVENTION. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

PRETEST

General Instructions

.0

".

'12es

Consider the following -questions ,a °"preview" bf the
training you are about to begin. They will include
terms and concepts that may be .unfamilianItO you now.
This test is meant to measure your current --kno`wjedge
of the material that will be presented in: this' course.
Thus, if you do notiknow the answer to question.; go
on to the next. Do not linger over que ions or"guesi
at the answers. e ,

fr

).
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:TRUE and/FALSE
,

The following statements are related to aspects of Prevention Program Manage-
ment. .Please circle either "True or False" on the answer sheet. ,REMEMBER:
this will not be graded, so please do not- guess; skip the item and go on to the
next.

Information - giving approaches hhve been previously shown to resat in 4n
increase rbther than decrease in drug use.

2 A survey conducted in 1974 by Dr. Robert DuPont Concluded the; the prevention
efforts as ttzty exist in drug education .programs in schools have been effective.

3. Program management ttrory suggests thatjeffect?ve manager's should not need to
spend more than one-third of their time do planning and evaluation:

4. Since funding sources are generally interested ih.the least expensive method to
get a job done, alternative approaches should be considered and'the choices jus7
Wied.

5. Trainers must attend to differences which may reflect differing values or norms
of various cultures represented within the. training population; however, urban-
rural distinctions need not be addressed.

6. Primary prevention is a constructive process designed to intervene in patterns of
drug use and experimentation.

7. In following action planning procedures, one would use the Sherwood. PtJel,
which assists ,in program planning.

8. Staff burnout in the human services field occurs in less severleoforms because its
onset is recognized sooner and experienced, effective prevention wqrkers are
readily available to deal wig the problem.

9. The Program Developiment Logic Model, as de)eloped by V. C. League and Karen
Trisko, out fined the of (their planning 'tools as "De- mystifying the Planhing."

10. Even after the time drugs becornes an_integral part of one's lifestyle, he/she
should still be considered foi.' a prevention progra?ri.

11. In general, burnout emanes from the individual's inability to cope when under
pressure to meet daily der,pds.

12. A good proposal for funding would concentrate on a problem statement for exam-
ining the problem.

it
13. Ark essential skill that an effective manager should possess is the ability to antic-

ipate h.is or her staff's readiness to complete a,task.

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE
J

Choose the correct answercs) to the following, questions and circle the appropri-
ate letter(s) on the answer sheet More than one 'answer may be selected to
complete the question.

19
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14. All of the examples below are types of networks except:

a. Person - Family
b. Organizational
c. a Letter
d. Human Service

15. Networks are intended to icte:

/".

a. Process-oriented, member-supportive, decentralized learhing systems
b. Task-oriented, com ive, decentralized learningsystems
c, Centralized learnin systems, process-oriented, mind - building
d. Nine of the above . .

.0

,16. Which of the following statements is an assumption?

, a. Alcohol .is the predominant drug chosen by rural populations.
b. Low income people drink because they have no options, either social .or

economic.,
c. Thirty percent of the people living in the lower 'East side' of New YOrk ejty

are Hi's-panic.
d. All of the above.

,
. it .

Obstacles to collaboration are:
--------"-'',

..

a. Individdal
b. Situational ... .

--,,b610/ ..
at

c. Cannot be moved, avoided, or negated \
d. LSusceptibte to external action

18. ^When preparing to address or actually addressing a local funding source, you

A

should:

a. Use your board of directors to help you gain support for your programs or
to prepare for your presentation.

b. Read local newspapers and attend public meetings to learn appropriate pro-
cedures and protocol.

c. Make your programs "saleable" and `Ltmderstandable" tothe public.
d. All of the above.

, .
19. Select the three gets Nrof behaviors identified in the Managerial Behavior model

below: ,*
4.0,2'

a. Transferring Betiavior, Shaping Behavior, Climate-Setting Behavior
b. Climate-Setting Behavior, Structuring Behavior, Transferring Behaviort
c. Structuring Behavior, Climate-Setting Behavior, Mind-Setting Behavior
d.

o
Structuring E3.ehayior, Transferring Behavior, Learning Behavior

20. All of the ite s listed below are effective approaches for evaluating a mass media
campaign of prevention program, EXCEPT: ,

a. A control group composed of a random sample from a .similiar community
nearby. ,

b. A narrow:target-audience sample not yet exposed to the media presentation.

2
20
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c. The pre- and post-test control group design.
d. A mail survey to a random sample of households drawn from the phone tidok

.,
in target areas.

.21. Complete the following statement.

When planning a program evaluation, the...

a. Program staff should help to develop ebjectives. and criteria.
b.. Program staff participation in evaluation planning violates the objectivity of

the evalUaticin.
d. Evaluation data collection should be built ,into ordinary procedures of the

° program. a,

d. Evaluation data 'sh be collected using special procedures..

22.1 In measuring program objectives:*

One 'should° use a single measure for each objective.
Multiple measures for objectives shpuld be used whenever posdible.

c. Measurements of impact should be scheduled only at the beginning and end
of the program. 4

d. Measurement should be sch ;duled according to the the during which you
expect program effects to emerge.

III. MATCHING'
...0

Match the appropriate item to the statements prciided. More than one answer
may be selected. ,r4

A. Match each of the terms below with the following examples that best fit each
term:-

.44

a.. Objectives
b. Criteria
c. Measures.

23. 'Increase the amount of interpersonal contact among the socially ist.leted elderly
in three apartment complexes

24. Fifty percent of the persons over 65 living in three apartment complexes

25. Cost of serving the elderly
, n N

26. Identify, all Hispanic elderly in need ,,of!halth care el,

B. Iviatch the corredI,i type of evaluation to' the following statements below:

. \
a,. ' Impact . .

b. Process
c. ,Outcome

27.. Information on 'client change



29. ?-FteAuently

30. EIgninatetc!a

31. t-0,1 supply

accountability purposes



TRUE AND FALSE

1. True False

2. True False

3. True False

4. True False

5.1 True False

6. True False

7. True False

. 8! True False

9. True False

-10. True' False

11. True,- False

12. Tr:ue False

13. True False

MULTIPLE CH

14. a b

15. a

16. a b

17. a

a

4

19,. A b

4

PRETEST`

Answer 'Sheet

-Circle the correct response(s)

I.

d

d

d

d

23

20. a b cNis

21..a b c d

22 a b c d

III. MATCHING

23. a b c

24. a b c.

25.a b c d

26. a- b c d

27. a b c d

28. a b

% 1, 29. a b c d

30. a b c d

31. a b c d
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MODULE
II. PREVENTION: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TIME' 3 HOURS

TOMORROW 30 MINUTES

GOALS

To expose partici a is11 critical issues and common problems that affect the sur-
vival and growth of-prevention-.. programs, while building upon their individual

)
experiences with their own programs

.. ,
.

To share successful growth strategies and discuss new options

OBJECTIVES, .

At the end of this Mockle, participants will be able to: .

List five critical incidents in the development of their drug abuse prQvention
programs

Identify at least three "survival issues" common to each of the drug-abuse pre-
vention programs that 9se represented .

Describe at least one successful "coping strategy" for each critical issue.
..

Identify at least one resource person within the training population who has
dealt successfully with a similar -survival issue.

.
.MATEROLS _

,

C

.. ,

Newsprint
. .Magic Marker's: .

Reference Sheets .

Figures .....
Worksheet .

.

,

.

...... -
. ..

. ,

.
, .

I
. I

. .

. .

, - .,

,
. w

..
,

4 A .
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EXERCISE :TIME

OVERVIEW

1. THE HISTORY OF
DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION

2. DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION
DEFINITION:
OPTION #1

3. DEFINING DRUG
ABUSE
PREVENTION:
OPTION #2

.4. OF DRUG
AB E

5. PROGRAM
LIFELINES

6. REPORT OUT

7. OVERVIEW OF tHE
GROWTH AND
HISTORY OF
DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION

8. PREVENTION
TODAY

9: ORGANIZATIONAL/
PROGRAM
INTERVIEW

10. .REPORT OUT

1 HOUR

10 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

45 MINUTES

1 HOUR

30 MINUTES

1 HOUR

30 frINUT,ES

30 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

METHODOLOGY

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE /DISCUSSION

.k.

INDIVIDUAL AND LARGE-GROUP
LECTURE/DISCUSSION

INDIVIDUAL/SMA,LL-GROUP DISCUSSION

C

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE

INDIVIDUAL AND DYAD XERCISE

LARGE -GROUP DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

LARGE -GROUP LECTURE /DISCUSSION

.-

DYAD-GROU EXERCISE

LARGE-GROUP DISCUSSION

o

3,0-



MODULE..
II. PREVENTION: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND

TOMORROW-1 REFERENCE.,

AN OPERATIONAL f FINITION OF DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION,

- as conceptualized,by
the National institute on drug Abuse's Prevention', Branch

The fundamental objective of drug abuse prevention is to assist youth to develop
and mature into healthy productive members of our society. Toward that end, pre-
vention .involves the process of "enablement," in which prevention prbfes.sionals,
lay-persons, family membel-s and friends who are concerned, help youth create.:
positive attitudes, values, behaviors, skills and lifestyles that will enable them to
mature into happy and competent citizens who need not resort to the use of drugs.
The desired outcome of prevention programs is the reduction, delay, or prevention
of drug use behavior that is not within the parameters of medical therapy and that
disrupts the, 7)-1- al developmental life cycle leading to huiria'n competency.

Over the last five years, the concept of drug education has expanded beyond pro-
rams that provide youths information or advice concerning drugs and their use.

The current conceptual framework for drug abuse prevention programming at NIDA
has evolved from ' the many prevention programs currently operating at\ the
State and the community level. This framework for prevention operation'lly
defines drug abuse prevention along a continuum of health care programs. The
four prevention modalities are information, education, alternatives and intervention
programs, with each program type best serving youth at different stages of the
drug abuse problem. Treatmentand. rehabilitation programs complete the con-
tinuum and focus upon the drug addict and the recovering drug abuser./1/

Prevention Modalities are defined as follows:

Information Modalities -- Approaches that involve the production and/or distri-
bution of accurate and objective information about all types of drugs and the
effects of those drugs on the human systems. Examples include drug infor-
mation seminars, pamphlet development and distribution.

Education Modalities--Approaches that focus on skill building through use of
well-defined and structured affective learning processes.. Examples of sNills
that are to I-2,e enhanced include values clarification and awareness, probf,em

solying, decisionmaking, coping with stress, and inter-personal communica-
tion. The affective learning process s that are used focuS on helping people
who may be deficient in the above mentioned skills, but may also serve to
reinforce already existing skills. Exa ples include..role playing, peer facilita-
tion, and cross-age tutoring.

-pc

/1/ Bukoski, Dr. William J., "Drug Abuse Prevention: A Meta-evaluation Pro-
cess," paper presented at the Ame'rican Public Health Association Conference,
November 4-6, 1979.

31



Reference Sheet 11-1 Continued

A atives Modalities--Approaches that provide growth-Inducing ekpe nces
through' which individuals develop increased levels of confidence and self-
reliance. Entfancement in these areas is provided through social, occupa-
tional, esthetic, affective, and cognitive experiences. Alternatives-based
activities are designed to provide exposure t
ties that offer positive alternatives_ to dru
include huinan service Syelivery in the communit
and preservation of the environment.

a variety of rewarding activi-
taking behpvior. Examples

restoratron, conservation,

Intervention Modalities--Approaches that focus on the reduction, elimination,
and /or delay of drug use, drug use-related dysfunctional behavior, and other
problem behaviors prior to opset of serious, chronic, debilitative behaviors.

preventionrevention approaches are able to provide assistance and support to
people during critical periods in their lives, 4en person-to-person communi-
cation, sharing of experiences, and empathic listening could contribute to a
successful adjustment of a personal or family problem. Examples include pro-
fessional counseling, rap sessions, and peer .counseling.

Prevention settings are defined as follows:

School settings are those in which the major percentage of activity takes place
within a chool.iystem, and where there are direct linkages to, and involve-
ment with, school officials and functions, often during normal school hours.

Occupational -settings are those in which the activities take place in am organi-
zation tha has legal status as a profit or non-profit making corporation,

'4" partnership, or other form111Y-defined, income-generating entity.

Family settings are those in which the .major fouls is on strengthening family
relationships. The family is seen the group through which the desired
outcomes should be addressed.

Community settings are those in which the majority of activities are provided
under community auspices, and are concerned with activities which impact on
both \\individuals and the community as a whble. /2/

*.#

/2/ NIDA, Prevention. Branch, "State Prevention Coordinator Grant Program
Guidelines,"-May 1980.

e
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MODULE
II. PREVENTION: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND

TOMORROW-2 REFERENCE

DEFINITIONS OF PRIMARY PREVENTION

,/ ,
I. "Primary drug abuse prevention is a constructive process designed to pro-

mote personal. and social growth of the individual toward lull human potential
and thereby inhibit or reduce physi-cal, mental, emotional or social impairment
which results in or from abuse of chemical Substances.",

--the NIDA Drug Abuse Prevention Delphi, 1975.

2. "The purpose of prevention is to increase the likelihood that individuals will
develop drinking-related behaviors that are personally and socially construc-
tive. Negatively stated, prevention programs are aimed at reduCing the num-
ber of perSons whose alcohol-related behavior adversely affects the war-they
carry on the roles and responsibilities-of everyday living."

I "from Planning Prevention. Programs, National
Center for Alcohol Educbtion.

3. "Primary preventtn of drug abuse is a constructive process designed to pro-
.

mote personal, social., economic and political growth of the individual 'toward
full human potential; and, thereby, inhibit or reduce personal, social, e-co--

nomic or political impairment which results in or from the abuse of chemical
substaFtees "

--the Center for Multicultural Awareness, a

project of NIDA's Prevention Branch

4. "Primary prevention encompasses those activities directed at specs ically iden--
tified vulnerable high-risk groups within the community who e not beep
labelled,,.as psychiatrically ill and for whom measures can be undertaken to
avoid the onset of emotional disturbance and/Or to enhance their level of posi-
tive mental health. Programs for the promotion of mental health are primarily
educational rather than clinical in conception, and operation with their ultimate
goal ,being to increase people's capacities for dealing with crises and for tak-
ing steps to improve their own Isves:nr

--Stephen E. Goldston, Ed.D., Coordinator for
Primary Prevehtion Programs, National
Institute for "Mental Health

5. "The Alcohol,. D'ug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA)
requires the description of two types of behaviors - behavioral antecedents
and consequenCes - which are useful in designing primary prevention activi-
ties, particularly with regard to health promotion and disease prevention.

Preventing of behFIBIal antecedents refers to interventions to reduce
high risk behaviors such as teenage drinking, smoking and experimental
drug ise, which increase the probability of developing physical, emo-
tional and behavioral problems.

3 "31
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Reference Sheet 11-2 Continued

4

s

Prevention of behavioral consequences refers to interventions to prevent
the deleterious effects (consequences) of high-risk beh vior, such as
accidents resulting from drinking which driving, or suicid s or homicides
resulting from emotional, disorders, excessive .drinking, or substance
abuse." 4

--ADAMHA Preverltion Policy Paper.; August 17,
1979 .

6. "An aggregate of community education and ocial action programS which within
an identified length of-time and for spe ieii groups of people, are able to
measureably reduce the likelihood, fr uency, seriousness, or duration of
chemical use problems by means other than referral or recourse to. the chemi-
cal dependency treatment system or correctional services."

.
--(The Content of this definition V;as devqloped

by, the Michigan' Office of Substance Abuse
Services prevention Staff.)

7. Primary prevention of social and behavioral problems is accompliShed through
ongoing processes that provide opportunities for individuals, small, groups and
organizations to increase: I) knowledge or awareness of Personal and collec-
tive potentials; 2) skills necessary to attairlitnose .potentials; and 3)_ creative
use of resources to the end, that All people ave th-e-alaility to effectively cope
with typical life problems and recognize, reduce,,or eliminate unnecessary or
debilitating stress in the community without abusing therhselves pr others and
prior to the onset of incapacitating individual, group or organizational prob-
lems.

content Of this definition was developed
by the Human ,Services Training Institute,
Michael B. Winer, Association Director,
Spokane, Washington.) .

8. Prevention includes purposeful activities designed to promote personal (emo-
tional, intellectual physical, spiritual, and social) growth of individuals and
strengthen the aspects of the community environment Which are supportive to
them in order to preclude, forestall,-O-V imped-e-the-dWeldpirent of-elcoh-cst--and
other drug abuse prob( ems. I

--Wisconsin State Drug Abuse-Plan

9. Another way to break down the concept of health promotion is to consider the
community as well as the individual. We are accustomed" td think of an indi-
vidual's health, both in* terms of treatment and building resistance, but we
can extend this to the community. Often people succumb to ill health in part
as a result of forces in the social context. Such could include unemployment,
insensitive institutions, including schools, dr revalent attitudes which rein-
force, unhealthy behaviors. If this is the case then it makes sense to design
programs Which deal with these factors.

--yermont Alcoh and Drug Abuse' Division

A

e
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Reference Sheet 11-2 Continued ,
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10. The National Association of Prevention Professional s' defines prevention as a
proactive process *utilizing an interdisciplinary approach designed to empower
people with the resources to constructively confront stressful life conditions.
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II. PREVENTION-:-.4ESTERDAY, TODAY, AND
MODULE TOMORROW-3

CRITICAL INCIDENTS IN THE GROWTH OF
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION

Scar "e Tactics

"Drug-specific" information and education programs

Motetorium on prevention activities

The Delbhi

°, °Programac-tto develop' and reinforce -positive behaior

community-based alternatives
integrated cognitive.and affective education approaches

ritical historical incident

e

i?
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PROGRAM
TYPE

TARGET
AUDIENCE

S

EMERGENCE
DRUG

USE

DRUG ABUSE PGRAM CONTINUUM

./

ALTERNATIVES INTERVENTION T1REATMENT-----REHABILITATIONINFORMATION EOCATIOW

INTEGRAL PART

OFeLIFESTYLE

r

RECOVERY:NON-USE EXPERIMENTAL
OF DRUGS

INITIAL DRUG 'OCCASIONAL/ DRUG ABUSE MAINTENANCE OF

EXPERIENCE FREQUENT USE DRUG-FREE LIFESTYE m

4

)
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MODULE PREVENTION: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TOMORROW =2 FI6CIRE

A

PREVEN T4ON PROGRAMS

INFORMAIION

L.

Accurate infsrmation

-Legal and illegal d)ugs

and their effects, ) Ownership and self-investment

Target specific for maximum Constructive peem pressure

results

p

"t.

ALTERNATIVES

Constructive activities. thlt meet

developmental needsof youth.

EDUCATION INTERVENTION

Process to help individuals Specific assistance and s ort 'f4or

develop skills to help themselves youth usually at high s

-Decisionmaking skills

-Values awareness

-Communications

'Self-understanding

-Parent-family involvement

-Curricula

-Counseling

39
36
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Hot -1 rnes

Cross-age tutoring

New peer group creation



U. PREVENTION: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND'',
WORKSHEETMODULE TOMORROW -1

1. Preven tion is

11.

DEFINING PREVENTION

Prevention programs are

Prevention is different from "intervention" beciuse

1
O

Drug abuse prevention is different from drug education because
I.,

5. The' age, range for whom a4prevention program is likely to be.most successf I is

An example of a '"drug abuse prevention activitc" that isn't called d
prevention

abuse

7. Indicators that a prevention program is working night be

0.7

8. Based on the above, my definitiop of drug abuse prevention is

I

Y



MODULE' I I :
PREVENTION{, YESTERD,Y; TODAY,, AND TOMORROW -3 FIGURE

MULTICULTURAL DRUG AB
.c- .

DESIRED ourc-cma

SE PREVENTION - -AN IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN

OF CMCF-141 Pgrzsct446. ONOMtC UT1CAL

PrcE55
ove/OPMENT KNOVItEDGG # SKILLS "- RESPECT
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PROGRAM TIME
4 HOURS

MODULE
III:

PRACTAIM
MANAGEMENT THEORY AND

'' 15 MINUTES

GOALS _ -
__,... .7. .

,To relate -the growth ,issues being experienced by drug abuse prevention pro-
grams to the body -of knowledge concerning organizational development and
human services management

/
OBJECTIVES

a

At the end of this Module, participants will be able to: _

Help participants identify the present Stage or organizational development of
their prevention program in terms of current theory and practice

Describe the basic' functions of management as applied to human service pro-
grams.

,
.

o

MATERIALS
t.,--

_

Paper
Pencils
Newsprint
Magic Markers - ,

Participant Manuals
Worksheet ,

ti Figures -

Selected Reading . .
.

.

- -

.

..
.f'

. '
,,

I - . .

, .

,

.y
.

- %

c.

,

. .
el

.

4 0
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OVERVIEW

EXERCISE TIME METHODOLOGY

1. UNDERSTANDING'
THE CONTEXT. OF
YOUTH
PREVENTION .

PRRAMS

2. TEN DOMAINS FOR
UNDERSTANDING
ORGANIZATIONS

3. THE NATURE OF
MANAGEMENT

4. MANAGE4ENT-.-
WHAT' IT IS

5. MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS

6. REPORT OUT

7. A SITUATIONAL
APPROACH TO
MANAGEMENT

8. STYLES OF
LEADERSHIP.

9. ASSESSING THE
READINESS
LEVEL

10. SUMMARY

41'

30 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

50 MINUTES'

20 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

42

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

INDIVIDUAL /SMALL GROUP/LARGE GROUP
EXERCISE /DISCUSSION

LARGE=GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP AND SMALL-GROUP
LECTURE /DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP AND SMALL -GROUP
LECTURE/DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE

LARGE -GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP DISCUSSION

LARGE-.GROUP DISCUSSION
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MODULE
Ill: PROGRAM MANAGEMENT THEORY AND

PRACTICE-1 WORKSHEET.

TEN DOMAINS FOR UNDERSTANDING ORGANIZATIONS
(Adapted from Leroy Wells' article,

Ten Domains for Understanding Organizations)

Instructions: Analyze your program In terms of the ten organizational domains listed
below. Insert data specific to your program.in the boxes to the right,
or the domains. 7

.1. Origins and history

Mafor tasks

PROGRAM DATA .

0

3.1 Social structure.

4. Boundary management
4ta

. It

5. Culture

6. Social process

.

7. Technology

8. How an enterprise "generates,
allocates ancl utilizes resources

9. Effectiveness and efficiency
(output)

10. Demographic taracteristics

4z
43



FIGURE IMODULE
III: PROGRAM MANAGEMENT THEORY AND

PRACT10E-1

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

FUNCTION 4CtIVITY, DEFINITION

1'. PLAN (Predetermine
course of action)

Forecast

Set objectives

Develop strategies

Program

Budget

Set procedures

Develop policies

Establish where present course
will lead.

Determine desired end results.

Decide how and when to
achieve goals.

Establish priority, sequence
timing of steps.

Allocate resources.

Standardize methods.

Make' standing decisions on
important recurring matters.,

2.. ORGANIZE (Arrange Establish organization
and relate work, for,
effective accomplish-
ment of objectives)

Delineate relationships

Create position
descriptions

Establish position
qualifications

°.3

.0

STAFF (Choose
competent people for
positions in organiza-
tion)

.

Select

Orient

Train

'Develop

Draw up organization chart.

Draw liaisop lines to facilitate
coordination. .1

Define scope, relationships,
responsibilities, and authority

Define the qualifications. for
persons in each .pbsition.

Recruit' qualified people for
each position.

Familiarize new . people with
situation.

. Make prOficient by instruction
and practice. . ,

Help improve knowledge, atti-
tudes, and skills,.
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Figure 111-1 Continued'

4. DIRECT (Bring about
purposeful action
toward desired
objectives)

/

Delegate

Motivate

Cobrdinate

Manage differences

Manage change

.

Assign responsibility and exact
accountability for results.

Persuade and inspire people to
take desired action.

I
Relate efforts in most effective
combinatiqn.

Encourage independf-tit thought
an& resolve cohflict.

../

Stimulate creativity and innova-
tion in achieving goals.'

5.. EVALUATE (Ensure
Orogress toward
objectives according
to plan)

/ -)

0

1

Establish reporting

Develop performance
standards

Measure results

Take corrective
action

Reward

Determine what critical data are
needed, how and when. .

Set conditions that will exist
when key duties are well done.

Ascertain extent of deviaVon
from goals and 'standards.

Adjust plans, counsel to attain
, standards, replan and repeat

cycle.

Praise, remunerate, and disci-
pline.

,

.

e

.,,

..

ft

4 ,
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i

.
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A

TEN DOMAINS FOR UND RSTANDING ORGANIZATIONS

Leroy Wells, Jr. -
Yale University School _of Administrative Scierice

-.,-- , 0.t .

INTRODUCTION t0

ck
This paper will describe te tlomains that ,are useful, in understandingorganizations and institutions. The use of these domains allow for a more,com;

prehensive approach for understartding organizations. An attempt will be made
to synthesizg,aspects of a psychoanalytic, social, psycholoiEal, psychodynainic
and sociological theories of organizations. The ten dbmarns discOssed are thefollowing: e`

I) ,. Origins and History- a P

2) Major Task(s) a
.

3) Social Structure
4) Boundary Management
5) Cultu're
6) Social Process.

. ,7) Technology 'ii' , , . f) ,-,5

8) Hdw-eil Ent;-priSe-generates, /all .aes ancriAilizes resources
9) Effeptiv%es's-arid Efficiency, (optp, ) 4., =

-,-,,1 4
10) Demograiihic Characteristics ,-

, 0

IMS
;, 4 -'ey.j, '1% e

(',. ' ;N. 0.1' ;Ii . C , --

The primary purpose./ a0,,,,4;-igotecl 0'6\43,, is.to. $eveltip amore =compreherfsive
,ci c ,

approach for the underStandine,46f,:, organliaticinst :..0e tin ,.,:domains, stated
above, refer to complex, interrelated. pel^gpectkiasor .vanfige points from whichiiorganizations can be examined. 7 co ? ,v -... ', ,6 z

, .

The approach taken here is a synthesis biliae(rat=s1s0'Fi, on the following
c: '.?theories of organizational and human behavior. ; .. s, -

I%

''

.
;,. Q

I ) The soCiops'ychological constructs for 1/4,0 e 61 4hat i organizations-and
-- groups as 'discussed by Newtonwton & Levinson (1973 fikeles "& Levinson

-.41= (1963).
-1 ;

2) The operjc systems theories of organization, ani `human behavior
.,,

(Barker, 1973; Miller, J.G., 1965; Rice and' Miler, 1967; Kati and
Kahn, 1966; Rice, 1958, 1963; Trist and Email,' 19,65; von Bertaranffy,
1968). -. 0 .

41 ' at.
The psychoanalytic works of `TurgUet, 1973; ion, 1961; Slater, 1966;
Levinson, 1972; Freud, 1949; Menzies, 1960; Rioch, 1970; Klein, M.,
1959.. t--

3)
1

48
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144.ig.,

4) The social psycholog cal al principle of organizatiOn .and behavior's'asclis-
-cussed by Arg.yris, 1964; Schein & Bennis, 1965; Branford, Benne, &

Gibb, 1966.

5) The literature by (4vel, 1970; Malcom ..)<, 1965; Allport, 1958; Fanon,
1967; Hernton, 1965, 1971) on the issues of racism, prejudice; oppres-
sion and sexism, provides pertinent data to examine how the demo-

graphy of an organization can influ7ce its dynamics and behavior.

These areas are complex interrelated pefOectivet or vantage points; and
are essentially heuristic; they are. not yet - adequately conceptualized and the
boundaries between and among them are ambiguous at many points. However,

they have some utility in providing a more systematic view of organizational
dynamics and phenomena that must ultimathly be taken into account, for a com-
prehensive understanding of7organizations.

DIAGNOSTIC DOMAINS I

The order in which the domains are described below, 'are not indicative of
their relative importance. HoWever, at times, contingent on the dynamics of an
organization, various domains will emerge to the foregrodnd of the organiza-

tion's structure and processes'.

1) History and Origins of the Enterprise:

The history and origins of an enterprise is important information for
the diagnostician. H. Levinson (1972), suggests that the diagnostician
mist disCover the background of the institution, changes in leadership,
key development phases, major crises of the institution, age, type of insti-
tution, ,size, affiliations, and product-history, i.e., changes in the organi-
zation's 'goals, technologies, services, employee and clients. Another aspect

of information concerning IsisgwV of the organization is the dynamics ,sur-

'iounding its .conception, i.e., the founder. How it was formed? How did

the, social structure develop? Was :the formation planned? These questions

asked, what was the condition of milieu at the time the organization was

conceived: The history taking process is anakogous to the process that a
psychoanalytic-oriented psychotherapist might ask his/her client.

H. Levinson states, "The consultant in organizational life provides a van-
tage point from which aspects of the enterprise behavior can be understood. In
sum, the organization is a product of its experience, i.e., histoyy.

2) Task(s) Of the Organization:

"A task is the end toward whiCh work is aimed (Miller and Rice,
1967) -. Organizations and groups have multiple major tasks to perform,
however, the organization must perform a pHmary task--the task it must
perform to survive." Ofhe tasks, are given lower priority and resources.

At times the lower priority task supports the primary task--for ekample,
the recruitment of medical doctors in hospitals. Newton and Levinson write
that the -definition of the primary task has important tonsequences I a

gr'oup. or organization. The definition of primary task provides the basis
for decision about the mode of work and technology that will be employed.
Definition of primary task may also form the basis for the creation of social

-

I
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structure and social 'processes. Selznick (1956) suggests, an appropri-ately defined primary task offers stability and direction to an enterpriseprotecting if from adventurism or costly drifting." Definition of primarytask alsp generates conflict, if the vision of a primary task is locatedtop frianagement, it will be subject to distortion, fluctuation, and confu-sion. Simply stated differently, if members of an organization are notclear on what they are supposed' to 'do and how to do ambiguity and
unclarity regarding primary task has major consequences for the system.It provides the setting for competing, incompatible goals and non-taskbehavior to emerge.

At times a group or its leadership may allow and foster ambiguity a d con-fusion regding the primary task and act in non-productive ways in rder todefend against anxiety, -conflict, and pei'haps pain that is related to he pri-mary task. /1/
9

How an organization defines its primary task and the mode in which it
`carried ,out; often provides the central dilemma(s) for the organization..

The definition of primary task provides an essential 'criterion for the eval-uation of the organization's performance and effectiveness. Therefore, ambigu-ity surrounding the primary task and task priority has consequences for theevaluation of the organization's export product.

An analysis of task(s) of g,ie enterprise provides potent insight into the
phenomena of the.organization. f.

Social structure provides the vehicle to carry out the primary task of the
enterprise. Unclear and ambiguous sturcture jeopardizes the enterprise.

An analysis of social structure, (i.e.., division of labor, division of author-ity, and the accountability structure) is a central aspect of understanding
organizational life.

3) Social Structure .of the Enterprise:

The social structure of an enterprise provides the framework of theorganization. It sets the forms and patterns and various devices for inte-
grating and coordinating the organizations activities. Two essential aspectsof social structure are the division of laborlabor and the division of authority.

WThe division of labor, is the way in WI" the work of the enterprise isdistributed among its ports. Within 'the' division of labor, organizational
positions are created. Positions refer to social structure, and are more orless permanent, they are subject to change when the organizational struc-ture, changes. Wes are another aspect of sociaj7structure, and refer tothe function o e positions in the social system. Levinson, (1959) empha-,
_size t/ the distinction between role and position anti-- suggests that if one1os s, the idea of position and thinks only in terms of role, one tends to
over-emphasize process, actikrity, function, and obscure structural proper-'. ties from which organizational life emerges.

Division of labor also refers to the differentiation of the organization to
accomplish its 'task. With differentiation of an enterprise into sub-system(s),the need for integration of the various sectors activities are necessary. If

a.
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integration of the enterprise is required, then managers are given responsibility
of integrating the activities, authority is required, i.e., the legitimate right to

make demands, exert influence and give directions, and to. apply sanctions: In

order to achieve integration of the enterprise, stratification occurs, that is
hierarchical arrangement of the 'positions. This hierarchy, i.e.-, a division of
authority is another central aspect of social structure.

The division of authority relates here to the patterning -of subordination

within the _organization and its sub-system(s). Within the structure, authority
is invested in positions,and not ,ir(individuals. If a position has the responsi-

bility to coordinate and supervige subordinates, it then must have .authority to

accomplish this task. Often a position carries more responsibility tha -author-
.ity.

.

The way in which the individual uses the authority invested ,in him /her,

provides important informatibn about the nature of the social structure and is
related to the culture of the organization.

i

The- structural characteristic of. an organization has consequences: I) for
its management; 2) how members see, understand, and relate to their work.
Ambiguity regarding authority and subordination provides the setting for frus-
trationt and confusion. When individuals are not clear about accountability and

responsibility, they are likely to indulge in non-tslt behavior. When the

structure is incompatible with the primary task of the enterprise, the system is

in for trouble.
,

Social structure provides the vehicle to carry out the primary task of the

_enterpris,e. Unclear and ambiguous structure jeopardizes the enterprise.

An analysis of social structure, (i.e., -division of labor., divisioncf author-

ity, and the acco tability structure) is a central aspect of understanding
organizational life.

, .. ,

4) Management of Boundaries, Internal and Dhernal:
t..\- ,

The division of labor defines boundaries, and the division of author-
ity locates responsibility for regulating and controlling them. The concept

of ¶oundaries is crutial from an open system perspective, E.J. Miller and

A. K . Rice (1967) suggest boundaries should be considered a region rather

than, a line:' Boundaries serve two major functions for an open system-,

. \ First, it .has a separating function: it acts as the demarcation between the

organization and what -is external to it; and serves to define the var us
internal operations of the system. Second, boundaries have a transact! I

g function that exists to enable useful exchange between system and environ-

ment. From an open system perspective, survival is contingent on contin-

uous exchange with the environment: The interaction of the enterprise

can be thought of in terms of permeability of the organization's boundaries.
The degree of and kind of permeability, will affect the adaptation of - the

organization to its environment. Too' porous a boundary invites a chaos

and disorganization,/ whereas rigid boundaries become barriers causing

death through entropy.
.

Miller 4and Rice (1967) state:
kinds of boundarzy control:"

i 4
'!management of an enterprise requires three



a.

I) Regulation of task system boundaries (i.e regulation, of the wholeenterprise as an import-conversion-export system and regulation of constituentsystem of activity).

2) Regulation of sentient system boundaries, (the boundaries of thegroups to ,which individuals belong either directly through their role in systemof activity or indirectly through their con uential role-sets and personal rela-tionships) .

3) Regulation of relations between task and sentien systems. . In gen-eral, management of boundaries is crucialin leadership for an enterprise.
Without adequate boundary definitions of task and sentient groups, organiza-tional boundaries are difficult to, define. If a boundary is not located ade-
quately, individuals' will draw , it at various places and it will lead 'to confusion
inside and outside. In the individual, this leads to mental breakdown, in anenterprise, to inefficiency and failure.

As stated above, the boundaries of an organilation' are the area in whidhet
organizational, environment transactions occur. Boundary structures refer tothe procedures, rules, personnel, organizational sub-units, etc:, which carryout the modification or transformations which occur in environment-organization
exchanged (Berrier, F., 1968).

cc

Boundary structure can be -conceptualized as being of three types:' position or role relaTed; (b) sub-uhit; (c) inter-organizational. Position orrelated boundary structures are those in which eipectations about role perfor
ance are determined by requirement from outside as well as by requirements
from inside.Ithe organization. The sub-unit boundary structur refers to over-
all hierarchical organization of boundary sub-unit positions. The third type of
boundary structure is inter-organizational and refers to links both formal and
Informal with other organizations and environments (Astrachan, 1973).

The way in which these boundary structures are managed provides infor-
mation about the organization's coping mechanisms. The coordination among andflow of information across various boundary structures denote management
responses to boundary control issues.

Astrachan further asserts that boUndary structures, can be classified as
either programmed or heuristic. Prpgrammed units have little autonomy and also
no Ncapacity for response. to novelty in the environment. More heuristic unitshave greater freedom of action to respond to novelty or turbulence in the
environment. This authOr 'does not view modes of response as either the pro-grammed or heuristic. Rather, ,programmed-heuristic modes of response forms acontinum.

(a)
role

Both extremes of the continuum jeopardize the organization's. health andprOductivity. Overprogrammed respones tend to be rigid and unchangeable,t 1'4-boundary. mentioned -above) `becomes a barrier and leads to death
ough 'entropy. Too heuristic of a restAinse jeopardizes the integrity of the

organization's boundaries, thus becoming % porous and fluid that it would be
-hard to define the organization from. thb environment. How an .enterprise
understands and tend its boundaries provides insight into how the organization
manages its processes,

5Af
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5) Culture of the Organization:

Culture is an aspect of an organization as it is in communities and
societies.

The culture includds traditions, values, and philosophies of the organiza-
tions. The organizational ideology and ethos are aspects of the culture. Sym-
bols, slogans, customs, taboos, and prohibitions also represent the cultural
properties of institutions. .

A major aspect of culture-'6IS----the-mytholOgy of theorganization. -The--

mythology of an organization is enacted by folklore ,and organizational "rage in
the, minds of the indNtiduals associated with the organization. Do they view it
as an extended family, controlled by a benevolent father or nourishing mother?
Is it experienced as a profit-making machine, without moralor a potent noble
enterprise devoted to amelioration or psycho-scicial pathology?

The culture of an organization entails accepted ways' of leading and, follow-
ing;, norms regarding related to males and females behavior also are part of the
culture.

Potentially, the culture can be a source of strain for the enterprise or a
source of strength.'

Little is known regarding the cultural properties of an enterprise and how
the matrix of the individuals' native culture of the organizatiOn relates to social

structure and processes, tasks, and goals. Newton and Levinson suggest cul-
ture and social structure tend to be relatively congruent but in a changing
social system the fit will not be perfect. Over time changes in one'are likely to

produte changes in the other. When_culture and goals are not congruent, it
may be a source of strain.

An analysis of cultural properties of an enterprise provides anothe'r piece

of the puzzle.

6) Social Process 'of the Enterprise:

Social structure provides the framework for enterprises', i.e., division
of labor and division of authority. Social process is related to the actual
working, dynamics and functions of the enterprise.

Within-this domain, social processes can be ,analyzed on four levels: (I) the
.group level; (2) the interpersonal level; (3) the intrapersonal level (Klein,- et
al., 1973), and (4) the inter-group level. Each refer to a behavioral system
conceptually different from, and relbted to the others.

Group level processes refer to the behavior of the group as a social 'sys-

tem, as an organism; and the individual relatedness W that system (Bion, 1959).

. The concept of basic assumptioh group proyides the conceptual framework for
understanding an aspect of group-level phenomena, e.g., dependency, fight/
flight, pairing and fusion (Turquet). Group level phenomena provide the data
about 'the group transference and counter-transference that occur in the enter-

. prise." Primal, horde themes, sibling, rivalries, group fantasies surrounding the
authority can be operative at the group level. This perspecfive of group level
has emerged from a psychoanalytic framework.
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.On the other hand, the interpersonal level of a social system refers to the
member to member relations that exist in the enterprise. Social psychological
principles provides a potent vehicle for understanding the interpersonal pro-
cesses. The issues of crossed communication; the various roles members take ,
in group settings, e.g., maintenance, properties of an- organization are anothero
aspect of the social psychological configuration. In sum, interpersonal level

'entails the roles individuals take, the communication and interpersonal styles
within the organization. As well as, the "Style and form of management behavior
and .how it influences the response, Motivation and performance of subordinates.

--TheiTiffa-personal level refers to individual relatedness to himself, fantasy
live, management of anxiety and impulse. The focus here is on character,
thaits, unconscious motives, modes of ego defense, ego ideal and life goals. A
person will find one Organizational, system more congruent than another-with his
inner structural requirements, i.e., how it gratifies his wishes, provides ful-
fillment of value system and does not tamper with his/her vulnerabilities
(Inkels, 1963).' The intra-personal level is cpncerned with how an individual °
and his behavior fits into the organization.

The intergroup' phenomena provides a perspective to comprehend inter-
and intra-organizational relations. Analysis of intergroup phenomenon provide
such data about; competition of an enterprise; the degree of cooperation and
conflict that exist among the various sectors; how sectors may be scapegoated;
how the groups develop str cture, both formal and informal; and the dynamic
of inter-organizational rel ons.

Since behavior is ulti-determined, any social system can be examined and
understood in terms of any, or all of these levels simultaneously.

4

More generally, social processes characteristics include rhythms of work,
themes of work groups' the dynamics that interfere with the ability of a work
group to accomplish its tasks. \

Social processes are con ecting fibers of the enterprise providing the
cement of dynamite of the or anization. An analysis of. social process will
reveal how the enterprise is hol, ing together or splitting apart.

7) Technology of the Institution:

The technology component plays, a major role in determithng the self-
regulatory properties of an enterprise. It functions as one of the major
components of the organizational system. it influences the degree
to which an organization achieves its goals. /Material, machines and terri-
tory make up the technological component (Emery and Trist, 1960).

Homans (1950) asserts that social systems exist within a th're% pat
environment: cultural environment (the norms, values and goals of society), a
physical environment (the terrain, cliMate, etc.), and a technological environ-
ment (the State of knowledge and skillS available to a system for performance of
its task). He further postulates that the various environments are fully depen-
dent. Therefore, any change in either environment will produce changes in the
other. A chanae in work technology will producehanges in patterns of inter-
action, i.e., the Tavistock studies on the .16ng wall coal mining method
destroyed some of the primary work groups. Workers' problems might come
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from a technological innovation and redesign of work and how it affected the
psychologic4.1 contract between workers and management. Hackman (1973)

asserts the way in which the jobs are designed has a significant impact on the
motivation and performance of the employee. He postulates that task signifi-
cance; task variety and task autonomy are important dimensions.

. The technology of an enterprise is in part, determined by primary task
and its external environment and is an integral part of the enterprise..

.......

8) Resource Generation, Allocation and Utilization of .an Organization:

How an institution generates, allocates and uti es resources reflects
the ability of management" to survive- and cope With the exteranl turbulent
environment.

Recruitment of, competent employees to carry out the task of the institution
refer;s_to the institution's adaptability and foresightedness.

In-house training programs for the employee to reflect _the enterprises con-
cern for generating resources.

Th 9se are broad problems that can be divided into two major areas. The

first, a policy of recruitment, training and allocation designed to get the best
performance out of the Workers. Oft-time a major dilemma of organization arises

because policies and practices which insure organizational effectiveness may
often leave an individual's needs unsatisfied and compounded and create prob-
lems above and beyond the one the person brought with him/her.

The second isallocationLand effective utilization of organizational resources
(human, technological and enviropment). Does the organization mold the indi-
vidual to fit the positions? Or, changes to provide optimal organization-
individual fit. An analysis of holy an organization utilizes its resources pro-
vides insight about management style, the function of boundary structures and

coping-styles.
.

9) Effectiveness and Efficiency of the Organization:

By effectiveness what is meant is the extent to which the orgahization
is able to meet gogls and primary tasks that it sets for itself.- For exam-
ple, question of high or low production and quality of product. Efficiency

expresses the relations between the outputs and the cost necessary to
attain it (Inkeles and Levinson, 1963).

In addition to the achievement of goals and sub-goals of an organization,
Etxioni (1960) asserts the organization must fulfill four major functions for sur-
vival: I) effectiveness, coordination or organizational sub-units; 2) the, acqui-
sition and maintenance of necessary resources; 3) adaptation of the organization
to the environment and to its own internal demands.

Lawrence and Lorsch point to an optimal degree of differentiation and inte-
gration in those parts of the organization that are critical as the best criterion
of organizational effectiveness.

o
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Finally, E. Schein (1970), asserts organilational effectiveness hinges upon
good communication, flexibilityr creativity and genuine psychological commit-
ment. These conditions are tcrfL be. obtained by 1)., recruitment, selection and
training practices that stimulate' rather than coerce people; 2) more real tic
psychological relationship based on a more realistic psychological contract; and
3) more effective group action.

The organizational consultant must look at how the other domains discussed
effect the enterprise's performance. This vantage point from which to stand
gives a view of the organizational expert- process.

4
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IV: MANAGERIAL STYLE AND'LANNING FOR 2 HOURS
'MODULE CHANGE . TIME** 35 MINUTES

GOALS - .

-

To enable participants to relate their own program issues to such concepts as .i
situational leadership theory and Siferwood's Model of Renegotiation.

f\

OBJECTIVES
.

. .
At-the end of this Module, participants will be able to:

. .

_, _ _ _ __ . . .

Describe the elements of a "planned renegotiation" procesgVtlich participants will
. use to deal with organizational change I

Graph their own personal management/leaership styjes as prevention program
' ' managers. 1 '

MATERIALS k.
.

Newsprint
e.

Pens
.

Pencils- ,

Magic Markers
Participant Manuals ,

Worksheets , '

0 Reference Sheets
Selected Reading . .
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MODULE Iv i
.

OVERVIEW
.

EXERCISE TIME . METHODOLOGY ,

4

1 APPLYING THE
SITUATION.
MODEL,

2. SCORING THE
MANAGERIAL
STYLE PROFI LE

3. PROFILES

4. THE CONSTANT
IN PREVENTION
-eHANGE

5. THE MODEL OF
PLANNED
RENEGOTIATION

6. APPLYING THE
CONCEPT OF
PLANNED' .

RENEGOtIATION

7. SUMMARY

0

..- .

.
-

.
.

.

.

.

e
.

.

.

30 MINUTES .

20 MINUTES

'
25 MINUTES

15 'MINUTES
-.'

.,. se"

aP

20 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

.

.

.

. ,

,

t

°

- _ -
SMALL -GROUP AND LARGE-GROUP
EXERCISE/DISCUSSION

c 4,

INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE

SMALL-GROUP DISCUSSION

.LARGE -GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

.

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

SMALL-GROUP EXVCISE
)

.

LARGE-GROUP DISCUSSION ".

-

,

.

.

-

*
- _.____,_

, :4
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. . ..

.
.
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IV. MANAGERIAL STYLE AND PLANNING FOR
WORKSHEETMODULE CHANGE-1

SCORING THE MANAGERIAL STYLE PROFILE

STEP I:

Use the chart below to transfer your answers from the problem sheet by circling the
letter you selected as your preferred option.. Add the number of circles in each
column and record ,that number in the column total box.

Problem Column I Column II Column III Column IV

1 A C B D

2 B C D

C A 1 D B

. 4 B . A
,-

C .
.

A -
.

6 . B C D. A

gr

8 B
.

D .A C

. C B D A

1 0 A . B C D

1 1 ,
B D

1 2 '"" p ' B 1$1
-

Column Totals -

.

Step Al:

In the diagram below, place the number you show as a total in Column I in the space
marked Quadrant 1. Follow the same Procedure for Columnsik, .111, and IV. The
diagram is complete when there is a number in each quadrant:,

Quadrant i . Quadrant II

Quadrant III Quadrant. IV



Worksheet IV-1 Continued

Step 111:
.

,Once again, use the chart below to transfer your answers cfrom the problem sheet by
circling the letter you selected as your preferred option. 'Add th4, number of circles
in each column_ and record that number in the column total box.

- , Problem Solumn I . Column I I

.

Column 111 Column I V

1 , D B C A

2 1 A B , I. D C

. 3 , C, B t _

4
A ,

- Bk A - C D
k

5 A
.

,D B C

6 A D B C

, . A . C, D B

.8
i

B. D A, C

A , B , C

1 0 A . D C 13\ ,

1 1
.

A C . B.
1 2 D B. C -

.

'..";
Column Totals .

*,

multiply by
I -2 -1 +1 +2

Step IV:

-Total =

The next step is V) do some arithmetic. Take the number in each column and do the
multiplication as indicated. For example, if your total in Column I is 2, you would
multiply 2 by -2, and ypur answer would be -4. Follow the same procedure for each
column.

Step V:

Now add the figures in each column. For example, Column I is -4; Column II is 0;
Column II1 is 5; ColuMn IV is +10. Your total score will be +11.
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Worksheet IV-1 Continued

Step V P:

Using the scale below, locate the number which corresponds to the-total you received
. after theaddition of the figur4s in Columns I-IV. Place an X on the scale at the

.
corresponding number.

1 1111 I I I 1 I

-24 -20 '-15 -10 -5 0 +5 +10 +15 +20 +24

4t

Interpreting the Style Profile

1. The problems on the profile are written in such a manner that if answered per-
fectly, there would be three responses in each quadrant.

3
Quadrant I I

. .

I .

.3
QuaVdrant III

.
..

3
Quadrant I

3
Quadrant IV

2. It is rare that -anyone's score sheet looks that way. What usa ly happens4 is
that the distribution of the responses will reflect a preferre style 'and a

back-up style. For example:

6
Quadrant II

. .4
Quadrant III

,

. .2
Quadrant 1

-t1

0 ,,

Quadrant IV

The person's preferred style is Quadrant II with Quadrant III as a back-up
style. He/she also has the flexibility to use Quadrant I, but less often.
He/she does not naturally use Quadrant IV.

3. What this part of the profile reflects is the person's preferred style, and an indi-
cation of their flexibility to use other styles when appropriate.

4. No value judgments should be placed on your results. It is simply abta to be
examined in the light of a particular theoretical model.

6()'
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Worksheet IV-1 Continued

5. Step IV on the scoring sheet determines an effective rating based on the nagger
of responses which fell in the +2, +1, -1, -2 columns. Those responses in Col-
umn IV (+2) are conside-red to be the most appropriate.

6. The effectiveness rating could range from -24 to +24. It is quite possible
that a lower effective s rating will corr with a strong tendency toward ,effective
one participant quadr nt. For example, if a p n has a score of 9 in Quadrant
II, he/she will have lected that option

a lower ffectiveness score.
option at t 6 times when it was not the

most appropriate response,
. .

(4-

a

-7

p

4

4

i

f.,

A,

. .
a
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IV. MANAGERIAL STYLE AND PLANNING FOR

MODULE CHANGE-1 REFERENCE.

THE MANAGERIAL STYLE PROFILE

DIRECTIONS: Read. each problem description carefully. Then look at the o tions
offered as a response to the problem. Select the option which MOST CLOY
REPRESENTS .WHAT YOU WOULD DO if you, were the manager in the situdtion
described. Circle the option. you select.

. '
-1. The prevention team leaders in your prevention program appear to be having

serious problems getting the job done. Their performance has been going down-
hill rapidly. They have not responded to your efforts to be friendly or to your
expressions of concern for their welfare.

What would you do?

a. Re--establish the need forfollowinglowing program procedures and meeting -the
expectations for- task accomplishmerit.

b. "Be sure that staff members knoW you are available for discussion, but don't
pressure them. .cc. Talk with your team leader and then set per4ormance goals.

ti
Wait and see what happens.

2. During' the past few months, the quality of work done by staff members has
been increasing. Recordkeeping is accurate ancl to-date; You have been
careful to make sure that all staff members areNaware of your performance
expectations. What would you do?

a. Make no changes. .

b. Continue to emphasize the importance of completing tasks and meeting dead-
lines.

c. Be supportive and provide clear feedback.' Continue to make sure that
staff members are aware of performance expectations.

Iktf\
d. Make every effort to let staff members feel imporitinrand involved in the

derision making process.

3. Performance and interpersonal relations among your staff have been gpot. You

have normally left them alone. However, a new situation has developed, end it
appears that the staffirds unable to 'solve the problem themselves. What would
you do?

41=to

a. Bring the group together and work as a team to solve the problem.

b. Continue to leave them alone.to work it, out.

Ltt7



Reference Sheet IV-1 Cdntinued

,c. Act quickly and firmly to identify the problem' and establish procedures to
correct it.

d. Encourage the staff to work on the problem, letting the') know you are
available as a resource and for dikcussion if they need you.

4. You are considering a major change in your prevention approach. Your staff
ha,s a fine record of accomplishment and a strong commitment to excellence. They
are supportive of the need for change and have been involved in the planning.,
What would you do?

. ,

a. Continue to i olve the staff in the planning, but you direct the change.
Ao

b. An(11nounce the changes and then implement them with close supervision.,
. -c. Allow the group to be involved in developing the change, but don't pres-

surethem.

d. ,'Let the staff manage the change process.

5. You are aware that staff performance has been going down during the last
several hs. They need continual reminding to get tasks'clone on time and
seem uncon erned about meeting objectives. In ,the past, redefining procedures
and role ex ectkions has helped. What mould you do?

a. Allow your staff to set their own direction.

Get suggestions from the staff but see that the objectives are met.

c. Redefine goals and expectations and supervise carefully.

,mod. Allow the staff to be involved in" setting the goals, tut don't pressure
them.

6. You have just taken over as the director of an alternatives program that had
been running smoothly under the previous director. He had the reputation for
running a tight ship. You want to maintain the quality of the program, but you
would like to begin humanizing the environment. What would you. do?

a. Do nothing at the present time.

b. Continue with the administrative pattern set by the previous director, moni-
toring the staff and emphasizing the importance of task accomplishment.,

c. Get th e staff involved in decisiOn making and planning, but continue to see
that objectives are met and quality is maintained.

d.', Reach out to staff members to let them feel important end involved.

77 You are considering expandiiig your School-baseid program to incorporate a new
community-based program. Your staff members have made suggestions about tlie
proposed change and are enthusiastic. They operate effectively on a day-to-clay
basis and have shown themselves willing to assume responsibility. What would
yot?do?

. .

°
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Reference Sheet IV-1 Continued

ai Outline the changes and monitor carefully.

b. Reach consensus with the staff on the protposed changes and allow the staff
members to organize the implementation.

c. Solicit 4nput from the staff on proposed changes, but maintain control of
the implementation.

d. liet the staff handle it.

8. Staff have been working well. Interpersonal relations and morale are good The
quality'. of service delivery is excellent. You are somewhat unsure of your
apparent lack of direction of the group. What would you do?

a, Be careful not to hurt your relationship with the staff by becoming :too
directive.

b. Take steps to assure that staff members are working in a well defined mari-
ner.

c. Leave the staff alone to work as they have been.

d. Discuss the situation with the staff and then initiate the necessary changes'.
a

9. The Director of the Single State'Agency has appointed you to replace the chdir-
man of a task force that is long overdue in making requested recommendations

for state prevention grant priority. The group is not clear on its goals.
Attendance at meetings has been poor. Frequently, the meetings are more social
than task, oriented. Potentiajly, they have the knowledge and experience to
complete the task. What would you do?'

a. Let the group members work out their problems.

Solicit recommendations from the group, but see that the objectives are met.

c. Redefine and clarify the goals, tasks, and expectations, and carefully
supervise Progress toward task completion.

d. Allow group involvement in setting goals, but don't push.

10. Your team leaders are usually able to take responsibility. - However, they are
not responding. well to your recent redefinition of performance standards. What
would you do?

a. Supervise carefully to assure that standards are met.

b. Solicit input from the staff on performance standards. Incorporate their
suggestions and Monitor. their progress toward 'meeting the standards.

c. Allow staff -involvement 'in the redefinition of performance standards, but
don't push.

d. Avoid. confrontation. Apply no pressure and see what happens.
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Reference Sheet IV-1 Continued
tvs'

11. You have been made supervisor of a staff of eight group facilitators. The pre-
vious supervisor appeared to be uninvolved in the affairs of the staff. They
have adequately handled their tasks and responsibilities. Their morale is high.
What would you do?

a. Become active in directing the staff toward working in a clearly defined
manner.

b. Involve your staff ,in decision making and consistently reinforce good ,con-tributions. 0
c. Discuss past performance with your staff and then examine the need for

new procedure.

d. Continue to leave the staff alone.

12. You ve recently become aware of some internal difficulties in your staff. They
had een working well together for the past year. The staff has an excellent
record of accomplishment. Staff members have consistently met their perfor-mance goals. All are well qualified for their roles in the program.
What would you do?

a. Allow your staff to. deal with the new problem themselves.

b. Tell the staff how you propose to deal with the situation and discuss the
necessity for these procedures.

c. Make yourself available for discussion but don't jeopardize your relationship
with the staff by forcing the issue,.

d. Act quickly and firmly to nip the problem in the bud.

t
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IV. MANAGERIAL STYLE AND PLANNING SELECTED READINGS
FOR CHANGE-1

PLANNED RENEGOTIATION:
A NORM-SETTING OD

INTERVENTION

By

John H. Sherwood and
John, C.. Glidewell .40

t

k

This article is reprinted, with permission, from the 1973 Annual Handbook for Group

Facilitators, pp. 195-201.
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PLANNED RENEGOTIATION:
A NORM-SETTING OD INTERVENTION

Organizational development has been described as "an educational process
by which human resources are continuously identified, allocated, and expanded
in ways that make these resources more available to the organization and, there-
fore, improve the organization's problem-solving capabilities" (Sherwood, 1971).
The concept of planned renegotiation describes a procedure by Vvhich controlled
change can enter an organization in such a way that resources become more
available to the organization. It is derived from a clear and simple" theory of
how roles are established and changed (Glideweil, 1971).

The theory itself is a. norm-setting intervention because it is intended to
be-

come
part of the normative structure of an organization and as such to e-

come part of the language, rhetoric, and expectations of the members of the
organization. Furthermore, the use of these concepts in successful problem-
solving leads to the learning of behavioral skills by insight, reinforcement, and
imitation. As we often like to hear Lewin (1951) say, there is nothing as prac-
tical as- a good theory. Where the concept of planned renegotiation becomes
part of the norms of an organization, it can constitute the heart of an OD
effort.

THE ,MODEL

The model describes how social systems--that is, relations between persons
and relations between groups--are established and become stabilized so that
work can get crone and how change can enter the system. The model is cycli:
cal, and it includes four phases:

(I) Sharing 'information and negotiating expectations. When persons begin
to establish, a relationship which they expect may endure over some period of
time--as brief as a pre-employment interview or as long-lasting as.a marriage or
an appointment to the ti.S. Supreme Court--they first exchange information.
They are es ntially trang inforrriation about themselves and establishing
expectations-- sually implitic and unspecified--about how a "member." of this
relatiomship or a member of This group is going to behave (see Goffrrran, 1956,
p. 16.?,, 1961, pp. 105-132; Thibaut and Kelley, 1959, pp.. 21-25; Blau, 1960).

fr
Once a sufficient exchange of information occurs, uncertainty is reduced to

an acceptable level and the behaviors of the parties are more or less predict-
able- If the 'relationship is seen as,Induring sometime into the future, then
commitment, to these shared expectations takes place.

(2) Commitment. When commitment to a set of shared expectations takes
plate, then each member's role is defined, and each member knows for the most
part what is expected of him and for the most part what he can expect from the
others. The strength of each individual's commitment and the range of his
behavior encompassed by his role are both me_as.ures of the importance or cen-
trality to him of this particular relationship. ThO more important the relation-
ship, the more -evidence of commitment is required and the mores behaviors-
including attitudes, values, and perceptions--are embraced by Vie role expecta-
tions. 'With commitment comes stability.

73
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(3) Stability and productivity. When there is commitment to a set of

shared expectations, these expectations govern the behavior of group members

and provide stability, within the relationships; that is, for the most part you do

what I expect of you and for ,the most part I cip what you expect of me. This

stability In the relationships leads to the possibility that work can now get
done. While stability does not guarantee productivity, it is necessary for
productive work to occur. The energy of the principals is now available for
other things since their relationships are sufficiently predictable that they no
-longer required sustained attention.

Commitment to a set of shared expectations, then, governs behavior during

a period of stability; but invariably, sooner or later, disruption occurs (Blau,

1967; Homans, 1961).

(4) Disruption. Disruption occurs because of a violation of expectations
by the principals or because of 'external intrusion into the. system. It is as-,

sumed that disruption is inevitable; only the duration of the period of stability
varies. because (a) information is never completely shared during the initial
period when expectations are negotiated and (lp) individuals, groups, and
organizations are viewed as open systems (katz Kahn, 1966), i.e., they

change as a consequencec-of transaction wit "their environment (Glidewell,

1971).
'or

Disruptions may be external in origin, such as a new person assigned to a

work group, a loss of personnel, an assignment of a new task or high4 quota,

a budgetary cut and reallocation of resources, or reorganization of personnel

and subsequent reassignment of duties. The first child born into a marriageis
an example of a new input into the relationship which is likely to lead to efe
violation of previously established expectations. Disruptions may also be internal

in origin, such as, the sharing of information which kwas not made available

earlier when expectations were being negotiated. Persons also change. as a con-

sequence of new experiences, training, and, education. When" the changed

person returns to the unchanged role, expectations may be violated leading to a

disruption of the' relationship.

It is at the point of disruption that change can enter the 'System, for it is

at this time that expectations are no longer fixed. New information can now

enter the system, and the renegotiation of expectations can occur. Once again

the system recycles through: (I) sharing, information .and renegotiating expect

tations, followed by (2) commitment to a set of 'expectations which governs

behavior during a period of (3). stability and productivity, when, for the most

part, you do what I expect of you and I do what you expect of me until

(4) disruption once again occurs because of a violation of expectations by the
principals or becaUse of external intrusion into the system. With disruption
change. can once 'again enter the system, as it cycles from renegotiation through
diSruption, and yet another opportunity for, renegotiation (see Figure I).

The paradox is that the very moment the system is most open to change
there are, strong inhibiting 'forces working to return things "to.,the way they

'used to be" because of anxiety accompanying the uncertainty which character-.

izes the system . at the time it is: in a" state of disruption (Lanzette, 1955;

Korchin et al., 1957).
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When a disruption of expectations occurs, uncertainty follows -- because I

can no loOger depend on your doing what I expect of you, and my own role is
also unclear to me--and with uncertainty the principals become anxious. The'
anxiety is uncomfortable. The quickest and surest way to reduce that anxiety
is for the relationship to return once again "to the way things used to be."
This is often a ritualized commitment to prior- exp ctations, such as a perf,unc4
tory apology, handshake, or embrace, without adm tting into the system the new
information, which is now available having given rise to the .disruption. This
new information would form the basis for renegotiating the expectations govern-ing tlsie relationship. The relationship remains closed to change When the par-,
ties deal with the uncertainty and anxiety produced by disruption by returning
to the original level of sharing expectations without renegotaition: for example,the pledge, "it won't happen again," or the admonition, "don't let it happen
again," or the reaffirmation of the way tthing used to be, "let's be gentlemen,"or "I'm sorry, I. was wrong, everything i now okay...nothing is changed!"
(Postman & Bruner, 1948; Hermann, 1963).

It is during the period of disruption, when the, parties apatincertain about
their roles and the future of the relationship and are therefore anxious, that
the system must be held open if change is to enter. .1f new information is
allowed to enter the relationship and is treated in a problemsolving way, it can
provide the -basis for renegotiating the expectations governing the relationship.
The newly renegotiated expectations are therefore more likely to.,be in line with
the current realities of the situation, and once commitment, occurs, the period of
stability is - likely to more enduring before the next ensuring disruption.

If the parties share this model as a part of their language and their
mutual expectations, thede concepts are likely to help them by increasing their
tolerance for the uncertainty and the accompanying anxiety which surroundtheir relationship while expectations are held open during renegotiation.
Through continued use of these concepts, the behavioral skills of the parties
also increase, thereby facilitating the renegotiation process.

_The theory predicts that disruption without renegotiation leads to . an
increasing frequency and intensity of disruptions. When each disruption is not
treated as a new source of information and-a new oppOrtunity for adjustment of
expectations and change, but rather 'as a disagrepable state that cannot be tol-
erated due to the urgency to return "to the way things used to be," then the
source' of the disruption is 'never satisfactorily remedied, improVedyfOr even
ameliorated. If the problem or difficUlty in the relationship is never addressed
directly, it is likely to persist and add to the intensity of future disruptions
precipitated by new problems 'entering the relationship./1/ The more inflexible
the system--a two-person relationship; a group, an organization, or a commu-
nity--the more likely a final disruptive event will by explosive and destructive.
Such a relationship is likely to be terminated in a manner which is destructive,
to the parties involved.

4
I The intensity of future disruptions is not likely to be increased where prob-
lems or difficulties in a relationship are handled by reducind commitment to the
relationship: In this case, an apparent "return to the way thine-s used to be"
is actually a withdrawal of commitment. Over time such a strategy leads to an
atrophied relationship. (In the Marriage Grid (1971) -by Mouton and Blake, this
is a, 1,1 orientation, e.g., "Home is where I eat, 'sleep, and keep my things.")
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Whenever disruption occurs, the possibility of terminating the relationship
is always an' alternative solution. Termination is more likely to be a construc-
tive, proplem-solving solution when it is a consequence of renegotiation. Termi-
nation is more likely to result in the destructive loss of resources when one or
more of the following are present: (I) the disruption is 6nplanned and explo-
sive, (2) the system is rigid and inflexible, (3) the parties have little or no
prior experience in renegotiating adjustment- to changing conditions.

PLANNED RENEGOTIATION
A

. The model states that relationships cycle through (I) the sharing of infor-
mation and negotiation of expectations, through (2) commitment to (3) stabilit
and productivity to (4) disruption and the poSsibility of renegotiation and there-
fore change; It has also been assumed that it is difficult to hold the system
open -for renegotiation because of the uncertainty and anxiety that prevails at
that time. Thee concepts then provide a way to introduce controlled change
by anticipating disruption and renegotiating expectations in advance. This is
known as planned renegotiation.

Where this simple mode' of how roles are established and how they change
is available to the parties and where they have skills in sharing their reactions,
feelings, and perceptions about their relationship, change can be introduced in

a controlled and systematic way through planned renegotiation. This is less

stressful than renegotiation 'under conditions of disruption. Both the model and

the, concept of planned renegotiation thus become parts of the relationship so

that "whenever I feel a pinch," that pinch is shared and the possibility of

renegotiation is raised. A pinch is a signal of the possibility of an impending
disruption, and it describes a' sense of loss of freedom within one's current role
(see Figure I). The felt loss of freedom' may be due to a sense of expanded
resources or to subtle constriction of expectations by others._ Jn either case,
there*is the possibility of resources lost' to the system.

4

Some examples of pinches which raise the possibility of renegotiation are:

"I think I am now ready to go to New York on a buying trip without
you.'

"I find that I am defensive with you because you judge others so
harshly. I don't want you judging me that way."

.

"While I will contipue to do all the drafting work, I would like
some engineering work on this project."

"I think th4 I Somehow have to know all the answers ecause no one

in this group ever admits that they don't know somet ing. I there-
fore bluff my way along."

"We are always talking about. , how bright we all are; and as a conse-
; quence I am coming Atmore' and more cautious about the ideas I

choose to share /est they appear anything but brilliant."

"I'' hay begin. saying, "no," to you, or you have to stop adding
to workload. I will be unable to meet the commitments I have al-

ady made unless something changed."
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"I like you lot, and I suddenly realize that I am very hesitant to
disagree wit you for fear that you will then dislike me."

When the q estiop of renegotiation of expectations is raised at that pointin the relationstiip when one of the members feels a pinch, the pafties have
more choice and, more control over change. They.are subject to fewer negotia-.tions "under fire," and they are less often victims of crises and pressures two
return to the way things used to be.

IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Planned renegotiation is likely to be a successful norm-setting intervention
in an organization where there is some prior commitment to the concept of
organization development so that persons are neither so closed that differences
are ignored and inappropriately smoothed over nor so competitive that differ-
ences are exploited I4y subversii/e rivalry.

On the other hand, people need concepts to guide their behavior. Organi-
zation development efforts often involve skill training in interpersonal relations,
or process consultation, or prescriptions to do things differently, such as "beopen'." However, they are, trained in interpersonal skills without an adequate
theoretical framework that provides awareness of themselves and make more data
available to the system, but what can they do with data once it becomes more
available? The planned renegotiation model supplies a framework for building
more productive working relationships with information generated through organ-
ization developn'(ent efforts.

Similarly, participant management systems need more information from all
levels of supervision in order to function effectively, but once the information
is generated, how is it to be handled? The planned renegotiation model pro-
vides a framework r for allowing new information to change the system where
such change' is agreeable to all. parties involved.

The theory underlying the concept of planned renegotiation is clear, sim-ple, and straightforward. Theoretical elaborations have been purposely avoided.It is intended that the concepts become part of the language of organizational
life. Persons can be trained in the skills of planned, renegotiation. It is impor-
tant that people learn to detect pinches before disruptions develop. A pinch_ isfelt by an individual, whereas a disruption is experienced by all parties
involved- in the relationship. It is therefore incumbent upon an individual who
feels a pinch to take responsibility for raising the 'question of renegotiation with
the other(s), rather than asserting that it is someone else's problem-or rAspon-
sibility. At the same time, it is important he understand that when he e`kperi-
ences a pinch, this is going to make him anxious. When a pinch is shared and
renegotiation considered, then others become anxious as well. People get
an-xious- both because they are never sure whether they will personally lie bet -'
ter off after the renegotiation is completed than they were before. When people
work with this model, they learn that anxiety becomes Controlled and tolerable
when there is a commitment to problem-solving. There remains nevertheless a
risk each time the relationship is opened for examination and renegotiation.

In the first few attempts at renegotiation within the model-, 'people are
simultaneously working on two problems: (1) trying out a problem-solving
model and developing skills and procedures for its use and (2) working on the
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pinch that gave rise to the renegotiation. ',Over time both skills and procedures
develop, as does confirmation of the model and its usefulness to the pbrties
involved- (or its lack of usefulness).

Based one the assumption that "most people in organizations prefer a fair
negotiated settlement to a state of unresolved conflict," Harrison (1971) has
developed a very sound procedure for changing role relationships. It should
be useful 'to those who would like to try planned renegotiation in a formally
structured and specifically programmed way. Harrison calls his procedure "role
negotiation." It is aodetailed program for exchanging expectations and demands
for the behavior of others in terms of what each wants others (a) to do more or
better, (b) to do less, or (c) to remain unchanged. These expectations are
written so as to be clearly understood by both sender and receiver. When one

4 person makes a request or demand for changed behavior on the part of
another, he must specify a quid pro quo he is willing to give in order to get
what.,..he -wants. The process is complete when an agreement is written which
specifies the agreed-upon changes in it3 havior and makes clear what each party
is expected to give in return, including a discussion of possible sanctions for
noncompliance. The procedures are clear and simple, if a bit mechanical, and
they require a consultant in the early stakes to establish the rules and to
moderate their .use.../

,

. There are various other ways organizations might make use of the concept
of planned renegotiation. An organization might design a "renegotiating arena,"
where the principals commit themselves not to leave the field until a satisfactory
set of mutual expectations is established./2/ A skilled third' party consultant
might be available to them (see Walton, 1969).

The question is sometimes raised, "if planned renegotiation is encouraged,
won't this lead to the termination of some relationships that would not otherwise
terminate?" Yes, it probably will. Where relationships are terminated by
choice, this is likelyipto be an outcome which is more healthy for the /individuals
and more productivel for the organization over the long run, than to retain
members who are essentially "captive."

While the theory of how roles are established and changed seems to be
interpersonal in focus and appears to .concentrate on the modificktion of behav-
ior in one-to-one situations, the concepts also describe the relatitiimor a person
to a group of the relations of all members of a group to one another, e.g.,
task group, committee, subordinates reporting to one supervisor, family, etc.

2The method, "Meetings for Two" in Fo dyce ,& Weil (1971, pp. 114-16), is a

highly structured session designed to provide the opportunity to renegotiate

expectations in a two-person relationship without the benefit of a theoretiCal
model. While a third party is not required, the procedure is so highly strc-
tured that the presence of a third person seems almost essential:-
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Relations between groups are also subject to disniption and renegotiation as
well, e.g., relations between departments, branch offices, or project teams./3/

Rather than' ,A th-eory of interpersonal affairs, the theory is better
described as a gescription of the establishment and. change of relations between

elements

of a social- system-persons or groups. The theory is more encompas-
sing than it first might seem; it can include some of the major realities of
organizational life, such as the power of economics and,,legitimate authoritytnd
the icompetition between persons or groUps for scarce resources. A subordinate
can certainly raise the question of renegotiation with his supervisor and can
help his supervisor learn to use the model. Issues .of authority can be subjects

°of renegotiation. Where individuals or groups are highly competitive, renegotia-
tion can take the ,form of more open bargaining rather than secretive, and some,
times subversive, rivalry.

While all of us need concepts to guide our behavior, it would seem that the
model of how roles are established and changed and, the concept of planned
renegotiation would be particularly useful for those who frequently enter and
work with temporary systems (Bennis & Slater, 1968). The mere fluid and
changing the system, the more important it is to be able to develop means of
producing information rapidly which then permits people to appropriately influ-
ence one another and to accept appropriate influence. Furthermore, working
with this model even withh, an enduring and established relationship is .likely to

to help a person develop those' behavioral skills which are effective in life in tem-
porary systems. These concepts are also those who play a mediating role as a
third party consultant to others in conflict.

2
SUMMARY i.

This paper is based on the assumption that people need concepts to guide

changed- is presented: relationships ycle through 0) the sharing of informa-
tion

behavior. A clear and simple model of how roles are established and.

tion and the negotiation of expectations, then (2) commitment to a set of expec-
tations which governs behavior during a period (3). of stability and productivity
When, for the most part you do whiA I expect of you and I do what you expect
of me, until (4) disruption occurs and the possibility of change enters the sys-
fem. This theory itself is a norm-setting intervention into an organization when
it becomes a girt of the 'normative structure, -rariguage, and expectations of

_ members of the organization.
o1/4 / .)-

The concept of planned renegotiation is derived' from this model and repre-,.

sents a procedure by which controlled change can enter n organization,
thereby freeing and expanding resources for problem-solving. is enhances an
organization's internal flexibility, which is one important criteil of organiza-
tional effectiveness (Schein, 1965).

' With a model such as planned renegotiation, people have more _choiceln
their lives and are less likely to become victims "of the way. things sed to
be...."

3Several persons have reported that this mod I is also useful for negotiating
change in the behavior of a single peroson (intrapersonal change)... Persons have
talked to themselves about themselves and held dialogs in a Gestalt fashion
between "hoW I am now and "how I would like to be," followed by commitment
to a new set of expectations, stability, disruption, and renegotiation.
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To familiarize participants with thR concepts-of needs assessment, planning, and
evaluation to prepare them to work cooperatively with prevention evaluators.
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At the end of this Module, participants will be able to.:' . .

Identify the, three basic phases of a heeds assessment process

Write clear, 'spe'cific, and measurable program objectives
®

.
Enable participants to li;t the five components of a logical program development
process

., ° ,... .
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.

Acquaint participants with the three types of evaluation described in NIDA's
;Prevention Evaluation Research Model

..
P

Enable participants to List 1-, 3-, and 5-year goals for their programs.
°
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1. MODULE v OVEI?VIEIA,

EXERCISE

. toe

1% IN-PRODUCTION '

2. THE REAL/IDEAL

:

3. NEEDS ASSESSMENT

4. GATHERING NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

. DATA

5.

6. WRITING SPECIFIC
PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

'7. FUTURE PLANNING

PLANNING

0

8. E-141kLUATION

g. EVALUATION
RESOURCES

10. POLITICS AND
EVALUATION I:

. WRAP-UP

4

./

TIME
s

METHO7OGY

5 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

10 MI N Lit ES'

MINUTES"
I

0

LARGE-. GROUP

IND'IVID1,16L EXERCISE

LARGE-GROUP 'LECTURE/DISCUSSION

INDIVIDUAL/SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE

20 i/lINUTES , LARGE-GROUP LECTURE /DISCUSSION

30, MINUTES" INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE (

30 MINUTES AIDLVIDUAL/TRIAI5 EXERCISE

30 MINUTES %LARGE-GROUP LECTURE /DISCUSSION

25 MINUTES LARGE-,PROUP EXERCISE/DISCUSSION

.-
20 MINUTES

5 MINUTES

LARGE-GROUP DISCUSSION
so

LARG-GROUP LECTURE
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INTRODUCTION

This sel -instructional module is designed to help y'ou learn how to write objectives
th,ilt are clear and specific.

When you have completed this learning package, you, will be able to do the following:
.1. Distinguish a goal from an objective;

2. Identify program objectives that are specific, measurable, and time-pcased; and

3.5 Write program objectives that are specific, measurable, and time-phased.

If you are confident that you already know hir to write specific program-objectives,
please take the pretest. S, When you have finished, check your'results with the trainer If both your objectives are approved by the trainer, you
will have met the objectives -of the learning paqikage.

Or, if you preifier, skip the pretest and ,turn immediately to the instructions.

ct

INSTRUCTIONS

to'Complete each part betOsre turning to the next pArt.. Read the material and' answerthe question in each part then check your answer.

Now begin.

4

)
What is the/difference be.tweengoals and objectives?

A goal is a general 'statement of .what we intend to ,do". Eecause goals are stated in
general 'terms, they can be4 interpreted in many different ways.

An objective is- much more specific than a goal. A well stated objective leaves little
doubt about exactly what will be done, how this will be measured, and when it will be
accomplished.' 4

dV

Is the following statement a goal or an .objective? "Drug abuse -wilt be reduced.:'
. #.

.r., .Answer:

r
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Worksheet V-2 Continued

If you said goal, you were right. The statement is too general to be a good objec-

tive.

If you said ob'ective, take another look at the statement. Does it tell you how drug.
abuse will e measured, or how much it will be reduced, or by what date? 5,

Is the following statement a goal or an objective?

"The incidence of arrests for drug abuse in Center City will be reduced by 10 per-c

cent within one year."

Answer: .

C

If you said ,objective, you were right., The statement clearly specified what the.

result would be (incidence of arrests fori'dru.g abuse in Center City will be reduced),

how this will be measured (reduced by . 10 `pertent) and when (within one year).

In the space below, write the difference tjetween a goal and an objective.

List below -the ;three essential characteristic's of a usefUl objective.
4r.

1. °

2.

3.

rloty go to the next page.' ,
-'

..

O

.

8 0
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Worksheet V-2'Continued

The' 'hree essential characteristics .of a useful objective are the following:
e

1. It states specifically the result to be accomplished.

2. It is expressed in measurable terms.

3. It identifies when the result will happen.

, .
Let's concentrate on the first two characteristics of a good objective:'

. 1. It states specifically the result to be accomplished.

,2. It is expressed in measurable terms.

a
Put an X in the box beside each of those statements below that:

Specifically state a result; and
I

Are expressed in measurable terms.

( ) Establish drug abuse referral systems in the five large'st police departments
in t is State.

2. ( ) Pro ide drug abuse prevention training to school teachers.

.3. ( )' D ign Jour weekend recreation activities to involve 25 inner city youth._

4. ( ) Reduce drug abuse to.a level acceptable to.the public.
,

5. ( )' onduct a ,Campaign to increase .public awareness of substance abuse-related
Poblems.

.

,...
6. ( Increase by two the numb'er of community groups voluntarily contributing:

/goods or services to the drug abuse prevention pi ogram.on a regular basis. .

7. - ( ),Reduce by 20 percent the number of drug .emergencies at the hospital
through drug education in area schools.

4

8. ( L Explore formatiOn of a State drug abuSe preyengion program association.
.

9. ¢ ') Initiate an assessment of substance abuSe prevention problems in the corn-
munity. I

10. ( E§tablish a per group rap, giAting for junior high. students that is accept-
able to the students.-
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Worksheet V-2 Continued

You should have placed ,an X before statements 1, 3, 6, 7, 10/.
, .

Take another look at any you missed. Do those statements tell you specifically What
the expected result is and how it is to be measured?

'4,

,

* 24 4' *

The third characteristic of a useful objective is the time frame, which states exactly
when the result will happen, or by what date0 it will be eOmpletely accomplished.

. ..
Which of the following statements specify, a clear time frame?

-s,

1. As soon as possible

2. By the last day 'of each month

3. Irrtnediately

'4. When-feasible ,
-

5. j3y July 1, 1977
..ws

Answer:

'I
.1.

.
..:1. .

i .

4' 4' * *\ * 4'

4
i

.
Sk .

.

4

P.
I. 4

6

Nurepprs 2 and 5 specifically' state by what time or date we could expect a resu't to
happen. The other statements don't tell us how soon is "possible," when is"immedi-
ately" (today? this week?), or how soon "feasible" is. .--

Useful- objectives must specify; when a result will happen by stating a date or giving
the number of days months, or years. s

List again the, three haracteristics of ai useful objective. .,.

1,
:17

2..
SI. .

1,

3. .

.
If you= are not sure, check your answers.

4

t

'I.

t
*

&. i

. e
4 .

..
4.

-1.

r . / 'S O
. i° / r
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Wof-ksheet V-2 Continued

-t

Now try to fintheach of the three characteristics in the objective below.

Objective:

Proyide .4d hours of in-service training hnnually to all elementary school teacher
within five years. ti

1. I Underline the parts of this objective that state the intended result.

2. Place arsqoareiaroynd the parts that are measurable.

3.. the time frame.

* * *

Your answer should look like this.

Provide 140 hoursjof in-service training annually to
(-within five yearr.)

.No'v do the same with the following objectives.

1. Underline the specific result intended.'

2.s Put a r- around' the measurable parts.

3. the time frame.,

elementary school teacher

1. Develop prevention program objectives that are consistent' with the goals of the
program within one year.

2. Establ-ib a r cordke ing system for prevention activities acceptable to DA by
the beginning of the ne budget year.

3. Provide 30 hours of trai mg to 350 ,shop.foremen in identifying and ca4aseling
potential and, actual drug abusers by September 30, 1979.

$

The
.
?nswers are:.L

1 . Develop revention `rodram objectives that are consistent with.vof the
programr within one year. i'.. 0!.

2. Establish, a recordkeeing system for pre ntion activities that is acceptable Ito
N IDA y - n o e nex uge year

- . , t
3.. Prpyidel30 hoursTof training r-e71--Iltor-3-5471shoo foremen in iglentifing and coun-

.

. ! selirl ..otential and actual drucl abusersn gr 19

94.
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Worksheet V-2 Con,tinued

Write two specific program objectives for your prevention program that you .consid r
important. .

t. k
,t

YcSur trainer will give you instructions for checking the specificity and usefLilness. of
your objectives.

.)

7450fr':

4.

9 r'
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MODULE V: MANAGEMENT TOOLS-1
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MODULc V, MANAGEMENT TOOLS -2 A FIG6RE

. 3
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o.

3.

EVALUATION:ACTIVITY

- 9. Feedback
Utilization

Develop
Alternative
Evaluation
Designs

for

4

H

4. Select Evaluation
Design 1. Analyze

Decision

5. Operationalize Making

,Evaluation Design

6. Test'Evaluation

.E4
Design

4

7. Revise
Evaluation
Design

. Collect and _,2. Analyze

Analyze Data Program
Activity

Socio -Political Environment

DECISION MAKING ACTIVITY

Individual Forces

Organizational Forces

zs
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

A

1. Needs Assessment',4,

2. Policy Development
3. 'Program De'sign.,.

4. Program InitiatiOn
5. Program Operation

kli.]

External
Fordes

O
Reprinted from the National_Prevention Evaluation Guidelines, National Institute on Drd§ Abuse,

August 1979.
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MODULE V: MANAGEMENT TOOLS-1 SELECTED READINGS

`N.

V

CONDUCTING A COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT

By

William H. Wheeler,
I

4.

,

A v

;41 .2. '

P.

This rticle is reprinted,,with permission, from A Handbook Designed to Assist

Counse ors froth a Cultural Perspective, developed under contract with the Florida

Drug AbUse Prevention and EducationTrust, Washington, D.C., A.L. Nellum & Asso-'

eiate's, September, 1977.
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CONDUCTING A COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT A

...
_ .

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

In the Evaluation Theory section of_thid manual we presented the
"Evaluation. Cycle". That cycle is one model that can be used
to guid4,most, programs in the development of their evaluation
strategies. We refer to the cycle at this time to fdcus our
attention on its secoil 'component -,CONDUCTING A NEEDS ASSESS-
MENT. This section of the manual wi4,de41 expressly with that
topic.-- Much of the co tent coveted is based on material adapted
from:

4'

1. Warheit, Bell and Schwab, "Planning for Change: Needi
Assessment Approaches," 1974.°

2. Hargreaves, Attkisson, Siegal, McIntyre and Sorensen,
."Resource,Materialsfor Community Mental Health Program "

Evaluation,.Part II - Needs Assessment and Planning," 1974.

3. From the University.of Denver, "Analysis and Synthesis of ,

Needs As'sessment Research in the Field of Human, Services,."
1974.

.

4. From recent research, conducted by Don Cahalan and Associates
in Analyzing our National Drinking Practices.

A Definition (Warheit, Bell and Schwab, 1974; p. AO

"A needs assessment program is a research and,pianning acitvity
designed to determine a community's health services, needs:
and utilization-patterns."

(University of Denver 1974, p. 3)
%%.

A needs assessment also determines bile extent and type.of dys-
function that certain-individuals or groups experience in a
community.

..-f. .

-t .
. ..* , .

Once determined, services canbe developed to, improve the level \

oat functioning for those people. '' . , .

. . e

When conducting-an assessment, we must first deyeiop a, tool that
will measure the problel and then use the information Collected,
to provide needed services., /

-,-..
-''

`z;

7.) 4 ,

A 0100
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1

SOME.USES OF A NEEDS ASSESSMENT
(International Encyclopedia,of the Social Sciences, Gruenberg

1968, Morris 1957)

1. Knowledge:regarding time-period comparisons or trends. 'This

information helps to distipguish problem areas that are in

creasing from those that for the present time seem to be

stabilizing, and ,finally those that are diminishing. .

2. Community estimdtes of the size,,location and distributiOn

of conditions aid in planning programs for tee community and

identifying possibl'e points of intervention.

3. From accumulated-records of the ages at which individuals

contract 4 problem, individual risks can be estimated and

high priority target populations for preventative or treat-

e/T't services may be identified.
1

- 4. Knowledge Of the attributes of cases not inea enten-

larges the clinical picture by making our concept of a

disorder less dependent on the clinician's kimite perspec-

tive on cases.

5. Occasionally, new problems may be identified.

6.. The working of services can be studied in terms of their

success and failure, their selection of cases for \.t atment

and the'effects on the people they seek to serve.

7. Inthe seardh for causes of disorders, data on the factors

associated with the distribution of a disorder supplement

laboratory' sand clinical data, in- clarifying the causes of

(alcohol related problems).
4

(Warheit, et. al. 1974, p. 12)

8. Pro ides data for the development/modification ofoagency

based programs...

9. provides management informatiolon data for administrative.

purposes.

10. r''penetratiOn Rate" can be'established:
AI

NUmber of different clients identified by alcohol services

Number of individuals assessed to need services '

0

Thispeasures adeqUacy of performance.
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THE IMPETUS BEHIND NEEDS ASSESSMENTS RESEARCH
(University of Denver 1974, pp. 4-6)

1. Social planning and resource allocation ehoUld be responS-ve
'to. the problems and -needs of the-\population.

2. These' needs should be ascertained through an objective-pro-,
cess. (They should not be just a reflection of what service
providers see as needs.)

3. Changing governmental and organizational policies and pro-
cedures' aredemanding assessments for further funding and
skvpport.

WHEN SHOULD YOU DO A NEEDS ASSESSMENT?
(Hargrieaves, et.al., 1974.p. 11)

1. The most advantageous' time...to undertake an assessment
program is in the very early stages of program development.
This assists in:

a. defining goals /1
b. developing a program plan
c. selecting program activities ,

.d. .evaluating these activities to see that proposed
interventions correspond with the needs

.

2. Assessment should be considered when programs are thinking-
I, about modifying current prograps or adding new services.

,3 Durig times of'rapid social change within a service area.
Forbxamplg, changes created by major population shifts,P
major economic changes or natural disasters.

STATE OF THE ART
(Hargkeaves,et.a1.-, 1974 p. 19) 4

1. Technology in the area of social service research is in the
state of infancy.

0

,

Methodological di ficulties:

,a. Lack of reliability of measuring instruments.
b. Problems associated with data collection.
c. Lack of uniformity in,classification of health

problems. Fe* example, when is 'a",.person an
"alcoholic"?

(Parker G. 'Marden; 1974, p. 2) .
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3. In a review of 1973 proposals that had been fuhded by N.

N.I.A.A.A., Mirden found.that 43% of the 385 studied lacked

any,estithate of the number of problem drinkers and/or al-

coholic Inkersions. An additional 18% provideg an estimate,

but did n)ot say what it was baSed upon. The remaining 22%

listed a method which was geperally a simple statement of a'

proportion of the population being lcoholic. (These'

__figures are usually based on percents developd-d-by
7

This review points to the reality tflat.many estimations of,

eeds in the field of_alcohol abuse are mere hunches or

uesses based upon experience or subjective,analzsis,'ore.re

ss estimates that, tend to be impressions of local needs.

I

4. Hargreaves observes -that while assessment data may be imper-

fect, it is better than no data at all.

--PLANNING THE ASSESSMENT
(Warheit, 1974 pp. 16 -18)

The first step to take after making a commitment to do a eeds

assessment is-to appoint steering committee._ Its membership

should consist of administtative, clinical, boaidiand citizen

.representatives. This broad based participation increases the '

'likelihood of a successful project.,
.

r''' .
.

Once the committee is.fotmed, a prof ct diiector should be named.

That, person will be' responsible for superis"ing' the entire

project.
$

,Once established, the steering committee and p olect director

.
must first deal with tasks related to the def nitionT-concept=.

ualiza ian, and operationaZization of the obj ctives. of the

program. Regardless.of the type, of assessment project being

consideizd,4 series of questions needs to be asked.' Th4 fol.

lowing 'st is typical.
.1

1. What do we want/need to know?

.

.

2. Why do we' want to know it?
, -

.7
-

,3. How-will the information be used (Ace it is obtained? ,

...,_..2

4..'Where can we find the data necessary to answer our research
,/

questions?

5. . How Can we obtain this data?._

6. Whit useful data sources
already exist at the local, stata .

andfederal levels?

4.

, 11)
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7.

8.

How can we most advahtige9usbi compile, analyze and present
the data?

.

Should any gther agencies in the community be . involved in
the program'? Why? .Why not?. How?

9. .What will the rogram cost? :

10. -How long wit t take to complete?

11. WheA can we find the financial and personnel resources
- necessary to conduct the program? I

12. (Which of the available needs assessfient programs be
most efficient for our pukposes?

N

13. What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of each
of these programs?

/-*

14. How much assistance will be necessary from specilconsul-
tants? Where can `we find them?

- (

15. What techniques and processes are available whereby the
findings can be translated into programs designed to meet
human needs?

In response to question number six, we have included a list'of
possible sources of secondary data (i.e. data that has al'rea.ily
been collected and is on record somewhere).

BEFORE YOU SPEND YOUR OWN MONEY
(Hargreaves,, e.Lal., 1974 pp. 12-15) 4

A local (alcohol) program should Undertake a thorough preliminary
search to identify information collection efforts and data
analysis already completed'in its commupity and their usefulness
and availability to the local program. Using existing data can
save time and money when compared to "starting from scratch."

Possible sburces of information and assistance include:
(secondary data)

1. Federations of Social and/or Health Ag ies
C

41

These organizations may compile health indices such as
various mortality rates or incidgpce and prevalence rates
for a certain disease. . ,

1 64
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. City Planning Departments
*

41

These d epartme ts have detailed information of data bykensus

tracts as well as other descriptive information about .'

`commuhities: Some may also have population projection

studies which may peuseful for` long -range program lanning.

3. Health Departments,-

Health departments have disease surveillance units.

4. Men0 tal Health Associations

They may-help in locating appropriate indicators and identi-

fying (alcohol- program) practitioners in the area. They

also have some sense of,state and local mental health

policies.

5. Comprehensive Health Planning Agencies

Under law, these agencied (according to Kaigreaves) have been

required to identify medically "underserved" populations.

. Universities.

Universities may be currently involved in relevant,comrqunity

studies. Sociology and political science Opartments should

be of the most assistance,.
StOf may also be used as con-

sultants. In' addition,. sttident help may be available.

W. Funding Agencies

They may serve as consultants and may have suggestions on

the location and usefulness of specific indicators/.

8., Clearing Houses'

.
N.I.M.H. supports three clearing housed:

a. The Nat4onal Clearing House for Mental Health

Information
b. The National Clearing House for Drug Abuse

tnformatiop
c. The National Clearing House for' Alcohol In-

formation .%

All Of' these provide free completer literature searbhes in

their areas of'specialization asIvell as a broad information.

dissemination program.p.,

.1' 0 5.
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THE AGEtY OVERVIEW
. - ..

In most instances, agencies interested in doing needs assess-
ment studies will hav been established for some time prior to
the initilation of e proiject. With-. this' in mind, the next Step
in' the deign str tegy willl be to gather information about the
agency itself.

/
THE_AGENCy
(Adapted from Warhett, Jaen. and 'Schwab, 1974 pp. 22-23)

The following list can serve as .a guide to those conducting the
agency baseline study. not intended to be rex4austive but
rather suggestive of the kinds of activities which'-are extremely.
helpful in preparation for tile 'anticipated utilization of the
needs assessment finding.

,,

1. , Bt will be necessary tossummarize-the formal objectives of
. the agency.

t.

2. An outline of the legal mandates, regulations and community
-

expectations which govern or strongly.influence the agency's
activities should be prepared.

3. A briefclistin4 of the programs currently underway in the
agency will need to be compiled,

4. A list of the prograh staff and a brief summary of their
relationships to.the services beingaprovided should/be
prepared. A table of organization or PERT, chart may be
helpful here.

5. A brief review of thwopeiXating budget of the agenCy will need
to be made. .A listing of the sources of supportand'budget,'
allocations for the various programs wilI!also be helpful.

6. A list ofthe clients seen by the agency over the past year
or two should be compiled. (A random sample from each of
the maj442-',1-xvicesmay be adequate for the purPoses Of this
review.) An analySis of the. age, sex, race, ethnicity, in-
come, geographic distribution and other sociodemovaphic
,characteristics of the clients is relevant and nec6isary.

7. A cataloging of the Eiresentig pAblems and types of treat-
.ment or assistance. provided the clients should be completadc

8. An enumeration of the various sources of referral to and
from Vie-agency should be prepared.
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9: Itwill be, helpful to summarize the relationships the
agency has to other human service a4encies, in the
community.

10. It is important to note any trends or changes in the
agency's life which appear significant.

.

.

THE COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

Once the.baseline study of the agency's goals; programs, client
characteristic's and'community relationship's has been completed
the next step.in the process is to do a descriptive overview of
the community served by the agency.

.

THE COMMUNITIES ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST'
"(Adapted from Warheit, Bel and Schwab, 1974 p. 25)

.

The following list can,serve as a gui.-,for those Conducting
the community baseline stUdY. It is no exhaustive; neither Fs

it inflexible. Consequently, some comma tees, may want to add

or delete specific activities.

1. The first step is'to summarize,the o jecti es of the study.

2. Next, it is necessary4go identify th dat Sources available
and note their format. (See list o page 156.)

3.' The next step is Op obtain the so iodemographic data needed,
age{ race, sex, ethnicity, ncome,.education, occupa-,

tion, etc.

4. After these data. are collected they can'be plotted on a map,
of the community.

5. It will be important to obtain data on.other human service
agencies in the community. The comprehensivepess of this
'list and the services provided 'will be determined.by the
objectives of the project.

K g

kt

6. The final step is to prepare a summarytement for use By
. the committee.

,..e-

.4 -

These procesSes
,

qad decisions must be completed belpre thddata
collection beginsk. ,Selectins the. needs assessment approach is

-.4

the next` phase of the project.

I

1.0-4
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES AND DATA SOURCES ,

1. Seqondary data Analysis. (This includes the "social
indicators approach" and estimation formulas:)

2. CommUnity forums.

3. Workshops__ using the Delbecq Nominal Group Process.
-. \

.
.

4. \The community, impressions apprOach. (Encompasses "Key In-
;.formant? and ,"Convergent Analysis".1 ..

5. The Delphi Teohnique,

fi. Surveys of service recipients.

7. Interview with service providers. (Includei identification
of existing resources and "rates under treatment".)-'

S. Surveys of community views on problems and services
provided. (See Appendix R)

9. Prevalence and incidence studies.

These methods can be used alone, but should be used with at ,

least one othei means listed to. gain reliability. of data.

DEFINITIONS OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION

Primary Methods - Methods that seek informatidn in its original
form, i.e., information that,has not been collected or stored
previously.. 0

Secondary Methods - Use inforMation that has alread beer\col:-
t

, .

col-
lected data that has alieady been analyzed .dealing with'.
particular items of interest to a program. ,

Many of the techniques to be discussed will combineoboth types
xpf data sources. There are advantages and disadvantages to ,

4
each method:.,

PRIMARY TECHNIQUES

% Advantages.

1. Can provide the most curre4, reliable and valid information.

2. Can identify "multi-problem individuals.

t
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3. Can provide informathin on the extent to which individuals

having problems utiltte services. 4

, 4. . C;.n entify new information not available in axisting

'records.

Disadvantages

\Az"
1. SUrveys can be complicated and expensive.

2. "Surveys require well trained personnel. They should be

,knowledgeable in:

a. Constructingvalidinstruthants
b. Sampling techniques
c. Training interviewers ,*
d. Data analysis

3. 'Training issues:,

a. Intervipws'are costly and time consuming.
b. While volunteers could be used, they may aeatg

scheduling, training and - coordination

4. If you use mailed,quesaonnaires,,t4ey are subject to:

a. Low resppnse rate . -

. b. 7naccUrate ac. incomplete reporting
Jr* 1

, \ 0 '
.

5. ,It is often difficult to disting ish betwee0 needs, desires,

wants-and demands of respondents, . ,

,

6..-Questions to considerbefbre doin A survey:

er

4111.
a. Data collection Costs?
b. Data availability?
c. Potential accuracy?
d. Potential usefulness?-

SECONDARY TECHNIQUES

Advantages

1.1 Are usually quick and ine Live.

2. Require fewer resources for collection than primary tech-

niques .(i .e..Staff timeand'travipl).

3. n-house staff can gather the caa withoutadditional
training.

1 0
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Disadvantages

1. Data may not be stored in the form an agency wishes .to
retrieve it. I

-2. The data may be inaccurate, incomplete and outdated.

3. Access to the data may be hindered by confidentiality
testrictibns.

SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS. '

(The Social,Indicators-Approach, Warheit, et.al.,'1974, pp.
47-61) N

The social indicators approach is based primarily on inferences
of need drawn genera,lly from descriptive statistics found in
public' records and reportb. The underlying assumption of the
approach is that it, is possible, to make useful estimates of'&
needs and social well-being of thOse in the community by
analyzing statistics on selected factors which hdve been found
to be highly brrelated with persons in need. Some commonly
used indicators.:

1. Special arrangements of the community:s people and
. .institutions;

2. Sociodemographic characteristics of the piopdplation such as
age, sex, race, income;

3. The _social behavior and well-being of people, particularly
' as it relates to crime, substance abuse,,family patterns and

4

morbidity and mortality rates;

4. The general sodialondition within which peoplklive, e,g.,
substandard housing, overcrowding,accessibility'lto services
and economic. conditions.

Data needed for aioholism agencies may include:

1. Population characteristics'
#

2. Mortality and morbidity rates -4

`N.....
3. Crime patterns and arrest records

.

Most studies of this type tee existing area units.tdch as census
tracts or bleck groupings. (See pages 16,163 for technique used
to -i.dengify high risk census tiacks.)

I '110 2
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'MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS INDICATORS:

RANK ORDER' BY CENSUS TRACT
CITY OF-SUPERIOR AND BALANCE OF DOUGLAS COUNTY

.s?

CENSUS TRACT

IV 'Iv N N N N rN3 N r
0 0

I-1 N (n.) 4=6
03 to

VARIABLE
RANK

1. Femile head of household

:2. Isolation

3. Crowding
6;4

4. 'Per cent of males

"' 5. Per cent of females

.6. Per cent of people under 5

. 7. Per cent of people,oVer 65

08. Per cent divorced

9. Fertility rate

10. Per cent in group:.quarterS

-ea

11. Transience

12. Per, cent families below .

poverty .l eve 1

13. Per cent males over 16 not

in labor force

1 3

3 2

1 11

5 1

9 13

1 10

'6 1

2 1

1 11

1 10

3 .1

2 11

1 '2c

2 11 6 4 7 10

5 oro 7 4 12 11

6 7 13 12 2 5

12 10 7 11 9 8

2 4 7 -3 3 5

*7 8 9 6 4 4

3 8 11 4 9 12

3 11 .11 4 8 10

4 1'3 12 10 .., 6 7

3 6 1 9' 8 5

'8 12 2 4 11' 5'

3- 13 12 6 11 9

4 10. 11 9 5 12

5

6

4

13

6

5

5

6

5

7

7

8

3

rN3

O 6-6 IV

,.

8 9 10 9

9 1 13 8

3 9 10 8

6 4 2

2 8 10 12

2 3 2 8

10 - 7 .13 2

7 9 7 5

8 3 9 2

10 4 2 7

11 '10 9 6

10 5 7 4

13 '6 7 8



O. 0 0
rsa N N. N N 1\3 N 1\3 N W 1.4 (4.10 O -4

0-"! Cn V CO LC) p 1-4 INaCENSUS TRACT

VARABLE RANK

2

14. Per cent non-owner. ,:
occupied housing'

15. Per cent males not,in

pofessiopal, technical
or kindred occupations

16. Per cent service workers

17. Per cent unemployedN

18. Per cent families
receiving public
assistance

19: Per cent families below
poverty level with
female head:*

2 1 4 12 5 3 6

8 1 11 12 13 9 100

1 2 3 12 9 4 7-

1 2 6 9 8 7 %

2 1 5 7 11 7 4

1 .12 4°11 3 7
,

\.)

IZIAtS i 52* 75 95 187
No

11 8 7 9 10 .

4 7 2 5 Q

IR*

6 8 10 6 5

5 10
.

7 . 4

12 9 4 3 8

9 8 10 6 4

O

4. 4

* Represents the highest risk census
of social disorder).

13
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6
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Common sources of data:

1. Reports rovided by the U.S. Bureau of Census

2. Reports of national, regional, state and local health,
education and welfare agencies

3. Crime statistics

4. Court record's

5. Bureaus of vital statistics

'6. Health planning councils

7. Also see page

Advantages

1. The data is already collected. 5,

2. Data can be secured t low cost by pqrsons with a limited
amount of research tr.iining.

3; The data is flexible, i.e., it can be compared to other

communities. Also, data can be derived from several sourses

to be'ured in a single index' of need.

4. -'Data can be used for future needs assessments.

Disadvantages
.

1. Some of the indicators may not be votid measures of need or

.problem areas.

2. Analyzing social'indicators may require sophisticated, com-
puter-based, statistical techniques.

ESTIMATION FORMULAS

The use of estimation formulas is one pbpular approach use to

determine the' number bf*alcoholiCs aniior problemodrinkerstin

a giv4n population. These formulas rely on data from mortality

and morbidity rates and on data from cit-izen surveys.

-3-1315
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We will present,five methods:

4

1. Schmit:and deLint (1970) , ,uses data on the number of deaths
attributable to cirrhosis of the liver.

. A = PcDc X 10,000 A = Number of alcoholics
Rc Dc F. Number of cirrhosis deaths

Pc = Percent of cirrhosis deaths attrib-
.

utable to alcoholism (.37)
Rc = Death rate due to cirrhosis per

4,000 alcoholics (16.5)

2. Schmit And deLint (1970), also uses dataron suicides in a
.given year.

A = DsPs X 10,000 A = NUMber of alcoholics
,Rs Ds = Number of suicides in a year

Ps = Proportion pf alcoholics among
suicides (.25)

0 Rs = Death rate due to suicide per
10,000 alcoholics (12.39)

3. The Parker GMarden formula is based on national survey
conducted by Cahalan, Cisin, Crissley and_Room. (See
appendix P)

4. A compdrison of a local geographic region to 'the, nation.

X = 9 million (a 1970 estimate) alcoholics1
1970 Geographic Region 1970. United States population

Total Population
.

--X-=-Number of alcoholics in yourgeographic region.

5. This method is based. on work done by Ireller (1975). He
estimated that 5.2% of all drinkers (age 15+) are alcoholic ti _

and another 5.2% are pre alcoholic.
m

Problem drinkers = Percent of dririking pop ulation 15 and
over-X-10-74% .R-34 .r.

= .70 (Population 164-) .104
-011

Based on na onal data, itiiS estiMa ted that 70% of the
people 15 aid over drink. (Alcoho & Health, 1971)

r

,.Methods 1, 2 and 4 me- asure '' alcoholics" and should be mul iplied
by two to include "problem drinkers." This suggestion is based
on research reported by Keller in 1975. He estimated that for
every alcoholic there is another pre4alcoholic petson whose
drinking is causing problems for him/her. (Keller, 1975,
p. 1446)

S
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COMMUNITY FORUMS

(Hagreaves, 1974, pp. 64-77)

N

Of

S.

t

Any e*so liviag or working in a.00mmunity is likely-to have

consciously or unconsciouslydeveloped-some idea about the

drug service needs of that community.

Each person associated with a community is.uan expert;' on some

of the sociological and psychological aspects of that community.

'

Although no two people may have the same view, by pul,ling the e

views together one starts to develop a viable pictut-e 6f the

,drug service needs in a community.

AA community forum is one way to tap these views.

Definition:

A community forum is an,open meeting for giembersof a .

designated community. its purpose is to give all -members -of

the community an opportunity to'air their views on or_feelings

about a particular issue- - - in this case alcohol problems.

Advantages
(-4-0

1. Quick and cheap

a. Planning done in few weeks
' b. Meetingitakes a few hour's

c.- Ccistt ihclude:

Time of staff. in planning, implementing and,:

andlyzing the forum
2. 'Renting the hal.li7

3 :Recofding s tetary
4% Necessary tr nSportation '

S. Child care s vices .

\

2. Forum organizers can identify those most interested in

doing qomething about unmet needs. :

I

Disadvantages

r. ,Even with a good\turnout, not everyone

Speak, s9relevant input is Lost.

will have a chance to.

2. Not all ers'of the community will attend,

not con ltisive.

so results'are

a.



. I. L'
.3.,'Discussion does not normally go beyon4 problem identifica-

tion, so causesare not dealt with. 4.

4. A. forum may falsely,riip expectations. , If outcomes Sr
unrealistic, results dAr be'poor thus resulting in "we
been studied and questioned to .death and nothing ever

.'happens."

. A forum is good for getting,impressions and feelings, but not ,

good for colleCting facts and, figures.
'z.-a 1

Points to Rememberto Improve Forums:' a . 4"

' , ItRf'44 .,

f.-- )et diverse representation to make results-oe credible.
.

-2: Wide publicity and inducement of. groups to assure their
attendance.

v

3.

4.

5.

,6.

i a. Use more than one media. ,-
' b. Make statements clear and simple-and. fnclild:.

,

place, crate, time,, purppse, organizers and ledaers.
c. Publicize, some several weeks Vefore fdrum,and

more 'extensively one w 'ak and one .day before.

.
Consuit.with_knowledgeable co unity eop e_fv_best plao*

001and time to hold the meeting.
o

;

Have a community member chair .the meeting.
0 0

Limit speaking time tc5,3 minutes to avoid thoSe who will
dominate, or .those whospeak on unrelated:_subjects.,

Follow-up on the forum i

4_
.

a. Prepare a list of
.

attenders and thank them via' mail.?
4 b.. Tell them the immediate _outcomes of the- forum.

1 ,c. Identify people whO Will work. ,

'so

° vp°

I-

1
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THE NOMINAL GROUP-APPROACH DELBECQ TECHNIQUE
(Delbecq & Von deVen, 1971)

This is a group workshop technique designed to increase the
creativity and effectiveness of group i'dea.generation. /

The Process:

i

1. Pose a question or several questions tb a group and then have
....each member of the group write down his/her answers during a

silent period (10-15 minutes),.

a. The question ty ask for possible solutions"to a

.. problem or. ideas about a situation.
, b. Identify needs for service.

too

t

2. All ideas are shared-with-the group. .

3. Each participant offers an idea from his/her list; thee
ideas are listed on °newsprint and when ideas are exhausted

the print is hung up on walls for all to 'see. *No comments

or discussion at this time.

4. After round robin discussiok is.opened to define ideas, add

new ones, eliminate some, or combine similar ones. (Ideas

are read one at a time and discussion is asked for q.___,

5. The group chooses those ideas consiaered.most important.
Each person ranks 5 or 10 ideas they tiltMk important, the

"votes" ar tallied.and a final list is arrived at

/e
6. There are five phases _to this process:,

a. Problem Exploration
b. Knowledge, Exploration (deals with solutions)

ca Priority Development (determined by administrators
and resource controllers)

d. Program Development
e. R5pgram Evaluation

The Nominal group Process is used at each phase.

Advantages,

1. Avoids the fo,110wing pitfalls of interacting (forum) group

. which are:'

a. The interacting group does not call for an abun-
dance of new ideas.

4.
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b. Certain personalities-tend to dominate, i.e. those
- in leadership positions or of high status,

c) Energy:is wasted competing for the floor rather
than listening to taeas of others.

d.. Minority views are not heard.
e. New and innovative ideas tend to be diicouraged.
f. Cohversation falls in,ruts and often disgresses from

the main point. ,
. .

g. Time is wasted and in the end, decisions-are made
hastily. c

, . 7

2. The silen( period allows ihir4ing.time to/produce ideas.'

3. All group members participate,

".4. Encourages minority ideas.

5. Avoids hidden agendas.

6. Everyone.has'to contribute.

.7.. Facilitates creativity.
4 $,

.8. Allows for airing personal concerns.(

9. Does not allow any one person to daminatb.

Disadvantages
. I f

1. Lack of 'some precision:

A

Votes or. rankings are -made without thdrough or'
'careful sorting out of all the ideas generated-

into appropriate categories.

2. Some participantNmay.feel manipulated iri such aghighly
structured process.

_1COMMUNITY IMWSSIONAPPROACT-...,1---- .

(Encompasses "Key Informant"
O.
and "Convergent Analysis ")

.

This is a method of collecting and:co
gives clues about service needs wish
from key individuals living or wq kih

ining existing data which
pressiOns about such needs,
in the community and then

Verifying, the information gather4d with those groups in the
community identified as having the greatbstneeds.

a
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Three major steps: . .

1. Once the community under studyhths been identified,:interviews

are conducted with ten or fifteen individuals who eitherork
or live in the community. Individuals are selected on the -

basis of the longevity of their involveinent with the comaraAity

and/or,the nature of 'their involvement with the community.-

Thus, a public health nuese members of community ac4on
ageicies, long time residentt, a policeman or fireman, the;
local health officer and others -are interviewe4in order 60,-r-

elicit th it impressions.

The- inter ws, are conddcted with the, aid of a list of

questions about the existing alcohol services in the coin -

munity and certain demographic characteristics of the

population and with a map of the community under study.

Answers to these-:questions'are recorded on the map tp provide

a picture, of the-pommunity from a service and demoaphic
point of view. With the completion of the interviews,, the

0 -impressions are cgollape4ipto one map.CAny discrpancies
are erred in favol. of a Obup having unmet needs (i.e. if
one interview identified a group as having many alcohol

.-- related problems, and another interview identified that

..0

group as having few, the group should be recorded at

=thi time as having many -- this will be verified with the

group under question ata later date).

2. Existing data which may provide clues about the mental'Ahealth

4
-needs in the community. are collected.

Once this is collected, this "hard data" should be added to '\

the map of impreSsions from the interviews.

3. A community forum is ptanned,and held toreach group or
section of the community identified as having significant',

unmet mental health needs.

The Purpose

tit
1. Validates identified needs.

2. Explores the nature and cause'of those needs.

3. ,Involves those in ne.the process of reducing need.

AdvantAes

;. The'approacS is inexpensive in terms of time and resources.

2. 'Combines both factual and impressionistic clues about service

needs.
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3. Those identified as having unmet needs actually have a chance
to yoic4 their views.,

Disadvantages

The approach can be question-in terms of reliability and.validity.
There is no way to insure,that every group with service needs will
be identified,\nor that all the needs of those identified will.

. have been recotded.

.

THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE-

Definition.
'

:I.....a carefully deigned progran of sequential individual in-
. %te;roqations (best conducted by questionnaires) interspersed

with information indopinionsfeedback..."

The Process.
.

.'

.

. .. .- , v . , .

Typically the. Delphi uses fourquestiOnnaires. .4114:

. ifi
1. The &respondents provide some. input into the topic under

....,discussion. _ -0

,..

.

. .

' 2. 'Respondents are, asked to rate items on the, first round.
......

.
.. s. . ......,,,,

3. Basedon averages NoWthe second round.tbe respondent is
asked to move toward groupijudgginent or state the reason
why'le/she refuses.c. .

..,
. .

4. The final questionnaire provides new consensus data, a
. summary of the minority opinions and requests for, final

revision. ,
..

Advintagsp- . ^ %....

.
.

. .

. . .

1. Delphi collects. and organizes, judgements in a systematic
.fashion.. . ° 4

2. It solicits a wide range of input.

3. It establishes,prior ties.

4. Itbuilds.consensu

5.. It orgaA.zes dissent.

1

t

f)r)
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6. It allows anonymity of responses whidh may encourage creativity.'
- .

_

Disadvantages

1. It is based primarily on subjective impressions and should

be tupplemented with objective data.

2. Questionnaire construction is difficult in terms of validit

and reliability.

3. The pull toward consensus may sacrifice accuracy.

4. The process may be too time consuming.
4

SURVEYS OF SERVICE RECIPIENTS
(University of Denver, 11/4-p.23)

Definition

IA service population survey differs from .a general populatidn

survey in that it seeks data only from individuals who are, or

have been, in.the service system.

1. It provides A-picture of the service population and their

problems

2. It provi es first hand account of the barriers ,to service .

3. It provides a measure f program effectiveness through

recipient a'tisfacti'On questions.

4. It can identify t

Prbblems

yge of service'desired but not available.

the data collected can not be generaliked. The ,problems orneeds
,

of the nonservice population:mav be different from 1.1he service

populOiOn. c
i ,

I

;

SURVEYS OF ALcptipL AGENCIES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

(University of Denver, 1970, pp.24-25)

Definitions

This type of survey analyzes `the patterds.,of service.ujtilization

and the impressions of administrators and practitioners as to

Nigh priority probleaareas.

121
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1. Needs are identified by demands for service.

2-:--Dd a i serviceervice needs no.,V. widely recognized or
socially acceptable.

3. Service providers are a valid source of information on
existing community resources.

(

Problems
, .

1. AgencieS may not be providing services to the highest risk
population.

. 2. Problems itentified by service providers may reflect cultural
or class biases:

3. -Pra-Aitiollers-may be most experienced witH and therefore have
, a vested interest in the services they provide.

4. Under-utilization may not reflect low priority, but instead
may be a product of poor publicity and/or temporal or
cultural barriers.

The following areas are of particular interest to a survey of
agencies and service providers: (Hargreaves, 1974, p.52)

1. Referrals (demand

a. 'number'
b. source
c. reasons,(spiptoms, problem areas)
d. other characteristics

2. Accepted for service
.

a. number
. .

b. diagnosig
= c. soclo-demographic characteristics of clients -- who

is refused service and reasons for refusal

3. Waiting list

a. number
b. source
c. reasons (symptoms) "t

d. 'other characteristics -- average time on waiting
list

4.. Service provided
,

a. desirable services -- that organization would like
to provide

122
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b. actual services given

S. Referrals out of the agency

INFORMATION ON AVAILABLE RESOURCES
(Hargreaves, 1a74, pp.53 -54)

1. Range of services provided.

2\ Client entry policies: conditions of eligibility for service;
including available- demographic descriptions such as age, sex,
financial criteria, geographic restrictions and particuld'r
target population.

3. Staff,CN.racteristics: who provides services, their training,
treatment modalities used, number of staff, average client
load per staff member.

4. Financial characteristic:

a. charge for services -- fee schedule, eligible for
third part reimbursement, sliding scale ision

b. agency support -- public...or private, fees as per-
centage of total support

5. Accessibility:
a

:a. location of facility

- convenient to target populations
- convenient to public tranSporation

b. referral procedure

- is it cumbersome
- well publicized
- hours open for service

cOmfort, 4cceptability of facility
- provision for child care when appropriate

6. Program inter-relationship
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STANLEY iOSIN'S PROCEDURE FOR INCREASING-RETURNS-FROM MAILED
QUESTIONNAIRES FROM AGENCIES
(Hargreaves, `1974, p.2)

Two of five contacts with ,the potential respondent

1. The first contact is a pre-questionnaiA letter sent to the
respondents containing the following elements:

a. .Request for the individual to participate 0 the
research

b. Its importance and possible applications
c. Information that he/she will shortly receive a

questionnaire
d. Assuran6e of anonymity and confidentialhandling,of

information
. r -

When possible, write the letter bn a letterhead, co-signed by
someone representing legitimate authority and validating the
importance of the research and the appropriateness of the
subject's participation.

2. A cover,letter and thedqueStionnaire.

3. Follow-up,'strate4ies, i.e.. telephone calls, reminders,
thank you's, etc.

-Examples-of guestiOns to ask:

1. Kinds'of alcohol problems encountered?

2. Number of clients. (estimate) with drinking problems? '

3. Demographic rharacteristicsf.of clients?

4. How do they hanle problems? i.e. Do they refer? If so,
where? .

5. What-problems do they have in making referrals?

a. transportation
b, financial
c. temporal and cultural barriers.
d. unacceptable treatment staff,
e.. poorly motivated.*.ents
f. lack of appKopriate service

6. Type of alcohol service that would bLmost helpful.

12C
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'7. Feedback results in the, thank you note.

More specific questions can be asked within each category.

SURVEYS OF COMMUNITY, VIEWS ON PROBLEMS AND SERVICEPROVIDED

Many programs either ignore*c unity views or consider advisory
boards adequate. These boards are often little more than window
dressing or rubber stamps and only react.o planning decisions

already made. Also, membership on these boards may not reflect
the needs of the entire community.

this type of survey would include a random sample of people-
living within a geographically defined service area. The sample
could be stratified by census tracts, race, age or economic status.
It may cover certain high risk groups such,as'the_20 to 24 year

oldster, those living in the lower socioeconomic areas.

Examples of information asked.for: (Hargreaves, 1974, pp.57-58)

1. General community problems viewed ads most important. .

N.

2. Sources for help for particular problemS.

3. Problems thought most important.

4. Attitudes toward alcohol programs.

5. Alcohol programs thought most important.

6. Alcohol prob Ms experienced in their ow'n families;

7. Was hell) received for-rthese problems? If not, why?

8. What services have been received and an indication of

satisfaction?

Advantages

1. Surveys of the community provide information available through
no other source.

).`

Data is,based on service as well as non service population.

3. When well constructed instruments are used, this approach
provides the most valid and reliable data, available.

19"i
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Dis dvantages
- . 'L._ .

1. The technique is usual ly more expensive and time c suming.
then others. r

2. Some individuals are reluctant to supply information about
themselyes or other family members. :

3. A high refusal or non return rate may invalidate the results.

4. Questionnaire construction may bp frah with validity and
reliability problems.

Specific advantages and disadvantages of mail; telephone and
personal interviews-are discussed in the follow-up section of
this manual, pages 224-8.

(For an easy to read explanation of basic sampling techniques.,
see Warheit, et.al., 1974, pp. 78-113)

ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST TO DEVELOP A STEPrBY -STEP NEEDS ASSESSMENT
(Warheit, 1974, pp.77-78)

..,

1. The committee will nesr0;tO begin by describing carefully the
Overall objectives of the study. On the, basis 'of these ob-

ctives it will develop the concepts appropriate to the
1 guiry and olberationalize these goals and concepts by pre-
paring a design-methods outline'to guide them throughout -

each stage of the proCess. As a part of this ptocess, the
committee will want to examine closely the questions on page
155, which are designed to assist those engaged in planning
of the assessment prbgram. The committee will also,want to
study the chapters detailing methods, and procedures< Many
very important4tems are included in this section and their
careful consideration will be useful in helping to decide
which survey can be used most effectively and how it'can.be
conducted.

2... The population to be studied needs to be "identified" and an
appropriate sample prepared.

3. The items for the questionnaire /schedules will need to be
decided upon; their. format and design will also need to be
determined in the light of the objectives of the study, the
unit for analysis and anticipated methods of analysis and
presentation.

4. Interviewers wi,1.1. need to be recruited and trained or, in
_the-caseof a mailed questionnaire, letters will need to be
prepared lor mailing.



5.- An extensive program of publicity should be commenced just

prior to the initiation of the survey.

6. Appropriate agencies in the community which can "legitimate"

the study should be contacted and appraised of the program.

It is often important to infCtm law ,enforcement agenbies,

chambers of commerce,jmedical societies and other community

groups that a survey is being conducted since they'are some-
tithes called by citizens who have been selected as
respondents/informants in the survey.

7. A system for coding, punching and analyzing the data wilt

need to be decided upon and put into effect during the survey.

8. Once the data are gatherqd, they must be analyzed for

presentation.

9. The findings need to be,presented'along With a list of

recommendations.for action. These recommendations are more

effective when they are listed in a rank order based on their

priority. A time- cost- estimate should accompany the list -

of recommendations.

PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE STUDIESo

Definition

This is a study that, seeks toidentify rates or levels of certain

disorders by means of a general population survey.

Prevalence is the number of cases pre Lit at em point iri time

in a defined population, divided by a number of persons in that

population at that point in time.

Incidence is the number of new cases arising duting a unit of

time in a defined population, d. dpd by the number of petsoni in

that population at that point in ime.

i
This technique has all the ad* ages of other primary approaches

(see page 159). The sadvant g s., however, should be empfia-

sized' again.

1. Such studies are extreme y complicated'and codtly.
. .

2. They require extensive esearch and statistical knowledge..

3. Basic. definti-fiiwls are of yet established.' For example, who

is a probldm dr'inke'r nd who is an alcoholic?
. a

1

.r
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EXTENT AND PATTERNS OF USE AND ABUSE OF ALCOHOL
(Don Cahalan and Associates, 196 1967, 1969, 1975)

Given their Cavea-ts, we will not .be emphasizing the;suivey type
of needs assessment technique in this workshop. We-will, however,
review the most complete Study of its }and that,has been done to 4

date on the subject Of the extent and patterns of use and abuse
of alcohol. That resdarch was carrieduout by the social research
group of the George Washington Universit: The final analysis of
these Surveys are now being completed at the Schoolof Public
Health, the University of Calif rnia, Berkeley.

.

e//PFindings published t6 date a e drawn fro& three surveys. (AL,pohoi
and Erepclth, HEW, 1971, Chapter 2)

Survey I

e A 1964 - 1965 study, published in "American Drinking Practices",
°I. measured drinking practices and attitudes among 2',746 persons

representing the adult household population (age 21t) of the
. contiguous United States

Two additional surveys measured and anlyzed the prevalence of
various types of alcohol. related problems among adults:

Survey II,

A. 19 7 follow-up of the first survey. studied a subsample of 1,35Q
adul men and women (,age-.21+)-: Reported in "Problexi Drinkers"

. 1970. . .

Survey III

A 1969 survey studied a subsaMi4d of men: age 21 to-59. Reported
in "Problem Drinking Along American Men", 1974.

This research is not directed toward detection of the
characte2isties of those'who max be suffering from the 'disease"
of alcoholism.'

Problem drinking is defined as the repetitive use of beverage
alcohol causing physical, psychological' or social harm to°the
drinker and others. (Plaut, 1967, pp. 37-38)

(3

There are three principle objectives:

046
1. To study the range of drinking practices as they exist in the.

whole-Society.

b
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2. To analyze many correlates of drinking_ behavior such,as
demogrSphic'variables,-personality_characteristics%and at- ps

titudes and to carry out short-term measures of change in

drin4ngbbehavior.

3. ,To lay the groundwor k and to serve as a baseline for-future .
studies of a longitudinal nature, inwhich the same lndi-°

.viduals are being followed -up over a period of years in

order to measure changes in their drinking over time:-

.1114,
r.-.

4
Ar- .

..

Survey IV
. .,.

Begun in 1975 and
'

.
.

-scheduled for completion in 1978 l. is surveyey

will be a,subsample of. the _previous surveys and is int nded to,

measure any changes in drinkirig over time.

SAMPLE DESIGN
(Cahalan, 1969, PR-22 5-7._22.8)

The sample was designed to give dachLperson 21 years or olper,

'living in a household within the United 'States (exclusive of

Alaska and Hawaii), an equal representation in the final-results.

The sampling procedures conformed.to established principles of

probability sampling at all -stages of the process; in the

'selection of the areas for interviewing, the selection of house-

holds and the selection of individuals to be interviewed_ within

each selected hoUseliold.
.

The entire contiguous United States was divided acrd subdivided c

4
into areas equivalent to census enumerat,i.on districts. From

these subareas, households ivete6xandomly selected to be inclUded

in the Survey. ,
Then one person over-21 was- selected from each

household. In the fl.rst survey (1964-1965) 2,7.46 were- interviewed.
In the second surve9/(1967).,1,359 were reinterviewed. In the

1969 survey a total sample of 1,561 (meter -sge 1-59 only) were

-interviewed.

I

. DATk' COLI,ECT ION 4..

a

'1. All interv.iewers were personally trained and supervised. They

were non-abstainers and except in a few inskances they were

all men.

2. Interviews were,comPleted,at.a rate close to 90tls by using

repeated visits, lettersiand 'telephone calls.
4

4
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3 All interviewers' had detailed instructions and each com-
pleted interview was rechecked for ahy errors.

NATIONAL SURVEY I (1964-1965)

e.

fl

6

9

There were 2,746 interviews completed all over the Unagd States.
The questionnaire was designed to cover eight
major categories: '0

1. Estimates'of the amount of drinking within various subgroups
(e.g.,'sex, age, socioeconomic status, region', size'df town,
race, national origin, religion);

.
2. Drinkiagsof specific beverages: wine4 beer or spirits;

3. Circumstances r lated to drinking: usual recreational
pla es where people drink and weekend as opposed

to weekday drinking;

4. Alospective reports Of changes in.amount of drinking:
wh respondent started to drink; whether he ever drank more
or less than at present, and for 'what preSumed reasons;

5. Drnking effeFts and'problems: self-perceptioh of one'i'own
drinking; effects of drinking experienced during the previous
year; whether others had tried to get respondent''to-dzink
more or less during the previous yeir;.

6i Opinions about drinking: good and bad'things that can be
skid about drinking; acquain nce, with drinkers believedtb
have .problems;

7., Correlation of personality attributes with drinking beha'viorr
'including analysis of such attributes as the respondent's
general outlook on his own fortunes and values,activIties hR
°may have engaged in to relieve depression or` nervousness,
scores on seven brief personality scales (e.g., neutoticismi
alienation, religious fundamentalism);

8'. Characteristics of persons* who drink to escape from persdnal
problems, in comparison to otherS who drink' only for
presumably social reasons.

0
Based upon answers to questions on the Survey schedule, respon-
dents were given a problem score. There were eleven-problem areas

covered....

/ .

In general, Cahalan, et:al. categOrizedooirinking-related problems
.
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sp into three broad areas: /

4

p

1. The amount, patterning and style of drinking behiyior.

2.t The psychological loading of the respondent attaches to the

3.. The physiological and social consequences of the behavior.

The specific

1. Drinking

a.

b:
c.

areas measured:

behavior:
.

heavy intake (frequent intoxication)
binge
symptomat' drinking

2. Psychological involvement:

a

a-. psychological dependence on drinking or
b.- loss of control over driliking .

4. Consequences- of drinking:

a. belligerence after dz±nking
b. pioblems With spouse or relatives
c: friend and neighbor problems
d. job problems
e. problems with police, law or accidents
f. 'health problems and injuries/
g. financial problems

Three views of alcoholism:

1. Vice -; emphases the drinisinTlbehavicir

2. Disease - emphasizes. the condition of the.ihdividual drinkers'

3. Social problems - emphasizes the individual's relation.twith

his/her social and cultural environment

(See Appendix P, pages 31-32 for the definitidns,of these problems.)

THE PROBLEM SCORE

)0.

A person'is considered a "problem drinker" if he/she sdores 7 or

more points from the ist of 11 proble' s.

, .

r

_
.

1
.

wki
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points-=-a-severW-problem

3 points = a moderate problem

1 point = a mild problem

The score of 7+ is equivalent to:.

1. Having probleagiin two or more' ai.eas with at lgast Dice pro- -
blem scored as "severe ".

2. Having problems in three or more areas with at least two
problems "moderate" or more. severe.

3. Having problems in five or more areas with at least one
problem "moderate' or -more severe-.

4. Have at least slight problems -in seven or more areas.

Respondents were also classified into an "Index of Social
Position". A variant of the Hollingshead.index of Social Posi-
tion was used in this Survey as the principal index,of socio-
economic status..: The index (ISP) takes into account the
respondent's education, the occupation of the family breadwinner,
and the.status or power position associated. with the occupation.

Another issue wasone of measuring alcoholic beverage consumption
and classifying people according to the amount they drink.

E

The national survey built upon the earlier types of.quantity-
frequency 'analysis and upon an expanded system, first used in the
California study by Knupfer, based on 12 questions that took into
account the quantity.of alcohol per occasion, the frequency or .

number of occasions,_ and the variability or fluctuations in time
and amount, as follows: The quantity of.a beyeragelbonsumed at
a sitting (this was measured separately for wine, beer and spirits
by asking how often the person had as many as five or six, or
three or four, .or one-' or 'two drinks)) the frequency with which
each of the three types. of beveragelyas usually drunk; the-
variability of drinking, as shbwn,by a combination of the modal
(most usual) amount consumed and the highest amount drunk at least
occasionally. Thus, the drinking index used in the national
survey Might be called, instead of a Q-F index, a index
(for quantity, frequency and variability).

The method used in making these three types of measurement -was
as follows:

Respondents were fist handed a small,-four -page, Multicolored
booklet as the interviewer.made the statement, "The, next, few

134
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questions ask you about your own use of various type$ of drinks%

Will you please take this booklet and on the'trst page put a check

mark next o the answer that tell how often you usually have
wine...Now ple se turn to the gre n page and do the same for beer...

Now please tur to the pink page do the same for drinks con-

tainingowhiske or liquor, includ g cotch, bourbon, gin, vodka,

rum, etc....An now turn to the yellow pige and please check hoe
often you have any kind of drink containing alcohol, whether it

Ais wine, beer, whiskey or any other drink."

On the booklet, wine was further defined as "(or a punch containingi
wine)"; and drinks containing whiskey or liquor were further

defined as "(such as martinis, manhattans, highballs,,or st4aight
drinks)."

,..,/ I,

Thefrequemacy scale for each beverage, printed in the booklet to

be checked by respondents, was as- follows: "Three or'more times
aday; Two times a day; Once a day; Nearly every day; Three. or

four times a week; Onc or twice a week; Two or three times a

month; About nce a m nt ; Less than once a month.but at least

yOr liquor, any kind of beverage con-
once a year; Less tha nce

"

a year;

I thaNe never had wine (beer,

drinks cont fining whis
taining'alcohol)."

l

.

The rationale for a scale so heavily loaded with responses indi-
cating very frequent drinking was to give the respondent the
impression that no matter how,frequently s/he drank, there must

be many others who drank even more frequently than sA4...-- thus

possibly reducing any reluctance to check a category indicating

frequent drinking.

For each of the three types of beverages, three questions measuring
quantity.and variability were then asked in series:

1. "Think of all the times you have had...recently. When you
drink..., how often do you have as many. as five'or six?" -

. .

2. "When you drink..., how often do you have three or four?"
4

3. "When you drink..,:, how often do you have one or-two?"
.

: i.
_

Quantity was expressed in terms of "glasses""of-wine, "glasses"

or "cans" of beer, and "drinks" Of beverages containing spirits.
The respojase categories were: "Nearly every time"; "More than
half the-time"; "Less than half the time";-!Once-in a while"; and

"Never." .
.

These questions on quantity consumed and relative frequency were
asked.for each beverage which the respondent reported drinking

about once a month -or more often.- The replies, permitted Classi-,

fication of each respondent by modal quantity for -each beverage

135.
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Caurr 1.-Quantity-Variability Classifications

Modal Quantity
(amount drunk "nearly

1

s.
Quantity-Varsability -

. Clasi...-,,,
`4 .
=1

2
4 i \ 3

4
5

. \ 6
7
8
9

10
11

i

. . ,

.-0'.....`

/

t

0

IR

./-

.0

every tune" or "more
than half the time")

-5-8
3-4
3-4
no mode specified
3-4
1-2
no mode specified
1-2
1-2 ..-
1.4,
1-2

't

1-

` -r

Maximum Quantity
(highest quantity drunk)

5-8
5-6 less than X time'
5'.8 "once in a while"
5-8 less than % time'
3-4
5-8 less than X tithe"
543 "once in a while"
5-8 "once in a while'
3-4°"lcss than % lime"
3-4 "once in a while-
1-2

Query 2.--Q-F=V Classifications

Q-F-V Croup

1. Heavy Connkers
(324 persons.
12% of weighted' total)

2. Moderate Drinkers
(354 persons. 13%)

As

3. Light Drinkers
(788 pertons, 28%)

4.

S.

Quantity-Vari-
Frequenqf , ability Class

(of any akoholic' (beverage drunk
beverage) most often) _-

a. Three or more times a day
b. Twice a day
c. Every day or nearly every day
d. Three or four times a week
e. Once or tpsdra week
f. TWO or three times a month

s

' a. twice a day
b. Every dax or nearly every day
c. Three or four times a week
d. Once or twice a week.
e. two or three times a month

f f. About once a oftintla

a. Every day or nearly every day
b. One to four times a week
c. Two or three times a month
d. About once a month

.
Infrequent Drinkers , -
(404 persons, 155): Drank less than once a month but at least
(quaiitity questions not asked).

Abstainers
(898 persons, 32%): Drank none of the three beverages as often as

e

10-11
9-10
6-9
5-9
2_8

1-8

11

10-11
9-11
7,11

On= a year

year (quantity questions not asked).

0
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NOTE:

SOME, RESULTS OF THE 1964-1965 NATIONAL SURVEY
.

32% of the total
adult population
are abstainers. The
remaining 68% drink
at least once a
year, with 12% of
all adults clas-
sified as heavy
drinkers.

77% of adult men
and 60% of adult
women drink at
least once a year,
with 21% of all
men and 5% of all
women classified
as heavy drinkers.'

r
(

FIGURE 1. PERCENT OF ABSTAINERS AND TYPES
OF DRINKERS AMONG ADULTS'
. U.S.A. 19644965
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L

(i.e., the quantity he drank "nearly every time" or "more, than

,half the time") and by'the maximum quantity he drank at least "once in
a wh'ile." Thus a person who said that when he had beer he had -.

one or two glasses or cans more than half the time, but once in
a while drank five or more, would be classified as having a modal

quantity of,one or two and a maximum of five or more.

This two-way approach peimitted the quantity-variability classi- 1

fication for each beverage shown in Charts 1, 2, and 3.

NATIONAL SURVEY II

This survey was based upon a subsample of the 1964-1965 study and

it included 1,359 reinterviews. Changes were measured covering
the three year span of time. Current problem scores were tabu-

lated and correlated with social-psychological scores and demo-

graphic variable's.

Six social-psychological variables:

1. Attitude toward drinking

2. Environmental support for he,a4y drinking

3. Impulsiveness and nonconformity

4. Alienation and maladjustmeAt'

5. Unfavorable expectations

6. Looseness of social controls

Demographic variables:

1. Age

2. Sex

3. Socioeconomic status (ISP)

44. Urbanization.

From these variables, a "risk score" was developed, with "risk"
referring to the danger of being a problem drinker: Analysis shows

that the social-psychological "risk score" does a fairly effective

job of predicting- problem drinking -- especially whencombined
with such independeht variables such as those listea,ibove. (See

Cahalan, et.al.,

3th



NATIONAL SURVEY III
,

\
This survey, completed in 1969,' reports on a "high risk" group of
American men ages 21-59. This, group of men constituteza majority
of the tvorking population and holds a large shire of economic and
political ower. There were 978'.men interviewed who were not

. included ix, the first two national surveys. They were combined
with 583 men between ages of 21-59, taken from the Second national
survey. This sample totaled to L,561 men age 21-59. (See

.

iCahalan and Rooth, 1974.) 1

, .

NATIONAL SURVEY IV

The final stage of national research will be reported on within
the next couple of years. It will reinterview, subjects from ihe
previous surveys and will permit a more detailed analysis of ,

chanqes in drinkingbehavior and problems over a ten year period..

CONCLVSION

The Cahalan research was included in the manual'to provide a
basis for introducing the Parker G. Harden estimation forMula.,
(See,Appendix P) arden's work iA tied directly to thenational
surveys and will be the primary needs assessment tool discUssed

...in this training workshop.
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CHAPTER 2: MODEL FOR EVALUATION

) INTRODUCTION ,
NIDA's Prevention: Branch has deviloped an" evaluation ,research model that is

applicable to any of the four drug abuse prevention modalities (information, educa-
tion, alternatives, and early intervention) 'andany' of the five primary targets
(individuals, peers, families, the school, and other significant social institutions).
The model, illustrated' in figure 2, features three levels of -evaluation: prodess,
outcome and impact.

'1%.

a

Process evaluafion refers to an assessment of a prevention program that
includeadd_erltification of., the cllent,Ipb ulation, description of the services deify-

the pro
in lb'
sf

ered, the uglizaion of ,:resources_ fo
experienc,g,LOT$the verqpnnel` participate
capture in " ill 'frame" lithec haracteristi
program. , ,R1

1t
&;.41`

Outcome evaluation -2coiicer}it4 with rgeasuripg one effect of a _project. on the
_people participating ih it. s i<noludes tqui,iis,,,..`paregts,and families, counselors,
youth workers, teachers, and so auttecithe ogvalation ,attempts to answer the
question: "What has this program prgducel,relqvant 'to .the lifestyles, attitudes,
and behaviors of those individuals it is attemptSing:t0 reach?" 'In essence, outcome
evaluation- tries to determine if a preventi6n prqjgCt,,his met its own objectives.

Impact evaluation exiSlOres the aggregate,effictlof prevention program'S on the
community as a Whole. The community may,ebe d'afthecd a a school system, county,
city, ,state, region of the country, or the. nation 4epurpoie of impgct evalua-
tion is to gauge the additive effects of numerous drug, abuse prevention programs
Operating within.a ge9graphic boundary, or of art individual drug abuse prevention
program runnint:en extended pehod of time, say, fiveyeirsA

.The model presente this chapter complemdri s ,NIDA!s prevention evaluative
research model... It coffers a conceptual framework r peesenting,. evaluation issues,
strate4ies , and methodologies throughout the4Guidelines 0. It also serves to illus-
trate an "ideal" process by which prevention ogam evaluations may to con -
ducted.

This model focuses on' two kinds of issues' ertinent to evaluation, those
,Which (1) are necessary for 'effective "evaluation o ug abiise prevention and
'other human service programs, and, (2) reflect . more broadly on the current
thought regarding procedures and strategies that will enhance the quality of.
evaluation research.

4

rams, and the qualifications and
Process evaluation attempts_to2

operational, ongoing prevention
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Fi ure2
-- TYPE OF 'EVALUATION

,
2. DRUG ABUSE. PREVENTION

'4*.100,
EVABLOTIVE RESEARCH

OUTCOME

MODEL (Bukoski 1979)

IMPACT
PROCESS

'LEVEL OF EVALUATION

AGGREGATE OR CUMULATIVE
PREVENTION PROGRAM EFFECTS

EFFECTS AT THE COMMUNITY

LEVEL .

POTENTIAL INDICATORS
DESCRIPTION OF TARGET

CHANGES IN DRUG-RELATED: CHANGES IN:

OF EFFECTIVENESS
,AUDIENCE /RECIPIENTS OF A

SERVICE
- PERCEPTIONS PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE

PREVENTION SERVICES
- ATTITUDES

OF DRUG USE

DELIVERED
7 DRUG-RELATED MORTALITY/

- KNOWLEDGE MORBIDITY

STAFF ACTIVITIES PLANNED/

PERFORMED
- ACTIONS':

INSTITUTIONAL POLICY/

PROGRAMS

FINANCING RESOURCES UTILIZED DRUG USE
TRUANCY - YOUTH /PARENT IN LVEMENT-

SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT IN COMMUNITT

INVOLVEMENT IN
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES ACCIDENT RATES

POTENTIAL PREVENTION EXAMPLES:
EXAMPLES: EXAMPLES:

.' EVALUATIVE APPROACHES
THE COOPER MOM FOR EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGMS EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES

PROCESS EVALUATION
QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL

INCIDENCE AND PREVALENCE

NIDA-CONSAD MODEL
DESIGNS STUDIES

NIDA-COST ACCOUNTABILITY
IPSATIVE DESIGNS t)RUG-RELATED SCHOOL

MODEL
E.G., GOAL ATTAINMEN%14 SURVEYS

QUALITY ASSURANCE ASSESSMENT

SCALING
tOST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
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,/ NEED FOR A MODEL

Numerous surveys of evaluations in human service areas,- including drug
abuse prevention, consistently find that:

Few evaluations are performed in response to prevViously stated
decision-making requirements. .

Most evaluations suffer froni'serious methodological deficiencies.

Most evaluations focus on outcomes, with little 'or no information on
piogram process or on6satt within the community. 0

I-

There are three concepts critical to, the effectiveness of drug abuse preven-
tion evaluations. First, the field of evaluation research has developed a wide
range of methods and strategies, building' on the many scientific disciplines that
have contributed to the evaluation of human servicep, namely, 'psychology, sociol-
ogy, anthropology, political science, statistics, operations research, and

needscience. Evaluators working in the field of drug abuse prevention need to be
aware of this body of knowledgd and its appropriate application

Second, evaluators need tb know the strengths and weaknesses of various
methodologies. (designs, measures, data analysis techniques). This is essential to
s'electing appropriate methods and in utilizing findings.

Third, techniques exist which can enhance the likelihood that evaluation
findings will be utilized. Evaluators need to be aware of these techniques and
assume the responsibility for applying them.

\ .In -addition to these needs, there has been and remains pressure from many
sources (taxpayers, Federal and State agencies, legislators) for more effective

, evaluation in all the human services. Drug abuse prevention, because of its
recent emergence as a human service field, is especially in need of effective evalu-
ation in order to demonstrate the importance of adequately funding programs and
projects. In part because of this pressure, peo le in the field are especially
receptive to efforts to improve. the quality of evaluations .

The 'Guidelines addresses the above concepts, so important to the- effective-
ness off drug abuse prevention evaluations. One o jective of the Guidelines is to
provide a broad survey of evaluation technology so as to acquaint evaluators and
their customers with the rang of'optiorks available, and thus aid them in securing
the required information effici tly and effectively. Another objective is to in-
crease the ability of evaluators to recognize both the usefulness and limitations of
their findings, The results of even the most sophisticated research are likely to
have some limitAions, which the user must be aware of in order to make reliable
use of the information. Toward this end, the Guidelines will review the principal.
sources of bias in evaluation research, and indicate what are the best remedies
and approaches for dealing with each type of bias. Where a critical bias has not
been controlled for, or a significant systematic error weakene;.a result, the Guide-
lines will point out what limited use can be made of the flawed results .

-4.
With respect to utilization, the Guidelines takes they position that it is the

evaluator's responsibility to increase the likelihood that new knowledge will be
applied by decision makers. Evaluators must do what they can, within reason, to
entourage their' customers to use the" results.. Elsewhere in the Guidelines are
detailed procedures for implementing evaluation findings.

.
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The Guidelines modgl is not a logical theory of evaluation-, it attempts rather
to organize information 'concerning evaluation into a particular fraMework. This
framework is" designed to be sufficiently specific to guide evaluators in ,the conduct
of effective and useful evaluations yet flexible enough to encourage incorporation
of new developments in prevention programming and evaluation technology, -

EVALUATION PARAMETERS

The Guidelines proposes three major parameters of 'evaluation. This organiza-,
tion is apDrotriate for evaluation regardless of the 'point at which formal evaluation
activities are begun. The three parameters are: levels of 'program evaluation,
type of evaluation information, and target area.

0

.LEVELS OF PROGRAM EVALUATION
,

The levels of evaluation refer to the successive stages in the development of

information in an ideal evaluatiOn
0.

effort. This can be represented in the following
0.-

systems diabi4m:

v. .

process

..a

Figure 3. Evaluation Levels

e
.1.

.1.

outcome impact

v.

a

t.

.

Process Level , . .

Process i 'formation reflects the inputs that, go into a program, the pattern's
in which these inputs interact, and the transactions*.that take place within the
program. Thformation such as,participant and staff characteristics, physical plant
characteristics, and financial resources, as well as the theory on which the pro-
gram operates, needs assessment, policy development, and program 'design" activ-
ities are all examples of program inputs. Information derived from the socio-
political environment is also considered to be important evaluagve information
becau3e of its potential contribution to subsequent evaluation and its use as a
basis for record keeping systems. Other assessments on the 'process level may
inclIcle a description of services rendered, the decision-making structure, patterns
of interaction amcig participants and staff, and so on.

Outcome Level '

Data gathered during this phase of program evaluation typically are addressed
to specific program ,;objectives concerned with change in participant behavior,
attitudes, values, or knowledge. The major objectives in all prevention program
nlodalities, concern the reduction of inappropriate drug and alcohol use. At the

v

10
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same time, different prevention programs have unique objectives relating to- the
particular theories underlying them. These include, such diverse objectives as
improvement of self-concept and responsibility, reduction of alienation, increase in
achievement motivation, and improvement in a broad range of variables relating to
school performance. And this list is far_from exhaustive.

Impact Level

I rip-TR-ion gathered 'in this phase relates to- longer: term, generalized results
of program operations . The manner in which impact data are relayed is a function
of the community needs and problems which gave rise to the prevention program in
the first place. That is why such broad issues as changes in incidence and preva-
lence in drug abuse and in community competence to deal with these problems are
frequently addressed in impact evaluation. Such changes impinge directly on
inputs to the program.

INFORMATION TYPE

The Guidelines identifies three types of evaluatioff information: descriptive,
associative, and explanatory:

Descriptive data are the easiest to obtain and frequently can be taken from
program records. However, program rtGords often are inadequate. Therefore one
of the first contributions of an evaluation effort to a program may be the develop-
ment' of a better record keeping system. But Ihen, ,development of a manageMent,
information system comprised of descriptive data categories is a perfectly legitimate
byproduct of an evaluation.

Associative data relate variables thought to significantly effect Program func-
tioning without assigning causality. Obtaining associative data usually requires
more elaborate evaluation design,. more time, more cost, and more justification to
management than obtaining, descriptive data.

Explanatory data attempt to-answer the question "why?" The rationale for
development of this type of data requires still more sophistitated design, theory
testing, and basic knowledge building than for associative data.

°TARGET AREA

Maintairling a systems oriented focus, it is important to realize that evaluation
can be directed at different targets or' subsystems of the overall program. The
level of focus can influence significantly the type of question asked. The most
common targets of analysis are an individual, face to face group, program, service
system area, and, finally, components of the general society. The well-publicized
success ,or, more realistically, the failure of one individual in one program can
haVe 'significant repercussions throughout the system and may influence policy at
the societal level. Conversely, a decision at a high level can dramatically influ-
ence. the behavior of indiluals in local programs .

Figure 4, is a matrix of the parameters discussed on the preceding pages: It
attempts to depict the possible interactions between, and combinations of, level,
type of information, and target area of evaluation. The matrix is presented to
illustrate that. there is a potential for meaningful analysis within each cell. How-
ever, some cells are infrequently, if ever, found in evaluations. The choice of
cells in any particular evaluation depends upon the needs of decision makers and
the availability of resources .
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Figure 4. Matrix of Evaluation Parameters

. f.

Process Outcome Impact

Level

SYSTEMS CHANGE USING EVALUATION: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Properly employed, evaluation ensures that program development will be a
rational process, one based on the constant supply and assessment of feedback to

programs. It follows that .themaximdm potential effectiveness of evaluation will be

realized if evaluation has a role from the first stArtos of program development.
But in .reality , actual introduction of an evaluation into a program can occur any-
time in a program's life, and the point at which it is introduced has implications

for the type of feedback. For example, plahning or initiatin6 evaluation in the
earliest phases of program development may encourage collection of data concerning
activities thatsimply. may not be recordable later.

Given the link betwee program development and evaluation, it is useful to
examine five major phases of .program,development and the evaluation issues associ-

ated with each. The phases are listed below;

Ne.eds assessment

Policy development

" Program -design

Program initiation

Program operation.

4

4

The first three phases may be considered planning operations, whereas the
last two are implementation activities. A similar classification will be Lfsed in the
discussion of the process of evaluation. Each phase has .associated with it a major
issue for program* evaluation that bay not be explored or even understood if the
evaluation is not intr&iliced until; sustained program operation is achieved, A

brief discussion of these phases and their associated evaluation issues follows.

t.,



N The needs assessment phase of program development is a planning activity
which attempts to *establisli whether and to what extent certain previously defined
problems and needs exist in a community and which subgroups are affected. The
major issue for program evaluation at this point is one of external validity. That
is', program ineffectiveness can result from incorrect assessment of the problem.
Specifically, the evaluator must realize that no matter what program is eventually
put into operation, it should have a valid needs assessment as its foundation.

. The policy development phase establishes the goals and specific objectives for
the local intervention or program area. The issue for evaluation here is one of
construct validity. In this instance, either the causal theory may be inappropriate
or it can be_ improperly translated into policy (that is, improper translation into
independent or dependent variables). There may npt have been, for instance,
appropriate urrderstanding, and consideration given certain community values and
other critical factors in the socio-political environment.

The program design phase involves transforming placy into significant charac-4
teristics -of the program (for example, the target popul tion, personnel qualifica- ,

tions, intervention methods, and other program aspects), Again, evaluators must
be aware of a construct validity issue. ProgrXm policy may ,be appropriate, but
tlie 'program itself fail because of an improper 'translations of policy .

The program initiation phase calls for the s translation of theory into action.
It is then that the program is 'implemented. Many evaluation practitioners believe
that it is in this phase that program evaluation data collection first takes place.
In other ,words, there is a difference between the evaluation that takes ',place
during needs assessment, that which takes place during policy development or
analysis, and that which begins with the implementation of program activity. The
focus of evaluation in the program initiation phase is on the identification of partic-
i nts, resources, and constraints. The major issue fdr evaluation. at this time is
one of external validity. j Program design may be appropriate, but the program
still fail due to improper impleentation of the design .

The program operations phase involves those critically important internal
transactions which are a major focus of management information systems. The
predominant issue for evaluation activity during this "process" phase is one of
internal validity. Program implementation (initiation) may be appropriate, but the
program may fail anyway because of faulty management (for example, high staff
turnover and insufficient supervision).

The major issue for evaluation in relation to program results, both outcome
and itnPact, is one of conclusion validity. Program operations may be appropriate,
but failure still result from the influence' of external factors. In addition,
throughout all five phases of, program development, statistical conclusion validity.is
an issue--it may lead to unclear. or misinterpreted outcome-or impact data.

EVALUATION PLAN

These Guidelines are based on the proposition that any assessment of program.
value must Fe made in the context of community need and alternative strategies for
meeting those needs. The ideal evaluation activity is as responsive as possible,ato
the- socio-political environment surrounding the program activity, as well as to the
needs of a broad range of decision makers.

The ideal evaluation plan' is seen as consisting of nine sets of activities,
each of which builds on preceding activities . Feedback to decision makers and
evaluators, and consequently utilization of results, can occur from any activity and
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thereby provide for Coritinuous modification of program and evaluation activities.
(See Figure 5. )

The basic premise in the implern'entation of the evaluation plan is that chances
for an effective and useful evaluation to occur are maximized when a skilled evalui
ator works in a cooperative fashion .with an equally skilled program staff Member":
A collaboration of this sort stan0 to produce an evaluation plan that istsensitive
to the heart of the program under study.

The evaluation activities are listed Vow in the order in which they normally
-occur:- _

1, Analysis of decision-makii>ig_.-activities

2. Analysis of actual. or intended program activities

3. Development of alternative evaluation designs

4. Initial selection of e design

5: OperationalizatiOn of the design

6. Field test . of the evaluation plan or re isions of the plan

r 7. Revisions resulting from the field test `fir
8. Collection and analysis of data

9. Utilization of information resulting from interpretation of collected and
analyzed data.,

ANALYSIS OF DECISION-MAKING ACTIVITY

Ideally, the objectives or purposes of an evaluation will determine the type
and amount of information to be collected and analyzed, as well as the appropriate
uses that can be made of evaluation results. The NPERN model stresses that these'
objectives or purposes should be related to the needs of the users. Thus, the
first step in the evaluation process is to identify the primary users and assess
their needs, for example, their requirement for information relating to specific
decision-making activities.

Next, the evaluator and the decision maker should_ specify the kinds of infor-
mation or indicators that are relevant for the decision-making activity and the
amount and detail of information that is necessary. It can be assumed that there
will . be a tendency to over-identify information 'needs." Thus, the next compo-
nent in this task is to differentiate information that is, desirable from that which is
essential. One way to do this is to assess the expected impact of the information,
or its absence, on decision-making and program activites.

A final step involves determihing the quality of data that will be acceptable, to
and used by the decision maker. QuilitY of data is controlled by the evaluation
design: measurement procedures, and analytical Vocedures. The westion is

whether or not the decision maker will' use infornfation collected within equasi-
experimental design, using qualitative assessment techniques, or whether b /he will
accept only data gathered within a true experimental design.
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Figure 5.-The (Ideal) Evaluation Plan
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ANALYSIS OF PROGRAM ACTIVrfY

rt effective evaluation requires a program that has: (1) testable program
assumptions, (2) clearly specified and measurable objectives, and (3) documented
program strategies.. 'Collaboration of program personnel and evaluators in the
analysis of program activity substantially increases the possibility that the program
will meet these requirements and that there will be a commitment to use the re-
sults. -r

The, analysis of program activity, coupled with a study of decision making,
provides the information needed by an evaluator to develop alternative designs.
The analysis seeks to identify basic characteristics of the processes of the pro-
gram, and its operating relationship, to the ideals of planners, legislators, and
others. Opinions and values may be challenged and revisions may be required.

The conceptual basis of the program should be clearly understood. is
includes the assumptions or hypotheses on which the program is based and the
rationale for the -Qldalities in effect. The evaluator should know what -the assumed
dependent and independent variables arc/ and how the various program strategies
are intended to effect the changes identified in the objectives.

Program objectives should be stated in terms of changes that are being
sought; what degree, extent, or pattern of changes, in quantifiable terms, is
being sought; how the changes will be measured or indicated; and theNtime frame
in which the. objectives are expected to be achieved.

The documentation of program processes or 'activiti its importaht to the
evaluator because pf the implications they have for certaiii'dimensions of evalua-
tion. Program recruitment, -referr'al, .or intake procedures all shape the design to
be used in a program evaluation. The manner in which services are delivered, let
alone the objectives and the content of the service, scan affect the type and timing
of measurement and the unit to be measured, as well as the costs and quality of
data. The development and the maintenance of a good record system is one way
that a program can ready itself to contribute to effective evaluation. Design and
establishment of a data base that provides an accurate picture of a program's
inputs and processes should be one pf the first steps taken' in an evaluation ef-
fort. Such data are most useful in planning the evaluation.

DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATIONDESIGNS

The preceding activities provide the information needed to design a feasible
evaluation plan. Many texts on 'evaluation research stress the need for evaluation
research- to model itself along the knes of classical experimental designs. While

such designs have an important role in outcome and impact evaluation, they are of-
limited 'Use in process evaluations. Furthermore, there are alternative approaches
to evaluatitn that may make important contributions to decision-making and may be
more appropriate than The classical 'approach, given, time and resource constraints
or the dynamics of the program being considered.

Designing an evaluation requires that choices be made carefully among infor-
mation options, which are themselves subject to time and resource constraints.
Ideally, the evaluator should prepare several workable evaluation plans that will
meet the identified needs of the decision maker. The plans will likely vary as to
the following: type of information (explanatory, descriptive, associative); timing
of measurements (including both frequencies and intervals); measurement tech-
niques (interview/questionnaire, observation, archival); qualitative versus quanti-
tative assessments; single yersus multiple measures; andobviouslywho and what
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is measured. At issue is the quantity and quality of information to be produced
and the costs associated with each. Many drug abuse prevention projects awn.
funded for less than $50,000, per year, and this must cover the cost of an evalua-
tion as well as the expense of operations. A project of this scale usually can
afford to spend at most $2,560 to $4000 on an evaluation. However, such projects
also may be able to contribute staff hours and time of the administrator. Despite
financial limitations, evaluators should, be able_ to assist such a ptojeet, perhaps, by
obtaining. the bulk of ihe desired Information from relatively simple escriptive
statistics and using carefully chosen variables.

INITIAL SELECTION OF AN EVALUATION, DESIGN

To enable the decision maker to make an informed choice among alternative
plans, the evaluator should rank the plans according to criteria relating to the
decision maker's needs identified in step one (for example, the level (of, confidence
associated with each design, resources recluired,- and adv.antagK and limita-
tions). This process may result ii, changes in previously .identified needs and
considerations so that additional design development may be necessary. In effect.,
the de(/elopment-selection processes may require several iterations until an initial,
feasible evaluation plan is selected.

PUTTING THE EVALUATION DESIGN INTO AN OPERATING CONTEXT

Having sWected an evaluatiOn design, the evaluator and program personnel
will "operationalize" the plan. Instruments need to be selected or developed, and
design elements, pf sampling, data collection, data analysis; rand utiliiation Aproce
dures specified and incorporated into a tine frathe. Appropriate roles for evalu-
ators and program personnel are also spelled out.

One strategy for ensuring that an evaluaition is intimately tied to project
development and that the results are understood and utilized by decision makers
working with the project, is to build an active role for project personnel in the
evaluation. The role of project staff can vary greatly. They may conduct the
actual evaluation, with occasional help from an outside consultant, or they may
only provide research assistants to perform -low-level tasks, with the major work
being done by the 'outside evaluator.

.

The role of the evaluation consultant too may vary.' In some cases it will
correspond to that 'of the independent evaluator. Where the project staff assume a
primary role in the evaluation process, the evaluator may function a guide or
resource persons/hP introduce appropriate technical options and help with
the design of the evaluation and the selectioh among alternatives. S/he may also
provide, trainpfg and technical assistance to enhance or complement the skills of the
project %evaluation staff .

FIELD TEST OF THE EVALUATION PLAN
4

All aspects of the evaluation plan should be pilot tested, including sampling,
data collection and analysis, dissemination,, and utilization. The pilot test should
determine whether the data collection schedule is feasible, if the collection can be
carried out with minimal disruption to program -activities, if the data being col-
lected are valid, whether the variables are reliably measured, if, the costs of data
collection and analysis are on target, and whether the resulting information is used
as intended by the decision,maker,
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REVISE EVALUATION DESIGN

Following /the field test, evaluators and program personnel should review the
plan and its initial operation to determine what, if any, revisions should be made
and what procedures should be followed to implement the full scale evaluation.

ROUTINE DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Implementation of the evaluation process on a full scale requires routinized
data collection and analysis. As ideally envisioned in this model, data will be
produced and interpreted in a scheduled series of oral and written reports', along
with._special reporting as required. It should be noted that durihg this stage of
the evaluation process the ,preceding evaluation actitrities may be 'continued or
repeated. This is a major feature of the incremental evaluation process--learning
is open ended and no "step" is ever completed.-

UTILIZATION I
The evaluation cycle is completed with the feedback and utilization of results

from routinized data collection and analysts. Utilization, is the final test of any
evaluation model. In most of the social services, the history of program evalua-
tions is characterized by scant use in decision making at any level. The field of .
drug abuse prevention is no exception. Although no systematic analysis has been
performed to explore the, reasons for this failure, it is commonly assumed that a
major cause , relates to unmet expectations of the decision makers for whom fhe
studies were intended. The evaluation model recommended in these ''Guidelines "- -a
feedback system at its heart--stresses filet the ultimate decision makers should be
involved early on in the design of the evaFiration, thereby. ensuring th t their
expectations winThe addressed, if not satisfied. Evaluations that provide periodiC ..

feedback in the form of reports that include quantitative, data are especia ly well-
suited for this purpose. In addition, the decision maker who' helps design the
data presentation will 'be. more likely to accept .data-based implicatioff.

Feedback loops are one of 'theilistinguishing features of .evaluation. There-
fore, the pattern and function of feedback loops should be designed or negotiated
in advance. Figure 6 portrays a. typical feedback .loop system for-,-different levels
of evaluation.

Process

Program
Operation

Figure 6. EvalUation Feedback Loops

Outcome

Follow-up
Of,Clients

Impact

.Spread of
rogram Effects

.11



The assumption behind a feedback system planned to'acilitate , ro ram
improvement is that the elements and timing of the critical points in the lor
should be p_reaetermida- to the extent possible. Fur-thermore, fErTotentlarimp 1-
cations 61 possible negative --finclirTiifrom alternative courses of action should be
outlined.

Figure 7 illustrates a feedback loop system for selected elements of an evalua-
tion in which client characteristics affect stafLselection, and staff characteristks
have implications for client recruiting. Staff inputs in 'RIM, will influence training
practices, and so on down the line. Ultimately, all of these affect the program
services which, upon observation and evaluation, may have ,implications` for client
recruitment, staff selection, and staff train g .

If evaluation res4s are to be utilized, jthe organizatilon for which the results
are intended must have an .internal climate that is receptive to new information.
The evaluator therefore has the responsibility to try to develop a climate of recep-
tivity within the receiving organization. Thi oes not !peen that thsr evaluator-
must be a full-fledged organizational developer able of 'transfor ing an organi-
zation that is dead set against incorporating his/her work.,, It doesJrnean that on a
limited scale the evaluator is expected, to look for ways, of improving the climate for
the utilization of the evaluation findin

A multiplicity of organizational levels usually surrounds a particular prevention
program, and should be -taken into consideration when planning an evaluation.
The model is intended to help the administrators and , evaluators appreciate the
variety of uses Viat can be made of the evaluation results if it is planned and
designed properly. Modifications in design and activities may, occur in subseqUent
cycles of the process, thus encouraging the use of the findings by decisiod makers
at alternative levels.. itt

DECISION-MAKING ACTIVITY

The evaluator must keep in mind that in addition to the evaluation results
-emselves, there are a host of other forces which affect decision making. Often
ese other factors are more influential than evaluation findings . They are' the

by-products of the socio- economic milieu in which decisions are made.

These forces can be categoriLd in terms of how they relate to the individual
decision. maker; and to influences inside and outs),ele the organization.. (Overlaps
obviously exist between these ,categories. )

.

Individual forces. T he personality and leadership style of decision makers
have major impact on the way evaluation findings are accepted. His/her perception
of how the organization will atcept particular findings, . his /her commitment to
change both in .a general sense-and as regards the particular problems addressed
by the evaluation, and the persuasiveness which the decislion maker brings to the
organization-all' aifegt an -evaluatiori's potential to bring aSout change. . w

V. . . .

Organizational forces. Not only are the individual characteristics of the
decision maker important but just as salient_m_the ways in which s /he is viewed.
by others within the organization. The perAicw' ed power and credibility of the
decision maker, stemming from professional authority and personal prestige, will
influence the extent to which evaluation findings will be accepted an.gi implemented.

Externai forces. Extra- organi a
inunity and of funding sources--as we
Lion field have powerful influences on

s

tional forces--essentially tfiose of the com-
as the general belief system of the preven-
the degree to which evaluation findings are

.
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accepted. Community action can support or hinder program change; inaction on
the part of the community. reflects a lack of it east, a deire to maintain the
status quo, or simply poor community organization directed at the problem area.
Obviously,, the relative importance of drug abuse prevention as a community issue
will have a strong effect on how evaluation findings will be received anikacted
upon within both the community and the organization .

A full discussion of leadership styles and their effect on organizations may be
found in Cartwright and Zander (1968), while a comprehensive discussion of the
utilization' of knowle including annot bibliographies, may be found ,in

_, Putting Knowledge to se (Glaser and Davis ) The topic of utilizing evalua-
tion findings and the le of the jvaluator in is process is more fully discussed
in Chapter 10.

Q.
CONCLUSION

The model presents a framework for improving the qualiti of evaluations.
The nucleus of the model is program evolution--a continual search for alternat're
ways of achieving a specific objective, facilitated by a feedback or monitoring_ --

device, with mechanisms for correction. The likelihood of produoing an effective
and useful evaluation is increased when a skilled evaluator works cooperatively
with an equally skilled prevention professionaL. Thus, prevention evaluation
should be a multifaceted," incremental, and jteralive pr.ocess

I
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4 ENDNOTES
1 This approach borrows heavily from: John D. Wallertand John W. Scanlon.

"The Urban Institute Plan for the Design of an Evaluation."- Working paper
3-003-1. Washington, D.C.: The Urban, Institute, March 1973. (Copies may
be obtained. from either authot- at the Performance Development Iittitute, 1800
M. St. J14.W. , Suite 1025-SOuth, Washinton, p.c. 20036).
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WHERE POLITICS AND EVALUATION RESEARCH MEET

. Evaluation research is a rational enterprise. It examines the effects of
policies and programs on their* .targetswhether individuals, grotips, institu-
tions, or, communities - -in terms of the goals they are meant to achieve. By
objective and systematic methods, evaluation research assesses the extent to
which, goals are realized and looks at the factors that- are associated with suc-
cessful or unsuccessful outcomes. The assumption, is that by providing "the
facts," evaluation assists decision-makers to make wise chaices among future
courses of action. Careful and unbiased data on the consequences of programs
should, improve decision-making.

But evaluation is a rational enterprise that takes place in a political con-..
text. Political considerations intrude in three major ways, and the evaluator
who fails to recognize their presence is in for a series of shocks and frustra-
tions:

First, the policies and programs with which evaluation deals are the
creatures of political decisions. They were proposed, defined., debated, en-
acted, and funded through political processes, and in implementation they
remain subject to pressures--both supportive and hostile--that arise out of the
play of politics.

Second, because evaluation is undertaken in order to feed into decision-
making, its reports enter the political arena. There evaluative evidence of
program outcome; has to compete for attention with other 'factors that carry
weight in the polikal process.

Third, and perhaps least recognized, evaluation itself has a political
stance. By its very nature, it makes implicit political statements about such
issties as the problematic nature of some programs and the unchallengeability of
others, the legitimacy of program goals and program strategies, the utility of
strategies of incremental reform, and even the appropriate role of the social
scientist in policy and program formation.

Knowing that pcilitical- constraints and resistances exist is not a reason for
abandoning evaluation research.,, rather it is a precondition for usable evaluation'
research. Only when the evaluator has insig0 into the interests and motiva-
tions of other actors in the system, into the roles that he himself is consciously
or inadvertently playing, the obstacles and opportunities that impinge upon the
evaluative effort, and the limitations and possibilities for putting results of
evaluation to work--only with sensitivity to the politics of evaluation research- -
can the evaluator be as creative and strategically useful as he should be.

PROGRAMS ARE POLITICAL CREATURES

Evaluation research assesses the effects of social programs; which In
recent years have increasingly been governmental programs and larger in scale
and scope than the progra s studied in, earlier decades. There have been
important evaluations of job t aining programs, compensatory education, mental
health centers, .community he Ith services, Head Start and Follow Through,
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community, action, law enforcement, corrections, and other government interven-
tions. Although there have been occasional studies of long-established tradi-
tional services, most evaluation efforts have been addreSsed to new programs;
it is the program into which new money is being poured that tends to raise the
most immediate questions about viability and continuation.

The programs with which the evaluator deals are not neutral, antiseptic,
laboratory-type entities. They emerged from the rough and tumble of political
support, opposition, and bargaining. Attached to them are the reputations of
legislative4 sponsors, the careers of administrators, the jobs of program staff,
and the expectations of clients. The support of these groups coalesces -arund
the program, but the cot.e4ht,rpressures that- were activated during its deJlop-
ment remain active an e program remains vulnerable to interferehce from
legislatures, bureaucracies,- interest groups, professional guilds, and the media.
It is affected as well by interagency and intra-agency jockeying for advantage
and influence.

The politics of program survival is an ancient and important art. Much of
he literature on bureaucracy stresses the investment that individuals within an

organization have in maintaining the organization's existence, influence, and
'empire. As Morton Halperin succinctly staes:

Organizational interests, then, are for many participants a dominant
factor in determining the face of the issue which they see and the
stand which they take.. .Organizations with missions strive To main-
tain or to improve their (I) autonomy, (2) organizational morale, (3)
organizational 'essence,' and (4) roles and missions. Organizations
with high -cost capabilities, are also concerned with maintaining or
increasing (5). budgets.

It is not ,only around evaluation that social scientists bemoan the political
factors that distort what they see- as rational behavior. Economi-st Julius
Margolis recently noted:

... you may go through a scientific analysis to answer the question of
where the airport should be located, but an altogether different de-
cision may finally emerge from the bureaucracy.

Bureaucrats, or in our terms program administrators and operators, are
not irrational; they have a different model, of rationality in mind. They, are
concerned not just with today's progress in achieving program goals, but with
building long=term support for the program. This may require attention to
factors and to people that can be helpful in later events and future contests.
AdMinistrators also have to build and maintain the organizationrecruit staff
with needed qualifications, train them to the appropriate functions, arrange
effective inter-staff relations and communications, keep people haOy and work-
ing enthusiastically, and-. expand 'the influence and mission of the agency.
There are budgetary interests, too, such as the need to maintain, increase, or
maximize appropriations for agency functioning: Clients have to be _attracted, a
favorable public image developed, and a cou:4tx system managed and operated.
AccomplisAing the goals for 'which the program was set up is not unimportant,
but it is not the only, the largest, or usually the most immediate of the con-
cerns On the administrator's docket.,

'Cr
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Particularly when an organization is newly formed to run new programs,'
its viability may be uncertain. If the organization is dealing with marginal
clienteles, it can fall heir to the marginal repute of its clients, and it is likely
to have relatively low public acceptance. Organizational vulnerability can be-
come the dominant factor in determining- what actions to take, and the need to
build and maintain support can overwhelm the imperatives to achieve, program
goals.

In sum, social programs are the creatures of legislative politics and of
bureatitcratic politics. The model of the system that is most salient to program
managei-sand the components of the system with which they are concerned- -
,are bound to be different from the model of the social scientist/ evaluator. A
program manager's view is probably no less rational. In fact, evidence sug-
gests that programs can and do survive evaluations that show dismal failure to
achieve goals. These programs, however, are less likely to survive a hostile
congressional committee, newspaper exposes, or withdrawal of the support of
professional groups.

There have been occasional references in evaluation literature to the need
to recognize organizational "system" objectives as well as program goals (as' in
work by Herbert Schulberg and Frank Baker), but the notion has never caught
on. So evaluators continue to regard these concerns of program staff as diver-
sions from their true mission, and give them no points on the scorecard for
effectiveness in the politics, of organizational survival .

4Ia

The disparity in viewpoint between evaluation researchers and program
managers has consequences for the kind of study that is done, how well it is
done, and the reception it gets when it is completed. Obviously, the political
sensitivities of pr ram managers can dim their receptivity to any evaluation at
all, and when tudy is undertaken, can limit & program manager's cooperation
on decisive issues of research design and data collection. Again, at the comple-
tion of the study, the program manager's political perspective will lessen the
likelihood that he will view evaluative findings as conclusive or the need to act
on them as imperative. Even rigorously documented evidence of outcomes may
not outweigh all other interests and concerns.

More subtly, some political fall-out shapes the very definition of an evalua-
tion study. As an example, let us look at the specification of program goals
that become the evaluator's criteria for effectiveness. Because of the political
processes of persuasion and negotiation that are required to get a program en-
acted, inflated promises are made in the guise 'of program goals. Publiq hous-
ing will not just provide decent living space; it will improve health, enhance
marital stability, reduce crime, and lead to improved school performance.

Furthermore, the goals often lack the clarity and intellectual coherence
that -evaluation criteria should have. Rather than being clear, specific, and
measurable, they are diffuse and sometimes inherently incompatible. Again, it
is the need to develop coalition support that leaves its mark. Holders of
dii,,/erse values' and different interests have to be won over, and -in the process
,e_Thost of realistic and unrealistic goal commitments are made.

Given *the consequent grandiosity and diffuseness of program goals, there
fends to be little agreement, even within the program, on which goals are real- -
real in the sense that effort is actually going into attaining them--and which
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are window-dressing. With this ambiguity, actors at different levels in the sys-
telt perceive and interpret goals in different ways. What the Congress writes
into legislation as program objectives is not necessarily what the Secretary's
office or the director of the national program see as their mission, nor what the
state or local project managers or the operating staff actually try to accomplish.

The evaluator is faced with the task of sifting the real from the unreal,
the important from the unimportant, perhaps even uncovering the covert goals
thatThenuinely set the direction of the program (but are unlikely to surface in
open discussion), and discovering priorities among goals. Unless he is astute
enough to direct his research toward authentic goals, he winds up _evaluating
the program against meaningless criteria. Unless he is skillful enough to devise
measures that provide valid indicators of success in this complex. web of expec-
tations, he runs the risk of having his report disowned and disregarded. It is
not uncommon for evaluation reports to meet the disclaimer: "But .that's not
what we were trying to do."

While the evaluation study is in progress, political .pressures can alter or
undermine it. Let us look at one final example of how organizational politics
can affect the shape of evaluation research. Program do not always keep to
their original course; over time, often a short _span of time, they can shift in
activities and in overall strategy and even in the objectives they seek to attain.
They are responding to a host of factors: budget cutting or budget expansion,
changes in administration or in top officials, veering of the ideological winds;
changes in congressional support, public appraisal, initiation of rivel agencies
and rival programs, pervasive client dissatisfaction, or critical media coverage

Whereas the evaluator wants to study the effects of a stable and specifi"-
able stimulus, program managers have much less interest in the integrity of the
study than in assuring that the program makes the best possible adaptation to
conditions This leaves the evaluator in aDredicament; he is measuring out-
comes of a "program" that has little coherence, What are the inputs? To what
are 'the outcomes attributable? If the program succeeds, what activities should

be replicated? If the program fails, what features were at fault? Unless pro-
grams under stud are sheltered from the ,extremes of political turbulence,
evaluation researc produces outcome data that are almOst impossible to inter-
pret. On the other (hand, to expect programs to remain unchanging labgratory
treatments is to ignore the political imperatives. In tUs regard,,eas in 'others,
programs have a logic and a rationality of their own.

THE POLITICS OF HIGHER ECHELON DECISION-MAKING

Much evaluation research is sponsored 'not by individual projects or by
managers of federal programs but by superordinate levels, such as the director

L of the .agency or the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of the federal depart-
ment, and the reports often go to cognizant officials in the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB) and the White House and to members of congressional
committees. If the organizations that run -programs have a vested interest in
their protection,, these higher-level c.Befsion-makers can view the conclusions of
evaluation research with a more open mind.' They are likely to be less con-
cerned With issues oforganizational survival_ or expansioin and more with ensur-
ing that, public policies are worth their money and produce-the desired effects.
Of course, some legislators -and Cabinet or sub-Cabinet officials, a'e members of



the alliance that supports particular programs. But it is generally true that
the further removed the decision-maker is from direct 'responsibility for runningthe program, the more 4ispassionately he considers' the evidence.

This of covrse does not mean that policy-makers venerate outcome data orregard it as the decisive input for decision. They are members of a policy-
making system' that has its own values and its own rules.. Their model of thesystem, its boundaries and pivotal components, goes far beyond concern with
program effectiveness. Their decisions are rooted in all the complexities of thedemocratic decision-making process: the allocation of power and authority, thedevelopment of coalitions, and the trade-offs with interest groups, professional'
guilds, and salient publics. How well -a program is doing may be less important
than the position of the congressional committee chairman, the political clout of
,its supporters, or other demands on the budget. A considerable amount,of in-
effectiveness may be tolerated if a program fits well with prevailing values, if it
satisfies voters,- or if it pays off political debts.

.., What evaluation research ,can do is clarify,what the political trade-offs in-
volve. It should show how much is being given up' to satisfy political demands'and what kinds of program effects decision-makers are settling for or foregoingwhen they adopt a position. It will not be the sole basis for a decision, andlegitimately so. Other information and other values inevitably enter a demo-cratic policy process. But evidence of effectiveness should be introduced to
indicate the consequences that various decisions entail. ,..

As a matter of record, relatively few 'evaluation studies have had a notice-.
able effect on the making and remaking of public policy. There are some strik-
ing exceptions, and in any case,,our time frame may be too short. Perhaps it
takes five or ten years or more befOre decision makers ..respond to the ,accumula-
tion of consistent evidence. There may need to be a sharp -eh ge in adminis-tration or a decisive shift in expectation's. But to date, as Peter Rossi has
pointed out, devastating evidence of program failure has left 'some policies and
programs unscathed, and positive evidence has not- shiel.Fled others from dissolu-tion. Clearly, other factors weigh heavily in the politics of the decision pro-
cess.

Perhaps one of the reasons that evaluations are so readily disregarded is
that they address only official goals. If an evaluator also assessed a program's
effectiveness in meeting political goals--such as showing that the Administration

. is "doing something," or that the program is placating interest groups or en-
hancing the influence of a .particular, department- -he might learn more about the
measures of success that decision-makers value. He might learn Why some pro-'
grams survive 'despite abysmal outcomes, why dome that looic fine on indicators
of goal achievement go down the drain, and which factors have the most influ-
ence on the making and persistence of policy. Just as economic cost - benefit
analysis' added the vital dimenSion of cost to analysis of outcomes, political-
benefit analysis might help to resolve questions about political benefits and fore-..gone opportunities.

' It is true that many public officials in the 'Congress and 'the executive
branch sincerely believe that policy choices should consistently be based onwhat works and what doesn't. It is also true that like all other actors irk, the
drama, policy-makers respond to the imperatives of their own institutions. One
seemingly peripheral but consequential factor is the time horizon of the fipolicy
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process. Presidents, governors, and legislators have a relatively short time
perspective. They, want to make a record before the next election. Appointed
officials in the top positions of government agencies tend to serve for even
shorter periods. The average tenure of Officials in federal' departments is a
little over two years, as shown in a Broo ngs Institution study conducted by
David Stanley, Dean Mann, and Jameson Doi . The emphasis therefore 'tends to
be on take-offs, not on landings. It' is o ten more important to a politically
astute official to launch a program with great fanfare to shOw how much he is
doing thin to worry about how effectively the program serves people's needs.
The annual cycle of the budget process also has the effect of foreshortening
the time perspective. When decisions on funding level have to be made within
twelve months, there is little time to gather evidence (at least competent evi-
dence) on program outcomes or to consider whatever information has been
gathered.

What d oes it take to get the results of evaluation research a hearing? In a
discussion of policy analysis (of which evaluation research is one phase),
Charles Lindblom states that differences in values and value priorities constitute
an inevitable limitation on' the use of objective ratjp4 analysis. As I have

already noted, maximizing program effectiveness is only one of many values that
enter decisions. Therefore, Lindblom explains the way that analysis is used is

not as a substitute for politics but as a "tacti in the play of power":

it does not avoid 'fighting over policy; it is a method of fighting...
.And it does not run afoul of disagreements or goals or values...be-
cause it accepts as generally valid the values of the policy-maker to

whom it is addressed.

it does appear that evaluation resea rch is most likely to affect decisions
when the researcher accepts the values, assumptions, and objectives 'of the
decision-maker. This means, obviously, that decision-makers heed and use
results that come out the way they want them to. But it suggests more than
the rationalization of predetermined positions. There is a further, important
implication that those who value the criteria that .evaluation research uses,
those who are concerned with the achievement of official program goals, will pay
attention as well. the key factor is that they, accept the assumptions built into
the study. Whether or. not ..the outcome results agree with their own wishes,
they are likely to give the evidence a hearing. But evaluation results are not
likely to be persuasive to those for whom other values have higher priority. If
a decision-maker thinks it is..important for job trainees to gXand hold on to
skilled jobs, he will take negative evaluation findings seriously, but if he is
satisfied that job training programs seem to keep the ghettos quiet, then job
outcome data mean much less.

THE POLITICS IMPLICIT IN 1EVALU ION RESEARCH

The third. element of politics the evaluation context is the stance of

evaluation itself. Social scientists end to see evaluation research, like all

research, as objective, 'unbiased, and non-political, as a corrective 'far the
special pleading and selfish interests of program operators and policy-makers

alike. Evaluation produces hard evidence of actual outcomes. But it incorpo-
rates as well a series of assumptions, and many researchers are unaware of the
political nature of the assumptions they make and the role they play.

.,



First,' evaluation research asks the question: how effective is the programin meeting its goals? Thus, it accepts the desirability of achieVing those goals.'By testing the effectiveness of the program against the goal criteria, it notonly accepts the 'rightness of the goals, it also tends to accept the premisesunderlying -the program. There is an implicit assumption that this type of pro-gram strategy is a reasonable way to deal, with the problem, that there is justi-fication for the social diagnosis and prescription that the program represents.Further, evaluation 'research assumes that the program has a realistic chance ofreaching the goals--or else the study would be a frittering away of time,energy, and talent.
'a

For many programs, social science knowledge and theory would suggestthat the goals are not well reasoned, that the. problem .diagnosis, the selectionof the point of intervention, and the type of intervention are inneppropriate,and the chances of su6cess are slight. But when a social scientist agrees toevaluate a program, he gives an aura of legititnacy to the enterprise.

Furthermore, as Roland Warren has noted, the evaluator, who limits hisstudy to the effects of the experimental variables--those few factors that theprogram manipulates--conveys the message that other, elements in the situationare either unimportant or' that they are fixed and unchangeable. The interven-tion strategy is viewed as the key element, and all other conditions that maygive rise to, sustain, or alter the problem are brushed aside. In particular,.most evaluations--by accepting a program emphasis on services--tend to ignorethe social and institutional structu,es within which the problems of the targetgroups are generated and sustained. Although evaluation studies can examinethe effects of non-program' variables, they generally concentrate on identifyingchanges in those persons who receive program services compared to those whodo not, and they hold constant .(by randomization or other techniques) criticalstructural variables in the lives of that particular population. .

416 Warren suggests that there is an unhappy convergence between the pre-ferred methodology of evaluation research--the controlled experiment--and thepreferred method of operation of most single-focus agencies. Agencies tend fodeal in piecemeal programs, addressing a single problem with limited ,interven-tion. He writes:

various reasons of practice and practicality they confine them-selves to a very limited, relatively identifiable type of intervention,while other things in the life situation of the target population re....left unalte'red...The more piecemeal, the fewer the experimental ari-ables involved, ',the more applicable is the (expermental) rese chdesign.

Methodologically, o course, experimental designs can. be applied to highlycomplex programs (which is what factorial designs are about), but in practitethere does seem to be an affinity between the experiment and the limited focusprograM. . And 'if there is anything' that we should .have learned from thehistory of social reform{ it is that fragmented program apcroaches make verylittle headway in solving serious social problems. An holm of counseling a--week, or the introduction of paraprofessional aides, or citizen representation onthe board of directors--efforts like these cannot possibly have significant con-. sequences iji alleviating major ills. -
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Another political statement is implicit in the selection of some programs to
undergo evaluation, while others go unexamined. The unanalyzed program is
safe and undisturbed, while the evaluated program is subjected to scrutiny.
What criteria are used in selecting programs to evaluate? Obviously, it is the.-

new and (perhaps) innovative Program that is put on trial white the hardy
perennials go on, whether or not they are accomplishing their goals, through
the sheer weight of tradition.

Other criteria for selecting programs for evaluations are even more overtly
political. Thus in a discussion of program analysis, Charles Schultze makes two
recommendationg: (I) program analysts should give more consideration to pro-
grams that do not directly affect the structure of institutional and political
power than to programs that fundamentally affect income distribution or impinge

on the power structure, and (2) .sanalysts can be more useful by studying 'new
and expanding programs than long-existing programs with well-organized con-
stituencies. _ I

There are persuasive reasons for such prescriptions. Evaluators, like all
other analysts who ignore the- political constraints of special interests, institu-
tional power, and protective layers of alliances may confront the decision-maker
with troublesome information. If time after time th4 bring in news that calls
for difficult political choices, if they too often put the decision-maker in a posi-
tion that is politically unviable, evaluators may discredit evaluation research as
a useful- tool. Nevertheless, there are serious political implications in restrict-
ing evaluation to the unprotected program hand the program that is marginal to
the digtribution of economic and political power.

The structure of the evaluation research enterprise also has political over-
tones. To begih with, evaluation is generally commissioned by the agency
responsible for the program, not .by the recipients of its efforts. This is so
obvious and taken for granted that its implications- are easily overlooked. Some
of its consequences, .however, are that the officials' goal statements form the
basis for study and if recipients have different needs or different ends in
mind, these do not surface. Another probability is that the evaluator inter-
prets his data in light of the contingencies open to the agency. The agency is
the client and the evaluator tries to gear his recommendations to accord with
realistic practicalities. Furthermore, he reports study,' findings to decision-
makers and managers,, usually not to program participants; if the findings are
negative, officials may not completely bury the report (although sometimes they
try), but they !can at least release it with their own interpretations: "We need

more money," We need more
took

or "The evaluation was too crude to measure
the important changes that took place."

To the extent that administrators' interpretations shape the understanding
of a study's import, they constrain the decisions likely to be made about that
program in the futtlre and even to influence the demands of the target groups.
An evaluation report showing that Program.A is doing little good, if interpreted
from the perspective of the participants in the program, might *well lead to very
different recommendations from those developed by, an agency-oriented evaluator
or a program official.

Most of these political, implications of evaluation research have an "estab-

lishment" orientation. They accept the world as it is: as it is defined in

agency structure, in official diagnoses of social problerrls, and in the types of
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ameliorative activities that are run. But the basic proclivity of evaluation
research is reformist. Its whole thrust is to improve the way that society
copes with social problms. At the same time that evaluation research accepts
program assumptions, it- also subjects them to scrutiny; its aim is W locate dis-
cAepancies between intent- and actual outcome.

In addition to this reformist thrust, Harold Orlans has indicated that social
science- evaluators tend to be more liberal in orientation than many of the agen-
cies they study. And their perspectives inevitably affect their research. As
social scientists increasingly recognize, no study collects neutral "facts"; all
research entails value decisions and to some degree reflects the researcher's
selections, assumptions, and interpretations. This liberal bias of much evalua-
tion research can threaten its credibility to officialdom. Thus, Laurence Lynn,

-Jr., a federal Assistant Secretary writes:

The choices of conceptual frameworks, assumptions, output _Measures,
variables, hypotheses, and data)i provide wide latitude for judgment,
and values of the researcher 04.ten guide the decisions to at least
some degree. Evaluation is much more of an art than a science, and
the artist's soul may be as influential as his mind. To the extent
that this is true, the evaluator becomes another special interest or
advocate rather than a purveyor of objectively developed evidence
and insights, and the credibility of his work can be challenged.

In this statement, there seems to be an assumption that such a thing as
"objectively developed evidence',' exists and that assumptions and values are
foreign intrusions. But the message that comes through is that "objectively
developed evidence" is that which develops only out of government-sanctioned
assumptions and values. Certainty evaluators funded by government have an
obligation to start with the official framework, but they should be able to look
at other variables and other outcomes, wanted and unwanted, in/ addition to
those set by official policy.

The intrins?cally reformist orientation of evaluation research is apparent in
its product. Evaluation conclusions are the identification of some greater . or
lesser shortfall between goals and outcomes, and the usual recommendations will
call for modifications in program operation. The assumptions here are tl) that
reforms in current policies and programs will serve to improve government per-
formance without drastic restructuring and (2) that decision-makers will heed
the evidence and respond by improving -programming. It is worthwhile examin-
ing. both these assumptions, particularly when we take note of one major piece
of intelligence: evaluation research discloses that most prografns dealing with,
social problems fail to accomplih their goals'. The finding of little impact is
pervasive over a wide band of program fields and program strategies. True,
much of the evaluation research has been methodologically deficient and needs
upgrading. (There is an extensive literature on methodological shortcomings.
Donald Campbell and Selma Mushkin ar among those who hai./e 'written cogent
critiques.) But there is little evident that methodologically sounder studies
find more positive outcomes. Numbers of xcellent studies have been carried out

4 and they generally report findings at I ast as negative as .do the poor ones.
Moreover, the pattern of null results is dolefully consistent. So despite the
conceptual and methodological shortcom-ings of many of the studies, the cumula-
tive evidence has to be taken seriously.
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'What does the evaluation researcher recommend when he.finds that the pro-
gram is ineffective? For a time, it ((may be a reasonable response to call atten-
tion to possible variations that may increasem.successhigher levels of fun
more skiEled management, better trained staff, better coordination with er

services, more intensive treatment, and so- on.- If these ,recommendations are
ignored, if the political respo se is to persist with the same low-cost, low-
trouble program, there is no much more that the social scientist can learn by
evaluating participant outcome If program changes are made, Mien further
evaluation research is in order. But there comes a time when scores or even
hun reds of variants- of a program e been run, for example, in compensa-

tor education or rehabilitation of criminal offenders, and none of them* has

shown much success. If it was not evident before? it should be clear by then
that tinkering with the same approaches in different combination is unlikely to
pay off.

There needs to be serious reexamination of the baSic Problem, how, it is

defined, what social phenomena nurture and sustain it, how it is related to
other social cokditions and social processes, and the total configuration of
forces that have overwhelmed past 'program efforts. Fragmented, one-service-
at-a-time programs, dissociated from people's total patterns of living may have

to be abandoned,. and as Daniel Moynihan has suggested, integrated policies

that reach deeper into the social fabric will have to be developed. What this

suggests is that in. fields where the whole array of past program approaches
has proved bankrupt, the assumption is no longer tenable that evaluation

research of one program at a time can draw useful implications for action or
that piecemeal modifications will improve effectiveness.

As for the other major premise on which the utility of evaluation research
is based--that policy-makers will heed research results and respond by improv-
ing progrimmingthere is not much positive evidence either. I have noted hpw

the politics of program survival and the politics of higher policy-making accol d

evaluati e evidence relativel' minor weight, in the decisional calculus. It is

when e aluation results confirm what decisio -makers already believe or di-E1 se
what t ey are predisposed tto. accept that- ev I ation is most apt to get serious
attention. Thus, for exar&Dle, the Nixon A inistration was willing to listen to
the negative findings, about the Johnson Great Society, prograMs: As Allen

Schicl has noted,, evaluation research is comfortably compatible with aloverg-
ment Terspectige of disillusionment with/ major program initiatives--with sto00.-
taking and retrenchment. As a consequence, the fiscal year 1973 budget sub-

, mitted to Congress proposed to cut out or cut back programs that weren't work-
ing. The evaluation researcher--now that somebody was paying attention to

findings--was cast in the role' of political hatchet man
1

Because evalu tiont researchers tend to be liberal, eformist, humanitarian,
and advocates the underdog, it is exceedingly uncomfortable to have evalua-
tion findings /used to justify an end to spending on domestic social programs.

On the other hand, it \is extremely difficult fcir evaluators to advo4T:te continu-
ation of programs that they have found had no apparent results. The political,
dilemma is' real and 'painful, It has- led some social scientist to justify con-
tinned spending on avowedly ineffective programs to preserve the illusion that
something is being done. Others have called for continued 'spending, whatever
the outcome, so as not to lose the momentum of social progress.' Others justify
the programs with e>ZPlanations that they regarded as specious when used by

program staff: the programs serve other purposes, the _evaluations aren't Very



good, the programs need more money, they need more time. My own bent is to
find some truth in each of these justifications, but they tend. to be 'declarations
based on social ideology and faith.' Evaluators can maintain them only so long
without providing evidence that these factors are responsible for the poor show,
ing or that the programs are 'achieving other valued ends.

What would be a responsible' position for. evaluation research? It seeps tome that there are a few steps that can be taken. One reform in evaluation
research would be to put program goals in sensible perspective. Among the
many reasons for the negative pall of evaluation results is that studies have
accepted bloated promises and political rhetoric as authentic program goals.
Whatever eager sponsors may pay, day care centers will not end welfare depen-
dency and neighborhood government will not. create widespread feelings of citi-zen efficacy. Programs should have more modest expectations (helping people
to cope is not an unimportant contribution), and they should be evaluated
against more reasonable goals. Furthermore, evaluations that - average theeffects of .numbers of local projects and come up- with summary "pass/fail"
measures are not likely to be optiMally useful. More learning will .come from
specifying the conditions that are associated with better or poorer 'outcomes- -
conditions of program operation as well as conditions in the larger social con-
text.

A further step along this course would be to evaluate a particularky strong
version of the program before, or along with, the evaluation of the ordinary
levels at which it functions. This would tend to show whether the program at
its best can achieve the desii-ed results, whether accomplishments diminish as
resource level or skills decline, and how intensive an effort it takes for 'a pro-
gram to work. If the full-strength "model"' program has little effect, then it is
fruitless-to tinker with modest, low-budget versions of it.

/
More fundamentally, however, it seems to me that now in some fields there

is a limit to how much more evaluation research can accomplish. - In areas where
numbers of good studies have been done- and have found negative results, 'there
seems little point' in devoting significant effort to evaluations of minor prograiii
variants. Evaluation research is not likely to tell much more: There is appar-
ently something wrong with many of our social policies an much social program-

%ming . We do not know how to solve some of the major roblems facing the
society. Nor do we apply the knowledge that we have. We mount limited-focus
programs to cope with broad-gauge problems. We devote limited resources to
long-standing and stubborn problems. Above all, we concentrate attention on
changing the attitudes and behavior of target groups without concomitant atten-
tion to the institutional .structures and social arrangements that tend to keep
them "target groups."

For the social scientist who wants to contribute to the improvement of
social programming, there ?nay be more effective routes at this *point than
throtigh evaluation research. There may be greater potential in doing research
on the processes that give rise to social problems, the institutional structures
that contribute to their origin and persistence, the social arrangements that
overwhelm efforts to eradicate them, and the points at which they are vulner-
able to societal intervention. ,Pivotal contributions are needed in understanding
the dynamics of such processes and in applying the knowledge, theory, and

. .
-

experience that exist to the formulation of policy. I suspect that in many
areas, this effort will lead 4.1s to think ,in new -categories and suggest different
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orders of intervention. As we gain deeper- awareness of the complexities and
inter-relationships ;that maintain problem behavior, perhaps we can develop

coherent, integrated, mutuall9 supportive sets of activities, incentives, rewla-
tions, and 'rewards that represent a concerted attack and begin to deserVe the

title of -"policy." .-
,

\
b .

How 'receptive will established institutions be to new ways of looking at

problems and to the new courses of action that derive from them? I suggested

earlier that decision - makers tend to use research only when its ilesults match

their preconceptions and its assumptions accord with _their valueS. There will

certainly be resistance to analysis that suggests changes in power relations and

in institutional policy and practice. But legislatures and agencies- are not mono-

liths and there may well be some supporters, too. As time goes on, if confirm-

ing evidence piles up year after y,ear on the failures of old approadhes and if
mounting data suggest new modes of intervention, this will percolate through

the0
concerned publics. When- the political climate vers toward the search for

new initiatives, or if sudden crises arise and there is a scramble for effective

policy mechanisms, some empirically grounded guidelines will be available.
.

Of course, there remain a vital role for evaluation research. It is impor-

tant to focus attention on the consequences of programs, old and new, to keep
uncovering their shortcomings so that the message .gets through, and to locate

those programs that do have positive effects and. can, be extended and ex-

panded.

It is important to improve the craft- of evaluation so .that we have reater

confidence in its results. To have immediate and direct influence on decr ions,

there is, a vital place for "inside evaluation" that is consonant with decision-

makers' goals and valuesand perhaps stretches their sights a bit. There sis

also a place for independent evaluation based on different assumptions with

r perspectives, and for the structures to sustain it. One of the more

interesting roles for evaluation is as "social experimentation" on proposed new
--,... program ventures--to test controlled small-scale prototypes before major pro-

gOns are launched and thereby gain good measures of their consequences.

Nevertheless, given the record of largely ineffective social programmings, I

think the time has come to' put more of our research talents into even earlier .

phases of th policy process, into work that contributes to. the development of

ideas and pr totypes.. I believe that we need more research on the social proc-

esses and in titutional structures that sustain the problems of society and

closer social s nce volvement in the application of that research. I have

hope that this can ontribute to understanding which factors have to be altered

if change is to occur and, in time, to more effective pPogram and policy forma-

tion'.

. .
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VI: NETWORKING AND INTERAGENCY

MODULE COLLABORATION .
TIME: 4 HOURS

4,

GOALS .
. .

i.
.

° a

To explore options for prograin growth through networ g and_ interagency col-

. °Iaboration
. °' .

I
.;, To apply these concepts to participants' programs and communities`.

.

. . ....----- ,.
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.
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'OBJECTIVES .
4
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0 e

At the ervi of this OUdule, participants will be able to:
.

.

List at least five ott-eier 'local, organizations and agen*cies in their community with
whom the potential for collaborkiori exists

' -
. Describe the basic assumptions- behind networking-

f
.

ft
Develop a 'plan. for a prevention support network within their *own community

4, Identify at least one program objective which might be achievectrough network-
.

;le ing or interagency, collaborationet ..
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MODULE vi OVERVIEW

c:.

EXERCISE .PME* METHODOLOGY

, OBSTACLES AND
CONSTRAINTS TO
I NT ERAGENC.Y
COLLABORATIONV.

2. INTERAGENCY
COLLABORATION

a'
3. NETWORKING AND

COLLABORATINGo

4. APPLYING IT TO
YOUR OWN
PROGRAM
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4 INTERAGENCY
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Y

WRAP-UP/SUMMARY
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GROUP EXERCISE
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SMALL-GROUP DISCUSSION
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VI: NETWORKING AND 'INTER-
MODULE AGENCY COLLABORATION-1 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

PROFILE OF A NURSE

You are a nurse in the emergency room o the community hospital. Being. a nurse has
been both a rewarding and frustrating experience for you. Lately, thipgs have not
been going well for you.

One of your best friends 'who is also a nurse was transferred from the emergency\
room to another floor. You miss his/her company and his/her counsel . Even worse,
you know that you are capable of *doing a better job. You find that Ifyour greatest
difficulties are with those who come to the emergency room because of drugs. To
help these patients, you feel you need additional knowledge and skill concerning drug
abuse, but you are not sure of how to go aboutapetting it.

You are very concerned now because you are being Considered for a promotion, an
your abilities 4,6e being evaluated. This promotion would make you the head of the
nursing service in the emergency room., The status that accompanies the new position
is something you want very much. You hope that as head nurse you would be abte
tondo more and command more respect.

et
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°
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Adapted, with pe ission, from Games Agencie Play; Enhancing Interagency Colloraboration

in Drug Rehabili tion, pp. 216-17,' August, 1976. 4teragelloy CollaborationaProject,

Bureau ot Drug Re abilitation, Virginia Department of Mental Health and 86ntal Retarda-'

xion, Richiond; Va This project was funded in part by Grant Number 75A3137 from the

Virginia Drvision of Justice. and Crime Prevention.
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VI: NETWORKING AND INTER-
MODULE AGENCY COLLABORATION-2 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

PROFILE OF A SHERIFF

You are `ra sheriff for the local community. Over the past few months, you havenoticed that the number of drug abusers being arrested has been steadily increasingand that community concern with the drug problem iscon the rise.

The large number of drug related arrests concerns you because youwould like toretain your influence in the community and to be seen as a proponent of drug reha-bilitation efforts. Moreover, your credibility and prestige within the co'mmunity is inthe balance since the community fe.els you are. not adequately handling the problem.
Because of the growing drug problem;. your budget is in question and you are'wor-ried about the money to be allocated to the 'sheriff's office.

Yet, you have had very little contact with the local drug rehabilitation program andhave minimal knowledge concerning drug traffic in the local community. If you wereable to find out what was going on in the street .and in drug rehabilitation efforts inthe community, it is possible you would be able to do more.
,

A

Adapted, with permission, from Games, Agencies Play; Enhancing Interagency Collo alpration
Drug Rehabilitation, pp. 216-17, .August, 1976% Interagency Coaaboration\P ject,

Bureau of Drug WiabilitationOVirginia DeparimeAt of Mental Health and Mental Retarda-
tion, Richmond, Va. This project was funded in part by Grant Number 75A3137 from the
Virginia Division of Justice and Crime Prevention:
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Reprinted, 'with permission, from Ine'ra enc Collabc-)ration: .Princi les of Cdnsultation.

in Mental Health, pp.. 21-42, 44-52, Richmond, Va., 1975.
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INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION

PERSONALITY, MOTIVATION, AND NEEDS
1_

,Section IV concluded that if we are to enhance interagency
collaboration in human service delivery, the individual staff
members must be both the actor and target of the interaction.
The study of personality deals with the individual as aAsystem
of needs, feelings, attitudes, skills, deficiencies and roles. .

These elements combine to determine an individual's behavior in
a sodial milieu and havie only recently come to be recogniZlbd in
regard to the individual's satisfaction and performance in a
working environment. This new approach tends to discoUnt the
.image of an dtonomic, bureaucratio man as a uniform factdr in 9

the production proces4, in favor of the image of man as a)com-
plex personality withi n the organization. This section'on per-
sonality, motivatio and_needs deals with the importance of
the individual to effective functioning of an organiation.
The'importance of iridivid4a1 role behavior needs and the effects'
of,neglecting them will be discussed.below.

1 .

The motivation of an indivi4ual to perform in an agency 9An be
examined most conveniently cin the basis of need theory. Maslow
j1970) proposed a hierarchy of hdban motives .or needs. These
needsSiange frOm loiter deficiency motives which determine be-
havior when their satisfaction is lacking, to higher being
motives, tphysiological needs, safety and security needd,.
belongingness and love, self-esteem needs, growth and self-
actualization nepd) WhiCh come into play once the deficiency.
motives have,been Satisfied.

Alderfer and Schneider
.

(1973) prbpose three needs categories
which they called existence needs,, relatedness needs and growth
needs. .The existence needy correspond to the physiological and
material _safety needs of .Maslow (1970) and are characterized
first, 'by the goal of obtaining a(valUed resource vital to -

material existence, and second; by a -person's, satisfaction tend-
ing to be correlated with another person's frustrations .when

'resources are limited. Alderfer's relatedness needs correspond
to the interperqonal safety belongingness,'social, and inter-
personal esteeM needs of Maslow. Relatedftbss needs concern the
de$irespeople have for relationships with significant others
that carbe characterizedIty a mutual' sharing of. thoughts and
feelings. FinalXyi greAth needs correspond tA.Maslowos
actualization category and 'include desires of the indiy4ual to
have creative and prbductiVe effects upon himself and 4pon his
environment. ,

it;1,,,..4% '
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H.A. Murray (1938) has categori.Zed needs into t*o basic groupings
called viscerogenic needs and psychogenicpneeds. The first group-
ing includes physiological needs ofd the organism and the second

group includes psychogenic needs such 46 superiority, achievement,'
recognition, exhibition, autonomy,'affiliation, and exposition

heeds.

Finally; Herzberg (1966) classified needs as VAdam" or'"Abrahama
needs, the former being .basic viscerogenicneeds'and the latter
being man's urge to realize his own potentiality by continuous '

"psychological growth." Six aspects of "psychological growth"
are khowing more, seeing more relationships in what we know,
being cre4;ive, being effective in ambiguous situations, main-
taining iffdi.viduality in the face of pressures from the group,
and attaining growth psychologically:

'Bartow (1972) takes the concept,of an individual's needs a step
further by introducing the element of interaction among in-
dividuals. In the interaction-there isan exchange that occurs;
and through this exchange an'actor will satisfy some of the needs
of the other actors participating in the interaction.. An ideal
situation is one in which an actor's own needs as well ias another'

actor's needs are met. To the extent that the interaction is
an exchange through which sdMe of both persons' 'needs awe met the
experience will be satisfying and themeMbers will be Motivated
to continue performing. Thus, in an organizational setting if
some of an individual:t needs are satisfied by performing a s.

function which his.organization aemandd of him, the individual
will be motivated to continue performing. The attainment of

.satisfaction from one's work may be viewed as'.:a function of .

needa-satisfaction in that, the individual will be motivated to

.
replace lower leyel needs with higher level needs. In an or-
ganizationaf setting, an indiViduel'sneeds can range fromthen
'need toearn money to ensure'existence,, to the need to ensure
financial and social security, to the need tomaintain a certain
social positiorLor:,place "Of esteem in so4ety, to_theneed for,
affiliation and social relatedness, to thb need to create, and
thus strive for growth and self-:actualization through'work.

ii

What happens then in a societysuch as surs*where'a sizeable
'portion of\the'workingtforce has alread datisfied its vis-

cerogenic needs? Erich Fromm4(19,68) states:

°"While it is true that man is morde ai by-the necessities
of theeponomic.and social tructure of society, n's is

not_infihitely adaptable. gdi only bare there certain
physioio4tcal needs that. imperatively call for satis-
fact:ionbut there gkre also certain psychological qualiz-
tiesinherent iri man that need .to be satisfied and thdI
result in certain reactions if they are frustrated. The

:
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most important of these qualities seems to. be the tendency
to grow, to develOp and realize potentialities which man
has developed in the course of history as, for instance, the
faculty of creative and critical thinking and 'of having
llifferentiated erctional and sensuous'experiences."

Technological societies offen,fail to take these human needs for
creative growth into account leading to the possible alienation
of man from basic human values. SuCh elienation'can have grave
implications for society..

To avoid creatinga sterile work situation in -which there is no
opportunity for the indiViduaL to, satisfy higher level needs it
is necessary to integrate the framework of,individual needS
satisfaction with the organizational Q.etting. The individual.
places greater emphasis an ego needs id 'the appropriatenes
of the job to his personality than does the organization. 'ach
individual.rciakes unique demands of his job depending on the
composite of his needs.- Harry Levinson (1966) proposes .the
_concept of reciprocation to denote the process of fulfilling
mutual expectations and satisfying mutual needs in the relation--
Shipibetween a man and his Work organization. To the "extent
that there is congruence of aims, .nprms and pqrsonality,:the
organization is efficientan4the workers are happy."

Argirris (1964) like Levinson concludes Ilatcangruent behavior-
--toil the part of the employees with interpersonal' needs s neces-

sary if they are to,continue to be motivated, .nd if tffe formal
organization is to obtain optimum expression of-its demands,
He writes:

"If one uses as an.input, agents who tend toward a mature
state of psyc,hological.development, one thus creates a dis-
turbance,,because the needs of healthyoindividuals areKnotj
congiuen# with the 'requirements

offarmal arganizations
which\tend to require, the agents to work in situations where'
they are.dependent, paSsive, and use few skills. The nature
of the formaliprinciple of organization causes the subor-,
dinate to experience competition,- rivalry, intersubordinate
hostility, and to develop a focus.towardlitheir parts rather
than the whole. This tends to'a need for coordination
Among the' parts by the leader."

Relating specifically to organizational individual commitment,
4 tArgyris claims that the source of'commitMtnt to work for" any

givet.indiviaual lies'in the power, rewards, and_ enalties that
omen other individual may use to in uence him. er,
'internal commitment'."exists only wn the motive for a parti-

.
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cular behavior resides within the worker himself:" Argyris,

. (19,64) concludes:

A certain amount of internal commitment restricted to
rational activities -may be possible in tills system if the-

rational, intellective aspects of the job are consonant

with the individual's abilities and expressed needs. Some

human behayior in organizations can be understood as caused

by individuals adhering or dedicating'themielves to organi-

zational values;

If-we perceive the organization as asocial milieu, then it can
be considered an arena in which the individual exhibits social

reactions based upon his lArning and experience from other
social milieus, the major one most probably having been the

family. -Insofar as the inaividual is in perpetual contact with,

others in the procesi,of performing his job, the importance of

his interpersonal patterns of, behavior becomes apparent. By

requiring an individual to suppress certain interpersonal and
emotional-aspects of behavior,- the'organization es$ablishes a

norm which could have adverse effects both on the individual and

on.the organization itself.

'The implications of such a suppression have been raised by

-Argyris (1964) who postulates that a basic need of man is to in-

crease his feelings of acceptance, by himself'and others.

sThrOugh leading'the individual to awareness and acceptance of

hiMself and others, interpersonal relations become the mechanism

by which man develops, maintains, and modifies his personality.

He writes:

- As the, interpersonal and emotional aspect of behavior becomes

'suppre we may hypothesize that an organizational norm
etta:t2 arise that coerces individuals to hide they

-feelings?' Un.zr 'such conditions, the individual finds it

difficult to de elop Competence in dealing with feelings

.
and interperson 1 relationships.

In addition, Fromm 55 notes- that: in fact, the' very decision

to separate one's emotions from one's intellective specs is a-

deeply emotional-one. There is increasing concern that this

-act,of 'selfrseparation' is'part of a basic process in modern

life which leads° man to become alienated from himself and.others.

The problem of separation of J'one's emotions from one'q irke'l-

lective aspects' is especially pertinent to4t)ublic service; wel-

fare people; organirians: Workers in these,

. -
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organizationd arexpected to be competent and rationalin
client situations yet they must also be carefully attuned to-
the client's emotions. The need for a more humanistic'and needs
oriented organizational environment for service organizations
is clear. )

SinCe the individual is central to the focus of collaboration,
the needs and motivations of individuals in the working environ-
ment become significant. The importance of the "peeds" of in-
dividuals'iS due to their effect on individual behavior and
therefo're staff collaboration. In reviewing the literature and
the needs structure, "needs" in the context of this project yere
limited to those which.most directly influenced the individual's
performance of his organizational role. Thus, project staff
derived a list of eight needs considered to be most important.
They are: control of information, funding, power, professional
competence, relatedness, status, support., and task attainmcnt.
These needs come from the'work of'Maslow (1970), Bartow (1972),
Heizberg (1966) and others. (It must be emphasized that the
purpose of this'project was not to develop and test a new "needs
structure." Rather, research studies were used as a starting
point from which we were _able t9 create a "role beh4vior needs"
structure.)

.

AA*

One possible solution to thelimprovement of worker motivation
and performance is the satisfaction of the worker's needs through
his interpersonal working relationships. Relating the fulfill-
ment of an individual's needs through. interagency collaboration
to-work performance and service to clients is the apprqach taken
by the project. Collaboration is one approach an organization
can employ fb-furfher relatedness'and growth opportunities for
its elliployees and to motivate them toward improved quality of 1

serviee, By enabling the individual to satisfy psychological
needs workbecomeb a positive experience. Group collaboration
is a possible incentive in additionto conventional incentives
that can be used to motivate individuals. Group collaboration
in an organizational setting dan have poiitive implications for
the organiztion as well as for the individual, ,

The con eptual framework developed by the project for mutual .

needs flfillment can be a powerful tool for enhancing collabor-
ation i an.intezorganizational setting. The framework focuses
on the saisfacti90 of the indi 'dual's needs in another agency
as critical-to thd reciprocal pro ss'of hairing one's oWn needs
'met. Through reciprocity, and exchange theory, ,as well as need/
personality theory, the fiameVork has incorporated thede neces-
sary elements. It.;'is unique,in its emphasis on the'indiV-i,dual
and' the meeting of his needs for successful interagency collabor-
ation.

tY
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INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION CONCEPTUALFRAMEWORK
41,

To. cOnvey the meaning and clarify the conceptual path takenin
this project a mapping sentence is used. The mapping sentence
is a mechanism for lqgically organizing material by representing
the entire theoretical approach of the project in one simply

read sentence. Mapping sentences use facet theory as developed
by IDofessor Louis Guttman, Director of the Israel Institute of
Applied Social Research in Jerusalem. For an explanation of
facet-theory and the mapping sentence 'technique, the reader is
referred to the "Inter-Agericy,C011a4oration in Drug Rehabili-- :

tation" report Chapter II,. Section II.
.

Figure I, (pagt 29), is the 6lepping sentence which specifies
the project's conceptual fraMework and resents its major con-
cepts and their inter-relationships. The letters appearing in
Figure I signify important aspects or facets of the conceptual
framework and each line of material listed below-the facet and

enclosed

.-

in parenthesei ..s considered an element.of that facet. .

For example, the Referrals facet, letter I, contains two ele-
ments, number and maintenance, which together form the facet.
By reading through the mapping sentence with its facets- and ele-

mentS one can see the relationship between important factors in

_ the project's conceptual framework and the subcomponents which
make up those factors: It should be notedthat face ,'Re-

ferrals in Figure I was designated, for purposes of search
as the inputto a dcug rehabilitation program. Thus he mapping

sentence in Figure t was designed.to be referial specific;
however, the utility,,af the mapping sentence lies in the fact

that any facet can-be changed or replaced. Facet I could be °

mortified to represent anothel'*'input such as funds or volunteers.

Quite often in consultation other resources or inputs may be
discussed and modifications of facet I might be ecessary for

those who use this conceptual framework. The ma ping sentence .

s14in Figure I is already organized yt that the con pt are
logically arranged and can serve as a basic starting point .,fors' s'

the conceptualization of additipnal constructs, and facets of ..

'interagency collaboration. To explain the project's framework,
we will make use of the order found in, this mapping sentence. c .

. 1

The,facet of ACtion Potential (A) is a behavioral facet includeds-
in almost every.mapping sentence. Behavior in this framework
consists-Of covert and overt action. This facet is,definecl
by the three elements, knowing, liking, and doing. By using

these three elements one may differentiate, between organizations
in ierms.of whether or not they:use SSR Syitem Related-

ness) behavior appropriately. SSR isiksocial systems approach
to improving interagency collaboratiodqr Assessments)of three
elements of-Action Potential can help in deterinipg1Fthe quality

,4)



. FIGURE I
MAPPING SENTENCE REFLECTING THE PROJECT'S

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
(

A

°

The"appropriate Action Poten.ti.al
(616;a40
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(doing)

Cif 4
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of SSR behavior: Foe example, .one can look, at whether or not ,°
staff members see a need for SSR, whether or not they like using
it arui whether or not'they have the time and skill to' use :ssy. ,

behaviors.
. N--, % -,

4 The total SSR approach which evolved froM systerqs-4t4eo comp '

- gists of areas of SSR. (faCet c) , techniques of SSR (factt_D)
and, role behavior needs (facet. E) . Awarene.ss .4d..use et. the -

°C

SSR approach as delineated in facets- C, D, IA E4of F34.,gure I., make 4 ' ,

it possible to, analyze and improve the iriterCreganitagional ' ,419,'

.oriented aCtiviVes.ot.,drug program staff meMbers. Effective
. use of the SSR approach in, collaboration involves othe ,deVelop.

. .4

ment of strategies, tactic's and plan's to. integrate and' i:nsor-' 4,

porate all three facets in 'a wholistic lrianner!. .
. , 4 o':V ) ,

Areas .of SSR. indicates certain properties of organizations which "°
influence 'interaction and which the staff of OtganizatiOns :may" '.

/find useful in achieving their vgoals: They do not` prescribe :
2 be1.avibr directly nor do they tellionfla what to do; ratter,' thei".

conceptuaUte 'the areas or characteristi-cs of the soCial s'stem
which areiftlieri operationaakizeein Ithe'SSk techniques of facet ,p :

...., . . , - *, 1..
. .. . .

Elements of facet' C, areas, of Sp,' , include input .sourdes.; ne.-. ,. -.

'work linkages, and articulation ot belated' .roles .' .rheSeefe- , t. '
ments acre directly A.nfliureneed by their de;iyiation froi&open ',,s,. : ' ;
systems theory: 2hey emptiasit the

li
inteirdependeficy- Of the,, . -, ,' .1

organization on the 'environment -rind iledeititatklia:cleaoncge"- °
r 4

. . 4-;,

.
fiont of ,how till total system operataS: 4' . 1 °

1'. t , , , - =4" ' ., ,-..t .4
, 44, ; 4" ..' / : °I % ti , ,. .. v '/ *i'' ' ,e. 4° I . , / " ''leI

.111°: reiltis o open systeins theoNittfOieVyilb-rganizatIOn'-needi tO; sesa . ''"' ,7-

cgre, a' sid ficiera, nuraber Ot in uid 4, 4.e .. ,,srefersa-ls,,,?:fusncts. - e . " ,,

7,/oi., thi-eeers !And: tl'iie, to, s VivP 'Fo`c4;ceru,,s. pidgilams , thus) 7 : '° ',..

tilVol;40'44.411 gs. as. clients rt staff atia. IfuRdinigeP-prtig ;` % a; At

St h a4114 4 t iti ants- usuallAtgets dlg`ent-s74f4ttaEn 1.;:lj-mited 'ntimbe.,?.......*.
' ,:Of ststirciis°,' priti riliny "stesetu".(0.1f) and court4system refer'kals. ' 4 '

. ,
te V

t Iporgasing, the apOroptiateness of. r.e-ferralS often follows hand 1," '
i.." "? ',. itAana4legth increas'irlig thesize and, number-of' referral so4Fces.
4 1 p a v

.
-4

. .* i ._-; A thou4 referrals to drtg programs usually come from- di.limited
A ° "

. ritimbeVc5f sources, itiis posited that many potential c4ents ,..-,

a
4 to drug progr ha.ve relationships with individuals from.. other 4/i7

' 4 . coltugunity sery e agencieS.. ay `approximately relating to and
making use of t oseagencies, it is possible that a wide variety c

,r4 i. , pf .community service agencies will refer clients. If the (. .,referral network is ,indreased, the dependency of the .drug program
.

on one 'or two referral sources is 'minimized. ., - .
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Expanding the referral network to include various sources can
have he effect of increasing the spectrum of clients reaching
"the ,program by:

1.' Increasing the number of clients referred from vArioun
community' service agencies ,

2. Increasing the diversificastion.of clients by expanding
the number of referral sources

Expansioh of/the referral'network and the consequent increase'
in the number of referrals through contact of drug program
staff with other agencies can lead to increased drug program
utilization.and increased appropriateness of referrals.

The element ofinput source in facet C (-see FigUre focuses
on a program's need for clients and the efforts, nedessary to
acquire them. Attempts to acquire referral's can involve both
direct and indirect contacts.by drug program staff to benefit
the program. However, before discussing the meaning of direct
and indirect contacts, the term network linkages will be

'explained:

The concept of network linkages infacet C has been illustrated
by Barnes (1954) as, "... a set of points some of which are
j.qined by lines. The points of the image are people or some-
times groups, and the lines indicate which people interact with
each other." For drug rehabilitation stiff the network linkage
;Applies to the indirect lines or channels of communication
)Fisting between them and appropriate referrents of community

:sdrvice agencies.

Ti-te conCept of network linkages is similar to open systems theory
in that they both 'emphasize the innerconnectedness of the system.
Aro clarify how a network exists and is interconnected, Hammer
(19,64) states:

' To the extent that a-given interaction has necessary impli-
cations yond'the immediate situation, it must involve,
indirectl othek individuals with whom each of the original
participan s interacts atother times. .A divorce, for ex-

,does not merely alter the relationship between one
man and one woman. It also alters the. relationships with
landlords,_neiglIpors, and other family meMbers, decreases
the frequency of contact with some of the people they
generally saw together, increases the frequency of contact
with the people each of-them saw.,separately, and soon.

1
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Knowledge-of these social network linkages and their natu e pro-
vides",a basis for'affecting the outcome of a given situati n.
For example, identifying the, network'linkages to and from he
policy-making level and studying the network linkages betwe n
the policy makers themselves, can provide significant knowle ge
for determining with whom one should establish and continue
contact. The contacts a staff member has and uses may be b th
direct and indirect. Direct contacts are those which an indiii-
dual has' with one other person t drug
program. Indirect contacts must include three people and can
in ve more. With indirect contacts an individual uses 'a

ird person tp influence another'agency or .individual to refer
clients immediately or eventually to a drug program. Profes-
sional gossip is a significant source of information and provides
insight into the channels of inflUence'in an organization as
well -as the roles and functions of the members of the organiza-

To pull together the knowledge of the staff to improve services,
there Must be considerable integration of the staff to make
effective, concerted, and noncontradictory use of the linkages.
This requires articulation of related roles, open channels 0,
communication, and support.

The use of.network linkages requires the'clear definition and
explication of the respeCtive roles oaf ehosedndividuals'in an
organization who are relevant to the continued-treatment of the
client. Network linkages relate to This articulation of related
roles in that an understanding, of the network linkages implies'
a knowledge of how the system operates.: Knowledge of the or-
ganization and the existing network linkages of communication
and influence necessitates the articulation of related roles
among program staff members.

In summary, facet C, (areas of SSR) relates to the inttaprogram .
allocation of tasks, in order to achieve program goals. A limited
number of people decide who will interact with whom to accomplish;
the purpose (Facet.1) of referr41 and maintenance of clieRts in
the focal drug rehabilitation program. This is a social system
task allocation related to they securing.of appropriate e-referralS
(Facet I.). 4

Techniques of SSR, (facet D) refers to the specific behavio,
used by-workers_in,their contact with staff ofother agencies.
These techniques can be used to enhance\interaction between drug
program staff and community service agency staff by prescribing
typePof behavior and different forms of interaction which
should be used to achieve desired results. The distinction

ti
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between the areas and techniques of SSR lies in the difference
between their levels of abstraction.' Areas of SSR are concep-
tually abstract, and general in nature, in contrast to techniques
which are more practical and action oriented. Techniques of SSR
delineate areas of the subsystem that have a crucial effect on
interorganizationai relationships.

T-h-eteeties-include--:--in-i-ti-at,ion-of!_contPct,:types_ of con-
tact, resource accessibility,, provision of expertise, 'and in-
stillation of cognitive clarity regarding the program.

Within the five techniques, there are differences in terms of
the levels on whie they operate and their relationship to the
areas of SSR (which is not necessarily on a one-to-one basis).
The following is a brief e-iiiiination of-the techniques of SSR.

Techniques of SSR

Initiation of Contact.

It is important, 'if the areas of SSR are to be utilized) for the
drug rehabilitation program .staff to initiate or begin contact
with a considerable number of staff from-other community service
agencies. This can be an important factor both at the develop-
mental stages of interaction and in maintenance of contact.

.

Types of Contact

Cdntact can range'from formal to informal,^direct to indirect,
and vary according to the number of people reached in the con-,
tact. These different typesnd levelsof communication can
be used by a staff member to engage another staff member'in
interaction rather than relying on.only one form of .contact.
The'project identified five forms o Contact including:
shooting the bull, face to-fadefphtine, lecture, and media.

e Although most are self - explanatory, the first two require some
discussion. "Shooting the bull" refers to the use of informal
ideological disdussions and joining in on professional gossip-
to enhance the areas of.SSR. .By contrast, face to face"
contactconnotes-direct meetin4s between drug rehabilitation
:staff and staff of other agencies.'

Resourcd'Accessibility
.

i

,Rlesou ce accessibility,refers to f'he drug rehabilitation pr6-
. -

graT's use of certain arrangements or behaviors which facili7

4
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tate both client and, pelSonnel of outside agencies in contacting.
staff members and receiving those services required from the

program. DimensiO0 of resotice, accessibility include: staff
accessibility and availability, efficient intake process and:

.

sharing _the client.

)ProvisrOn of Expertise
,

Provision 'of expertise s a, process whereby staff members of a

community.service'agenc receive relevant information from drug

program staff members hick assist them i4 improving their skills.
This is similar to a q nsultation or teaching relationship.
Pro'ision of expertise does not include discussing the,proce-

,
dunes of one's partictitar program.

InStillation of Cognitive'Clarity'regarding the Program

This technique entails the drug' program staff clarifying to
others (community service agency persoOnel) the ways in which a

drug program fundt_ons and who'they,serve. By using this ,

technique, community service agency personnel will have an
understanding of the drug program which will impact on the drug

program's securing of 'clients and their Maintenance,

"Role Behavior Needs" (facet 'E of the mapping -sentence) refers

to the needs of an individUA in .the task environment as de-
.termined by his role in an organization, the organization's own
needs, and by the individual's existential needs. Role behavior,

needi describe the needs of an individual occupying a role in a

-community-service agency. Although staff members may have
comparable job descriptions, the way they carry ott theieileoleS

'
in an organization will also depend on their needs 'and,per-

sonality. Because of this, the hierarchy of. n individual's .

role behavior,needs will.differ from others according to his

personality, organization and his role in the organilation.'

Thp following is a brief explanation of the role behavior'needs w

we believe to be most salient in 'a work situation. -
,

Rdle Behavior Needs. .

.

Control of Information
.

An organization consists of people filling specified roles.' The

actions individuals make the organization are communicative

acts or information exchanges. Thus, according.toAatz- ana-Kahn

(1966)', communication can be viewed as Ole essence of a social

19C
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system or an organization. Yet communication and information at
-,random have no meaning; hence; the necessity of channeling the-
information so that it is easily accessible.

Control of information incorporates two ideas:

1. , The desire to possess knowledge regarding what is
occurring in an organiiation

2. The need fora mechanism making it possible to obtain
desired materials and information consistently and
easily .

' Funding

The nod for necessary funds is a-constabt and very, fundamental
requirement df an organization. Withoit the necessary funds to
support the organization it wiJ1l not be able to continue
operating.

veg..

Power I

Power is the ability to influence others directl for o e 8 s own
, ends: It implies the ability to wield coercive;go a
possession of control, authority, of influence over t ers. In
the field,. cite looked for an individual's need for power and the
respondents' ability to satisfy that need.

Prdfessional Competence J.
Professional competence refers to the specialized knowledge or
skills-which some individuals possess. One findS people
attempting to develop their professional skills or acquire others
and have these- skills recognized-by co-workers. These were the
attitudes we were looking for in the field -- behaviors going
beyond simply, completing a joboor task to concern with ac-
Complishing'it well in a professional sense.

Relatedness 4

Relatedness refers to an individual's becothing a part of the
social network including a.sense of belonging, a "we feeling"

:.-resulting from coimmon experiences,. identity, cohesion, and di-
_ vision of roles.- It is a state in which anindiyidual is

4ffiliat,d with other individuals or groups. For example, a
-sense o relatedness ovbelonging is felt when a group is
working towards the same objectives.

4'4
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, Status is fo toe basis of ,the at6),Int of socially ascribed

prestige or hono In behavioral terms, it involves deferential

Anctrespectful be vior based on a,ranking-positions according-
to comparable levels of pOstige. A peed on,the part of an
,individual for being the object of deferential behavior was

classifiedAgaelEalg-2314tui need.

1.
Support

.
, .

Support refers to thereferent'srneed for essistance,or aid,, and

the unction of the respondent or indirect' eontadt person as a

$ prop for tthat referent. It is an 'emotional response betweein two

lndividuarsi,nvolving such behaviors as spending time with

another, expressions of empathyoand verbal supportt. .
/

Relatedness dif.4Cers ) from support in terms of the levels at

f
which they apply: Support is more of hn emotional esponse

which two or more individuals share whereas,related ess is less

emotional or personal involving an entire.g oup.,,.

Task Attainment
L

,:Task attainment refers to the achievement.or,completion of

assigned work or one's job. Individual's not only, occupy posi--

tions in organizations but 'they also must achieve some of their

assigned ;tasks._ Task'attainment,can involve skills mastery,

.).efficiency and quality of performance\ Each individual needs"

to derive some. feeling of satisfaction\lor having done 'his job.

By identifying and meeting these needs using the 4R techniqtes

of faqet D, a positive relationship can be established and

maintained between drug program staff and community agency 4ber-

sonnel. For a further explication hnd dembnstration of the SSR
$

approach to interagency collaboration,-the reader as referred'

to the "Enhancing. Inter - Agency A Workshop

Training Manual."

The elements of,facets'F, and H are iicluded in the mapping sen-

. tence for research purposes to reflect the individuals in other

agenCies to whom th SSR aPproadh 'may $,ay be applied (facet F) and

the.ilidividuals with'n or related to a'drug°program who may use

the approach (facet. ).- Facet G,Commumity Agency, simply-

defines, again 'for research and descriptive-purposesithe-organ- -.

izational context in which the collaborative illtebactions,thke

plhce., As mentioned, earlier,, the' utility of the mapping sen-

tence lies in the fact that facets such as F,.G/ and H can be

modified or changed to reflect a different set of actors or
,

i . 1

.
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situations in whiCh the collaboration can occur. Taken as a
whole, the project's conceptual framework a means 'of relating
the interpersonal interaction of individuals from different
organizattohs to interagency collaboration.

Specifying referrals' (facet I) as' the criterioh,for obserVihg
the effectiveness o,f SSR, the projett. conducted a study to.-asses
thd results-of-a prauttual application 61 the conceptual; frame-

1* work in/the field.
. .

From t e project's study of staff Collaborative behavior in five
compreh sive'drug rehabilitation prograts with individuals in
other' co, unity agenciet a.number of interesting relationshipt
were found between the quantity and quality oEinteragency-don-
tact and client referralt and their maiatenanbe in a drug program.

, .

The study suggested that if a drug program staff member invests
in a relationship with a community agency staff member by using

fiV-specific SSR (Social System/Relatedness) interperapnal techniqqes
to fulfill...role behavior needs, then the community agency staff
member' will reciprocate by referring appropriate clients t& the
drug program, and by helping these clients to make better use of
of the program. The outcome \f this type of collaborative be-.
havidr is-enhanced service teclients.

The results of the study showed a significant positive'reSation-
ship between a drug program staff's collaborative activitiesand
-the number of referrals which the program received'. The main-
tenande of these referrgls in the program was-;also positively
related to.these activities. Drug programs:that have staff
members who engage in such activities as 1) makin frequent,
direct contactb with_members of other_cortimunity encies,
2) having awareness of the needs of the indiv duals whom
they conta t, and 3) -trying tomeet those needs using various'
interpersopal techniques` were shown to have a greater.nUmber of
:referrals tg 'their program,and were able tcimaintain these
referrals f*a longer period of time. TheSimpo4tance of.en-
gaging in all three activities was demonstrated by the finding
that a high frequency -af contact fietween a drug program staff.
and the staffs of other agencies alone is not sufficient to'
insure increased referrals and maintenance. It is the quality
of contact between individual members,of each agency which
establishes the positivel-relationship,. Mere contact without

- the use of SSR techniques and awareness of role behavior needs -
is not -related to, increased referrals'and maintenance.

. Howevei,
it was fOun1:1, in general, that the greater the number of refer-.
ral sources which a program had, the greater the number of

er-r-a iss-e-c-trre- .0 a rug re a ilitation-prolgram:

16
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In studying the relationship of client maintenance in a program

to staff collaborative behaviorks,, 'it was discovered that com-

munity agencyreferrals are more'effectively maintained than
"street" referrals..Such a finding lends support to the need

for emphasizing the development of community agencies as input

sources for cliedts.

e studyfound---ghatdirect'interactions between drug

program and community agency staff can be quite beneficial for-

the drug program, community agencyAnd client alike; indirect
contact (through a.third person) between a drug program staff

member and a staff member from another community agency Was
n/gatively related to the number of referrals a program

received. Working with one person indirectly by way of another

may lead to active noncooperation, especially if no attempts

are Mede to establish direct contact. This negative-effect,
h3wever, was not seen to carry over to mainteance of clients in

a program. No relationship was found. between the staff member

of a drug program usingrindirect SSR and the maintenance of

client in a program. Overall, though,'attempting to c91-
laborate indirectly with individualsof other community agencies
thrbugh a third person was found to be either ineffective or
detrimental to increased program utilization. Data-Showed'

that while sUch'indirect contact may be necessary to establish
a.collaboratiNe relationship, maintenance of such a third'party

arrangement was not found to be beneficial in this study.
_Pathough the focus of the study was limited and further research

is needed to discover'what other factors are affected by drug

prograd staff interaction with individuals from other agencies,

tthe study did show that interagency.collaboration does help -

secure and maintain clients in community-based coMprehensivef '

drug rehabilitation programs. Subsequent observations and con-

.
sultations on collaboration in the field have corroborated

'these results and have indicated that the conceptual framework
'can be expanded to effectively acquire other input resources

besides referrals.

Since the study was conducted, the collab oration project staff

have redesigned the instrument-used to assess the quantity and

quality of drug program staff col4aborative activities (See

Appendix)._ The' qAestionnaite, entitled the "Interpersonal
Colrabogation 1.nventory':, is a 'self-administered instrument

which assesses a drug program staff'member'k)interactilOn with an

individual from another' community agency:iiielation to the

conceptual f4athework°s eight role' behavior needs and SSR tech-

niques. .When used in conj.unction with consultation, the

'
"CollaboratiOn Inventory? can be used diagnostfcadly to obtain

information on individual staff interactidivw4th key personnel'

from another agency.

;
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The information we have presented in Chapter I has attempted to
shed as much light a possible on one effective means of inter-'

i
action between commu ity agencies. provides,project's stud' provile
strong evidence in f vor gf the collaborative,approach. The
knowledge of "Social Sysm Relatednegs" provides a conceptual
basis for research as well as consultation with human service
providers on interagency relationships. Each section of Chapter
I has- presented information which was instrumental inithe
development of the project's,- conceptual framework. Each section,
however, can present only a few aspects of the complex phenomena
of interagency interactions. It.remains for the consultant'to
identify and apply those ideas or concepts which are relevant
to.a.-partAular situation. Taken as a whole, Chapter 'I, may be

',viewed as an information resource to help the consultant in
formulating and specifying, some theoretical schemata for dealing
with the issues, obitacles and constraints encountered in
consultation on interagency collaboration% ,

-
.

PRINCIPLES OF CONSULTATION IN MENTAL HEALTH

/.

In_an effort to clarify. what is meant by mental 'health consulta-
tion, this section will -.look at the consultation prdoess? its
definitiohs, strudtural arrangements,,.phases, quality, and
participants.

.

. ,

Mental health consultants assist mentall health services in,a4
number ofareas including indireCt sex7.7ices, helping solve

v, specific problems, giving information, and evaluating services.
Additional consultation services invollie providing direct ser-

-vice_to clientb, strengthening client abilities, giving reas-
, * surance, and being an "impartial" outside observer.' Bindman

(1959) further designates the role of the consultant as providing
technical assistance and helping key persons within an agency. .

4, The utilization of mental health consultantshas proven to be a
relatively satisfactory arrangement for all inyblved; however,
there is same feeling that reliance on mental health consultants
has been dne of too much:dependence and sometimes inappro7
priateness. That is, consultation in mental health has been
thought of7as a panacea such that there is, a "seductive quality
in the Vision of the gifted; insightful mental health consultant
imparting knowledge" (Bindman, 1959).; In,fact, Mendel (1968) has
found that the disparity between the ideal model of consultation

/

and actual consultation as practiced is great. Mendel (1;968)
.attributes this disparity to as lack of interest; priority, 'and
research pieced on transactions in consultation. Thus, although
consultants are used extensively', the expectations of .their
abilities, along with thei' training and use are not always
realistic.
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Consultants and Consultation Defined,

Many have tried to quantify and capture preCisely-what a consul-,

tent is by defining the consultant and 'consultation process..

Gerald Ccplan (1954) anjauthority in this field,defines

sultation as a "Pr ess bf interaction between two professional

persons, the consultant (spialist) and consultee, invoking the

consultant's help in regard to a current work.problem.'" Con -

su'ltation occurs then when there"ii interaction between an

outside-spe
enay involVed.

The consultant (ds'a specialist* designated to assist with an

:organization's problems and make recommendations) need not and

should not assume direct responsibility for implementing any

remedial action. It is dp.to the consultee to accept or reject,

arty part of the advipe. The relitionghip between the consul-

station partners should be pf equals working together to :deal

. ' with 'a particular problem (Caplan 1954)..

Others have defineethe consultant's_ responsibilities similarly.

Kaufman (1953), Brockbank (1968), and others view1consultants

as catalysts and.as investigators. Schwab (1968) adds to the

consultant's role the dimension of interpreter. RogaWski (1968)'

thinks that the consultant's "responsibility is to helpstaff. to'

ction in the best possible manner whdtevetheir functions

may be." Thus, the consultant is someone external to the focal

agency who can offer technical assistance and can in his,

separateness from the organization help'create change within

an agency His role is a very important'one in that any,assis-

tance.he is ble tq proVide.is of direct benefit to the client

through an i roement of services ..

Phases` of the Consultation
,

5 0.

Although there is .no olow pattern which all consultations follow

many,have tried to categorize whet a typidal consultation is'

like. As a general,rule, the categorizations developed

trate similar processes occurring in consultations.

The pre - consultation and negotiation phase of the consultative

relationship an be crucial to the success of the consultation

itself. At this point in time, Lit is necessary to clarify in

specific terms a number of aspects of the consultation process.

One crucial consideration in the consultation prOCess is the

precise role-which the e-conultaat s to-play_ whileinyolved

with the agency. Through the clarification of the consultant's

role, the staff's apprehension regarding the consultant will be

reduced and their expectations of the consultant's work will 'be

.
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in line with his competencies. Also through a disCussion Of
the 'consultant"srole, there is often further clarification of
the problems prompting the consultation andCthusthe
tant, by understanding the problems, is in a better position
to relate his functioning Lo deeded outcomes. Brockbank -(1968)
suggests. auring this "entree phase" a perked of participant-

. observation for the consultant-in the agency receiving...consul-
tation. The consultant therefore assumes the role of a learner
apring the initial pha,e. Caplah (1954) discusses the pre--
conlultailDm_ihase in terms of thclqp conttAc.t11
which_should be made pridr to consultation. itself. A plan of,
action or,more formally, a contract for the.consu1tation is
essential prior to the actual beginning of the consultation.
Writing a contract fqrces those involved in the consultatibn
process to be, very specific' about the goals and projected out=
comes of the' consultation. In addition, a contract can-help
make `the eXpectations'more realistic and will serve as a pro-.
tection to the cohsultant

The need to establish a formacontract has been emphasized
throughout the consultation literature by Caplan '(1954),
Brockbank (1968); Gebbie (1970); Brown (1967) and others;
however, the contract should not be allowed to become a barrier
if the original goals and expectations prove inappropriate. 'If

the consultation contract becomes unworkable, the cbntract
should be renegotiated to fit'existingneeds.

Ond area which Caplan (1954) iigntifies as requiriig preparation
is, the subject matter of the consultation. The contultees
should have a basic concern or problem around which the consul-

, tant can guide discussion. -Closely related to the above is the
use of an informant within the organization to-prbvide informa-2
tion regarding what is occurring in the agency. An.informant
can be used by the consultant'to jOdge the accuracy of the

' information received and 'in his construction, of the Situation.-

In terms of the entire consultation, a number of phases or pioT
cesses can be identified. Robbins and Spencerlq1968) divide

- consultation into three parts: the beginning, middle, and end.
At the beginning of thelconsultation there is a sharing of
information, with the consultee. speaking for long periods of
time while the conSultant listens. As the consultetion pro-. 1

gresset, thee consultant assumes a more active role by analyzing,
clarifying, and bringing into perspective shared information.
Increasingly,in this m ddle phase, the consultant-will offer 2ir
opinions and statement evaluating the information. rri the
last phase, toe consul ant summarizes what has happened in the
consultation and analyzes the information exchgnged. The
,consultant must be careful-not to follow these recommendations

20r) R
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too strictly. Onc& ,the consultation begins, the Consultant

must b4 flexible enough to deal with those situations which

confront him. Often tcle style of the group or individual as

Arell as the style of the consultant will determine the struc-

.
'ture of the proceSs. Thusi it is important to keep this

maial mind usingit only when it seems appropriate.
, .

Gebbie (1970) sees each consultation session-as well as the- -

ientire process is divided into the three phases of trust /.

building, working session, and.cloAing and follow up.. Similarly,

Aftrocchi et.. al.. , (19;51 y'see an introductory phase wiKIing-

Up.phase, problem focused phase, and an ending phase as part

f the consultation process. Each researcher, although in

ifferent terms, identifieS the same types of phases or stases

a occurring. -Using ainuch brbader framework, -Brown (1967)

s es the overall consultative'relationship inS phases .(which

.overlap to some extent): observational, planning, contract-,

making, intervention, and'evalL4tion.

In summary, consultation is a process, which includes initiating

and.establishing a working relationship with the consultees,

identification and working through of the problem areas, and

some conclusions to the work accomplished. IThe latter phase

may or may not involve some type of evaluation.

However, the stages or phases discussed above a'r e'realCly only

the underlying structures'of the consultation sessions. Con-

sultation is more a process which the contultantleads the

consultee through. 'As Signelkand Scott (1971) state, the

content of consultation is of less import4oCe than the process.,

The role pf the consultant'shOul6 tvot be to convey material (a

consultant is not a teacher or.supervisor) but to indicate
techniques.the consultee can apply to accomplish the stated

objectives. The process of consultation becomes'all the more

important when it is realized that during the consultation the.

consultant is trying to develop the skills of the consultee.

This means. that consultants are not conveying simple
-
answtrs to

very unique questions.' Rather, the consultant is working on

developing the collaborative skills of the consultees through

careful analysis of circumstances and situations along with

discusibns and brainstormings of techniques which can be

used to deal with a specific problem as well, as future problems.

Thus,'the consultant is training. the consultee to-apply the
conceptual framework of the project to problems he might confront

ix the future as weld. as, those he face in ,the present.

2 0 zt3o.
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Consultation versus Supervision

Consultatio is a learning process but at the same time it is
distinct fo supervisory or teaching.relationship. As Caplan
(1954) stated, in a consultation situation the parties involved
in'the consultation areall specialists and professionals. Al
parties of the dansultation are.working together on. developing
alternative strategies for dealing 14th problem areas, This
means that the consultant does not tell the consultee what he
should or_should-not do:-- instead .he identifies for the
consultee (s) the, options available to him.' In fa-at, the gon-
suleee(s) should assume anactive role in this.-Aocess ,of.
identifying,pptions and st ;ategies. Since consultationpid
more*of a process as opposed to a means of conveyAg mategial,
the-working relationship, analysis of dataj'and sharing bf

J sug9estiona.Secomes paramount., Further; the consultant,'as ap
agent external to the organizatipa, does not take reSponsibility
for any action decided upon by the staff of that organization.
The consultant is not supervising the consultees, rather he
.is.helping them analyze their present situation and.Rroblems
in an attempt, to come up, .with'alternative..solutions. e

Both Caplan (1954) and Bindman (1955) vievithe consultation ' .

process as distinct.from the educatipnal process In making
. ere

this distinction and Comparison, Caplan-(19 paints out that
the educational process involves superior-subordinate relation -'
ships whereas consultation occurs among equals. Bindman (1959.
lidts a number of-other differences between the two such as:
who initiates the process -:- in education it ii from:alpove, in
consultation it.is from the consultee; the,length'of involve-
ment -- in education individuals are inVolvid for long periods
of time, in consultation work is limited to short periods; the
professiohal background -of those involved -- in consultation,
the back/roUnds of consultant-ponsultees'are frequently dif-
fl'ent; and positions of administrative Control -- educati n
there is some administrative control, in cohsultatiori,the
conpUltant does not' have administrative control over the
consultee. -.

Group versus Individual Consultation .

/7
EThe approaches and processes utilized in mentatkitealth consul-
tation have shifted as consultant's have begun t..0 deal with the
.problems in the system which the consulteesor service providers
are experiencing. One major force.in this shift from client
centered consultation to systems ,centered consultation is the
development of group versut individualized consultation. USing
the group, structure, the focus of consultation meetings move:a._

'. to
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from individual intrapsychic concerns to interactional problems
or systems concerns.

e
In keeping with this development in the field, Signi#11 ands Scott

(1971) discuss the use of tilt interaction modelin consultation.'
The emphasis of the interaction model is to meet the needs in
the:mdntal health system by changing that system. As a result,

there is minimal concern for dealing with the undsrlying emo-
tions of the consuftees and instead there is emphasis on the .

techniques used in bringing about system change. Interaction
models, therefore, r1y more heavAly on a "problem solying",

task-Oriented tradition. This, of course, fits in rather
neatly with group consultation. It-is, in addition, similAr to

the approach taken_in interagencTscollaboration consultation.
Although the project's consultants are not necessarily working

on system changes, they are dealing with interactional issues
in a-task related manner.

. Group consultation,ii often ery. effectiye since discussion is
,,

centered on the problems resulting from interaction with other
individuals and /or agencies and not on a consultee's individual

problems. This technique is similar to Caplan's "second-hand"
or implied method of discussion which occurs, when the con

/
ultant

and consultee discuss a third party. In this way, adxiet and

. tension are minimized. ,-Discussions on interagency' collaboration

,
are not hindered by the group approach because the sessions
stress the problems faded in interfacing with another agency
and'iti staffs. The consultee within the ag'9ncy is Only involved
in the sense that he is experiencing collaboration difficulties
and needs to develop strategies to deal with,the problem.
Further, with a number of people involved in the consultation

'more data is gen4ritad and more insight into the problem is
N available. . .

.. 4

Thus, group consultation offer's some advantages not afforded by

the individual consultation setting. By making use.lof the group
process, ihe.consuLtant can foster am atmosphere codducve to
the consultation process: Group consultation Can be more
efficient since the consultant has a broad range of data and
vinput available-.N Furthermdre, working in a. group can lend group

-strength and support to the individual member's.° The influence

of the group can be applied to individual participants to break

down communication barriers. 'The group also develops.it'S own
strength and cohesiveness which can be a carry-over once the

consultation process ceases. Moreover, by the very nature of

a group more people can be involved in the consul,tation both
from within and outOde the agency. Signell and ,Scott, .(1971)

Altocchi et. al. (1965) have found that group consultation

2 0 62
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increases the communication, cohesiveness and morale within
the group and results in a 'greater sense. vity on the part of
consultees to the dynamics of interpersonal relations.

Individual consultation differs slightly from group consultatip
in terms of content. -Indiiridual consultation provides a forum
nin.which the individual's concerns -and intrapsychic difficulties
can be handled; these problems are not so readily dealt with in
a group. As a result, inaividual consultation can more
adequately handle the personal problems with the consultee 'is
,experiencipg!:in ttie work.'environment. This distinction can
often be used to its fullest advantageeven.if the normal
structure of the consultation is a group. At times during a
group, consultation, it might become apparent to the consultant
that one of the participants would benefit from being isolated
from ehe group so that individual reeillations and resistances
in regard to certain problems can:be handled. Some issues may
be difficult to deal with in a group situation but might ).end

4 themselves very well to individual work. Dealing with an indi-
vidual',s problems 'on a one to ohe basis can facilitate the group
process.

.

. .
,

.

Din suImary, group consultation interspersed with some
.

individual
sessions can be a highly effective approach for dealing with the
prpbleth areas of an organization.

...

- .. .

O
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VI: NETWORKING AND INTER -
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Selected Readings VI-2 Continued

TECHNIQUES

This refers to the specific behaviors, used by staff in their contact with other agency
personnel that may have an bffect on ihterorganizational relationships.

SOCIAL,SYTEM RELATEDNESS TECHNIQUES

INITIATING-CONTACT

Initiation of contact occurs when an individual starts an interaction with another. It
is important for staff to initiate contact With other agency personnel. .

TYPES OF CONTACT*

Types of contact refers to an ndividual's engagement in different forms of commurca-
tion with others. The different forms of communication that one incli-xidual can util e
with others cu side his agency include "shooting the bull" and face-to-face.

"Shooting the bull" refers to a member of the staff contacting other agency
personnel through informal means. This might include going t2 the per
son's office and just rapping, or it could be meeting with sorAone over
lunch. It differs from face-to-face contact in that it is always informal.

Face-to-face contact refers to the direct meeting between staff and agency
personnel; may be a formal meeting with' many people,' or a one-to-one
interaction.

z.,

RESOURCE ACCESSIBILItY ..,
. . .

Resource acces4ibility pertains to the ease with- which tclielits, potentia4 clients, or
human service agency ,kersorrtiel are, able to\receive services and assisfance from a

.,. drug rehabilitation' pAt%lim. This, i7 an attempt by the drug rehabilitation- program
to increase the ad-aessibility and availability of the orgtlation and staff to the cli-
ents and referral -Makers. Techniques to use include staff availability and sharing, - ...-the patient. .

, .

Staff ,AvailabilityThe staff shoUld,,be available for any
.

interaction with
agency. personnel. There is 'always the need ,for a9 openctrannel of commu-
nication between staff and personnel from other agencies. The ability lo
move q'uickly and flexibly to meet other agency personnel at .their time and
glace cf convenience can be of importance to a successful irqeLaction.'

Sharing he Client--Here the 'fact that, the staff and the agency personnel
haVe clients in common makes room. for continued interaction. For example,
if a probation and parole officer has a client who is a drug user and in a

\drug progrsam, the fact that the drug program..might help the. client to staff
off drugs and not break the law h4lp,s.the officer to do is job.
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Selected Readings. VI-3 Continued
9

that 'are specific tdiltiour job. You have a strong need to be seen .ka- a professionally
competent person by your fellow workers.

RELATEDNESS

Relatedness refers to an individual's becoming- part of the social network including a

sense of belonging or "wefeeling" resulting from common experiences. It's 'a State in

which an individual is affiliated with other, individuals or groups. For example, a
sens$ of relatedness or belonging is felt when a group is working towards the same

objectives; i.-e., although- you are just 35 years of age, you have been with this

organization longer than any of your co-workers. One of the ,components of your' job

that you like is the sense of association you feel towards your job and its g9als. It
has always been important to you to feel.-a part of the group.

STATUS

Statusif formed on the basis of socially ascribed prestige or honor. In behavioral

terms,_ it involves deferential and respective behavior based on a ranking of p9sitions
according to comparable levels of prestige. An individual's need to be the object of

deferential behavior we classified as a status need; i.e., as a person new to the

organization, it is very important to you that people recognize yowl= abilities anq

/respect y,ou for them.. This respect is due you because of your tremendous job

ord and the efforts you have made in your new job.

SUPPORT
.. .

Support refers to a lesson's need for assistance or aid. It is an emotional response

1 between two individuals involving such behaviors as spending time with another,
expressing empathy and verbal support.

Relatedness differs from support in terms of the levels at which they apply. Support

is more of an emotional response which two or more individuals share whereas related-

ness is less emotional and personal since it involves an entire group; i.e., one reason
you enjoy your job so much is that you really care about others and they are con-
cerned about .y.bu. This support may be verbal-or: emotional. It is important for you
to be assisted by others, not because you are not capable of handling the job alone

but because your job, respo sibilities are so extensive.

TASK ATTAINMENT
f

Ta sk attainment refers to the achievement or completiOn of assigned work or one's job.
-Individuals not only occupy positions in organizatbons 'but they also must complete

their assigned tasks. Task attainment can involve efficiency and quality of perfor-
mance. Each individual needs to derive, some feeling of satisfaction of having done

-.hit job; i.e., because you have to work with so many. different people and because

yo job responsibilities are so large, you 'have a strong, desire to see the outcome of

yd r work in order to obtain feedback. This is important to you because it is one of
the avenues from which you'derive satisfaction and pri e in, your job.

P. 4e
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Selected Readings VI-2 Continued

PROVISION OF EXPERTISE

This refers to the use of teaching, consulting, and other means by staff to impart to
agency personnel relevant information to help the agency personnel, improve his/her
skills.

\ INSTILLATION OF COGNI,TIVE CLARITY REGARDING THE PROGRAM

This refers to the description of the program's function and operation for the agency
personnel by the staff. , It is assisting the agency personnel in gaining a clearer
understanding of the program. -

4
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VI:. NETWORKING AND INTER-.

MODULE AGENCY COLLABORATION-3 SELECTED READINGS

1

ROLE BEHAVIOR NEEDS

1,

4

NW

Adapted, with permission,'from Games Agencies.2:01.ai; Enhanding interagency llaboration

in Drug Rehabilitation, pp. 10-11, August, 1976. Interagency. Collaboration ProjeLL,

Bureau of Drug'Rehabilitation, Virginia Department of Mental Health an Mental Retarda-.7.

tiOn, Riehmond, Va. This project was funded ill part by Grant
NuMS'6r.75A3137 from the

Virginia Division o'- Justice and Crime Prevention.
.
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ROLE 'BEHAVIOR NEEDS

CONTRpL OF INFORMATION

Lv,

An organization consists of people filling specified roles. The actions individualsmake in the organizations are,communicative ects or information( exchanges. Communi-cation' can be viewed as the essence of i'docial system or an organization. Yet com-
munication and infb?mation at random have no meaning; hence, the necessity of chan-nelingneling the information so that it is easily accessible. .

.cjiControl of information incorporates two ideas: 4,

. .1. The desice--to posses 'knowledge regarding what is occurring in an orlgani-,. zation. ''' 1...

-2: The need for a mechanism making it possible to obtain desired material's and
information consistently and easily.

Means fol^ information control include specifying channels of communication, memos,staff meetings, reports, professibnal literature, and so on, i.e., You have a ...need todetermine that there is always the necessary financial support ffor, the: organizaton.
You are very aware that having ,an appropriate amount of funds available enables youand your co-Workers to do their .job well. "Th t.

.

, UNDING

The need for furids is a constant and very fundamental requirement of an orijaniza-tion. Without the necessary, funds to support the organization it_ will not be able to
continue operating, i.e., you have a need to determine that thereis always the nec-essary financia support for the organization. You are very aware -that having an-9ppropriate amount of funds available enables you and your co-work*sto do theirjob well.

ez
POWER 7

.
-

PoWer is the ability to influence other direcily for one's own ends. . It implies theability to wield, doerdte force- -t posse jOr. of control and inflbence, over others;one of the things you like about our job ,is the ability t control others,' foryour own ends.' This influence is not at all negative, but is seful, for you have
Certain skills and abilities whiCh enable you to tactfully influence others,

a

.

PROFESSFONAL COMPETENCE

Professional competence refers to the specialized knowledge or skills wfoich some indi-
viduals possess. One finds people attempting to acqu'ire,.or 'devkp professional
skills 'and have 'these skills recognized by ,co-workers. These are behaviors' going
beyond simply compltg a job or task to concern with completing it in-a, professional,ense; i.e.,"this isl your first year with this organization although you have hadother jobs not as challenging. It is intportant for you to acquire the special skills

a

1
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Selected Readings VI-3 Continued

-
cc -

. .....
professionallythat are specific to your job., You have a:,strong need to ke seen as a professionally

c

. competent person by your fellow workers. .

'.

RELATEDNESS r
Relatedness refers to an individual's betoming part of the social ;network includ.ng a

sense of belonging or "'We feeling" resulting from common experiences. Itis e in
which an infividual is affiliated with other individuals, or groups. For example, a
sense of irelatedness or belonging is felt when a group is 'wOrKing towards the same

-objectives; i.e., although you pre jUst 35 years of age,' y'ou :have been with this
organization longer than any of your co-workers. One of :the components of your job

43 that you like islthe sense of association you feel towards your job. and its goals. It 4.

has always been important to you to feel a part of thegrodp. c:.,

\ . .
,

. Ai

STATUS
-a

.
Status if formbd on the basis of socially ascribed prestige.or honor. In behavioral
terms, it involves 'deferential and respective behavior based on a ranking of positions
according to comparable levels of prestige. An individual's_ need to be the object of
deferential behavior we classified as a status need; 'i.e., as, a person,new to the

organization', it is very important to you that people retognjze your abilities and
respect you for them. `--This respect is due you because of your tremendOus job.

record and the efforts you have made in your. neVv b. .:

i *
0.. . $ - _ .

SUPPORT
° V

- A t, a .
Support refers to -a person's need for assistance or aid. ' It is an emotional. response
between two individuals involving suoil behaviors as spending time with another,

a., .
expressing empathy and verbal support. * ,

.
.

ReletednEiss 'differs from up'port in terms of the level at whith, they apply. Support

,, is . more of an emotional response, which two or more individuals *hare whereas' related-

ness is -less emotional and personal since it involves ani entire grpup; i.e., one reason -
you enjoy your job so much is that you really care about others and they are con-

: carped about you. This support may be 'verbal or emotional 2- lids important. for. you.
to'vbe assisted, by others,nol becausp, you are not' capable of, handling the job alone
but because your job responsibilities are so extensive. ,

...

.

TASK ATTAINMENT '

Tee attainment refers to the achievement ór-. completion of ,gssigned work or one's job.
Individuals not only occupy positions in. organizations' bUt.lhey also must complete
their assigned tasks. Task attainment can involve efficienpy and quality of perfor-
mance. Each individual needs to derive some feeling.of satisfaction of having done
his job; 'i.e., because you have to work with so _many diffecent peoples and because

your job responsibilities. are so large, you have a strong desire to see the outcome of

your work in_order to'obtain feedback. This is important to .yow because it is one of
the .avenues from which you derive satisfaction and pride in your job.,

4
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NETWORKS: A KEY TO PERSON- COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
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My starting point is the fundamental initial fact that each or us is
perfcirce linked by all the material/ organic and psychic strands of

9 his being to all that surrounds him. Not only is he caught up irr anetwork, he is carried along, too, by a stream. All around us, in-
whatever direction we look, there .ire both links and currents. Weare all interconnected elements of one and the same curve that ex-
terlds ahead of and reaches behind us. .

Piehre Theilhard Chardin-
TYe Prayer of fhe Universe

The idea of netw rk and networking is basic to those bf us who have beenwetking in co-trimu les, and movements over the decades( for organizing is theprocess -of bringing together, various elements 'in order to develop a whole, aco*ibination of nodes, (people, groups, organizations, systems) for commonpurpose. We develop networks as ongoing organizations and carefully tend thethree variables of:

. a) nodes of the network (people, organizations, systems)

b) information flow (feelings, facts, data),

c) linkages (pathways for information).
4

if`We are all connected In
networks cafimany kinds: family, peer, neighbors,

workers, interest groups, associations, o.rganizations. Some of these networks
are grounded in our local community; others are placed in our memory and mind
and are part of Our non-spatial community,.

Person-Family Networ,ks: Every' person today is embedded ina network of
aligned, patterned family relationships. The -p-a-thways. linking the persons may
provide strong or weak bonds; the information flow may be static,. toxic or heal-
ing; not every person cansee- or use .all thecpossibilities. A net, however,. isstrong and flexible: teach the person to turn effectively oh' the net by reach-
ing to the next person(s) and call along the pathways; and the whole actively
becomes more than-the-sum of the parts; relationships change; healing, and com-munity occur.

r ,
One way to 'assist a person to make vi§ible their network is to have them

draw the total relational field of whith they are a part: this usually- has both
space and time dimensions. A personal example follows (Figtire 1).- A family
network facilitatorNwould attempt to bring the net toga her in .order to develop
the support system if a member of, (the net was in cri *s. (Speck, Attrieave:1973).'

\
Organizational network: When the peOon and family require care from the

community, they. reach out thro gh, the riet 9f /kin, peers, interest gorups and
associations, into the commfini y /tselt.,-- requently, the small, indigenous;

ncommunity -based program is 'a iv,atilig the et throudh neighborhood outreach
programs. Person .meets ,per:An and a onnection is made. The .program
organizer /then turns bn the net of surrogate care which is .needed to supportthe pers h and family in its search for prbblem solving -skills, resources and
.community. Seldom are the resources contained within one program, and the
organizer turns to the human service networks. %. ,
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Interorganizational networks: The practice of creating networks followed the
organic development of the small, indigenous, community-based agencies,

clinics., hotlines and runaway houses during the sixties. Programs,, faced with
the requirement to grow in order to provide services and interact with the com-
plex major systems of an unstable society.. in order to acquire resources, had

to "clone" locally and find connections with others. Across communities,
regions, states and the society, a system began developing which could maintain
a separate reality and consensus and gain expertise' in the face of growth and

complexity.:

Human service networks: These interorganizational; intersystem networks
developed as pngoing organizations of people working togetittr' in a system of
service that begat t provide pathways for information about service technolo-
gies, services, urces, coordination and support systems. As networks,
they areeongoing, ..process-oriented, member-supportive, decentralized learning
systems, providing for: 'broad membership, continuous' information flow, idea
exchange, feedback, resource sharing and development, and boundary exchange'
with other networks. The list is not inclusive. A County example would be
the Community Congress of San Diego,. a network which I co-organized and for
which I serve as Core Consultan.t. Other examples are: National Network. of
Runaway and Youth Services, National Council of Free Clinics, and the develop-
ing' mutual support and self-help networks, such as:r "Parents Without Partners,
Widow to Widow, Live- EVery Day. An interorganizational example follows
(Figure 2).

Pulpose., function and structure of networks

PLIrpose (the "why" of the network) is to develop' a mediating mechanism
which brings healing intervention between persons, families, groups, organiza-
tions, community and society, and learning which produces resources, 'capacity-
building, ideas, innovations,, diffusion systems and transcendence.

Functions (the activites-, of the network) are:

a) communication linkages and information channels for exchange of
needs/resources

b) participant support systems and resource sharing,

c) means for coordination, cooperation, collaboration, person/program .
actualization, training and capacity; building

cl) means for collection action

Structure:. (Figure 3 below)

A network is structure as above, with nodes, pathways and infOrmation.
Roles essential to the design, creation, negotiationand management of networks

/7,?7.:74.
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include: systems negotiator,, underground manager, manoeuverer, broker, man-
- ager, facilitator, (Schon.; .1971). 8-kills includ:. interpersonal commtnications,

:group dynamics, ,organization development and management, negotiation, mobili-
zation,planninp, change process conceptualization. -,

. Relationships: The relationships between
.

,

t.

eleMentS' arid systems, history
,e' and values, and organization& memory and funding are key issues for a net-

work. ,

..i

Elements and system:

A network is a set of elements related to one another through multiple.
interconnections. The metaphor of,tife net suggests a special kind of
interconnectedness, :one dependent on nodes in Which several connect-
ing strands meet. There is the suggestio9 both of each element
being don n ected to . every other, and .ofplements connecting Through
one another rather than to each- other..througn a center

lc

\ ,,,

. -,;,,onald Schon
....

Beyond the Stable Statei_i. `

*A's ,Sehon's description clearly states, oneyaiue of a network is its ability
support a, practice' which places value on ,Person-centeredness and small

hits, valuing, problem soling and _systems approaches. Due to the connec-
'ions at t1,1 "nocle,",the small unit may be valued, arid due to rapid communica-
tion infocmatioft flow the- whole may be,Comprehended.'

:anti; values:

A network 'without'"memory sy ste m- (history, valuing, timing) cannot exist
or plan to continue. In an inter-generational system '(18 months to 2 years
the-avrage "life" of most staff), the need to maintain histories and clear values
as the foundation of an in grated network becomes evident: Every' "pplson
must become a historian- and every organization identify the function in order to
develop and, maintain organizational and system memor.y. Values must be regu-,
!Wily clarified and confirmed if the purpose-4s to be cariled out and congruence
(maintained between ,stated,- structured and lived valges. The flow of
H 1STORY-VALU ES-PORPOSE-GOA LS-OBJECT WES-PROGRAM ACTp 1 T1 ES- IMP L E-
MENTAT 1 ON/T 1MEL INE-EVA LUAT ION -N EW IMAGE- PROACTIVE PLAN must be
'corkeptualized as the 'cycle process continues.

6

, `..Negotiation across the time worlds of clients6 direct service., indirect,
service, community systems, and national guidance systems must occur:
indeed, network members must know the differencs if effecting, planning is to

ve...occur.

As a result, training met ods haVe_been introduced into the networks:
values processing, time worlds rocessing, network organizing.

Memory and' funding:'

Th shoriterm4 .(single year) funding practice of societal Systems does not
nurture a network. Rather, the practice destroys r founons of history,
values, time investments, structures, and functions. The community nurturing

9216 .
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system feeds in short, jerky, inadequate and shifting patterns, leading to frus-
trations, pain, despair, and the outcry of persons, organizations and communi-
ties. The practice 'is one which should be reformed by public policy and
revised' in that most formal of all memory systems: Legislation and the Legis-
lature.

Ten Guidelines for- Networks: learning systems, support systems, and

creators of the new. (This can be adopted for. each level of social organization:
person, family/group, organization, interorganizational field system).

I. DEVELOP A .4TATEMENT OF PURPOSE which is broad and generalizable in
order to encompass many shades of value orientations under its rubric; for
example:

The 'Community Congress- of San Diego has as its primary purpose the
enhancement of community functioning at all levels of -human life in-
cluding those of individuals, groups, organizations, and the total San
Diego community.,

2. KNOW THYSELF. Know that the reason you are developing a network is to
create a new reality which is closer to your shared' vision of what shouldvand
could be. Cherish your vision, but articulate it pragmatically in long and short
range goals, Made operational by procedural objectives,- _abd measurable out-

comes.

3. FACE POWER ISSUES openly, squarely, and in timely fashion bbth internalz,
ly in the network, and externally in the environment. A network of any dimen-
sion, 'from. family to group to organization to major system, must be based on

shared power and responsibility. This entails an extremely interactive model- of

relationship, i which interdependence is the value. The shared credit that
comes with shar d power is imperative if the cohesiveness so essential for viable
network, functi ing is to be maintained.

4. GIVE PRI ITY TO INFOR ATION PROCESSING. Successful interRersonal,
group: and rorganizatione communications are your energy sources.
Cultivate, streamlin , nd main -in these flows throu the channels of the net-
works.

5. IDENTIFY, TRAIN, AND NURTURE LEADERS at every node throughout the
network. Continuously recruit persons from the interpersonal network, the
staffs, and boards of agencies, and community members. The more conscious,
motivated, and developed the...persons who make up. the network, the more
diverse the roles and statuses represgnted in the network, the more powerful,'
cohesive, viable, and flexible the network will be.

6. IDENTIFY "BOUNDARY PERSONS." Every network needs people with the

'following skills: interpersonal communications, group dynamics, organization

development and management, systems negotiation, mobilization, planning,
change process conceptualization. Set up co-learning sessions and, develop the

depth of skills across the 'network..

7. CONCEPTUALIZE YOUR NETWORK AS A LEARNING SYSTEM: a process
open to new. learners, cherishing of the long-time learners, open to continous
feedback from members and communities, able to capture and rationalize issues,
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a id flexible in order to bring ideas, innovations, and new models to bear on
problems and issues of the moment. A network exists to create new knowledge.

8. STRESS MANAGEMENT,ACCOUNTABILITY, RESPONSIBILITY. Back man-
agement, lack of accountabi ty and irresponsible %,action will mar your credibility
internally in the network,. and externally in traditional systems. The network,while maintaining creativity, innovation, and rapid response, must be purerthan the driven snow. r
9. EVALUATE STRINGENTLY. Invent the models for appropriate evaluation of
your work. As creators and innovators, you alone know best h w to articullte,
measure, and value your actions or projects in the world. eep records in
detailed and° rational form against your own defensible models.

you do not, the traditional system, or your funding sources will esti-mate your wortiviagainst inappropriate measures. Concern for the valuing
process equalos'survival and provides a basis for proactive planning.

10. CELEBRATE AND TREASURE THE PAYOFFS prdvided by, your networkefforts: new re)ationships, a sense of community among dedicated ,fellow
members, cooperation instead of competition, economics of 'love, new setting
development, information processing, policy changes...new meanings for ways ofbeing in the world.

Visions for the Future.

What, you may ask, is new about any of this? The "new" comes, first,
from the necessity for every person to be trained today in the art of selfcon-
scious netwporking(in order to learn new behavior leading to'systematized, more
effective--iiiteractions with social networks in private, communal, and societallife.

Second, when a person acts with others to create community (which repre-
sents common values), then the qualities though which both that person and
that Community de lops are identical: freedom, power, and community. The
ethics:of the person are characterized by discipline, responsibility, and obliga-
tion, and motivated y personal choice which leads to participation and praxis.
In turn, the developed' community grounds personal action, self fulfillment,
individual opportunity, and styles of life through the provision of institutional
opportunity structurks characterized by: Openness, ordered and accessible,
richness, sufficient and diverse; person centeredness, authentiC and integrat-
ing; and freedom, flexible, voluntary and controllable. (Haworth: 1966).

Third, when societal guidante systems such as the Office of Youth Devel-
opment develop .and support community network mechanisms which mediate
between the person and society, that national system should also always refer to
the first and basic moral criteria which could lead the system to allocate nurtur-
ing vs depriving', loving vs fearful resources--in intent, purpose4 or method.

What is very old, but which _must be made new again in the consciousness
of all persons, is the knowledge that, in order to develop young persons sub-
jectively through' employment, socialization, education, training, or treatment,
we must provide an objective reality which grounds the person in the real com-
munity (for example, provides roles, statuses, jobs, resources), and

2 0
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"-confirms the person in the society. Networkyare keyS which can help accom-
plish this goal: the networks of persons, groups, organizations, communities,
and systems; and, the networks in tour minds and visions.

I
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MODULE
VII: TARGETING PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL

P TI
3 HOURS

ME** 40 MINUTES

.GOALS
: ,

. 10A .

; ' To provide participants with the opportunity to explore program options for\
target populations that are relevant to their program and/or community needs

To give special consideration to/cross-cultural issues and implications for the pre-
vention of drug ,abuse. - .1,,,,

,...
t

, 0

OBJECTIVES.. .

.

.

At the end of this:Module, participants will be able to:

Describe a pilot prevention program for a specific target:p9pplation of their
choice developed by a team effort in which they 'participated

(Icle---ntify at least five cultur'al issues 'ch 'need to be considered when develop-
ing programs for special populations.. N.-.

MATERIALS at
...., , . #

N.

Newsprint' _ 0.
Magic Markers
Paper and Pencils .

.

Participant Manual 1'
Worksheets ,..
Reference Sheets '

.

, . .

, ,

..

. .

. .
.

.

. ,
, . . .

. .

. .. -

. . -...

. .

.
. , . .

-

... , 4
. .

4
4
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MODU VII OVERVIEW

EX RCISE PME METHODOLOG

1. INTRODUCTION

DESI I NG Ai.
PILOT.
PREVENTION(
PROGRAM

3. STEP ONE':
DEVELOPING THE
PROBLEM
STATEMENT

4. STEP TWO:
DEVELOPING
PROGRAM GOALS

5. STEP THREE:
DEVEEORING
PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

6. REPORT OUT

7. WR(AP:4

/.

5 MINUTES

25 MINUTES

1 HOUR

30 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

1 HOUR

10 MINUTES

0

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE

SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE *.

INDIVIDUAL PiINID SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE

SMALL-GROUP

SMALL-GRQUP EXERCISE

SMALL-GROUP AND LARGE -GROUP
DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE

*-\
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MODULE VII: - TARGETING PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS 1

CMA Social Compass

WORKSHEET 1

Afim,

Adapted from Conner, Desmond M: Understanding Your Community.
Ottawa: Development Press, 1969.
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. VII: TARGETING. PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL
MODULE POP\JLA'TIONS-2 WORKSHEET

Facts (I know
a

"WHAT DO WE RALLY KNOW"

2. Opinions-(ft seems' to me that

S _yt

z

37 Assumptions (Well, everyone knows that

4
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ISSUE

QUESTIONS FOR FURT ER RESEARCH,

P_OSS RILE_
ASSESSMENT STRAT,Ebl!,.

,i,,PJOTENTIAL
RESOURCE -PERSON/ACTA/IT/

6

1.

e9v

,

0

3

2.

6

6
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a

a

3.
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TARGETING-PROGRAMS
SPECIAL POPULATIONS-4 WORKSHEET

ROGRAMS FOR

PROGRAM PLANNING

PROBL6M STATEMENT: State ..what the problem is, to whom, ,and for what reason.
Cite any evidence or indicators which support your statement.

)
'GOAL STATEMENT: State the long-term end-result desired:

r's

4'

2 2 fJ

228
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WORKSHEET .VI I-A Continued 1

PROGRAM ACTIVITY: Use one page for every program activity. Each activity
should contribute to the accompliShment of one or more .objectives. Describe the

activity:

X

I

1

This activity related to objective(s)

TASKS: In order to implement the activity, the following tasks rriust be completed.

WHAT WILL BE DONE TO/WITH , BY WITH WHAT BY WHEN

(in chronological sequence) - WHOM WHOM RESOURCES WHEN DONE

4

..

ofr

b

230
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WORKSHEET VII-4 Continued

fr 9

. .,

OBJECTIVES: List and number all the short-term and end-results or. outc4ies
desired. Each objective shobld logically contribute tia,-the accomplishrrient of your-N.
GOAL. Objectives should be: (1) concrete and specific; (2) realistic and attainable;
(3) time-limited), and (4) measurable. (How will. you know the objective is achieved?)

, ..

,

r

I

;&

k

AO -1

t o

t

0,
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EVALUATIVE
QUESTIONS WHICH

NEED'TO-BE ANSWERED

. POSSIBLE METHODS

FOR ANSWERING THEM

010



PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL[ MODULE
VII: TARGETIN

POPU LAT I NS
....

ir

I

$

REFERENCE

SPECIAL TARGET POPULATIONS

Asians/Pacific I slanders

Blatik-s

Chicanos

Gays

Handicapped

Elderly

Industry

Low-Income Groups

Native Americans

Puerto Ricans

IThral Populations

Schools

liiAle n

Youth

al.

.1,

- ;$
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MODULE
VIII: RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND .

GRANTSMANSHIP TIME
7 HOURS
l MINUTES

GOALS

'To provide particip is with information about fund-raising i

To teaih participant from both local and national sources how to use the appro-
priate sources as hey try to obtain support

To help participants ormulate funding strategies for their prevention programs.

OBJECTIVES '.
.. , -

..

. Anthe end/ of t 's Mbdule, participants will be able to:
..

Identify t .least two criteria for eligibility that any private organization should
meet bef re attempting to secure funds from a private or public source

ldentif at least five pieces of pertinent information about a foundation or a
govern nt aency before they attempt to solicit funds

es Identify t least three reasons for a support base to be deyeloped for a preven-
tion prog am

"---.

'dent' at least seven categories that should be covered by any proposal.

MATERIALS
_..."

Newsprint
I

Magic Markers .,

Tape - .

Participant Manuals .

Reference Sheets 0
Selected Readings .

' ... .

. -.

z.$ ,

.

,

I -

'
' .

,

._r
.

,. 2 3,,-
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MODULE vt!i,
OM,

OVERVIEW

EXERCISE TIME METHODOLOGY

1. OVERVIEW

2. SIMULATION

3. WIN AS MUCH AS
YOU CAN

4. FUNDING
RESOURCES

5. SECURING LOCAL
FUNDS AND
OTHER
NON'- FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

6. GUIDELINES FOR
SECURING
FINANCIAL
SUPPORIF

7. FUND-RAISING
CLINIC

8. BASIC .

COMPONENTS OF
AN EFFECTIVE
GRANT PRCrPOSAL

9. ,`WRAP-UP

15 MINUTES

1 HOUR

30 MINUTES

30 'MINUTES

.1 HOUR

3' HOURS

45 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

IM11111111111

44.

2

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE

SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE

OCTETS/DYADS EXERCISE

LARGE -GROUP LECTURE /DISCUSSION

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION,

LARGE -GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSIOLV

SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE

LARGE-GROUP LEC URE

LARGE-GROUP LECTURE

9Low
236
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.1 MODULE
VIII.: RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND

GRANTSMANSHIP-1
dpimmo

WORKSHEE

WIN AS MUCH AS YOU Cele TALLY SHEET*
yo°

Instructions: For ten successive rounds you and your partner will choose either an
X or a Y. Each round's playoff depends on the pattern of choices made in your
'cluster.

PAYOFF SCHEDULE

4 X's: Lose $1.00 each

v .

3 X's: Win $1...00 each
g1 Y: Lose $3.00 each

' 2 X's: Win $2.00 each
2 Y's: Lose $2.00 each

I

1 X: Win $3.00 each
3 Y's: Lose $1.00 each

.
4 Y'S: Win $1.00 each

237

. 237
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Worksheet VIII Continued

You are to confer with your partner in each round and make a joint decision. lr,),

rounds 5,. 8, and 10 you and your partner 'may first confer with the other. dyads in
your cluster before making your joint decision;, -as before.

4

44,

Bonus
Round:
Playoff
x 3

Round
Playoff
x 5

Bonus
Round:
Payoff
x 10

SCORECARD

Pattern of
Round --lour Choice Cluster's Payoff Balance

1

Y
X Y'

2 1,X Y X Y

3 . X
.

Y X Y

.

4 X Y . X, Y

5 X' Y X Y

6 X Y X Y

. 7/ Y X' Y

8 , X Y X Y \
..

'9 X Y X

10
,

X . Y
' .

X Y
..

Reproduced from A Handbook of Structured Experiences for Human Relations Training,
Volume II (Revised), J. William Pfeiffer and John E.Jones, Editors, Li Jolla,
6-lifornia, UniversitY'Associates, Publishers And Consultants, 1974.,
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ULE VU *4RESOUASE DEVELOPMENT AND GRANTSMANSHIP -1 FIGURE

NEEDS/SOURCES CHART

a)

..i.)0
-4

0
,4
>..) a)
C.) 0

o

GI
r-4

CI
0
cu

4.)
0
W
E
c

Li is ..-1 ad W N
ili W 0 . 0

0 r-4 0 >4 > o
ka W tll N >4 al 4-) 0 t x' -4'4

. , . 4444 0 44 '4 0 -4-1 C., X 41-)

1 ,4 0 W 0 a) c 0 0 4-4 0 '0 ,.4

Program Needs ,4 (I) 4.) CP Z -.4 0 5 0 ot 4-4 0 0)
12 01 al )4 '0 0 -4 5 C.) E4 4.) 0 .0.
0 00 )4 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 -4-4 0 .ii

' 44 44 4 1-4 M ,M 0 4 C.) E' Cu 0

Money .
.

$ one -time only ..,,

,

. .

periodically
annually

Facilities (type of
space/where to locate) ,

4

Equipment ..-)

Type: Desks 4 ,
Chairs 4

Typewriter 4
Etc. ,

Access to equi9. (t6
use, at no or reduO-ed
cost) .

Duplicating
Graphic Arts

Consumable Supplie's
Paper 4
Pens 4

Typ. Ribbons
Etc.

Manpower/Time Needed
"Experts" .

Evanators
Counselors
Media Sp.
Etc.

Clerical
No. Special

Skills

Professional Products
Printed Brochures

Artwork for Media

Etc. ,
239



MODULE VIII: ,RESQURCE DEVELOPMENT vAND
GRANTSMANSHIP-1 ' SELECTED READING&

,-)
4,

EXCERPTS FIRPM
CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCEFEDERAL

iv

!'

0

ei

I
.

.

This material is excerpted from the'Catalog a Federal Domestic Assistance,

Executive Office of the President,'Offacq.of Management
and Budget, The

..Government Printing Office, Washington,.D.C. /
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AGENCY PROGRAM INDEX .

The alphabet(s).in parentheses following the program ittle. shows the 10.422

types) of assistance available through :hat -program -The er
10.424

10.425

10.426
10:42,7

10.428
10.429

with accompanyint types of assistance are as follows A-Formula Grants
8-Prolect Grants: C-Direct Payments for Specified Use: D-Direct
Payments with Unrestricted Use: E-D(;ect Loans: F-Guaranteedan:
sured Loans: G-Insurance: H-Scile. Exchange. or Donation of PrePertY
and Goods: I-Use of Property. Facilities. and Equipment: J-Provision of
Specialized Services: K-Advisory Services and Counseling;
lion of Technical Information: M-Trainutr N-Invest
plaints: 0-Federal Employment: P- Research Contracts.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH' INSPECTION SERVICE

10.025 Plant and Animal Disease and Pest Control (.141..)

AGRICULTURAL STABI4ZATION AND CONSERVATION
SERVICE

10.051

10 052
, 10.053

10 054
10.055
10 056

- 10 058
10.059

.10.060
10.062
10,063

10 064
10.065
10.066
10 067

Commodity Loans and Purchases (D.E)
Cotton Prochiction Stabilization (D)
Dairy Indemnity Payments (D) .

Emergency Conservation Program (B)
Feed Gram Production Stabilization (D)
Storage Facilities and Equipment Loans (E).
Wheat Production S4bilizatton (D)
National Wool Act Payments (D)
Beekeeper Indemnity Payments (D)
Water Bank 'Program (13.K)
Agricultural Conservation Program (B)
Foreitry Incentives Program (B)
Rice Production Stabilization (D)
Emergency Feed Program (D)
Grain Reserve Program (D)

mina-

AGENCY INDEX .

,J.

Business and Industrial Loans (F)
Community Facilities Loans (F)
Industrial Development Grants (B)
Emergency Livestock Loans (F)
Area Development Assistance Planning Grants tB),
Rural Rental Assistance Payments (C)
Economic Emergency Loans (F)
Above Moderate Income Housing Loans (F)

Corn
FEDPAL CROP INSURANCE CORPORATION

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE

10.150 Agricultural Product Grading (J)
10.153 Market News (L)

.10.154 Market Supervision (J,K.M,N)
10 155 Marketing Agreements and Orders (J.K)
10 156 Federal-State Marketing, Improvement Program (B)
10 159 Livestock and Poultry Market Supervision (N)

ECONOMICS. STATISTICS. AND COOPERATIVES SERVICE

10 250 Agricultural and Rur Economic Research (L)
10.251 Technical Assistance-to Cooperatives (K.L)
10.252 Agricultural Statistical Reports (r)

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

10.404
10 495
10;406 Farm Operating Loans (F)
0.407 Farm Ownership Loans (F)-

.10 408 Grazing Association Loans (F)
10 409 Irrigation. Drainage, and 9ther Soil and Water Conservation

Loans (F)
10 410 Low to Moderate InC.ome Housing Loans (F)
10 411 Rural Housing Site LOans (E.F)
10 413 Recreation Facility Loans (F)
10 414 Resource Conservation and Development Loans (F)
10.415 Rural Rental Housing Loanl (F)
10.416 Sail and Water Loans (F)
10 417 Very Low-Income Housing Repair Limns and Grants (13.E)

o, 10 418 Water and Waste Disposal Systems for Rural Communities
(B.F) .

10.419 Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Loans (F)
10 420 Rural Self4Help Housing Technical Assistance (B).
10.421 Indian Tribes and Tribal Corporation' Loans (F)

Emergency Loans (F)
Farm-L-ahor-Housing -Loans-and-Grantr(B!F)-

,10.450 Crop Insurance (G)

FOOD SAFETY AND QUALITY SERVICE

10.475. Assistance to States for Intrastate Meat and Poultry Inspec-
-:uon (B) '

10 476 Egg Products Inspection (I)
10.477 Meat and Poultry Inspection (I)
10,478 Voluntary Commodity Inspection and Grading Programs (I)

FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

10.550 Food Distribution (Ali)
10.551 Food Stamps (C)
10.553 School Breakfast Program (A.H) '
10.554 Equipment Assistance for School Food Service Programs (A)
10.555 'National Schooctunch Program (A.H) -
10.556 Special Milk Program for Children (A)
10.557 Special Supplemental Food Program for Women. Infants, and

Children (B) .,f`
10.558 Child Care Food Program (A.H)
10.559 Sumther Food Service Program for Children (A.H)
10.560 St:zEe Administrative Expenses for Child Nutntion-(A)
10 561 State Administrative Mafermg Grants for Food Stamp Pro-

gram (A)
10.563 ',Niitnrton Education Experimental or Demonstration Prorcts

(B)
10 564 Nutrition Education and Training Program (A)

FOREST SERVICE ti

10.652 Forestry Research (B)
10 661 Youth cqnservation Corps-Grants to States (B)
10 663 Young Adult Conservation Corps-Grants to States (B)
10.664 Cooperative Forestry-Assistance (All) -

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

10.850 Rural Electrification Loans and Loan Guarantees (F)
10 851 Rural Telephone Loans and Loan Guarantees (F)
10.852 Rural Telephone Bank Loans (E)

SCIENCE EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
)0.875 Agricultural Research-Basic and Applied Research (B.L)
10.876 Grants for Agricultural Research. Venial Research Grants

(B)
10.877 Cooperative Forestry R esearch (A)
10.878 Payments Jo Agricultural Experiment Stations Under Hatch&

Act (A)
10.879 Rural Develppment Research (A)
10.880 Payments to 1890 Land-Grant Colleges and Tuskegee Insti-

tute (A)
10 881 Cooperative Exteni:On Service (A)

'10.882 Higher Education-Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
(A)

10.883 Technical Inforination Systems (I)
10 884 Grants for Agricultural Research- Competitive Research-

Grains (B)

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

10.900

242

Great Plains Conservation (C.K)
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10.901 Resource Conservation and Development (B.K).

10.902 Soil and Water Conservation (K)
10.iO3 Soil Survey (L)
10.904 Watershed Protection and Flood Preveritio (B,K)

10.901 Plant Materials for Conservation (H)

10.906 River Basin Surveys bird Investigations (J,K)

10.907 Snow Survey and Water Supply Forecasting (L)

10.908 InVentory and Monitoring (LI,
10.909 Resource Appraisal and Program Development (B.L)

a

APARTMENT OK COMM,C1

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 4c-`

11.001 Consus and Statistical Reports (L)

11.002 CAsus Data User Services (J,IC.I.)

11.003 Census Geography (J,L)
111)04 Censikintergoverrunental Services (K.L.M)

11.005 Census Special Tabulations and Services (7.L),

11.006 Personal Census Search (J) ,

BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

11.025 Measures and Analyses,of the U.S. Economy (L)

INDUSTRY AND TRADE ADMINISTRATION

11.100 Export Licensing Service attd Information (K.L)

11. 101 Export Trade Promotion (1C.,L)

11.103 International Commercial Information (IC.,L)

11.104 Business Assisiance.ServiCes, and It (K.L)

11.105 Importation of Dury-Free Ed4stional and ,Mate-

ni1s-(J) * v Y r r
°

ECONOMIC DEVELO tiENT'ADMINISTRATION

11.300 Econont-'r Crevelopmen7.:Ora3ts }rid 0 Loans for ,ofnbli

Writs and velopment F4cilit,41(3.1E),6 '

11.301 Economic Dey pment2-BusineSs Develop t

MP') 4
c7-

11.302 Economic Development-Support r.:plarlituig Orsanliationt UNTTEDSTATES TRAVEL SERVICE

03) ,.4 '` , i,\ Q " - .."`

11.303 Economic Development-Technical Ae'ssiktarite (11) . ''' 1'0 Ic MalC, 'R,Fledss(B)

11.304 Economic Development-Public Works f4pact,Projecti(9). (" ; : ° , , -. . .

11.305 Economic Development-State and Local Economic DeveriC ; ,. ° '.-DE:p.k# , ENT OF DEFENSE
V 4,.

opment Planning (B)

Assistance
] A o" 0

tf

./

11.424 Coastal Energy Impact Program-Environmental Grants (B)

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
Subs11.500 Construction-Differential Sub (C)

11.501 Development and Promotion'o Ports and Intermodal*-ans-

portauon (K.L) 1

11.502 Federal Ship Financing Guarantees (F)

11.503 Maritime Wir Risk Insurance (0)
11.504 'Operating-Differential Subsidies (C)

.1 L505 Ship gales (H)
11.506 State Marine Schools (A,I)
11:507 U.S. Merchant Marine Academy (M)

11.508 Capital Construction Funcr(C) ilb

11.509 --.Development and Promotion,ofDomestic Waterborne Trans-

port Systems (KJ.) .
,

44
s

NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORAATION

o

ADMINISTRATION

/11.550 o Publii Tel -49nitnunications Facilities (3)

NATIONAL BUREA OF STANDARDS

11.601 `Calibration and Testing Services (L)
11.603' National Standard Reference Data System (L)

11.604 Standard Reference Materials (L)

11.606 Weights and Measures Service (K.L.,M)

NATIONAL TECHMCAL INFORMATION SERVICE

11.650 National Technical Information .ServicelL)

OFFICE,OF MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE

11.800 Aitiiinty Bukiness Development-Management arid Technic-11

Assistance (B.P) . i
ATENT A TRADEMARK OFFICE

11.900 Patent and Trademark Technical

,

Information Dissemination

.

11.306 Economic Development-District Operational Assistance (B) 41)0!ENS,,E 1:1>CISTICS,,A0 Gl.'4C1' ' - i
11.307 Special Econoinic Development and Adjustment Assistance 12401"e InduitriaLEOlOent Loans to Educational Institutions (I)

Program-Long-Term Economic Deterioration (B) ci.',,, __-1

11.308 Grants to States for Supplemental and Basic Funding "of
DEPARTMENT Of THE ARMY, OFFIlt 'OF THE CHIEF OF

Titles I, U. III, IV and IX Activities (B,E)
. ENGiNEERg a i °

-7

11.309
11.311

-
..

Trade Adjustment Assistance (E,F,L) f" '43i"N400 ARua !c., an ntr,o1 (J,L)

Special Economic' Development and 'Adjusiment Assistance 12.1011 Beach Er ' *.ntrol Projects (I)

section Works, Rehabilitation cn
Program-Sudden and Severe Economic Dislocation (B) 112.102 Flood Cont of Works arid Federally AuthOrtzed Coastal Pro-

-A
.

NATIONAL OCEANIC AN.I) ATKOSPHERIC Flood Fighhngond Rescue Operations. and Emer-gency Pro-

ADMINISTRATION
12. (03

tetion ofFgga, still Protective Works Federally Authorized

11.400 Geodetic Surveys and Services (J1K.L) (3)`* .10

12.104

12.105
11.401 Nautical Charts and Refated Data (J.K,L) Flood *lin Management Services ((L)

11.405 Anadromous andGreat Lakes Fisheries Conservation (B) Protect 'of Essential Highways. Highway Bridge

11.406 Commercial Fisheries Disfster Assistance (B) pro ches, Worle,.(1)

11.407 Commercial Fisheries Research and Development (A) 12.104i Flood Coritrol Projects (J)

11.410 Fishermen-Reimbursement of Losses (0) 12.107 Navi ation Projects (3)

/1L411 Fishery Cooperative Services (K.L)

11.413 Fishery Products Inspection and Certification (J)

11.415 Fishing Vessel Obligation Guarantees (F)

11.417 Sea Grant Support (B)
11.418 Coastal Zone Manaltement Program Development (B)

11.419 Coastal Zone Management Program Administration (B)

11.420 *Coastal Zone Management Estuarine Sanctuaries, (B)

11.421, Coastal Energy Impact Program-Formula Grants (A)
11.422 Coastal Energy Impact Program-Planning Grants (B)
11,423 Coastal Energy Impact Program-Loans and Guarantees (E)

AI.2
4

Ap-

12.108 Sna ging and Clearing for Flood Control (I) r ,

12.109 P ection, Clearing and Straightening Channels (.1)

12.110 P ingpAsstsance to States (J)

DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS AGENCY

12.309 Civil Defen Industrial Puticipation (L.M) '

12.310 Civil Defense - Radiological Systems Maintenance and Train-

ing of Radiological Personnet (B.J)

12.312 Civil Defense-National Shelter Survey (I)
12.514' Civil Defense-StsF College (B,M)

Z43

14'242.
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212.3L5 Civil Defense-State and Local M *gement (A)
12.316 Civil Defense-Radiation Shielding Design (K)'
12.319 Civil Defense-State aiiel Local Maintenance and .Sernces

(B) .

12.321 Civil Defense-State and Local Supporting Matenals (B)
12.322 Civil Defensecontnbutions Project Loan Program (I)
12.324 Civil Defense-Architect/Engineer Student Development

(A)

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU

12.400 Military Construction. Army Nauohal Guard (B)

SOLDIERS' AND AIRMEN'S HOME

12.500 U.S. Soldiers' and Airmen's Home (J)

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY UNSI'ALLATI(INS
AND LOGISTICS)

Community Economic Adjustment (J,K)

SECRETARIES OF MILITARY DEPARTMENTS

12.700 Donations/Loans of DOD Surplus Property (H)

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
- WELFARE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE -or Part II and III of Public
Health Service, turn over a frw paged)

13.103 Food and Drug Administration- Research (B.P)
. 13.210 Comprehensive Public Health Services-Formula Grants (A)

13.211 Crippled Children's Services (A.B)
13.217 Family Planning Projects (B)
13 220 Medical Facilities Construction-Formula Grants (A)
13.224 Community Health Centers (B)
13.1/6 ..Health% Services Research and Development-Grants andx;

o Contri-cts.(B,P) -

13.227 Health Statistics Training ind Technical Assistance (K.M)
0.228 Indian:, Health Services-Health Management Development

Prtigrim (B) .
13 729 Indian Health Services-Sanitation Management Develop-

ment Program (B)
13.231 Maternal and Child Health Research (B)
13.232 ivfiternal and Child Health Services (A,13)

.11.233 Maternal and Child Health Training (B)
13.235 Drug Abuse Community Service Programs (B)
13.237 Mental Health-Hospital Improvement Grants (B)
13 238 Mental Health-Hospital Staff Development Grants (B)
13442 Mental Health Research Grants (B)
13.243 Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration Sci-

entific Communications and Public Education (L)
13.244 Mental Health Clinical or Service Related Traming Grants

(B)
0.246 Migrant Health grants (B)
13 252 AlcohOliam Treatment and Rehabilitation/Occupational Alco-

holism Services Programs (B)
13 253 Midical Facilities Loans and LoanGuarantees

13:254 Drug Abuse Demonstration Programs B)
13,256 Health Maintenance Organizations (&1.E
13157 Alcohol Formula Granu (A)
13.258-National Health Service Corps (J) .
13.259_' .Mental Health-Children's Services (B)
13.260 Family Planning Services-Training Grants and Contracts

(B.P)
13.262 Occupational Safety and Health Research Grants (B)
13.263 Occupational Safety and Health-Training Grants (B)
13.266 -Childhood Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention (B)

.43.267 Urban Rat Control (B)
13.268 Disease Control-Project Grants (B)
13.269 Drug Abuse Prevention (A)

AGENCY INDEX
444.110,4ti?

13..211 Alcohok Research.Scientist Development and Research Sci-
entist Awards (B)

13 272 Alcohol National Research Service Awards for Research
Training (B)

13.273 Alcohol Research Programs (B,P)
13.274 Alcohol Clinical or Service Related Training Programs (B)
13.275 Drtig Abuse Education Programs (B)
13.277 Drug Abuse Research Scientist Development andtieseirch

Smentut Awards (B)
13.278 Drug Abilse National Research Service Awards frieResearch

Training (B)
13.279 Drug Abuse Research Programs (B,P)
13.280 Drug Abuse Clinical or Ser,vice Related Training Programs

(B)
'13.281 Mental Health Research Scientist Development and Research

Scientist Awards (B)
13.282 Mental Health National Research Service Awards for Re-

search Training (B)
13.283 Center for Disease Control-Investigations, and Technical

Assistance (J,IC.L.M)
13;2134 Emergency Medical Services (B),
13.287 Grants for Training in Emergency Medical Services (B)
13 288 National Health Service Corps Scholarship Program (B)
13.289 President's CounCil on Physical Fitness and Sports (J,K,L.M)
13.290 Special Alcoholism Projects to Implement the Uniform At

(B)
13.292 Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Information and Counseling

Program (12)
13.293 State HealtliPlanrung and Development Agencies (B)
13.294 Health Planning-Health System; Agencies (B)
13.295 Community Mental Health Centers-Comprehensive Services

Support (B)
13.296 Comprehensive Hemophilia Diagnostic and Treatment Cen-

ters (B)
13.297 National Research Service Awards (B)
13 298 Nurse Practitioner Training Program and Nurse Practitioner

Traineeships (B)
13.299 Advanced Nurse Training Program (B)
13.306 Laboratory Animal Sciences and Primate Research (B,P)
13.319 Dental Team Practice (B)
13.333 'Clinical Research (B,P)
1).337 Biomedical Research Support (B)
13.339 Health Professions-Capitation Grants (B)

,13.342 .health Professions-Studept Loans (B)
13.358 Professional Nurse Traineeships (B)
13.359 Nurse Training Improvetnent-Spessal Projects (E)
13.361 Nursing Research Project Grants (B)
13.363 Nursing Scholarships (B)
13.364, Nursing Student Loans (B)
13.371 Biotechnology Research (B.P)
13.375 Minority Biomedical Support (B),
13.379 Grants for Graduate Training in Family Medicine (B)
13.381 Health Professions - Financial Distress Grants (B)
13.384 Health Profes.sions-Start-Up-Assistance (B)
13.386 Nursing Capitation Grants (B)
13.392 Cancer-Construction (B)
13.393 \Cancer Cause and Prevention Research (B.P)
13.394 Cancer Detection and Diagnosis Research (B,P)
13.395 Cancer Treatment Research (B,P)
13.396 Cancer BiologY Research (B,P)
13.397 Cancer Centers Support (B)
13.398 Cancer Research Manpower (B)
13.399 Cancer Control,(B,P)

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

13.400 Adilt Education-Grants to States (A)
13.403 Bilingual Education (A,B,P)
13.405' Civil Rights Technical Assistance and Yraining (B)
13.496 C011ege Library R7fices (B)

244 AI.3
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APPLICATION AND AWARD PROCESS:
Preapplicadon Coordination: The standard application forms as fur-

nished by the Federal agency and required by OMB Circular No.

A-102 must be used for this program. Applications are subject to
State and areawide clearinghouses review pursuant to procedures

in Pap I. Attachment A of OMB Circular No. A95 (revised).

Application Procedure The standard application forms as furnished

by the Federal agency and required by OMB Circular No..A-102

must be used for this program. Applications shpuld be submitted

to the Regional Health Administrator. -

Award Pro'eeditre After approval by the Regional Health Admuus-

trator, the regional grants management office prepares a notice of

award, secures necessary clearances and approval signatures,
issues the award, and enters the approved award in the grant pay-

ment process and provides notification of the grant approval to

the public. Notification of grant award must be made to the desig-/ nated State Central Information Reception Agency in accTslance

with Treasury Circular 1082. /
Deadlines: Applications should be submitted 5 months prior to begin-

ning date of period for which funds arereouested.

Range of ApproraVDIsapproval Time i2 to 20 Weeks.

Appeals: None. -t

Renewals: Same as Application Procedure.

ASSISTANCE CONSIDERATIONS:

I Formula and. Matching Requirements: While the are no specific

matching requireatents, applicants must asinine part of the project

costs.

length and Time Phasing of Assistance Project period :variable,

Budget period - 12 months.

'POST ASSISTANCE REQUIREMENTS:
Reports: Progress, status, and narrative reports as required by indi-

vidual progran4.Fmancial status reports are required no later

t 90 days after the end of each specified reporting pertod. Final

Pin ial status and progress reports are required 90 days after the

end o the project period ,

Audits: rants subject to inspection and audit by representatives of

HEW to determine,', at a minimum. the fiscal integrity of financial

transactions and resorts and compliance with laws, regulations

and administrative requirements.
Records: Financial records, supporting documents, statistical records,

and all 'other records pertinent to the grant program shall be re-
tamed for a minimum period of 3 years, or until completion and

resolution of any audit in process or pending resolution. In all

cases records must be retained until resolution of any audit ques-

tions. Property records must be retained in accordance with PHS

Grants Policy Statement requirement.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION:
Account Identificadon: 754943-0-1-550.

Obugadons: (Grants) FY 78 561,400,009; FY

FY 80 est 565,532,000
Range and Average of Financial Asrdtartee

5352,900,

PROGRAM ACC PLLS t In fiscal year 1978, 174 grants

Were awarded in tint of 561.400,000; 532,000,000 for vene-

ilr diseases and 23,000,000 for children immunization and

,100,000 for Influenza Immunization'The Grants are awarded to

officialhealth agencies which serve all areas of the Nation. Immu-

nization grants will continue to assist recipients in developing and

refining their capabilities in carrying out comprehensive inunutuza.

79 est 582,000,000; and

517,043 to 52,461,000;

von programs for poliomyelitis. measles, mumps, rubella, dipth-

ena. pertussts. and tetanus. In Gonorrhea screening during 1978,

8.5 million specimens from women were tested with 397,400 (4.7

percent) found positive. Total Gonorrhea control activities result-

ed in preventing an estimated 201,700 cases of gonorrhea and

5,400 cases of Syplullis In fiscal year 1978, 117 applications were

1

received.
REGULATIONS. GUIDELINES, AND LITERATURE: Guidelines are

Available. Regulations are being prepared. PHS. Grants' Policy

Statement No. (OS) 77. 50,000, October 1, 1976. (revised).

LNFORMAT1ON CONTACTS:
Regional or Local Office: Each Regional Health Admknistrator of the

HEW Regional Offices is responsible for the adminittration of this

program' (See appendix for a list of regional offices.)
Headquarters Office Dr. William H. Foege, Director, Center for

' Disease Control. PHS, DHEW, 1600 Clifton Rd. N E., Atlanta,

GA 30333. Telephone (404) 329.3291.
RELATED PROGRAMS: 13.210, Comprehensive Public Health Serv-

ices Formula Grants; 13.217, Family Planning Projects; 13,224,
Community Health Centers; 13.228, Indian Health Services-Health

Management Development Program; 13.3.32, Maternal and Child

Health Services; 13.246, Migrant Health Grants; 13.258, National.

Health Service Corps; 13.266, Childhood Lead-Based 'Paint Poi-

soning -Control; 13.267,, Urban Rat Control; 13.283, Center for

Disease Control- Investigations, and Technical Assistance: 13.293,
State Health Planning and Development Agencies;-13.600, Admin-

istration for Children, Youth and Families-Head Start; 13.642,

Social Services for Low Incomand Public Assistance Recipients.

EXAMPLES OF FUNDED PROJECTS: The majont9rof official State
Health Departments (California, Michigan. Texas, etc.), and many
large local health departments (New York, Chicago. Los Angeles,

etc:), have ongoing disease control prpgrams uttlizing these grants.
DISEASE CONTROL PROJECT GRANTS Immunization-
The immunization initiative objective is to attain immunization
!eves of at least 90 percent in children under IS years of age.

Reaching this objective requires the existence in each State and/or

project area of an effective comprehensive immunization program

assuring the benefits of immunization to all chit ren in the area. In

order to ensure an effective comprehensive program. allprojefts
conduct the initial elements: Assessment of immunization status

(all children K-12, 2- year-old children. children in special pre-

school populations, and children under 5 served in public clinics);

surveillance preventable disease; delivery of immunization serv-
ices; information and education programs, consistent enforcement

of compulsory school immunization laws, pkrticipation of citizen

groups and the use of volunteers. Influenza - The objective of the
influenza immunization program is to raise the level of protection
of the high -cask population by increasing the availability ofanfluen-

za immunization services provided by the public sector. Reaching

this objective requires th existence in each State and/or project
area of an effective p gram to aisure provision of influenza vac-

cuumons to highnsk populations through the public sector

through joint plannmg with public health and private providers,

senior citizens' groups, appropriate chronic disease associations,
medical groups. State and local governments, entities and volun-

teer groups; information and education programs. and surveillance

activities to detect and report influenza cases. Veneral Diseases

Veneral disease project funds supplement the detection and pre-
vention components of the veneral disease control efforts of State

and local government agencies. Activities include reporting,
screening, casefinding and case followup activities, Intestate epi.
denitologic referral, and education activities. The provision of ch-

agnostic/treatment services for veneral diseases are not ntrmally
supportedqritoject funds and-0(considereed the responitbdity
of the grantee organization.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING *PROPOSALS: Criteria include the

extent of the diseaseproblem in the applicant's area, the extent to
which an applicant's proposed program is designed to reduce the

problem, and the capacity of the applicant to make effective use of

federal grata funds.

13.269'DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION FORMULA
GRANTS
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(Drug Formula Grants)
FEDERAL AGENCY: ALCOHOL DRUG ABUSE. AND

MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDU-
CATION AND WELFARE

AUTHORIZATION: Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972,
Public Law 92-255. Section 409, as amended.

OBJECTIVES: To assist the states in £he preparation of plans for plan-
ning, establishing, conducting and coordinating projects for the
development of more effective drug abuse prevention functions:
carrying out projects under and otherwise implementing such
plans; evaluation of such plans; paying the administrative expenses
of carrying out such plans.

TYPES OF ASSISTANCE: Formula Grants--
USES AND USE RESTRICTIONS; Initial planning grant funds miry

be used only for expenses directly related to the preparation of the
State plan. Funds may be used to support costs directly related to
admmistenng or supervising the admintstration of the State plan u
well as implementing the =twines and prograrba as set forth in
the State Plan. Drug abuse formula grant funds may not be used
for: (1) supplanting .State, local and other non-Federal funds that
would, in the absence of the drug abuse formula grant, be made
available to conduct drug abuse programs tilanning and prevention
acusnues in the State. (2) acquisition of land or construction or ac-
quismon of buildings. (3) expenses of central administrative depart-
ments of State and local governments other than those directly re-
lated to admuustration of the State drug abuse plan. (4) administra-

N_ rive costs exceeding 10 percent of a State's allocation. or 550.000.
whichever is less. (5) adranustrative costs of services which the
State is required to provide at its own expense in order to satisfy
the maintenance of effort requirement; or admintstrative costs at-
tnbutable to other grant assisted programs. JOINT FUNDING:
This program is considered suitable for joint funding with closely
related FederaPtinancial assistance programs in accordance with
the provisions of OMB Circular No. A-111. For programs that are
riot identified as suitable for joint funding, the applicant may con-
sult the headquarters or field office of the appropnate funding
agency for further information on statutory or other restrictions
involved.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIRENIENTS:
Applicant Eligibility: Applicant must be the State agency designated

by the governing authority of the State as the sole agency for the
preparation and administration or supervision of the preparation
and administration of the State plan. P4

Benefieiary \Eligibility: People in local communities in need of pre-
vention. treatment, and rehabilitition programs for narcotic addic-

Ilion and drug abuse.
Credentials/Documentation: Governors (or their designated plan

review agencies) must be given an opportunity to review the State
Plan pursuant to Part III, Attachment A of OMB Circular.No. A-
95' (revised). Governor's comments must be submitted with State
plan. Costs will be determined in 'accordance with FMC 74-4 for
State and local governments.

APPLICATION AND AWARD PROCESS:.
Preapplication Coordination: Not Applicable.
Application Procedure State agency designated by Governor as the

sole agency for the preparatiOn and administration or supervision
of the preparation and administration of the State plan, must
submit State plan. Further instructions and guidelines should be
obtained from the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Award Procedure Notification of the grant award must be made to
the designated. State Central Information Reception Agency in ac-
cordance with TreasurrCircukir 1082.

Deadlines: Annual State Plan submission due on July IS. Submit plan
to Division of Community Assistance. National Institute on Drug
Abuse.

Range of Approva)/Disapproval Time Not applicable.
Appeals: Not applicable.
Renewals: Not atfplicable.
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ASSISTANCE CONSIDERATIONS:
Formula and Matching Requirements: Allotments w the states will be

computed utilizing the following weights: (1) One-third weight on
the bastsfof the relatamship of-the population in each State to the
to population of all the states; (2) One:third weight on the basis
of to pulation weighted by financial need as determined by
the relativ per capita income for each State for the three most
recent con tive years for which data is available from the De-
partment of C inmerce, and (3) One-third weight on the buts of
need as determined by the followmg three equally weighted fac-
tors: a) relative population between ages 12 24; b) relative inci-
dence of serum hepauus, Type B; and cj State perceived need 6
measured by its relative per capita expenditure for d g abuse.

Length and Time Phasing of Assistance: Support is nungent upon
annual appropnauon of funds for drug formula g ts.

POST ASSISTANCE REQUIREMENTS: -
Reports, Annual progress reports and periodic data management

system reports; other reports that the Secretary may require; Fi-
nancial Status Report requited annually..

Audits: All required records and reports shall be available to persons
'designated by the Secretary for purposes of making audits,
nations, evaluations, excerpts and transcnpuons.

Records: State agency shall retain fiscal records for 3 years. Reco
must be retained beyond the 3 year penod if audit findings ha
not been resolved.

FINANCIAL LNf' ORMATION:
Account Identification: 75-1361-0-1-550.

Obligations: (Grants) FY 78 S40.000,000; FY 79 est S40.000.000-. And
FY,1§0 el SO.

Rabge and Average of Financial Assistance 528.919 to 53.963.359;
5727,273.

PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS: During fiscal year 1978. 55 ap-
plications were received and fifty-five awards to states and tfp(-
tones -were made. The same amount is estimated for fiscal year
1979. For fiscal year 1980 this program is being proposed as part
of a consolidated Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Irth grants
toStates Program.

REGULATIONS, GUIDELLNES, AND LITERATURE Formula pub-
lished in Federal Register Vol. 42, No.10. January 14.1977.

LNFORMATION CONTACTS:
Regional or Local Office: Regional Health Administrator. HEW Re

gmnal Office. (See address appendix).
Headquarters Office: Division of Community AsSistance. Director,

Robert S. Roberson, National Institute, on Drug Abuse,
ADAMHA, PHS. DHEW Parklawn Bldg.. 5600 Fishers Lane.
Rockville, MD 20857 Telephone (301) 443- 6780. (Use same 7.
digit number for FTS).

RELATED PROGRAMS: 13.235, Drug Abuse Community Service-
Programs; 13.254, Drug Abuse Demonstration Programs: 3.275,
Drug Abuse Education Programs; 13.277, Drug Abuse ch
Scientist Development and Research Scientist. Award 13.279,
Drug Abuse -Research Programs; 13.280, Drug Abuse Clinical or
Service Related Training Programs.

EXAMPLES OF FUNDED PROJECTS: An awards are for assistance
to states for programs which deal with the development of more fr.'
effective drug abuse prevention functions.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING PROPOSALS: Submission of accept-
able State Plan.

13.271 ALCOHOL RESEARCH SCIENTIST
DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH SCIEN9ST

AWARDS

(Research Career ("K") Awards)
FEDERAL AGENCY: ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE. AND

MENTAL FMALTH ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDU-
CATION. AND WELFARE
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THE FOUNDATION DIRECTORY.
Edition 4
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Reprinted from The Foundation Directory, Edition 4, Marianna 0. Lewis,

Editor, The Foundation Center, New York City.
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A. J. S .Foundation
One Wilshirepiadlig, Suite 1600

41.Wilbhire Boa evard at Grand Avenue
Los Angeles. CaTifornia 90017 '
Incorporated In 1956 in California.
Donor Alice J. Steigerwald.
gurnose and Activities Broad purposes; gen-
eral giving, with emphasis on community and
Jewish welfare funds, education, and hospi-
tals
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) Assets, $198,143 (M) : gifts received,
$113, 36:1 expenditures. $37.17N 47 grants.
Offic rs and Directors Alice J Steigerwald,
Press ent, John S Steigerwald. Vice-Presi-
dent, Beatrice J Hammond, Secretary; Jo-
seph G. Steigerwald, Treasurer.

2
Aaron (Mary M.) Memorial Trust
Scholarship Fund
P. 0 Box 2069
MaTysville, California 95901
Trust established in 1954 in California.
Do,or Charles Francis Aaron.t
Purpose and Activities To aid studenti who
need financial assistance to complete their
education.
Financial Data (year ended 30 June 1969) :
Assets 5523.246 tM) expenditures, $17,614,
including $15.125 for 56 grants.
Trt.stees. Dirck W Arrowsmith, N D. Brad -
shax, Wesle3P.D Chipman. Elmer E .Jones,
Randolph A. Schnabel.

3
Adolph's Foundation. The
P.O Box 828
Burbank, California 91503
Incorporated in 1953 in California.
Donor: Adolph's, Ltd.
Purpose and Activities: Charitable purposes;
general giving, with emphasis on cultural pro-
grams, including support for opera com-
panies, a local music cepter, and a symphony
orcnestra; suppOrt also for local mental
health centers.
Financial Data lyear ended 28 February
1969) Assets, $1,460 401 (M) gifts received,
$427 813; expenditures, $196.122, including
$185,193 for,,30 grants.
Officers and Directors: Lloyd Rigler, Presi-
dent, Hilard L Kravitz, Vice-President; Law-
rence E. Deutsch, Secretary-Treasurer; Mor-
'timer P. Masure, Simon Miller.

4
Aetna Fpundation, The
1301 Wilshire Boulevard
LosAngeles, California 90017

\incorporated in 1956 in California.
Donor ,Stella Weingart Trust No. 2.
Purpose and Activittes Primarily local giving,
with emphasis on a welfare organization.

t Deceased. M. &arget value L Ledger Value.
Starred oftteers are also members of the gov-
erning board

Italicized name indleates person to whom comrnunl-
catiOns should be addrissed.

CALIFORNIA

Financial Data (year ended 30 April 1969) :
Assets, $975.716 (L) ; gifts received, $377,503;
expenditures, $33,525, including S33,300 for 4
grants,

S
Ahmanson Foundation, The
9301 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, California 90210
Incorporated in 1952 in California.
Donors: Howard F. Ahmanson.t Dorothy G. Purpose and Activities: To provide financialSullivan, and members of the Ahmanson assistance to students resident in Santa Bar-family. bara County selected by a corrunittee of six

prominent citizens.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, $460,235 (L) ; gifts received,

753,310; expenditures, $24,674, including
S24,57.7 for 48 scholarships.
Trustee: Crocker-Citizens National Bank.

Trustee: Crocker-Citizens National Bank.

8
Alexander (The E. W.) Educational Trust
c/o Crocker-Citizens National Bank
P. 0. Drawer H-H
1001 State Street
Santa Barbara, California 93f#2
Trust established in 1946 in California.
Donor Henrietta L. Alexander.t

Purpose and Activities* Broad Purposes; pri-
in,arily local giving, with emphasis on com-
munity funds, .medlcal research, museums.
education, youth agencies, and social agen-
cies.
Financial Data (yelr ended 31 October
1968) : Assets, 52,619,506 (L); gifts received.
$305,400; expenditures, $587,673 for 176
grants.

OfficersMrs Dorothy G. Sullivan, Presi-
dent; Robert H. Ahmanson. William H.
Ahmanson, Vice-Presidents; Miss E. Martha
Cates, secretary-Treisurer.
Trustees Howard F Ahmanson, Jr.,.Robert
M. DeKruif, Franklin D. Murphy, M.D.,
Thomas C. Webster.

6
Alameda Count) Community -
Foundation, The
c/o Wells Fargo Bank
415 Twentieth Street
Oakland, California 94604
Community foundation established in 1932
in California by resolution and declaration of
trust.
Purpose and Activities: i Charitable, educa-
tional, and medical purposes; grants to com-
munity welfare agencies, principally for
capital purposes, chiefly for the. benefit of
children and youth.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) Active capital, $879.71 (L) ; expendi-
tures, $38,922, including $31,125 in grants.
Officer Glen A. Wardhaugh, Secretary of
the Governing Board..
Governing Board: Thad McCarty, Chairman;
Homer J Bemiss, R W Breuner, Mrs. Ralph
T Fisher, James B Graese, K. L. Harriman,
Otto H. Hip, William F. Knowland, Arthur
J. Melka. Carl B. Metoyer, Lawrence S.
Simon.
Trustees: Bank of America, Central Valley
National Bank. Crockere Citizens National
Bank, Oakland Bank of Commerce, United
California Bank, Wells Fargo Bank.

7
Alanson (Mabel Bartt(olomew)
Memorial Fund
c/o Crocker-Citizens National Bank
One Montgomery Street
San Francisco, California 94104
Trust established in 1955 in California.
Donor: Bertram E.,Alanson.
Purpose and Activities: Charitable purposes.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1965); Assets (August 1965), $366,666 (M);
grants, 113,500.

248
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9
Allequash Foundation, The
234 East Cojorado Boulevard, Room 3730
Pasadena, California 91101
Incorporated in. 1961 in California.
Donors. Alexander P. Filson, Midland Invest.
ment Company.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes;
grants largely for higher and secondary edu-
cation and local giving, with emphasis on an
art museum and community funds.
Financial Data (year ended 30 June 1968) :
Assets, 5178,875 (L) gifts received. $31,697;
expenditures, $34,081, including $33,452 for
about 30 grants.
Officers 'and Directors: Alexander P. Htxon,
President. Adelaide F Hixon, Vice-President;
John Connell, Secretary-Treasurer.

'

10
American CementFoundation
2404 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90057
Incorporated in 1951 in California.
Donor Riverside Cement Company.
Purpose and ACtitiities: Broad purposes; lo-
cal givtng in areas of Company operatfans.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) Assets, $408,253 (L) ; gifts received,
S43,000; expenditures, $73,662, including
$72.307 for 50 grants.
Officers: A. L. Chickering, Jr., President;
G. A. Beckett, R. L. Lambert, Vice-Presi-
dents; R. L. Heggep, Secretary; G. W.
Meeker, Treasurer.
Trustees: W. G. Henshaw, G. J. O'Brien,
R. L. Whitley.

II.
Ampex Foundation
401 Broadway
Redwood City, California 94063
Incoriibrated in 1957 in California.
Donor; Ampex Corporation.
Purpose and Activities: General purposes;
grants to comniunitY fundsmaid other chart-.
table and educational agencies in areas of
company operations.
Financial Data (year. nded 30 April 1970) :
Assets, $430,870 (M) gifts received. $108333;

-^
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expenditures, 1139,653, including 1139.543 for
95 grants.
Officers: Richard J. Elkus, President; John
P. Buchan, Vice-President: James E. Brown,
Secretary and Treasurer.
Trustees:* Henry A. McMicking, Henry W.
West, Jr.

Apple Valley Foundation
P. O. Box 1
Apple Valley, California 92307
Incprporated In 1953 in-California.
Donors: B. J. Westlund, Joseph A. Ball, New-
ton T. Bass.
Purpose and ACtivities: Community better-
ment, with emphasis on recreation and con-
servation, church support, and hospitals.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) : ASsetS, $651,416 (L) ; gifts received,
$10,093; expenditures, A25,667, including
$19,490 for 17 grants.
Officers and Directors,: Newton T. Bass, Free-
/lent; Joseph A. Ball, Vice-President; W. E.
Cramer, Jr., Secretary-Treasurer.

2
Arakelian (K) Foundation
360 Bullard Avenue West
Fresno, California 93704.
Incorporated in 1943 in California.
Donor iCrikor Arakelian.t
Purpose and Activities: Charitable and edu-
cational purposes, student loan funds estab-
lished at five higher educational Institutions
which administer them; aharitatle giiing
largely for hospitals; support also for scholar-
ship funds, health agencies, and community
funds. Grants Unified to the area of Fresno
and Madera counties.
Financial Data (year. ended 31 December.
1968): Assets, 1949309 (L) ; expenditures,
$100,059, including $75,403 for 23 Efrants.
Officers and Directors: A. George Enserzian,
President, Aram Arakelian, Vice-Ytesident,
Marian Arakelian, Secretary-Treasurer; Rime
Markarian.

3
Arkelian (Ben H. and Gladys) Foundation
1107 Truxtun Avenue
Bakersfield, California 93301
Established in California.
Purpose and Activities: Primarily local giv-
ing, with emphasis on hospitals, a center for
the aged, And social agencies.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1988) : Asset', $1,851,389 (L); gifts received,
$38,511; expenditures, $72,586, including
$68,350 for 14 grants.

4 "'
Artevel Foundation
Crocker-Citizens Plaza, Suite 2152
611 West Sixth Street
Los Angeles, California 90017
Incorpgrated in 1966 in California.
Purpose and Activities: Grants largely for
Protestant evangelistic and missionary pro-
grams.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets; 11,115,338 (M) ; gifts received.
$910,250; expenditures, 112,210, including
$1,925 for 19 [(rank.
Officers and Trustees: Harm te Velde, Presi-
dent; Zwaantina W Velde, Vice-President;
George R. Phillips, Secretary and Treasurer.

5
Ashrule.Foundation
515 Warner-Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90024
Incorporated in 1967 in California.
Purpose and Activities: Primarily local giv-
ing, with emphasis on higher education, tem-
ple support, and Jewish self are funds.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets,' $47,955 (L) ; gifts received,
$72,720; expenditures, $37,985 for about 47
grants.
Officers and Directors: Asher Levin, Presi-
dent; Anthony A. Allina, yjce-President;
Ruth W. Levin. Secretary and Treasurer.

6
Atkinson Foundation
Ten West Orange Avenue
South San Francisco, California 94080
Incorporated in 1939 in California.
Donors: Geo. H. Atkinson, Mildred M. Atkin -
son,t Guy P. Atkinson,t and others.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes; pri:
marfly.devoted to the activities of Willamette
University and the Methodist Church in
northern California and overseas through its
Division of World Missions; scholarships to
local high school graduates to attend Willa-
mette; some assistance to local recognized
charities. No grants for research or doctoral
studies.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) : Assets, $5,160,312 (M) , gifts received,
$6.310; expenditures, $281,779, including
$278,776 for about 130 grants.
Officers and Directors. Geo. tf. Atkinson,
President; Duane E. Atkinson, Ray N. Atkin-
son, Earl H. Atkinson, E. M. Jennett, Vice-
Presidents; Donald E. Grant, Secretary-
Treasurer; G. P. Gordon, D. W. Moore,
Bryant K. Zimmerman.

AtkinsonAtkinson (Myrtle L.) Foundation
3278 Wilshire Boulevard. Room 601
Los Angeles, California 90005
\Incorporated in 1940 in California.
Donors: Guy F. Atkinson,t Mrs. Rachel C.
Atkinson.
Purpose and Activities: "To teach, promul-
gate and disseminate the gospel of Jesus
Christ thrOughout the world and also to unite
in Christian Fellowship the large =fiber of
consecrated Christians in the various even-
gelical churches . : to encourage and pro-

- mote religious, scientific, technical and all
other kinds of education, enlightenment and
research."
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968): Assets, $1.381.049 (I.A); gifts received,

. $17,688; expenditures, 1179.672, including
$178,852 for 135 grants.
Officers and Directors: Elizabeth A. Whitsett,
Vice-President; Rachel C. Atkinson, Secre-
tary-Treasiver.

8
A. W. Foundation, The

1301 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90017
Incorporated in 1951 in California.
Donors. Ben Weingart, St"Lltt'*eingart Trust
No. 2.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes; pri-
marily local giving, with emphasis on higher
education, hospitals, and welfare agencies.

0
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Financial (year ended 30 June 1968):
Assets, . $7,714,398 (M) ; gifts received,
1195,834; expenditures, $46,528, including
$45,855 for 19 grants.
Officers and Trusteh Ben Weing'drt, Presi-
dent; John Poag, Vice-President; Jack Ro-
senblpg, Secretary; Alex Deutsch.

°

9
Babcock (Xatbarine) Trust
c/o Myrick and Deering and Scott
544 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94104
Trust established in 1930 in California. '
Donor: Katharine Babcock.t
Purpose and Activities: Provides free hospital
care for women and children in San Fran-
cisco County; grants also for local hospital
building funds.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) ; Assets, $776,694 (L) ; expenditures,
$37,83. including $35,235 for 38 grants.
Trustee: Francesca Deering Howe.

10
Babcock (William) Memorial Endowment
1601 SecondStreet
San Rafael, California 94901
Trust established in 1954 in California; in-
corporated in 1959.
Donor: Julia May Babcock.t
Purpose and Activities' To meet through
grants or loans the exceptional medical, sur-
gical, and hospital expenses of residents of
Marik County. project grants to institUtions
for /thitiation or expansion of medical care
sertices of direct benefit to residents of the
county.
Financial Data (year ended 28 February
1970) . Assets, $3.019,002 (M); gifts.received,
$1,318; expenditures, $284,261, including
$215,943 in grants.
Officers: Louis W. Niggeman, President:
Rex Silvernale. _Est Vice-President; Mrs.
Harris C Vice-President, Fred F
Enemark, Secretary, A. Crawford Greene,
Jr., Treasurer; Miss Julia Bloomfield, Ad-
ministrator,
Directors: Harry P. Graves. Russell R Klein,
M.D.. Catherine C. Pike, M.D., William W.
Schwarzer.

11
Bacon (The Francis) Foundation, Inc.
655 Neal Dartmouth Avenue
Claremont, California 91711
Incorppiated in 1938 in California.
Donors: Walter Conrad Arensberg,t Louise
Stevens Arensberg.t
Purpose and Activates:, To promote study in
science, literature, religion. history, and phi-
losophy with special reference to the works
of Francis Bacon, his character and life, and
his influence on his own and succeeding
times; maintenance of a rare -book library
for research and reference; grants to various
educational institutions for lectureships; oc-
casional publication of brochures, articles,
and bibliographies.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) : Assets, $963,190 (M) ; expenditures.
$43,478, including $6.530 for 5 grants.
Officers and Trustees: Elizabeth S Wrigley,
President and Director of Library; A. S. Van
Denburg,h, Vice-President and Treasurer;
Emrys J. Ross, Secretary; Odo B. Stade,
John E. Stevens.
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1

Aeroquip Foundation
505"Wildwood Avenue
Jackson. Michigan 49201
Incorporated in 1962 in Michigan.
Donor: Aeroquip Corporation.
Purpose and Activities: Broad, purposes;
general giving, with emphasis on community
funds, a local museum, hospitals, youth agen-
cies. and higher education.
Financial Data (year mended 31 Deceinber
1969) : Assets, $532,376 (M) ; gifts received,
5125.000; expenditures, 588,303, including
587,760 for 44 grants.
0 ricers and Trustees: Don T. McKone, Pres-
ident; F. M. Davison. Vice-President; F. W.
Corwin, Secretary - Treasurer.

2
Allen Industries Foundation, Inc.
17515 West Nine Mile Road
Southfleid, Michigan 48075
Incorporated in 1952 in Michigan.
DOnor: Allen Industries, Inc.
Purpose and Activities. General giving, with
emphasis on religious welfare funds and com-
munity funds.
Financial Data (year ended 30, November
1969) Assets. 515.826 (M) , gifts received,
575,000; expenditures, 5102,633, including
5102,623 for 100 grants.
Officers and Trustees: H. C. Allen, President;
0. A. Markus, Vice-President and Treasurer;
David Schimmel. VicePresident, Jay W. t-
-len, Secretary, William L. Darby.

3

American Motors Corporation Charitable
Trust
r4250 Plymouth Road
Detroit, Michigan 48232
Trust esta llshed in 1947 in Michigan.
Donor: A$erican Motors Corporation,
Purpose nd Activities: Broadopurposes; pri-
marily local giving, with emphasis on com-
munity funds.
Financial Data (yeir ended 30 tember
1968) Assets, S53,841 (M) ; e nclitures,
585,121, including 584,000 for 5 gr
Board of Control: I. M. Anderson, Frank G.
Armstrong, G. 7'. Etheridge.
Trustee: The Detroit Bank and Trust Com-
pany.

ts.

4
AndersOn Family Fund, The
8131 East Jefferson Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48214
Trust established about 1952; incorporated in
1959 in Michigan.
Purpose and Activities:, 'broad purposes;
rants largely for a local community fund,
hospitals, and education. No grants to indi-
siduils.

Deceased 14 Market Value I, Ledger Value.stamp officers are also members of the gov-
erning-board.

ItaUciged name indicates person to whom communi-
cations should be addressed.

MICHIGAN

Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) : Assets, 5176.554 (M) ; gifts received,
5115,396; expenditures, 564.730, including
563.500 for 3 grants.
Officers and Trustees: John W. Anderson I/,
President; Wendell W. AndersOn, Jr.. Vice-
President; Clark Swart, Secretary and Treas-
urer.

5
Angell (William R.) Foundation
2853 Guardian Building
Detroit, Michigan 48226
Incorporated about 1950 b., Michigan.
Purpose dnd Activities: Primarily local, giv
ing, with emphasis on library funds fo
higher and secondary educational institu-
tions, community funds, and a water pollu-
tion project.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, 5499,982 (L) ; expenditures,
527,785. including 525,350 for 13 grants.
Officers and Truste,es: W. Craig Keith,
President; Paul S. Christie. r Everett R.
Haws, Eldon Henderson, Vice-Presidents;
William M. Skillman, Vice-President, Secre-
tary and Trigtsurer.

6
Armstrong (John W. and Virginia C.)
Foundation
c/o National Bank of Detroit
Detroit, Michigan 48232
Trust estalillshed in 1956 in Michigan.
Purpose and Activities. Broad purposes; pri-
marily local giving, with emphasis on higher
education, Presbyterian church support, re-
ligious associations, and welfare agencies, and
on youth agencies and hospitals.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, $191,354 (M) ; expenditures,
537,633, including 536,500 for 11 grants.
Trustees: Stewart E. McFadden, Eleanor S.
Payne, B. Kenneth Sander.

7
Bargman (Theodore and,Nlina) Foundation
13950 John R Street
Detroit, Michigan 48203
Incorporated in 1954 in Michigan.
Donor: Mina Bargman.t
Purp6se and Activities: Broad purposes; pri-
marily local giving, with emphasis on higher
education, including medical education, and
Jewish welfare funds; grants also for hospi-
tals, mental health, temple support, and child
welfare.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, 51:404,662 (M) ; gifts received,
516,513; expenditures, $201,574, including
$197,600 for 26 gr ts.
Officers and Dir ors: Joseph H., Jackie,
President and Treasurer; Bruce R. Mayhew,
Vice-President; Maxwell E. Katzen, Secre-
tary.

8
Battjes (Dewey D. and Bathe) Foundation
2100 Chicago Drive, S.W.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49509
Incorporated In 1952 in Michigan.
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Donors: Dewey D. and Hattie Battjes.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes:
grants largely for religious programs and
higher and' econdary education.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, $447,143 (L) ; expenditures,
$55.816, including 555,275 for 70 grants.
Officers: Mrs. Hattie Battjes, President and
Treasurer; Clyde Battjes, Vice-President;
Don_Battjes, Secretary and Executive Direc-
tor.
Trustees: Mrs. Donald Battjes, Donald Bitt-
Jes,Sr., Mrs. L. Vanden Berg.

9
Bentley (Alvin M.) Foundation
P. 0. Box 458
Owosso, Michigan 48867
Incorpofated in 1961 in Michigan.
Donor Alvin M. Bentley.t
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes;
largely local giving, with emphasis on schol-
arships, an international cooperation pro-
gram, and community funds.
Financial Data (year ended 31 July, 1969) .
Assets, 51,721,626 (L) ; gifts received, 581,786;

'expenditures, 517,912, including 59,194 for 12
grants.
Officers and Trustees: Prentiss M. Brown,
President; Norman L Des Jardins, Secretary;
Mark C. Stevens, Treasurer; Charles L. Ans-
pach, Paul, B. Bagwell, Alvin M. Bentley,
Jr, Mrs. M Bentley, Michael D Bent-
ley, Helen B Dawson, James S. Gilmore,
Marion Wall.

10
Bentley (Calvin P. and Irma B.) Charitable
Foundation
c/o The Detroit Bank and Trust Company
201 West Fort Street
Detroit, Michigan 48231 ;

Trust established in 1955-in Michigan.
Donors: Calvin P. Bentley.t Irma B. Bentley.
Purpose and Activities: .Broad purposes;
grants largely for youth agencies', hospitals,
community funds, education, and Protestant
church. support.
Financial' Data (year ended 30 Septembef
1969) : Assets, 5617,882 (M) ; expenditures,
533.061, including $31,200 for 84 grants.
Distribution Committee: Clara Belle B,
Brewer, Michael R. Dufour, Irma B. Moore,
Irma B. Bentley Wall.
Trustee: The Detroit Bank and Trust Com.
pany.

11
Bergsma Brothers Foundation
425 Richmond Street, N.W.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502
Trust establlshed in 1951 in Michigan.
Purpose and Activities: Primarily local giv-
ing, with emphasis on religious an* educa-
tional institutions and hospitals.
Financial Data (year ended 30 Nogember
1.968) : Assets, $37,079 (L) , gifts received,
$58,570; expenditures, 329,053 for 53 grant&
Trustees: Kenneth Bergsma, Lawrence J.
Vander Ploeg.
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Sesser Foundation
150-B North State Street
Alpena, Michigan 49707
Incorporated in 1944 in Mid
Donors: J. H. Sesser, Hisser
Company, /
Purpose and Activities: General purposes',
primarily local giving, with emphasis 'on
higher, Secondary, and elementary education.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968): Assets, $3,228,816 (L) ; expenditures,
$28,280, including $27,450 for 8 grants.
Officers: Jesse ,11. Besser,yresident and
Treasurer; Frederick,. A. .1 hnston,* Vice-
President; Harold Nicholson, Secretary.
.Trustees: Edward Adams, Jr., Rev. Robert
M. Barksdale, Harold Hudson, Carl F. Reitz,
Russell H. Wilson.

ufacturing

THE FOUNDATION DIRECTORY

2
Sesser (Jesse) Fund, Inc.
150 State Street
Alpena, Michigan 49707
Incorporated in 1960 in Michigan.
Donor Besier Company.
Purpose and 'Activities; Charitable giving In
northeastern Michigan, primarily in Alpena,
with emphasis on higher education andApub-
lic schools, church building funds, mental
health, aid to the blind, and community
funds.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, $3,688,884 (M) ; gifts received,
$377,371; expenditures, $70,815, includ-
ing $69,475 for 9 grants.

-0 Dicers: Jesse H. Sesser,' President and_
Treasurer; Edward Adams, Jr., Vice-Presi-
dent; C. F. Reitz, Secretary.
Trustees: Fred J. Kennedy.

Breech Foundation, The
112 Linda Lane
Bloomfield Hills. Michigan 48011'
Incorporated in 1950 in Michigan.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes;
grants largely for higher and secondary edu-
cation. church support and religious associa-

-.dons, community fundsould hospitals.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) Assets, $1,801,710 (M) ; gifts received,
$99.390; expenditures, $30,103, including%
$28,175 for 72 grants.
Officers. rustees: Ernest R. Breech,
Preside and Treasurer; Thelma K. Breech,
Vice-President; Walter P. Feehily, Secretary;
E. Robert Breech, Jr., William H. Breech.

6
Bugas Fund, The
16025 Northland Drive
Southfield, Michigan 48075
Incorporated in 1956 in Michigan.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purpotes; pri-
marily local giving, with emphasis on church
support, secondary education, youth agencies,
and community funds.
Financial Data (year ended 30 November
1968) . Assets, $804,924 (M) ; gifts received,
577.978; expenditures, $61,155, including
$61,150 for 16 grants.
Officers and Trustees: John S. Bugas, Presi-
dent and Treasurer: Margaret S. Bugas, Vice-
President; Raymond E. Stuart, Secre

7
Bundy Foundation, The
8109 East Jefferson Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48214
Incorporated about 1953 in Michigan.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes;
general giving, with emphasis on higher and
secondary education and local community

3
funds; pants also for music, museums. hos-

Bishop (A. G.) Charitable Trust Mists, and youth agencies. No grants to indi-
c/o Genera Merchants Bank & Trust Co. yiduals.
One East First Street Financial Data (year ended 31 December
Flint, Michigan 48502
Trust established in 1944 in Michigan.
Donor: Arthur Giles Bishop.t
Purpose and Activities: Primarily local giv-
ing, with emphasis on higher education,
youth agencies, health agencies, and com-
munity funds.
Financial Bata (year ended 31 December
1968) : Assets, 3562,017 (M) ; expenditures,
$80.540. including $73,750 for 37 grants.
Trustees: Mrs. Robert H. Benign, A William
Bishop, Genesee Merchants Bank & Trust
Co.

4
Boutell (Arnold and Gertrude) Memorial
Fund
c/o Second National Bank of Saginaw
Saginaw, Michigan 48607
Trust established in 1961 In Michigan.
Donors: Arnold and Gertrude Boutell.t
Purpose and Activities: Charitathes and edu-
cational purposes; grants, limited to Saginaw
County, largely for community funds, and
special educational programs, including work
with mentally or physically handicapped chil-
dren.
Financial Data (year ended 31 March 1969) :
Assets, 31,841.644 (L) ; expenditures, $123,256,
including $100,952 for 12 grants.
Trustee: Secon4 National Bank of Saginaw.

1969) Asset& $2.423,598 (M) ; gifts received,
'$80,000; , expenditures, $241,245, including
$217.983 for 45 grants.
Officers: Wendell W. Anderson, Jr.,' Presi-
dent: John W. Anderson II.' Vice-President;
Robert E. Barton, Secretary and Treasurer.
Trustees: Clark Swart.

8
Burns Foundation, Inc.
560 West Mitchell Street
Petoskey, Michigan 49770
Incorporated in 1948 in Michigan.

IDonors: Dean C. Burns, M.D., Marcella
Burns. -

Purpose and Activities:: General purposes;
grants largely for local and regional pro-
grams; maintains a medical library
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1968) :* Assets, $112,439 (M) ; expenditures,
334.102, including $26,839 for 1 gift.
Officers and Trustees: Dean C. Burns,,M.D.,
President; C. Frederick Curtis, Vice-Presi-
dent; Eder C. Matthews, Secretary -T eas-
urer; Dean D. Burns, Heber R. Curtis.

9
'Burroughs Foundation
6071'Second Avenlie
Detroit, Michigan 48232
Trust established in 1951 in Illinois.
DOnor: Burroughs Corporation.
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Purpose and Activities: General purposes:
grants largely for higher education, hospitals,
community funds, and community serviile
programs related to civic, cultural, and youth
activities. No grants fo,L, personal research
projects or scholarships.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) : 'Assets, $886,593 (M) ; expenditures,
$305,398, including $305,390 for 60 grants.
Committee on Contributions: Donald E.
Young, Chairman; William McCampbell,
Secretary; Michael R. Capo, Charles E. Ma-
con, H. Scott Woodward.
Trustee: The Northern Trust Company (Chi-
cago, Illinois).

10
Campbell-Ewald Foundation, The
General Motors Building, 4th Floor
3044 West Grand Boulevard ,

Detroit, Michigan 48202
Incorporated in 1953 in Michigan.
Donor: Campbell-Ewald Company.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes;
grants largely for higher education and com-
munity funds.
Financial Data (year ended 31 December
1969) Assets, $3,243 (L) ; gifts received,
$70,000. e penditures. 5101.340 for 28 grants.

ens and Trustees: Thomas B. Adams,
President. Hugh M. Redhead; Stoffer J. Rm.
ema:Walter S. McLean, ce-Presidents; Ed-
ward M. Talbert, Secrete -Treasurer.

<, s
11

Cannon Fund, The
2,875 Lincoln Street
Muskegon. Michigan 49443
Trust established in 1953 in Michigan.
Donors Members of the Cannon family and
family-related businesses.
Purpose and Activities: Broad purposes; pri-
marily local giving, with emphasis on Roman
Catholic churbh support, community funds,
hospitals, and education.
Financial Data (year ended 31 August 1968) :
Assets, $362,207 (M) ; gifts received, $104,051;
expenditures. 342,520 for 35 grants.
Trustees: George W. Cannon, Jr., William J.
Cannon, Jack A. Sorensen.

12
Carey (The Elaine and Walter) Foundation
3401 North Dort Highway
Flint, Michigan 48506
Incorporated in 1953 in Michigan.
Donors: Walter P. Carey and others.
Purpose and Activities: General purposes;
primarily local giving, with emphasis on
higher education; grants also for Protestant
church support and transportation and
safety.
Financial Data (year ended 30 Novembg
1968) : Assets, $616,168 (M) ; gifts received -
$31,500; expenditures, 318,905, including
$16,900 for 9 grants.
Officers and Directors: Walter F.'Caiey, Pres-
ident and Secretary; Elaine T. Carey, Vice-
President and Treasurer;/,North F. Carey;
May H. Conner..

13
Carlson Foundation, The
409 Griswold Street
Detroit, Michigan 48226
Inco orated in 1952 in Michigan.
Doi: Acme Manufacturing Company Mid
others.
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The Teacher Center, Inc. (New HaVen, Ct.) was founded in 1971 as an
independent, nowprofit, resource, support, and adVisory center for New Haven
area teachers and parents interested in education./1/ One of the most impor-
tant characteristics which distinguishes the Teacher Center from other institu-
tions involved in teacher education is that ,it 'is a grassroots organization,
founded and run by teachers themselves. It is thus uniquely sensitive to the
needs of teachers, and committed to responding to-those heeds. As an indepen-
dent organization, unaffiliated with any school' system or governmental agency,
it'is free of the restrictions frequently imposed on groups endeavoring to inno-
vate and promote change. This paper is a case study of the process by which
the Teacher Center, Inc. is planning a funding strategy. It has had founda-
tion "seed money" for five ye s, and now needs to find new sources of, sup-
port 'to enable to continue to .e ist.

*

In planning a funding strategy, we are evaluating many alternative possi-
ble sources of funds, and deciding which ones to pursue. (Thls is illustrated
by the chartlon the next page.) We are thinking carefully about how best to
qse our fund-raising time and effort. We keep working to tclarify our values
and program priorities, and consider carefully how, obtaining funds from each
possible source might affect our ability to implement these values and priorities.

We believe that many people who are inVolyed in other teacher centers or
other non-profitforganilations, and the people involved in providing funds for
them,. may be interested in our experiences and our thinking. We do not
assume that our funding strategy would be appropriate in other sOttings; we do
not even know yet whether it will work for us here. I have been cautious
about trying to spell out the lessons others can learn from this paper. Readers
will finddifferent aspects of the paper re4evant or useful in thinking about
their own situations.

A note to beginners: If you are working to start a new teacher center,
please remember that our present program and funding strategy is the result of
five years of very gradual expansion. We operated for six months without out-
side funding. We borrowed space, office machines, and materials a.ncl,worked*
with volunteers. Then we got a small grant to hire ,a part-time coordinator.
We believe that it is important not to grow too fast. -

14

Background
6

The Teacher Center, Inc. opened in September 1971, received its first
foundation grant in January 1972 (for $13,500 per year), and has grown to an
annual budget of about $60,000. Its basic support has come from foundations;
it also has received smaller grants knd contracts for special projects from gov-
ernment arts agencies, school systems, and Head Start.

1 See Corinne Levin and Robert Horwitz, "The Teacher Center, Inc. (New
Haven, Connecticut): A Case Study," Educational Leadership, Vol. 33, No. 6
(March 1976), pp: 434-439 (entire issue is on teachers' centers), and Kathteen
Devaney and Lorrain Thorn, Exploring Teachers' Centers, Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and Development, 1855 Folsom Street, San Francisco,
Calif. 94103, pp. 141-150. Both publications give valuable surveys of the
teachers' centers movement in the United States.
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Because of generous and predictable fOundation support, and because we
kept our 'expeh'ses very low, we have been free to develop the Center and pro-
vide free or low cost services ito teachers, parents, and school systems without
worrying too Much about money: -

'-But now the foundations feel- they have done their share to nurture us.
They have helped us demonstrate that a teacher 4ienter is a valuable and
needed' resource; now they want us to figure out how we can support ourselves
without their continuing help. The Hazen Foundation's $18,500 grant for 1976,
its fifth year of support, will be' Its last; the New World Foundation, afte/r four
years, will cut back in 1977 frim $15,000 to $7,500.

help us deal with our impending financial crisis, the New Haverroun-
dat n included funding to pay for financial development in its first grant to us
in 19762tthe Teacher Center employed me, 'half-time for six months, to work
on its funding prospects. I am a lawyer, and have been a member of the board
-of the Teacher Center since its beginning, and have had thirteen years' experi-
ence in funding and program development for non-profits organizations.

This "position seemed a challenging opportunity to learn- about how a crea-
tive; small institution can support itself in these difficult economic times. .1
believe in the Teacher Center deeply--it has been e source of tlipport- for me
and many other.s during years of struggling for community and educational
change. . ,

Three months of my six-month .t.w- m. have passed thus far. We do not Vet
have any solutions. But we Nye opi-Ved many doors, explored many paths,
considered many possibilities. We feel good about the5`planning process we have
been going throUgh, and think this is worth sharing with other teacher cen-
ters.

Building Credibility

I was aware when I started that there 'were many things about the Teacher
Center that would make us "credible" to funding sources, that would make the
funding work easier than it is for many struggling organizations. We are
incorporated and tax-exempt. We have a superb director, Corinne .Levin,, a

competent and dedicated board-made up primarily of teachers and parents, and
an excellent staff of advisors. The Center is actively used by teachers, college
faculty and students, and many others, and nearly everyone who'has used it is
an enthusiastic ally. People with a wide range of teaching styles and persohal
philosophies feel -welcome and supported at the Center. ur physical environ-
ment is creative and exciting, thanks to a -grillPFt from the -National Endowment
for the Arts. Our .financial records are in good order a .d audited, and otir
program has .been carefully documented, with records of who has used the Cen-
ter, and with annual reports. We have received a very favorable written eval-
uation by an independent consultant employed by the New World Foundation.
An article about us has just been published in a national journal-- Educational
Leadership, March 11376.
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Finding Funding Resources
.

When we began work, we started to brainstorm' all the possible sources of
support that we could think of. I made a diagram to illustrate thoie possibil-
ities (see page 2 above).

!'41*

Since we made the diagram, I have been finding out .about these pgssibyili-
ties, trying to decide. which of. these are worth pursuing, and then foileding
through orf those directions that Seem most promising. For each source, we
consider the following questions, among others:

1.
source?

How much time, money, and effOrt will it take to seek funds from this

2. If we do pursue this, 'how likely is it that we will obtain funds? (Ar6
we competing with others? How many competitors? How would we compare with
competitors in relation to this'source?)

3; How will our program and organization, beaffected by receiving funds.
from 'this source?.

a) k.: Will this source help us do what we want to do, in the informal,
supportive, integrated way in which we want to work, it make us become
bureaucratic andspecialized and less accessible to teachers'a`nd parents? . '

b) What' are the record-keeping, repa;-Itn-c14 and accounting require-
ments? Are they simple and sensible? Or do they require unreasonable
amounts of paper work and bureaucratic procedures?

c) Will it require program expansion? Is the expansion in a direc-
tion

this
which we want to move? Are we competent, as an organization, to take

on this new task?

4. How much are we likely to obtain from this source, and how much of
this can be used to pay for our basic program of drop-in center, workshops,
and advisory services to teachers and parents?

a) If the funds are for the special project, does the budget ,allow
for the management costs and other overhead costs related to this project?

What are the requirements for matching funds? Will these
rrequirements inake t.f.

l
drain resources away from basic program priorities?

This is what we have found out, how we found it out, and what steps we
decided to take so far:

U.S. Offictof Education
4 <

One of the first things I did was to do research in the Federal Catalogue
of Domestic Assistance, the basic research tool for .federal funds. (I have
located up-to -cjate copies ,in the grants offices of the localschciol system and
nearby colleges. State and municipal grant offices ,would also have -copies.)
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. The research was helpful in providing background on the various programs
of federal,support to education, how much money is available for each, and the
procedwes for applying. I noted that this year there were new federal pro-
grams for metric education, consumer education, and women's educational
equity, and that the Elementary and ,Secondary Education Act had been amended
so that educatiOnal Innovations would now be in Title IV& rather than Title III.
There are also federal funds for programs for gifted and talented, through the
Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped.

I contacted the offices in Washington tha handled these programs, and
sent for guidelines and 'application forms, in g neral, by late 'February it was
too late to apply for most of these sources for the 14976-77 academic year.

My research also confirmed my hunch about federal funds. The federal
government generally does . not give funds for education directly to non-profit
organizations. The few exceptions to this are grants or contracts for special
research or demonstration projects of national significance, or for national or
regional technical assistance. The few progrms that are open to non- profit
groups, such as consumer education, are intensely cqmpetitive; thousands of
groups applied for a small number of grants. But most federal

and
money

ais paid either to states, to local school systems, or to colleges nd universities.
Often the money is given to the states to give out. to local schools or colleges.

Local school systems or colleges can, however, make subcontracts wish
non-profit organizations like the Teacher Ceriter to help them carry out a fecll
erally funded project. It is very helpful to understand the federal laws, regu-
lations, and application procedures when approaching schools and _colleges' to
explore possible subcontracts for federal funds.

We will continue to pay attention to federal, funding oprtunities(' espe-
.

cially next -year,. but have
po

no plans to seek any direct federl funding this
year.

Local School Systems

I met with the director of program planning: and, the dire or of inservice ,
education for the New Haven Schools. We already had a cont ct with New
Haven for' $8,000 for this year, and have applied for $12,000 for next year, for
staff training -related to Title VII of the* Eniiergency School Aid Act (relatecioto
reducing racial -tensions in schools). By the time I approached them. in* Marti,
it was too late to develop additional joint proposals , for federal funding for- the
coming academia year. The one exception was the WoMen's- Education ',Equity.

Act. After several meetings we decided that national corripetiton was too
intense., and our OINQ experience in the area too limited, to make it worthwhile s
to spend the time' required to prepare a good. proposal.: The work we are
already doihg on sex&sm in education -could be continued without a large budget;
a federal grant in this area might be, a distraction.

I did find the few meetings I attended useful in renewing contact with
,school officials, asking, for their advice on our funding future, and learning
more about their plans. We left open the possibility that they would contract
with us for specific training services from time to time.
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I also met with the person in chage of federal grants in one suburban
school system, an discussed many possibilities. it is likely that they will
receive in-service training funds through Title I of, the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act. If so, they will probably use some of this money to hire
us.

We were delighted to find that a key administrator in this suburban system
was eager to provide support 4ito his teachers and was. open to using the
Teacher Center as a resource. 1.We decided to ask ,this system to join us and
the nearby state college in an application to the State Commission on Higher
Education for a collaborative program. (More on this below.) ,

It seems' clear now that we need to have an ongoing ;'marketing" program
with all the school cliiiricts in the area, to encourage them to use in-service
training 'funds, either from their local funds or through special state or federal
grants, to hire us to do in-service training. However, this appears to be an
enormous job, involving personal contacts and cor espondence with 29 or more
districts. We have been saving this task for _ future while pursuing more
immediate and promising leads. In the meantime, to prepare for the future
task, I have obtained from the State.Department of Education an address and
phone list of all the superintendents irithe state, and a c mputer printout on
how much in federal funds' was received by each school istrict in the state
under each federal program. As an introductory contract, we -seht the 29-
superintendents in our region copies of our May-June and summer bullentins,
and an invitation to a lecture at the Teacher Genter by Wan I Ilych.. :

A
7--

.

State" DeparAgent of Education .

I spent one afternoon making phone calls to the State Education Depart-
ment finding out whom to contact and what funds Were available. The state has
o money of its own available for teacher ,centers-, but handles large amounts of

eral funds. However, generally the state must pass these funds on to local
education agenEies. ' Thus if we ,want to get these funds we need to subcontract

ith local school systems or with regiocial educational resource center. We

o tained copies of state guidelines for various federal education programs, and
a state grovernment directory, and found out that the man who coordinates fed-
eral programs in the State Departm4nt of Education was very helpful.

Sooneror later we want to spend more time Zth people in the State Edu-
cation Department, ;getting them' to visit us, finding out about their future
plans. But there was no immediate prospect of funds.,

State Commission on Higher Education

In Connecticut, the .Commission on Higher Education has a small amount of
state funds tot suppgrt collaborative efforts among school -systems, teacher train,-
ing insititutions, and sometimes community agencies.

When we first heard of the program, we decided not to bother with it,
because the grants would be small (Maximum $7,000), and we expected the pro-
posal writing process, involving three institutions, to be an enormous hassle.
But then 'at woman in the state agency encouraged us to give it a try. We

decided to plan one meeting each with a local school system and a teacher. train-
ing college, and see what we could up with.
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We took the position that the college faculty and students had been using
t. Teacher Center for years withcrut paying for it, and that since the state
colle e did not have funds in its own budget to pay us, they could help by
backin us on this proposal.

We were delighted by the response. In additon to 'agreeing to support the
proposal, a number of college faculty agreed to donate their time to 'offer
:Teacher Center workshops and advisory services in return for our having col-
lege classes visit the Teacher Center. The Teacher Center, along with college
faculty, agreed to provide training to the kindergarten teachers in the 'school

"system. And the school system was providing matching support by providing
released'tirT and travel 'expenses for its teachers.

Thus in a few days of meetings proposal writing, we were b e to
come up with a rieat little packbge. Whether or not the proposal is appro d,
we have developed a stronger working relationship with these institutions.

vZhis seemed:tske time well spent. /2/

State Department of Social _,-rvices

The most promising co act we have made is with the State Department of
Social Services (formerly e Welfare Department). Under' the new Title XX of
the Social Security Ac , the federal government will reimburse the state 75 per-

, cent of all money ent for training people working in social services programs
funded by Title- XX. This is an unlimited pool of federal money. _Day care
centers for low income children are part of Title XX. (Note that the day care
bill Vetoed by-President Ford had no effect on Title XX training funds.) .

We have .been -negotiating with the man in charge of Title XX planning to
obtain a contract as "experts" to provide training to clay care 'center staff mem-
bers. _ Early childhood educationthas_blways 'been. a major fetus of our work at
the Teacher Center, and we are committed to working with teachers of inner
city children. Thus this program has been very appealing to us..

The negotiations have been somewhat complex. Since the state does not
have the money to pay. the 25 percent local match, we had to agree to ,use
foundation funds to match the federal money. We actually have to make a gift

xof this 25 percent. to the state; then the state pays us 100 percent. (If you
want more information 'about how we worked this out, contact me.)

. . /
Our proposed budget for 14 months is nearly $60,000 (of which we will -put.

up -$15,000). We hope to know in the next month or two whether this contract
will be approved.

This is a brand new federal program, so stale officials are still figuring
out how to work with it. We were fortunate to find a state official who knew
about the Teacher Center and w.4s eager to obtain our training services. He

and .!have worked together closely on interpreting the guidelines and making
them work in our situation.

2We found out in -May that the legislature never appropriated the expected
-funds for this program`;



Foundations

Although we are trying to diversify/Our sources of support, and not to
rely on foundations as heavily as in the past, we are aware that.fouridation
funds tend to be the most flexible and easiest to manage of the various passible
sources. of support. A ,relatively short proposal, a simple budget, and an
annual financial report and progress report are all the paper work that is
required. 4.This is in sharp contrast to the lengthy negotiations, quarterly
reports, matching 'funds, and detailed records and accounts that w' bebe
required to manage the training contract with the State Department of Voci41
Services under Title XX, for,example.

We are stillfexploring whether there are other foundations that will pick up
w,here-the Hazen and New World Foundations bre leaving off.

We are hopefill that the New haven Foundation will tontine to support us
for at least two more years. This is 'a local community foundation. When we
ftist opened, they refused to fUnd us, apparently because they were uncomfort-
able with our la,of formal relationship with the New Haven School System. We
we applied fo)M976, a member of the central school administrative ,staff
approached-the foundation with us to support our application; we .could show
them a history of cooperative efforts with the schools.

In additidn to foundations interested in .the arts, discussed below, wer are
exploring foundations which have funded programs In Connecticut. We found
one foundation which has its offices.in another state, but which I-15S a group of
board members living in New Haven: A representative of this foundation carne
to visit us and agreed to invite other board members to meet us.

In order to do research on foundations, I found that Yale University has
an Offite of ',Special Prjects and Foundatins, with a well stocked library -of

'4 reference materials. In this library, I used the Foundation Directory, the
Foundation Grants Index, Foundation.News, 4the Taft Information System, and
annual reports of individual foundations. (The Foundation Center, 888 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1001'9, has the authoritative library on foundations,
and has branch libraries ,around the country. Contact them to find out where
the nearest branch is .to you. But also find out whether any_ community
foundation colleges, other large, non-profit organization; school system, or
other government agency, has a grants office with a good reference library.)

1.

Sources Related to the Arts

We have in the past received small matching grants from the Connecticut
Foundation 'oh the Arts ($2,500) and the National Endowment for the Arts
($12,500) to support our arts and crafts advisory program and our work in
environmental design. We have been working for five years with architects,'
designers, artists and crafts people, including faculty and students from the
Yale School ofArt and Architecture. The arts and environmental design focus
is one of the most exciting aspects of the Teacher Center.

There arel a few dilemmas that puzzle us as we begin to explore funding
sources related to the arts. First, our commitment, is to interdisciplinary
inquiry. We emphasize the uses of the environment, and the uses of arts and
crafts, as an integral part of curriculum in reading, math, science, social
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studies, etc. Thus all parts of our program, and of our budget, are ..re-ded in
order for the arts focus to make sense. In order to promote colreboration
between teachers and artists, we need to have, on our staff of advisors, a bal-
ance of teachers and artists.

The reason this is a problem i that the state and federal arts agencies
are only intere in paying the salar of artists, and have difficulty paying,
for example, f a math and sciences o early childhood advisor. Also, the
government arts gencies grterally only ay 50 percent matching funds. Thus
to obtain additional arts fu mg, we n d to spend more on hiring artists, and
drain resources away from Gbh* basic riorities.

We are beginning to explore the availability of foundation funding related.
to arts in education programs. The foundations committed to educational inno-
vation, which have funded teacher centers over the past five years, feel thatr
they have done their share. But we Want to find out whetherffoundations
interested in arts in education may now be convinced that the teacher center
model is an appropriate vehicle for their interests. We also Want ,to explore
whether such foundations /ould be willing_to, support a larger segment of our
total program, since they are not limited-by the legal restrictions of government
art agencies. \_

So far-, in order to explore this, we haNie done research .on foundations
interested in the arts, and have sent forte annual reports of several possibly
relevant foundations. Soon we will begin sending preliminary proposals, making
personal contacts, and trying to get foundation representatives to visit our cen-
ter: /04,

Humanities Sources

The Connecticut :Humanities Council, an agency established with fUnds from
the Natioriai Endowment for the 'Humanities, has 50.percent matching funds to
pay for collaborative programs between college humanities professors sand com-
munity people related to the theme "Being Heard -- People, Public Issues, and
the Humanities."

We made contact, with this agency, got on their mailing list and obtained
their literature. This.egency is unusual in .its effort to make its application
proceS's accessible to inexperienced groups; they have even written a manual on
how to prepare an application for them.

However, we decided not to pursue this source at this time. Again, the
problem is matching funds. Before we raise special grants for extra projects,'
we need to make sure that our basic priorities will be paid for over the next
few years. Planning for a grant from the Humanities Council would drain our
energy. We did, Aowever, make the Council's literature available tp our board
members, and will keep this source in mind in case we get involved in a project
which might be enhanced by such a grant.

Our Program Development Strategy

Our ,decision about the Humanities Council illustrates our philosophy about
prograttrcleVelopment. We have always started by doing things simply, at low
cost, because people involved with us want to do them., People with a special
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need, interest, and/or resource get together at the Teacher Center. Our
director, Corky Levin, andother staff support such, efforts. We may spend
small amounts of our general budget to pay people to pursue such an interest.
Thins we pay someone $25 to do a workshop, on milking games, or on the use of
cooking in the curriculum, or on sexism in education. Out of small, informal
efforts, we often develop more formal projects, such as publication of books on
games -and on cooking.

We try o make sure that program development grows organici,. ally out of
the needs an resources of people involved with us, ,rather than as an arbi-
trary respons to the fact that finds are available for a special project.

Corporations

It was suggested to us that we explore corpOrate giving as a source of
support. Apparently, in some communities large corporations- have a budget for
community contributions. One advantage of corporate giving is that once a
corporation gives to a particular agency, it is likely to continue that support
year-after year. Since corporations tend to' be more conservative than founda-
tions, they are- less interested in innovation than In supporting stable, sound
,programs. . . .

, . .
In order to find out about, this, I went to see a man who- has been a

leader in the philanthropic community in New Haven. He is a lawyer who has
been involved in fund,-raising campaigns for many of the creative arts organi-
zations in the New Haven area.

;

He told me that, in all his years of experience, he has never known any
of the large publicly owned cor rations in the New Haven area to support any

diinvidual community arts progra , or other community project. The corpora-
tions give'to the United Way, an possibly to the hO-"spital, nil then they stop.
They are afraid that 'if they give to one. anall program, t ey pill be deluged

.- with requests from all the others., :-

Because of this advice, we crossed large corporations off our list of possi-
ble leads. I was grateful tok. be able to benefit from other people's exp,eriente,
and not waste time in this area'.

Even though the large Corporations are unlikely to help .contributing cash,
many of them are able and willing to contribute in-kind resources. The phone
company, for example, has its own printing shop, And will print brochures and
pamphlets for local groups 'with-out charge. Many torporatiohs contribute scrap
materials to our recycling:center.

I would be interested to learn from other teacher center's what their
. 2

experience is with corporate givirig in their communities.
e v,

Commun4 Fund-RaiSing

Our Teacher Center has never put energy into fund-raising in, the local
community through mail campaigns, theater benefits, bake sales, rummage.sales,
or other volunteer-run fund-raising activities. Receritly, we have begun to
reconsider whether we should get involved in such. effortS.
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We are concerned about the time and effort it would .take to c;(6.Cnize a

volunteer group to work on fund-raising., We have nUmerous people who gladly
volunteer to help develop displays at the Teacher Center, to write books on
curriculum ideas .which we publish, and to spread the word about the Teacher
Center. But the teachers, parents, and college faculty and students who have'
been involved with us are not the people in the communjty whO like to spend
time on fund raising.

t

Although we keep discussing whether we should work to develop a group
called "Friends of the Teacher Center," whose task would be to raise funds for
us in the community, we have not yet come to °the conclu§ion that this would be
worth the time and effort it would take.

We have one idea which we may pursue this fall. This would be series
qlof neighborhood social gatherings as Teacher Center fund-FOising eyents., 'We
would ask people to give parties for their own friends and neighbors, at which
we would be present to. tell about the Teacher Center and solicit contributions.
This idea appeals to us because it would also encourage people in neighborhoods
to-get together to talk about public education. It would be an effo,t in building
networks of support for the Teacher Center and what if stands for; not just an
effort to get money. It would also involve limited time and effort by Teacher
Center staff and board.

It is possible that through the social gatherings' we will find people who
are willing to Volunteer to work on fund-raising for the Teacher Center.

The ambivalence about community fund-raising is also connected with a
hard rto-describe fear that somehow our "identity" will be adVersely 'affected by
the wrong kind of fund-raising effort. We want to. be sure that teachers and
parents who use the Teacher Center feel the place belongs to them.

In the long run, I expect that we will test out, in small ways, such as the
social gathering, hOwwe can gain the support of people with money and/or
fund-raising time without losing the support and trust of teachers and parents.

Fees for Our Ser-vices

We have also been struggling with the 'question 'of whether to charge for
our service. BUt in this area we have already mode considerable changes in
the past year. We have had to convince ourselves that it is legitimate to
charge since We need this support in order to continue to offer high quality,
valuable serviceg":- We ,still want to be careful so that our fees do not prevent
teachers and parents who cannot afford it from using our Center. We want to

learn more about how the pricing structure affects who uses the Center, how
they feel about the. Center, and how well they make use of our services.,

For the .first few years, all our services to individual were free. We did

not even charge for coffee. The only exception Was,..a tuition fee for our
three-week summer workshop. We did charge nominal fees to school sysfe-ms

who contracted with us to do in-service training Workshops, or to a Head Start .. -.

StateTraining -Centqr-which -h.ired ui_a-s consultants.,
In the past year we have begun to charge small fees for Most of Our acthA-

ities. We charge $2 per person for a workshop, 25¢' for coffee, $2 per bag for
e b 47
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recycled materials, and a small mark-up f ©h books, homemade toys and Teacher
Center t-shirts in our bookstore. We have published a book called Using
Foods, and obtain tiny royalties from the publisher and more for those we sell
at the center ( Using Crafts, Using Space, and Using Games will be going to
press soon). We charge $25 when a college class or 'other group comes to the
Teacher Center for afield .visit, and $50 if we run a workshop for a visiting
group. We do not charge teachers, parents and students for the use of the
Cener On a drop-in basis in the afternoon, nor for individual meetings with our;
advisors during that time-.

These fees do not begin to cover the costs of keeping the Teacher Center
open and staffed. Thus now, when we negotiate tret-s with larger organiza-
tions such as school systems, colleges,. and government agencies, we are begin-
ning to insist on a price that pays not only for the services of a particular
advisor on---a particular cay, but also for the use of the total Teacher Center

resources. We are beginning to ask people /to pay for the use of our-space,
curriculum materials, 'equipment, for the director's time in coordinating ,any
activity, and for something toward the general Teacher Center program. We
try to emphasize that this is not the same as "overhead"; the availability Of the
Teacher Center to staff of schools, college students and faculty, etc., is a ser-
vice that systems must pay for.

Since every., insititution has different rules about what they can pay for
and on what basis, this'tends to be a difficult area to handle. Also, since we
are still new at this, we are working to find out what kinds of pricing for our
services makes sense in terms of the "going rate" among other organizations,
and what appears to be unreasonable. I want to spend more time talking with
other groups which are involved in contracts for services to find out how they
deal with to issues.

Colleges and Universities
/

We want to find out more about how we can collaborate with local colleges
and universities, and how these joint efforts can help support us. In the past

1 we have worked informally with colleges and universities, and have developed a
favorable reputation/and many allies.

I have appointments with a grants officer in one college and an Assistant
Dean of Education in another to explore how we can work together. I nt to
explore whether we can jointly offer credit for courses at the Teacher Center,
and how the tuition for such courses wouldobe divided between the colleges and
the Teacher Center; whether the colleges can pay for the use of our facilities

by students and faculty, even without credit; whether the colleges and we can
jointly appl to federal, state, or foundation sources for grants or contracts.

One r ason this kind of collaboration is important is that many sources of
federal and state funds are available_only to colleges and universities and/or to
local school systems, but are not available directly to non-profit organizations.
Yet a non-profit group like the Teacher Center can be a ,sub-contractor in
many such grant.s. I It is likely that an alliance with a teacher center might
ktrengthen the ability of .a college or school system to obtain a special grant or
cntract.
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Final Remarks

We have been thinking hard about our relationship with money. We want
to have enough money to have the freedom to carry out the programs that we
believe in; but we want the autonomy and freedom to 'make careful decisions
about our priorities, our use of resources) our style of working.

It also appears that the strategy of looking to many diverse funding
sources may help preserve gur autonomy. We are trying not to be dependent
on any one source for our future survival'.

We have been fortunate to have the grant from the New Haven Fdendation
to pay for my time to work on these issues. We are not sure whether the
half-time, six-month assignment will be enough, or whether we need a program:
development/fund-raising person as a permanent part of the Teacher Center
staff .

( This work reminds me of detective work.. There is a lot of drudgery,
investigating many possibilities, before one finds an occasional clue that may
lead to a solution. And as in the real world, the mystery may never be
solved. But there is also the excitement of finding out about a new resource,
finding -an ally in an unexpected place, seeing a way to put pieces together
that will enable someone to support us. '

We are eager to hear,frOm other teacher centers to learnqof their experi-
ences, discoveries, and choices in planning their funding strategies.

Y
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VI II: RESOURCE yrqlrE-LOPMENT &
GRANTSMANSHIP-4

J

I

SELECTED READINGS

A

RESEARCHING CORPORATE GIFTS

4

_1;1

Excerpts reprinted, with permission from Jack Shakely, from The (rantsmanshiy Center

News, "Exploring the Elusive World of Corporate (living," Issue 21, July-September,

1977,4pp. 46-54. Copyright -(c) 1977 by the Grantsmansilip Center.
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A few months ago, a packed audience at a National Council on Philanthropy
meeting heard Henry Brett of Chevron discuss "The Appropriate Way to
Aproach Corporate Donors." Approach corporations confidently, Brett said,
but first do your homework, get to knowe corporation, the personalities, the
corporate interests, their programs and goals as outlined in their annual reports
(emphasis is mine). Brett went on to say that gi-ant seekers should learn what
the corporations are trying to accomplish through their donations made locally,
regionally and nationally.

finished by saying that the interest of the stockholder governs contri-
butions, not the interest of management. While corporations strive to be
community-oriented they must also be conscious of how their actions will impact
upon the stockholders. Brett's comments were followed by those of some
natidnally-known fund raisers who said that, indeed, this was pretty much
applicable across the board in the area of corporate giving.

Sound advice, except for some nagging inconsistencies. First, not one
corporation in five makes any mention whatsoever of its corporate philanthropy
in its annual report. Of the hundred or so t studied,. only a handful noted
specific, areas of interest and only one (Equitable) mentioned the exact dollar
amount given away. Not one mentioned who the potential grant seeker should.
contact.

Second, even for those corporations with foundations, researchers must, in ,

most cases, do a blind search through the 990 annual reports. Because most
corporations keep minimum assets in the foundation (it is not unusual to see a
corporate foundation with assets of $200,000 giving away $300,000--the company
flows the money through the foundation but doesn't leave it there), hundreds
of corporate foundations were not.included in the last edition of The Foundation
Directory in that they did not have the minimum $1 million in assets nor.grants
in excess of $500,000 'to be included.

Third, some corporate foundations aren't named for the corporation at all,.
but for the founder of the corporation or some 'name pulled out of a hat. Want a
grant from the Consumers Rock and Cement Company? 'Go the the Harney
Foundation. The United Tanker Corporation? Try the International Foundation
in New Jersey.

C

Do your homework with corporate philanthropy? Good idea, but consider
1,this: corporations are not required to divulge their specific contributions to
their stockholders, the general public or the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion. Even IRS doesn't receive such information as a matter of course (but can
request ,it during an audit). A,Lspokesperson of a major national auditing firm
told me that seldom will the auditing firm itself request specific contribution
information during preparation of a company's.' audited financial report. Even
When the auditor requests such information, 't Is not always forthcoming.

As far as stockholder il-,Ifluence on corporate grants, Deep Pockets had
some comments on that.

Deep Pockets: Of all the myths si.tr-rounding corporate philanthropy, this
is one of the most widely held. There is no basis in truth. It's important to
remember that public utilities, mutual insurance companies and family-held cor-
porations don't have stockholders, so we can discount them. .
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"For those corporations, that have stockholders,' let's look at how they
work. Cities Service Corporation, the oil company, has over 135,000 stockhold-
ers, yet fewer than 150 showed up for the last annual stockholders' meeting.
This pattern is not binusual at all. As you noted, the SEC does not requirepoiany philanthropic information in the annual report. to stockholders, s the vast
majority don't know where, or if, the corporation is giving. Cor ations are
controlled by management, pure and simple. When corporations change presi-
dents, it makes headlines the same way a change in presidents in France or.
Mexico does.

"Add to this the new, stiffened SEC regulations on proxy fights (if a

non-managgment resolution fails to get at least I percerh of the stockholder
votes, the group bringing the resolution must pay all costs; if the resolution
does not get at least 3 percent of the votes, it may be excluded for five years,
and at the second hearing it must receive at least 6 percent or it can be
excluded again) and you see that management is in a Oery powerful 'position.

"But perhaps the most important concept to bury the 'stockholder power'
myth is what is known as the "Wall Street' Rule.' You see, people (and univer-
sities and mutual funds) don't buy stock in 'a company because they are inter-
ested in the way that company performs on the stock market. If the stock goes
up, that's good, if the stock goes down, that's bad. The Wall Street' Rule says
if yOu don't have faith irr the company, sell your stock. Believe me, if manage-
ment likes mental health and tap dancing, the corporation likgs mental health
and tap dancing. Can you imagine management writing a letterr to stockholders
saying, 'We give to our Alma Mater and we think we should glOe to- yours.
Send us the name of your college and we'll send them a check.' "Now as far as
researching corporations is concerned, a person should start with his or her
own agency. Find out how many employees of the ABC corporation used the ---"N

agency's services last year, project how many )tvill use them this year and then
tell the corporation exactly that. To help people (earn hpw to find out what a
corporation will fund, why don't you pick a corporation that doesn't have a
foundation and research it. If the man from Chevron suggested you look, why
not look at Chevron? I'll give you a hint -: you may not find anything listed
under the name 'Chevron'; last year it was called Standard Oil of California."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The next morning I set out for the library at the UCLA Graduate School of
Management, one of the largest corporate reference libraries in the world. My
first stop was the Standard and Poor's Register of Corporations, Directors and
Executives. This register which, comes in two volumes, contains basic informa-
tion on most major corporations. Volume one contains information on, the cor-
poration itself; volume two gives brief biographical notes on the key executives'.

Taking Deep Pockets' ad,vice,. I looked under Standard Oil of California
instead of Chevron. There' it was...but what was it? At first, the information
seemed helpful. There was the address of the main office, 225 Bush Street in
.San Francisco, and there was a telephone number: (415) 894-7700k

So far, so good, Next :I ran down the list of executives to find out who
within Chevron is responsible for contributions. "This is really too easy," I

thought, "I already know Henry Brett is my man." But when I went down the
list, no Henry Brett. ^
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So with whom, if I didn't already have Henry Brett's name, should I make
my initial contact? -There was the chairman and chief executive'officer, H.J.
Hayes. Maybe I should start with him (or was it her? The book didn't say).
Of course, there was the vice chairman, G.M. Keller. If G.M. was in charge
of philanthropy, would he/sht be hurt if I wa t over his/her head? What about
the president, J.R. Grey? Doesn't anybody use first names in this company?
There was a vice president for public affair , G.T. Ballou. -I bet GIT. has a
hand in this somewhere, as does H.R. Hammerman, who is head of advertising.
I was accumulating a great deal of information, but very little knowledge.

Slightly daunted, I moved to volume two. The only.' person listed was H.J.
. Hayes, and from the bio I

Texas
that H.J.'s first name is Harold, he was born

in Ft. Worth and attended Texas A & M.

I then .moved to the reports. Every corporation publishes three reports
that are available for public inspection\ the 10K report, a no-nonsense compita-
tion of all the financial dealings of the corporation during the past year (all the
"substantial" financial dealings, that is); the 8K reportl_ehich is a quarterly
summary similar to the 10K; and an annual report to sto-EkhZIders (ARS), which
is the slick, handsom piece most of us think of when we think of corporate
'reports.

I tried the 10K first. found that the company's net earnings for 1975

were $772,509,000. This was down, I was told, from the $00,018,000 earned in
1974, but was still the second best year in the history of the company. Nowhere
was there a mention of the amount of contributions, if any, made by Chevron.
When you have earnings like that, things don't become "significant" until they
reach $61b or $50 .million.

The 8K was no help either.

The annual report to stockholders was differdnt. At the very end of the
narrative portion of the report, were two small paragraphs under the heading

_"Helping Through Contributions," or something like that. The company makes
grants, the report said,. in .the areas of education ("to universities and colleges
for research, scholarships and general support"), youth ("to such organizations
as Scouts, Community Pride, Urban 4-H and minority training programs"), the
arts ("local symphony orchestras, Music education for schools, art organizations
and cultural radio and television broadcasts"), health ("for local charities, hos-
pitals, health research and traffic safety programs") and conserv-ition and beau-
tification (for "parks, wildlife and 'botanical societies, energy conservation stud-
ies and land gifts for recreati ''$n, along with expenditures for beautification of
company facilities"). Nowher was there any mention of how much money
Chevron gave away, the types of agencies they would or would not consider,
holk, when or where applications shoCtld be made, and still no mention of Henry
Brett. Curiously, too, although Bret aid that his company's purpose "is not
to give to nonprofits but to give to eople through nonprofits," the annual

-report listed not people and programs, t nonprofits.

( I decided to go to the' source and dialed the number I found in the Stan-
dard and Poor's Register. . 1
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"Good morning, Chevron, USA."

"l'd like to speak to someone in charge of contributions, please."

(pause) "Just a moment." (longer pause) "That would be Mr. Brett. His

phone number is..r894-2566."

I contacted Henry Brett, who turned out to be very articulate, very sym-
pathetic and filled with the desire to stay off the record. He did say for Pub-
lication that Chevron gay away "around $5 million" last year, and they don't give

away gasoline. When I asked how people should attempt to find out more about.

Chevron's philanthropic interests and goals, I was told that "some people call,

some people write us and ask us and some people come_ in."

I'm not picking on Chevron and I'm not picking on Henry Bre tt. The fict
is there is very little sunshine in the world of corporate philanthropy.Tl ere is

a shroud of mystery over the philanthropic efforts of most corporations. Many

corporate executives: act like foundation executives did.29 years ago--in despair
because their good deeds go unnoticed and in fear that too much exposure will

send a hoard of grant .seekers down on them like avenging angels.

Even some of the beS't corporations seem to, go out of the way to keep you

in the dark. The Oscar Mayer Foundation tells grant seekers that grant "pre-

ference is given to community funds, hospital building campaigns and welfare

agencies which operate in those cities in which the processing plants of Oscar

Mayer & (Co. are located." But it does not mention what those cities are. The

Cabot FoAdation in Boston says that unrestricted grants are primarily directed

to those regions where .Cabot employees are available to.maintain 'direct contact

with grantee agencies. Again; the Cabot Foundation lets -you guess where those

regions are located. Researching corporations is like playing Twenty Questions.

As a' result, most donees haven't the foggiest notion what á. corporation

really wants and often fire grant requests from the hip. The stockholders

don't know anything, -except what* they learn from the platitudes in annual

reports. More . sadly, most corporation employees don't know what their cor-

poration is doing, and whatever sense of pride or goodwil4 that the employees

might have felt is lost.

Even scholars and journalists get lost. Marion Fremont-Smith, in her book

Philanthropy and the Business Corporation, wrote, "There is cle r1y a need fbr

more precise information on the extent of corporation philanthro y... one can

note* overall growth -and can be assured that the .large compani s are making

substantial .contributions in terms of dollars, but b and that it 'is difficult to
be preciseZ

. .

' Yet as imprecise as researching corporations is, Henry Brett is right. You

4 shbuld (try to understand what management of the corporations is thinking.
"And stop lumping us all together," Deep Pockets said, "Perhaps one out of

five proposals I get these days from educational institulions is to establish some

sort of free enterprise chair or sponsbr some seminail called 'The Future of

Tomorrow is the Corporation of Today.' Isn't this fostering the very process

we're trying to.get rid of? Who do they think they're kidding?"



One way to find out what corporate management is 'thinking is the mostobvious way: call them on the telephone. Unlike most foundations, corporateexecutives reported feeling comfortable with telephone inquiries or personal;visits. Be careful, however, that a casual inquiry doesn't become a full pro-posal review.

A common mistake made by inquiring grant seekers is to assume 4hat cor-porate giving is housed in the public relations department. This is true onlyabout 25 percent of the time. If your initial request to be connected with theperson in charge of philanthropy meets with an inappropriate response ask tospeak to the president. The president may not be the right person (againabout 25 percent .chance of being right)/ but the president knoiis who is right.In fact, you may never talk to the president, so remember to consider thepresident's secretary as your ally..

To understand what a corporation believes, you need only find what man-agement believes-. A source of information about management is Who's Who andWho Was Who, both nationally and regionally. Here you will find hometown,school, awards, offices, boards and other community connections that manage-ment has. Who Was Who is important .because even though a company foundermay-be long dead, his predilections may still linger. Kodak would be reluctantto give to a Rochester agency that George Eastman hated, though he died yearsago.

An important but seldom used research- strategy is trying to up corporateexecutives who sit on private foundation boards with the interests of the foun-dation. If a corporate executive sits on two4foundation boards and they areboth stronglyvolved in arts funding, chances are the executive's corporationis also inclined in favor of the arts. The best way to check this is in theindex of the Foundation Directory, . which will give you a list of all donors,trustees and administrators of the major foundations in America.
- In all corporate research, it must be remembered that corporate philan-thropy is among the most provincial: the closer your 'agency is to the corpora-tion, the better your chances of funding. Most corporations will not give out-side of their plant cities. An obvious, part of your corporate search must bedone at home. Check your' local chamber of commerce--many publish directoriesof local corporations. If there is a university with 'a business school nearby, itwill invariably have an extensive library of corporate information, includingcorporate annual reports in many cases. ( I seldom found much of merit in theannual report to stockholders,. however, and I don't feel you s4uldkaspend agreat deal of time securing them. They often tell' you more aboutthe corpora-tion's advertising agency than the corporation. On the other hand, don't ignorethem cdmpletely. They do give a flavor of the corporation. )

Of course, for those corporations with a foundation, your research isgreatly simplified., These corporations must publish a form 994-AR detailingevery grant made by the corporate doundation, including the recipient,. theaniount and purpose of the grant. These 990-AR's are available for publicinspection as are all private foundation reports and may be found. in FoundationCenter collection libraries in some 60 cities across the country. (See Research-ing Foundations: How to Identify Those that May Support 'Your Organization,which is available as a reprint from the Grantsmanship Center.)
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The Handbook of Corporate Social Responsibility (see bibliography) is

another source of information, but must be viewed with a gimlet eye. Hundreds

of examples of corporate philanthropic endeavors are listed in this' book, but
not only is the book now seriously dated (mostly 1970-1972 information) most of
the information was written by the corporations themselves and often portrays a
company less as it is than as it would wish to be.

For all this research, you still may not know much more about the corpora-
tion' than you did before, but at least you can be candid when you say, "I've
researched your company as thoroughly as .possible and feel this project is right
down your alle*"

APPROACHI AG CORPORATIONS

After your research is completed and the name of your corporate contact
has been established, there still lies ahead the challenging, sometimes chilling,
process of requesting the support

As mentioned earlier, corp rations feel comfortable with the personal

approach. This "hands on" grantsmanS'hip is typical of the way many corporate
people like to conduct all their . business and they are very good at putting
subtle power factors into playe Contrary to popular opinion, many corporate
.decisions are made on impulse, and grant making is no exception. Clement

Stone, the flamboyant Chicago businessman, is said to have made up his mind
about, funding a project based on the eye contact of the applicant and the man-

ner in which he or she approached the desk.

Corporate power can be exercised in many ways, so be prepared». The

president of a large national' public relations firm . has his office furniture
designed so his chair is almost a foot higher than those of his (intimidated)
guests.

Because corporate giving is so local in scope, the likelihood of a personal

approach is'better with corporations than With most large foundations or federal

agencies. This can be both a strength and a weakness. The grant seeker's
access to corporate people is high, but the skill involved in personal contact
fund raising is not within everyone's grasp. The meek may inherit the earth,
but their chances of se-curing corporate grants are not good.

Although ycur first meeting with a corporate executive may appear to ,be

an information-shering "let's _rap" session, be prepared for a total oral presen-
tation. There may not be a second. Corporate executives, pride themselves on

making decisions and the chances are good that some decision will be made at

the initial .meeting. Be ready to back up any projected employee 'benefits with
facts and statistics. Always request an exact dollar amount. Any hesitancy in
this area will be viewed with suspicion. Moreover, you should be prepared for
the almost inevitable question, "Wh t have other corporations given?"

An .additional tip from an exp rjenced corporate fund raiser: "Never give
them something to read while, you are talking. When people are asked to read
and listen at the same time, they don't do either very well."
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Qne way to make the personal visit less.....i,Rtimidating is to bring a friend,
hopefully one that has some pers-onak or peer relationship with the corporate
executive. This is an old ploy in diplomatic relations (if they have one nego-
tor you bring two, if they have two, you bring three) and serves one very
important function: it keeps the conversation going. You never know`-how long
30 seconds can be until you've weathered a half-minute of silence in the office
of a corporate executive. "-%

-t_
Even when contacting a corporate foundation located halfway across the

country/ the personal touch on the local level is still very important. If a cor-
porate foundation is interested ,in your proposal, often the foundation executive
will contact the local branch or plant manager in your area to find out some-
thing about your agency's background and community standing. If you contact
the local manager prior to making your submission to the corporate foundation,
you may find that a positive response locally will go a long way in influencing a
decision at the corporate headquarters. If the local manager, is willing to write
a letter of endorsement, so much the better.

TYPES OF CORPORATE SUPPORT
/ I

As every corporate philanthropist is quick to tell you, corporations have ,a
lot more to. offer in support of charitable organizations than money. And in the
area of inkind gifts, 'corporations have the potential to be more creative than
any other area of philanthropy.

"There are six basic areas of support you should consider from corporations:
0 .

I. Outright gifts and grants.

As mentioned earlier, outright gifts from corporations tend to be smaller
than foundation grants. Many ;corporations still feel the "good will" generated
by a large number Of small gifts' outweighs large grants made to a few projects
Generally, those corporations without foundations tend to give more for gener"al
support, those with foundatL&'is tend more towards programmatic grants. It
should also be .noted that many corporations, including some of the largest
allocate corporate gifts to a geographic area in direct proportion to the number
of employees living ?n that area.' If 20 percent of the total Xerox work force
lives in Dallas, fcfr example, about 20 percent of the Xerox fund's .grants will
go to the Dallas area.

According oto Ed Booth of Cummins Engine, outrig giftsi-can themselves
be divided into four groups:

The check out the door--always small gifts, usually with little plan-
ning or concern that the- gift falls within philanthropic obictives.
Purchase of Girl Scout cookies, a pled& to the Jerry- LewiCtelethon
or a ticket to a $100-a-plate fund raiser fall .within ttis category.
Nobody is particularly proud .af these gifts, but 'nobot begrudges
them either.

. ,

The general support contribution--these are gifts made to agencies
more fdr their . overall respect or good work rather than a specific
project. Most corporate gifts to higher educatioo, especially alumni

/
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associations, fall under this category. Newer or less established
agencies may find this type of support hard to come by unless a
direct link between company and agency can be established.

programmatic grants--grants to specific problems. Thes are the
grants that corporations with defined philanthropic objective prefer,
because projects are identifiable, time limited and can be ev luated.

Corporke-sponsored projects--a rare breed, these are Objects that
the corporation initiates, either by selecting an existing nonpr-)ofit
agency to carry out the project, such as driver safety research con-.
ducted by an automobile insurance company or an experimental farm
run by a producer Of chemicals and 7rtilizers.

2. Matching gifts by employees

Historically,, this had been the exclusive province of higher education,
although many corporations are now extending the matching gifts concept to
arts groups, hospitals and the public media. A corporation with such a pro-
gram matches the contributions of its employees to certain types of organiza-
tions. According to the Council for the Advancement and Support of Educe-
tion'sw.National Clearing House for Matching Gifts Programs, almost 700 corpora-
tions now have some sort of matching gifts program (CASE has a brochure
which lists those corporations--see the, bibliography).

Some companies match dollar for dollar up to a set figure, while others,
notably Exxon with its new three-to-one program, more than match. This type
of giving is growing in popularity, both because it is seen as an employee- bene-

fit .and" because it takes the heat off the corporation. As far as recipient agen-
cies are concerned, however, the latching gifts concept is still a very exclu-
sive club.

0
3. United Way co' ..,., .

.

Although one might argUe that this is less a type of gift than a type of

recipient, the controversial United ,Way/Corporate connection must be seen as a
. . process- as well as a product. Not only does _roxiThately 50 cents out of

every corporate philanthropic dollar go to loc 1 -ted Way, the amount of time

as is the ancillary costs of 114 paigns, such as payroll deduction *costs,
spent by the company's pers nnel to c ct ,comps campaigns is enormous,

accounting, special flyerS, rs, rallies, etc. Although the United Way con-
stantly, proclaimg tow fund = raising costs, when you compare the corporate outlay
Of time, money and facilities .to the actual funds received by United Way agen-
cies, United Way's fund raising costs are considerably higher than you may
have been led to believe.

Not only is corporate philanthropy the playground of the United Way, the
United Way is the playground of corporate executives. In almost every -city,

"it's-the biN corporate executives who run the United WaOlk ampaigns. "When
David Packard took Over the United Way in Palo Alto,, contributions jumped 15

percent," Frank Koch said. When Simon Ramo (he's the R in TRW) headed the
Las Apgeles campaign, corporate executives all over Southern Cjlifornia were

'00
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scurrying for cover to avoid his media blitz and personal trong-arm fund rais-
ing. Nobody can twist the arm of a corpdrate executive ike another corporate
executive.

Unfortunately, many of the corporate people involved with United Way fund
raising lack the ethics and professionalism that raising large sums of money
requires. in Chicago, for example, there has been an unwritten law that com-
panies who give $30,00Q or more to the Crusade of Mercy (Chicago's brand of
United Way) will not lie "bothered" by member agencies of the )'crusade for
funds during that year. ("Excuse me, I've just discoyered a cure for cancer.
Would you support my program to pass this miraLle along to the rest of the
world?" "It's a miracle I don't throw you out on your ass. I .was told you'd
stop pestering me if) gave my fair share.'!)

Many corporate philanthropists are questioning the United ,Way, but seldom
out in the open. "You give because you are expected to give," Milton
Moskowitz said. "If yOu don't you're going to get killed." Maybe killed is too
strong a word .(and then again... ) but United Way pressure on a company can
be a terrible thing to watch. In turn, company pressure on individual employ-
ees can be equally fierce. On a recent local television talk show on corporate
philanthropy which invited viewer call-ins, 75 percent of the calls we received'
asked how to legally deal with company pressures to sign forms authorizing con-
tributions to United Way to be deducted from paychecks.

Corporations may question the United Way, but getting out of the relation-
ship is another matter. Many Los Angeles corporations that made gifts through
Associated In-Group Donors (AID), which has been a rival funding source of-
the United Way for many years, found that their money was being turned away
by agencies that also get money from the United Way. These agencies were
being forced to turn the funds away because to accept them would jeopardize
their continued membership in the United Way,i The United Way works hard to
remind corporations that their way is the only way. Some corporations go so
far as to refuse additional, specific funding to any United Way agency. This is
probpbly one of the dumbest ideas ever perpetrated on philanthropy,, but the
Un Way indulges it.

Of growing concern is the reluctance of most United Ways to accept new
agencies. According to David Horton Smith, a Boston College sociology profes-
sor and former head of the Association 9f Voluntary Action Scholars, more than
90 percent of the agencies receiving funcip from the United Way have been_ sup-
ported by the United Way for more than 10 years. United Ways in many cities,
citing declining support, have refused to accept any new agencies° whatsoe0er.
This had led many people to challenge the corporate policy of allowing United
Way solicitation_ within the company while not allowing other agencies and united
appeals the same privilege. Most corporate executives, however, resist any
change. One corporate executive said, "Just for openers, we have a United
Way rally every year. This lasts almost half a day. If we had a dozen driVes
with a dozen rallies, we wouldn't get much work done."

O

Without corporate support, the United Way would practically disappear.' For
__this reason, whatever corporations may think of the United Way, the pressure
to remain part of the "team" will be extreme for years to come.

it
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4. Released staff time/volUnteering..

In a study. done for the Fitrl Commission, the Conference Board reported
that of almost 400 corporate presidents .queriecf,,.92 percent said they dicrphi-
lanthi-opic work on company time, wi25'percent stating they spent five hours
or more per week jn such .35,tivities. Although as noted earlier, la great portidn

of this time must be 'attributed, to United Way activities, the cohcept of giving
people as welt ,a; money has become verjr.attraetive to many corporations.

There are three ways corporaVons provide this poople.support. The first
is a company incentive program based on the IBM .Fund for ,Corpmunity Services,4c-

wherte the company will financially support community organizations in 'which an

IBM employee is a volunteer. Tb get the funds, an employee writes a request
that describes the project, the amount requested and the employee's involvement

in the project. Ninety percent of all employee requests are approved.

The 'second is the loaned executive progra suc s the Xerox Social Ser-

vice _Leave Program and the IBM Faculty Loan Program. Ohder such programs,

an employee is released to work full time with a nonprofit organization or com-
munity group for R,eriods of up to one year while receiling full pay from. the
corporation. Tor obvious reasons, tthe number of executives- available is limited

; and competition is stiff. This concept receives a tremendous amount of pub-

licit' and more corporations are trying it out, but some corporate people are

whispering that some loaned executives never come back and many who do have

a 'hard time catching ewp with their associates who spent their year trying_ to
move up.

1 0 ti

The third way is a corporate wide Volunteer effort focusing all employee

volunteer efforts on a particular agency or programmatic area, Again, Xerox
leads the way here, with its CommuniW I9volVement Program. Many corpora-

tions such as Bank of America, -GTE Sylvania and Samsonite have been working,

with professicinal volunteer coordinating grof% notably the -Involvement corps

(see list of resources), to set up corporate- ide volunteer programs. This.

concept has the obvious advantage of allowing employees to understand and par-

ipate in,, the corporation's philantlfropic pOogr, am while at the same time pro-
re--tic

viding an arena for employees to get together away from the office-.

. J
* - ,

5. Gifts in kind.

O

/1.

_

The 1969' Tax Reform Act pLit a terrible dent in corporate gifts from inven-
tory, but fortunately the 1976 Tax Reform Act has 'straightened things 'out a lit-

tle. Prior to 1969z-corporations wetel allowed to deduct the market value of a
product given to a'"fharitable organization. Pharmaceutical companies found this
especially attractive, and many free clinics, hospitals and inteirational relief

programS were kept solvent as a result. The 1969 Tax" Reform Act wiped out

this advantage overnight, allowing corporations to deduct only the actual manu-
facturing cost of the product donated. Whil this -did, not stop corporations
from making- gifts from inventory,. it did, ren1ove the ti x ladvantager which IS

the prime mover for cporate philanthropy:

Th6 1976 Tax R
took' away. Now. cqr
on the cost prthe pr
(thee,Ofference betwee

.
Act has but back Some of the advantages the 1969 at
ns are allowed tO deduct gifts from inventory based-

plus one-half the appreciated value of tree property
cturer's cost and,retair eost):or, twice, thecost;

p
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whichever is less. Althqugh this isn't as advantageous as in the pre -1969 clays,it is now more attractive for a corporation to donate an inventory item that
declare an inventory loss, which was the corporation's other choice under TRA
'69. In order for the corporation- to take the new deduction, however, the
recipient organization must wrlite a letter to the corporati stating that it is a
nonprofit' tax-exempt organization., that the property IN not be re-sold and
that the property will be used for the furtheunce of the 'exempt purpose of the

. organization (actually, the act says "exempt' purposes for the care of childrenor the ill or needy," but this restrictjve clause will probably not live through
its first courtdtest).

A word of caution on gifts of inventory: many corporations, including-
Sears, Xerox' and Chevron, have strict internal guidelines forbidding donations
out' of inventory. "Xerox is in the business of sellin6 Xerox machinges, not
giving them awaN6,2,' said a colripbny spokesperson.

Gifts of inventory,' barely scratch the in-kind surface. Loaning the dor-.

porate facility for meetings) ,seminars and special events can not only provide-
some plush surroundings for your meeting, it can save. hundreds of dollars that
it would have taken to rent similar space at a hotel (or, sad to say, univer-
sity). Corporations usually bUy in large elUantity, and thus often get very
attractive discounts.'_ See if you, can ."piggy-back" your; purchases through a
corporation. Even after reimburs'irfg the corporation, you maysave a bundle.
Got a brochure that needs to be -printed? 'Ask a corporatiop to print it as it
pftints its annual report. you mac get a four-color brochure for free. Be
ative. "We IA to be apProiched by nonprofits for 'things like this (printing,
group pirchase). It shows us the agency is 'trying to save money.We under-
stand that," said Deep, Pockets.. There are a number of other things that one
can get from businesseiboth large and small. SoMe ideas are noted on pages
50-51. The kky is to be creative..

1.

6. Program Related lnyestments -, .

,, The idea 'of program- related investments has been sneaking up on 'corpor-
ation's and- fowndations for some time now, and when it is finally understood and
accepted, it could change the face of philanthropy. Simply-statecf,, s program-
related investment iS ,a Ioan,or purchase of stocks or bongt.. s in,an organization
that may be rather high-Fisk financially but which is working in .a program area

,that is similar to the philahtbropic priorities of the corporation or foundation.-
If the agency pays back the money on schedule, it is considered an investrytent.
If the agency fails, it is ,,considered a grant. The Urban Investment Pi-ogram
Was ah example of program-related investments, as are, the successors to UIP,

-the. Minority Enterprise Sthall Business Investment Companies. 5o are New, York
' 'Big.Tilac bonds, for that matter. t ommurvity redevelopment agencies, economic
development agencies; hospitals, schools--fall could benefit from 'program- related
investments. 061cr a handful of corporatiops are now involved in program-
related investments and you may encounter a blank. sure ,from the corpoPate
executive When you suggest it, but as, the, kindergarten, teacher told Oa class

tie discussed the differehde Ilotween burgundy, and bordeaux, l'You can't use
this information now, but bear it mind." A -s

$
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PROPOSAL WRITING OUTLINE

I . Proposal Summary

A. It should be a concise summary of your proposed project (frfom one
to- three paragraphs in length).

B. It can be 1ppart of a coveryier a separate sheet.
C'. It can be used., as a screening deyice in the review process.

(Remember, it, creates a first impression, and is therefore very
important. )

II . Introducing the Organizatiari

A. This section should describe your organization in a way that
enhances your credibility.

B. It should include descriptions of the follfiwing:

1 .411°' Board of Directors
2. Sources of funding
3. How the organization was started and whenA fr
4. Organizational goals
5. Uhique qualities
6. Accomplishments of board members, staff, organization and
7. Support from other organizations /individuals.

C. It should focus on the connection between your interests, and those
of the funding source.

D. It should be long enough to .give relevant information, but 'hot sp
long thtt it is boring or appears to be "br'agging."

III. Problem Statement/Needs Assessment

A. With what question or problem is thiSff project concerned and why is
the project being proposed?

1: Supply information thSt will help the' reader' to understand the
settingiin which the problerl q curs:

s

.,
2. Describe what in your setting fts led :Aro work on this

, . , .problem. Include any work already cfPne.,., 4

3. Support /justify the significance of this prbject to your organi-
- .

zatiOn.- .

4. Discups pro0 ject's wider rf 7. 1 i c a t i o n s , i:e., what -appilicability II
the projedt have.. beyond the tine and sscope , of the, funding
equest?

. .
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. B. Break the problem down into its solvable parts. (Otherwise, you
can leave the impression that no amount of money can solve it!)

C. Document the problem; give evidence of its existence'.

D. Show that the project is workable in terms of time and money.
,,

IV. Program Objectives

A. Write specific, measurable program objectives;
t tives guidelines.* f

B. Distinguish between methods and objectives.
ment deicribes a method, not an objective:

use behavioral objec-

, The following state-

"The purpose of this proposal is to proivde day tare
to the children of lOw-irrcome, working mothers."

C. When you use figures, be able to support them.

P.

services

44

Explain the connection between the problem statement (Section III )
and the stated objectives.

loV . Methods/Program besign
.

.

A. Describe the activities you will conduct to accomplish objectives, how
these activities will be organized., and who is. needed to carry them
out.

... 1

..
.,

ACTIVITIES -K ORGANIZATION

This should include
staff io organized.
should be included.

--:

PERSONNEL
,

an organizational chart showing ho(w the project
Brief job descriptions ,of key personnel also

. ,,- .
.

Et!' Document shy the choices you made above are the .best ch6ices;
remembering tinat funding sources are interested in the, least expen-
sive method to get the job donck, Example: If the project calls for
a psychiatrist, on staff, justify why a psychiatrist rather . an, a
social. worker is necessary.. .

I .
i

. Show .evidence that. you fiave considered alternatives. This shows a
knowledge of the-fields and it substantiates your choice of methods. .

. ,

... a Is

ma..

..,---Outline the time ;needed for:

, 1. Implementing the project

. 4

k

2. Project activities" for the period for which you are eeq esting
funds. It is often helpful to show activities beyond the eriod
of the fedind request -te) show future program and funding
possibilities (see section IX below).

*See Robert F. Mager. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto, Calif. :
Fearon Publishers, 19621 : . N. a,

)?
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V I . Evaluation,

A. Evaluation design should relate directly to program -objectives; it
should provide A measure of whether or not stated objectives have
been met.

B. It should be as objective as is possible for the objectives stated.

C. If possible, have the evaluation carried out by an.outsicle "expert."
It is even helpful to show that this outside. expert has been.involved
in the evaluation design.

D. The evaluation process sliould begin with the begihning of the
project. V.

E. The process should allow for periodic assessment so that corrective
feedback can be given. to tie project.

VII. Supportive Services

A. What facilities and supportive services do you plan to use in your
project. Supportive services could include testing services, equip-
ment maintenance, consultation, etc. The \listing of these can be
particularly helpful if they will be provided\free or for a minimal
overhead charge by the organization.

B. Describe any planned cooperation with other ftrganizations and
include letters of agreement from those organization4s.

VI 1). Budget

. Use a standard line item budget, normally broren down as followS:

1. Direct Costs

a Personnel

(1) Wages and salarie
(2) Fringe Benefits
(3) Consultant and Contract Services

1,

Nil

b. Non-personnel

(1) Space costs
(2) EqUipmdnt
(3) Supplies. <,

(4) 'Travel
(5) Telephone

s ; (6) Other (insurance, subscriptions, etc.), 4

Indirect costs

..

,
... ,

iff

,
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B. If a program budget is requested or desired, .you will have to list'

"major program activities and compute their coil... This will normally
:require consulting with expert's. .



IX. Future Funding

Foundations do dot usually fund projects in perpetuity. Show how you
intend to support the project beyond the period of the funding' request.
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MODULE ix:, ACTION PLANNING FOR PROGRAM GROWTH TIMr 20 MINUTES

\ i
4 .

.,
GOALS

.
.

.. ., To enable participants to select the program strategy most relevant for their pro-
. , *am and community heeds

To help participants design an action plan to implement that strategy after the
training: .;

OBJECTIVES . .

.

.

At the end of this Module-, paAicipants will be able to: .

Identify 'their highest-priority ,program need and give three reasons for 'their
selection

. ,4k
Describe the growth strategy which would most effectively address that per-
ceived need k. 4

-,Write an actigri, plan to implement that strategy within their own program Ad/or
community ' , -

' i Describe at least one criterion for measuring the success of that strategy.
.

MATERIALS
,

.
.
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Parkicipant Manual ' i

Worksheets ,
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.MODULt ix

EXERCISE

OVERVIEW

TIME METHODOLOGY

1. OVERVIEW OF
MODULE IX

2: ACTION PLANNING

3. SMAL12GROUP
COLLABORATION

,4. ACTION PLANS

/

t

S

5 MINUTES

1 HOUR
45 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

1 HOUR dk

I o.

..-

'N.

4 0

. -.
I . I

1

LARGEGROUP LECTURE

INDIVIDUAL 01 CEEISE

TRIAD EXERCISE

LARGEGROUP DISCUSSION
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IX: ACTION PLANNING PROGRAM'

MODULE GROWTH-1

.$

PROGRAM PLANNING

PROBLEM STATEMENT: State what th'e problem is, to whom,

Cite any evidence or indicators which support your statement.

GOAL STATEMENT: State the long-term end-result desired.

O

O

%lc
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WORKSHEET IX-1 Continu

0

PROGRAM ACTIVITY: Use one pagee, for every program activity. Each activity
should contribute to the accomplishment of one or more objectives. Describe the
activity:

44

This activity related to objective(s)

O

.

TASKS: In order to implement the activity., the following tasks must be completed.v
4

WHAT WILL BE DONE TO/WITH BY' WITH WHAT BY WHEN
(in chronological segtitillice) WHO WHOM RESOURCES WHEN DONE

a

29O
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WORKSHEET DC-1 .CO'ntintied
(

OBJECTIV,ES: `List and number all ,the short-term and end-results or outcomes

degIred. Each objective should logically 'esontrilitute 'to the accomplish/bent of your
GOAL. Objectives should be: (1) concrete and specific; (2) realistic and attainable;
(3) time-limited; and (4) measurable. (How will you know the objective is achieved?)
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QUESTIONS WHICH

NEED Tb BE ANSWERED
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TIME
rt 3 HOURS

garAftwassis.MULAMC - X ;.' PREVENTING 130 MOUT Ilitar 15 MINUTES

GOALS* ,

,

, ,

,,

To encourage participants to develop,. extend, ,and solidify personal strategies for
personal' support and growth, in .the midst of organizational change and growth

. .

To; review possible applications of the krbowledge and skills transmitted' through
the training.

.,

OBJEOTIVES
,

At .the_end of this Module, participants will be able to: ,......,

i Identify at least three coping strategies which they can use for personal and
organizational replenishment

Identify the ,common symptoms of "burnout" at individual and organizational

levels . 4

Identify one piece of knowledge or one skill which theyintend to use as a 'result
of the training ,

List the' major knowledge and skill areas covered during the training.

- .

MATERIALS .

, ,, .

, . .

Newsprint %

. .
Magic Markers
Participant ,Manual. Post-test
Selected Readings ,

-
A

.
. .
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.

.
.
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.

.
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p
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MODULE x

EXERCISE

OVERVIEW

TIME (METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

IDENTIFYING
SYMPTOMS AND
CAUSES OF
BURNOUT

3. COPING.
STRATEGIES

4. BURNOUT AS
SYMPTOMATIC
OF ECOLOGICAN
DYSFUNCTION

5. BUILDING IN
BURNOUT
PREVENTION

'.6. WRAP-UP/ ,

REFRESHER

7. POSTTEST

.1

4

5 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

's.

LARGEGROUP LECTURE

LARGEGROUP EXERCISE

s '
; .

20 MINUTES LARGEGROUP EXERCISE

30'MINUTES

45 MINUTES

'45 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

lb,

LARGE GROUP LECTURE/DISCUSSION

.

LARGEGROUP EXERCISE

INDIVIDUAL AND LARGEGROUP
DISCUSSION

INDIVIDUAL
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=NILE X: .PREVENTING BURNOUT -1 SELECTED READINGS

.

STAFF.BURNOUT AS A FORM OF ECOLOGICAL DYSFUNCTION

4

This article is reprinted, with, permission, from Contemporary Drug Problems,

Vol. 8, (pp. 2077225, 1979.. COiyright- (c) '1979 by Aberdeen Press,, Federal

Legal Publications, Inc. 29 '..
..

I /
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STAFF 'BURNOUT AS IA FORM OF ECOLOGICAL DYSFUNCTION a

Nearly all of us have. either directly experienced -"staff burnout" or ob-
served its destructive consequences_ among our Co-workers. What puzzles me so
is that we who in the human services field are, so well trained .to recognie,
treat, and prevent the emotional distress of others can Jae so insensitive and
impotent in dealing with staff burnout among ourselves.' In theory, you might
expect staff burnout to occur less often or in less severe forms in the human
services field, because its onset would be recognized sooner and experie,nced,
effective treaters' would be readily available to deal- with the problem. Yet it is
precisely here that the phenome On occurs in its most virulent forms with dis-
tressing frequency and regularit

My own view of staff burnout is that it is a form of ecological dysfunction
since its "pathogenic location"/1/, lies primarily in the interaction between an
individual and his work environment, although interactions with other ecosys-
tems or environments also contribute to the extent they too are, stressful and
frustrate important human needs. .

Typitally, staff burnout involves a person with inadeqvate stress manage-1
meht and need-gratifying skills on the one .hand, and a \very stressful and
need-frustrating work environment on the- other.,,,While. burnout may occur n
any, line of work, it 'seems especially likely to occur in pork which necessitates..
attending to and servicing the emotional needs of other's.

,
Various writers, in describing staff burnout, have tended 'to emphasize

either the individual's inadequacies/2/ or envirqnmental sources of stress./3/
Most acknowledge bath factors, with various degrees of "tilt" toward one or th.e
other of these two points of emphasis.

s /
Jones, for example, in stressing 'the individual role, -describes staff t urn-

out as "...the condition when you have 'given all you _have and feel yOuan't.,
give any more; when you have reached the point of frustration where solutions, .

even imperfect ones, are not presenting themselves; the. beginning 'in a rut'
state where ideas and solutions are at a standstill, are repetitive and freshness
is gone."/4/ 4

Earlier, Maslach had described staff burnout as "...sorpething inside you
goes degd, and you don't eve a damn anymore"/5/ Ottenberg likened. staff
burnout to a ,form of "battierratigue,"/6/ whine Shubin des,criped it as a form of
"disillusionment" and "emotional exhaustion" leading to 'total disgus,t with one'4
self, humanity, everybody."/7/ Pines and Maslach defined staff.burnout
a syndrome of physical and emotional exhaustion, involving the.. dektelopment of.
(a) negative self concept, negative job attitudes, and loss of concern and feel-
ing for clients."/8/

.IrFreudenberger assumed. a mid-way point between the individual and envi-
ronment; while concurring. that staff burnout .means ,;".'..to fail, wear °mit., or
become exhausted...inoperatiye," he also stressed the point that a whole _agency
can experience burnout and cited numerous environmental .conditiOns, that con-
tribute to staff bUrnout./9/ Morris, in her studyof, Staff burnout, also .under,
scored both individual and environmental factors./10/

)-
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White, however, clearly and ceige tly attends to the environmental side of
the equation, noting that "the term 1.s ff burnout' has been used to desCribe,
in the aggregate, an innumerable list of personal and interpersonal problems
that result from continued contact with high stress work environments. " /II/ His
"systems" approach to burnout focuses on "...the manner in which organiza-
tional structures, internal ordanizationai relationships, and the organizational
group's relationship with its environment effects the physical and emotional-
health of individual members. "' /I2/

. White also stresses the point that since staff burnout is. "an interactional
problem," it requires modification of both "...the high stress work environment
and the individual Victim's style of stress management."/I3/

Smits, too, underscores the contribution of problems and inadequacies in
the work environment (e.g., inadequate supervision and the failuie of -organi-
zations to alter, their structure and functions to accomodate change) in discuS-
sing staff burnout./14/

SymFoms of Staff Burnout

Physical. Among the most common physical symptoms encountered' are:
feelings of exhaustion and fatigue; being unable to shake a aid; feeling phys-
ically -run-down; frequent headaches and gastrointestinal disturbances; sudden
weight loss or gain; increase in blood pressure; 1sleepl ss; shortness of
breath; and increased ,susceptibility to various illnesses, inclu ing the common
cold.

Psychological. Among the more common psychologi mptoms of staff
burnout are: increased feelings of depression, exhaustion, hopelessness, dis-
illusionment, boredom, being trapped in one's job, helplessness, self-doubt
about one's ability to heal (effectiveness,) and the value of one's work, itrolation
(aloneness), not being appreciated for one's hard work and dedication .(being
taken for granted), or simply being ignored; increased rigidity;/stubbornness,
and judgmental thinking; hyperirritability and quickness to anger; increased
'suspiciousness and distrust; loss of one's initial enthusiasm for the job, loss of
charisma, and loss of control over the expression of feelings; change from
optimism to pessimi6r, cynicism; change from basic` acceptance and respeCt for
clients to rejection and disrespect; change from being a creative, flexible ,

thinker to a mechanical, petty bureaucrat; increased drinking, drug-taking,
gambling; diminished control over` such bask drives as hunger and sex; and a
significant decrease in judgment and reasoning, including the inability, to con-

1

sider the.qikely consequences of certain acts.

Social. The most commonly observed social symptomsnnclude: a signifi-
cant decrement in the ability to relote to one's clients as individuals', especially
in a con7tructive,,,friendly, and:caring manner; people in treatment be6in to be
responded to fri terms of labels Or categories (e.g., the "fractured tibia in .room

,2Q3 ". the "D&A, case that Murphy's treating"); generally withdrawing ,and
isolati oneself from others; overbonding , with other staff members, thatN,is,
.seeking to satisfy one's most basic human needs (e.g., recognition, friendship,
love, and sex) almost exclusively through contacts with one's co- ,worker?;; the
severing of long-term relationships (e.g., through divorce); increased sexual'
prOmiscuity; increased interpersonal conflicts, both on the job and at home;
centering one's life around the job (e.g., by working an inordinate number bt

299
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overtime hours and, then ,"justifying" this behavior as a form of "dedication" to
one's *work,'and a reflection of just how "important" one is to the organization);

' just hanging around the ihstitution after normal work hours, with no special
purpose; and taking rePeated risks that endanger one's physical and psycholog-
ical health.

Systems symptoms. ,Among the more tommon'ystems symptoms associated
with staff burnout are: first and foremost, a significant decreMent in the
giu9lity of services provided to clients occurs, even though the organization's
statistical reports may continue tc5 "look good" or even "improve"; subsystems
(e.g., divisions, departments, offices) increasingly interrelate in a distrusting,
competitive, ,and hostile manner; bureaucratic "turf" becomes increasingly sharp-
ly' defined and jealously guaecied-, authority conflicts emerge more frequently
and with greatd'r: rancor; impOrtant organizational' decisions are more frequently
decided by an increasingly isolated, elitist group ..which, less and less, seeks
meaningftil input from lower-level staff; commuhications within the system are
poor; an humanistic, 7friendly,, and informal, staff encounters are increasingly
replated bly stereotyped fixed-role, formal, but "quite proper," staff inter-
actions.

Other isigns of sta burnout Within the system include: poor staff- morale,
as evidenced by work rs and management expressing increased feelings of
mutual disrespect and diStrust that may lead to both sides insistOg that their
respective rights, responsibilities, and relationships be.. legally 4oclifl,ed; staff
members arriving late or failing to show up for importarl meetings and 1ppoint-
ments;, and management spending more and more time at.ay from the,organization
and otherwise reducing the amount of time it spends in direct contact with line
staff.

Still other systems
c

symptoms include: increased absenteeism, especially
sick leave; higher staff turnover and a decrease in average length of stay on
the job; fewer staff leave the organization amicably due to an' increase in fir-
ing 'and/or forced resignations; assigning additional work responsibilities
(e.d.', administrative paperwork) without adequate compensation in pay andXor

'reduction of the existing workload; a salary structure and benefit% package that
is 'Well below- that available at other nearby organizations offering similar
services; an inadequate or unreliable *funding source (e.g., one which can not
even permit annual salary increments to stat even with the annual rate of infla-.
tion); and worsening relationships between the organization and other human
services delivery systems, funding 'sources, regulatory agencies, legislative
bodies, boards and-surrounding communities.

Who is Most Susceptible

There, seems to be gen ral agreement that the moss susceptible people to
experience staff burnout are ose human services providers who: (I) work in
a highly stressful work environment, especially one which requires- that the
human service provide*r work intensely and intimately (emotionally), over an
extended period of time; with very Needy, demanding,- despairing, alienated,
'economically poor, politically powerless, and higlily traumatized. clients; and (2)
those, who for many' reasons (some conscious and rational, others unconscious
and irrational, invest heavily in the personal self on the job--the "dedicated"
or "committed worker. Those- who in Freudenberger's, words, tend to "...take
On to much, for too long,, and too intensely. ."/I5/

. 4
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While burnopt seems to claim,. an inordinate n mber of those who provide
direct Services to 'clients, it alsO occurs among administrative staff as well.
Furthermore, as Freudenberger has .observed, it is also possible for entire
organization to experience burnout./I6/

In discussing susceptibility to burnout, only M.L. Jonet thought to call
attention to one of the largest groups of human services providers most suscep-
tible to "staff" iqurnout: housewives./I7/ Too often when the problem of staff
burnout is consiOered, we tend to overlook those not work4 in formally 'desig-
nated mental health and rehabilitative housewives:

Presumed Causes

alb

T e pathogenic location -of staff burnout already has been identified as
lying i the interaction between the individual and his/her 'ecosystems, especial-
ly .his/h r work environment. The etiology of this form of ecological dysfunc-
tion, th r:efore, can Joe expressed by the formu(a S.B.=T(IxE), i.e., staff
burnout (S.B.) is a function of (f) the dynamic interaction of many factors,
both,.intrapsychic (I) and extrapsychic (E). Since this perspective implicitly
rejects any overly simplified, single-factor explanations of burnout, its adoption
lessens the likelihood that one Would fall preyto "blaming the victim,"/I8/ i.e.,
explaining burnout solely on the basis of the individual's alleged inadequacies.

individual factors. Beginning with the individual (I) coMp ent f the
formula, any and all factors or combination of factors within th "internal
environment" or person that militate against performing his/her job under stress
should be considered. All physttai illnesses that lower the individual's energy
level, strength, °and resistance 0 stress would also be considered, as would all
earned maladaptive behaCilor patterns (e.g., .phobias, 'character disorders,
alcoholism, excessive gambling, etc.) that have the same effect. /-

Inadequate education and training to do the job also constitute major
personal factors contributing to staff, burnout. . Intltviduals with Limited job
knowledge and skills are especially vulnerable to burnout, since they, mutt con-
tinually cdnir:Ont problems with which they are ill' prepared to cope. They are
also likely to feel "trapped in their jobs," since their pr serit skills and knowl-
edge do not qualify- them for advancement. .

The same can be said for4those with limited insight. Such persons are
likely to mtsmanage the dual problems of transference and cOuntertran'sference
commonly encountered by all human services provNers. This usually results in
therapeutic failure for the client and defeat for the service provider.

Examples include the individual, who because he/she-expects' and 'fears
rejection from others, withdraws and/or seldom communicates his/her needs to
others--this individual must live with an unremitting, despeT-ate need for love,
attention, and respect from others which usually means he/the will typically
find it difficult to say no to others.and/or let his/her clients go once treatment

.
is completed.

Other examples include: a compulsive ,need to make retribution for past
wrongs, typically associatedwith unnecessary and exaggerated personal sacri-
fices for S.he alleged benefits of others; overidentifying with clients to the point
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of losing the basic Ability to judge the rightness or wrongness of clents' behav-
iors; or, conversely, expressing just barely concealed 'contempt and hostility
for the perceived inferiority of clients whose problems are very similar to those
of the human services provider.

.

Perhaps the most damaging of all' the dynamics associated with a negativ,e
self-concept is the inability or refusal of the insecure htiman service provider
to seek assistance from others. As the'.demands of his/her job increase and

*-4 stress 'mounts, this worker, fearing that his/her hidden inadequacio will ,soon
surface for everyone to see and ridicule, has only one option; that is to re-
ClOuble already over-extended efforts to get the job done. More often than not,
this last gasp effort will fail,' leaving the worker with but ,pne thing to do --
burnout.

paradoxically and tragically, this inability to.admit to personal liMitations
and seek assistance from others will not usually be seen as an irrational act.
More often than not, it is viewed as a sigh of "true dedication to pile's job.'"
Rather thag.Wg mop, the' worker will usually be given the equivalent of
"tea and sxmpathy"--a palliative treatment at best.

Systems factors. Systems factors contributing to staff burnout may, be
grouped into three categories: those inherent in the job itself;, those associated
with the work environment; and those in the other ecosystems or environments
that impinge upon the worker.

If ( .

With respect to the first category, it is generally acknowledged' that those
aiding people, especially the poor, who have "failed"...to successfully adjust to
society's model' of "normality" ,(e.g., those,w'Orking in state mental hospitals,
prisons; the ,welfare system,' remedial educational programs, etc.) have received
minimal'- support from society. Thus public, as opposed 'to private treatment
facilities are nearly always distinguished by overworked and undercompensated

TsTaff. In ,additioh, clients finding their way into the public sector of the .
human services delivery system are typically Afflicted with the most extreie...

forms of disability (e.g., the rate of schizophrenia is nearly always greater at
public mental health treatment centers than at private facilities located in the
same geographical area). . '

T hus the public service worker in the human sector is giver the du ious
task , of healing

consequence,
most disabled, powerless, and alienked members o our

society. As a consequence, "treatment failure" is commonplace, and his
repeated experience is a major contributor to staff burnout.

Another factor inherent in the work ofithe human services provider which
often contributes to staff burnout is the use of staff under enormous internal
and external pressure. The former stems from 'constantly having to examine
one's motives and Actions to insure 'that one is behalg in a "correct and

bproper" manner, while the latter' comes from the n.enai g scrutiny of clients
who depend that thole "who talk the talk, walk the walk," or in other words,
practice what they pFeach. These two unremitting pressui-es; have contributed
mightily to staff'burriout nearly everywhere sucl'upodeling occurs.

Still 'another in rent factor contributing to staff burriout is the constant

,,
t. Li

demand that they ovide their clients with a high degree of presence caring
,...

.
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and healing. , My.' in apd day out, human services 'workers are expected to -

fully attend to their clients' needs; hang on every word 'and gesture in order

) to discern cognitive and emotional meaning; offer unqualified respect and sup-

port, and most imports tly, . friendship and genuine concern. This constant

---7"being there" and giving to others, especially very needy others, will :eveiltual-

ly exhaust any worker' capacity to continue giving. Without 'some fefmlof
replenishment, the worker's diminishing ability to. attend and to give .to others

is bound 'to lead to feelings of guilt (because "professionals" are ,supposed to be

'able to go 'on giving forever) and anger (When am I going to get mine?), ' '

The second category of systems factors would include such items as the

failure of the organization to attract and hire fully qualified people to do a job

or to provide effective education, training, and super:vision.. Other. illustrations

of factors within this' category include creating, a work- environment fraught with

competition, distrust, nonsupport (both emotional and financial)-,. and poor corn-

munications. The' lack of opportunities for advancement within an organization,

--arbitrary and biased promotions and demotions,. the exercise of dictatorial or
. elitist powers, and the failure to coordinate and integrate the . work done by

various components or subsystems within the organikation constitute other

examples in this category.
.

-...:.._
- -\I , t

.
Thethird category pertains to other .ecosystems which create their own

adjuttment demands and thereby help to overload the individUai's stress man-
, agement system. Incliided here are deteriorating relationships at home with

one's companion nd/or children; neighborhood problems (e.tg., higher real

estate taxis, vandalism, and theft); high, rates of inflation and unemployment;

natural catastrophies; racism, sexism, and other ."isms"; problems at school;

being moved to a new area, away from old friends and relatives; and loss of

people within the individual's sociaLrietwork (e.g ., due tp death, divorce).

..

Treatment

Interventions that focus on the individual. Perhapt the most immediate

need for the staff member auffering from' staff burnout is relief from stresses

on the job. This can be d3"ne in many ways (e.g., giving the person time off

away from the institution, .assignment to a different and hopefully le,ss stressful

job within the organization, or allowing other staff to pick up some of the

person's workload). It is most important that sUperviSOry staff .insure that the

person being granted time off. not view this action as a form of weakness or

failure; the same is true for the person's co-workers. If other staff are asked

to pick up some cif the burned out -.staff member's workload, they must be

helped to do- this in 'a cooperative, positive manner.

'The importance of good physical health should not tie overlooked in treat-

ing staff burnout. It is advisable to have a very,thorough physical examination .

as well as personal counseling, in view of the destructive role of a negative

self-concept in staff burnout. TherapeCitic modalities that focus On stress man-

agement (e.g., relaxation therapy,, desensitization, biofeedback, meditation,

yoga, and assertiveness training) could be especially helpful. On the other

hand,' very stressful theraOeutic modalities (e.g,., marathon or encounter
group4should be avoided./19/

29,.g
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Additional education' and training 'may also be beneficial, especially in con-junction with removal of the person from his/her immediate job situation. Inpursuing this, careful inventory of the staff member's training needs is vitaland should addNss such areas as: expectations, values, and standards whichthe staff member is. using to judge performance of duti9s* (e.g. , they may beunrealistically high); whether or not the person knows how to maintain a ,healthy and con structive_ cilstanc in- working ability ---,-worker to prepary written rep s (irfany have never been adeqUately trained tocope with', adlnini,strative pa work).
;

4,,
Burned out staff members should also ctrefully and objectively examinesources of stress and sources of potential support or need gratifidation; theycould then be helped to develop *better stress management techniques and tomore effectively seek and obtain the support and need gratification they need.
Treatment aimed 'at the work environment. The treatment olf staff burnoutentails making changes in the structure, policies, and operating procedures ofthe organization' in order td mitigate or eliminate stresses emanating from thework" environment.

White has identified a number of interventions, including: improving hir-ing procedures and on-the-job training; providing adequate nurturing of staffthrough such means as granting .guilt-free time out Periods, job changes, andrecognition for personal effort; providing,carefully graduated levels of responsi-bility for new staff; obtaining training outside the agency or from nonagencystaff; encouraging, and assisting staff 'to identify and aichieve career goals andobjectives; preventing the same individuals from always working 'overtime;insuring that staff are adequately compensated for their work, and if theirworkload , is increased, increase salaries and/or decrease other aspects of theworkload; and, for paraprofessionals who had been patients, formally marking'. - their change in status from patient to 'staff . /20/

it was Freudenberger,/21/?however, who suggested the ultimate interven-"tion. When and if the organization as a whole showed signd of. being burnedout, h.e ,recommenddd closing down the fa,cility for a period of time. Although.at first glance this recommendation seems rather extreme, there are many ways ,this could -be done and ',still satisfy 3fitinimal patient-care requirements, for fund-ing purposes. For example, the facility could host an activities day or anorganizational shut down--at least in terms of business a's usual.

Treatment for the nonwork ecosystems. Treatment directed toward non-work ecosystems is much more difficult and risky to implement, but nonethelesS'important to attemp ,,T7.17-,- for example, a major source of, stress is the indi-idual's homelife, the work agency could either offer the worker and his/herfamily marital counseling or refer 'them to an appropriate treatmerft facility,preferably with some financial assistance to defer costs.

Although no agency can single- handedly overcome societal "isms," eachorganization' can do its very best to confront racism, sexism, "ageism," 'etc. "aseach of these social dynamics operates within' its own system, Cleaning upone's own work environment strengthens the resolve of people to cope, with"isms" in other ecosystems.
1`
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Preventidn

As Smits remarked, ;'prevention is probably easier than 'treatment" where

ttaff burnout is concerned./22/ In order to design an effective' prevention

program for staff burnopt, however, it is essential to mai in the ecological

dysfunction -perspective. Staff burnout prevention pfrograrris that ignbre the

e_n_v_ironment or the interaction 'between the individual and hisTher environment

will most likely result in Tiirtlf-e7 Prevention- prOgrams, --thereforep_must

, multifaceted and address all of the components in the formula; 9.B.=f(IxE).

;The individual. With 'respect ,to the individual, Freudenbe-rger,/23/

Jones,/24/ -and Shubin/25/ advocated regular physical exercise as a means of

maintaining one's health and ridding oneself of excess tensions 'bnd stress.

Jones alsO underscored the importance of using such relaxation techniques as

biofeedback to prevent a build up of tension and stress: /26/

The value of training huMan services providers to effectively structure'
their time, both 'on the jobiand off, was also. emphasized by Jones. /27/. White

expressed similar thoughts ion the heed, to develop an ability. to organize one's

work in order to avoid overexterding uneseffon---the---job-428/ Along these

lines, a number of writers stressed the importance of learning to set realistic

goals, expectations, ,and limits for the1/4.job./29/
.

Ottenberg /3b/ and ''Snu in/3I/ stress the need for human services pro-

, viders to learn the art of maintaining' some distance between themselves and

their clients while simultaneously responding in a personal manner to clients as

individuals. Freudenberger/32/ expressed similar `thoughts when he advised

workers. to be more 'cautious, self-protective and attentive to their oWn needs.

Replenishment. Teaching staff how to identify and better use their

resources; strengths, and potentials another effective prevention strategy to

counter staff burnout. This approac7 is based on the work. of Her'bert Otto

and his students, who developed numerous, creative group exercises designed

to promote human growth and development. /33/ I -have used these exercises

with human services providers to replenish that vital source of energy which

permits them to continue to discern and respond to the desperate needs of their

clients.

Too often in their jobs, human services providers are taken for granted;

that .is, they are expected to stand fast in a sea of turmoil, suffering, and

pathos because they are "pralessionals." Their assignment is simple: give of

"yourself, over, and over, and over again.

Unless the person. assigned the healing, nurturing role receives the same

care and attention he/She sd generously extends .to those need, sooner or

later, that he'aler will falter ,and suffer byrnout. UnfortiMitely supervisors oft'

professionals seldom give as much attention to the art of "stroking" as -they do

to the art of ,criticizing someone's mistakes or shortcomings. Thus, hu an

services providers are likely to- be understroked and overstressed on eir

, jobs.

For these reasons, I have developed a small group, weekend workshop

..program for human services providers to Satisfy_ their basic need for recogni-

-tion, concern, warmth, and .acceptance;--to replenish that healing energy force
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which they continually tap' in meeting - clients' needs. Since their -giving to
clients is social in nature, so, too, their taking Rust be social, hence thp useof small groups. As they give to their clients,- so too they must receive recog-
nition, acceptance, and concern from others without having to be anything but
themselves.

.

AsSistiing people_to get in touch with their inner resources, -strengths,
potentials, and beauty in a social .setting marked by a high degree of accep-tance, genuine concern, and ,sharing has tremendous healing properties. It
replenishes and constitutes a powerful prophylactic against burnout.

The work environment` Nearly everyone agrees that strict limits :must be
placed on \the number of hours staff can work in a program, and these limits
must be rigorously enforced. Periodically rotating staff from high stress to low
stress jobs and providing guilt-free time away_ from the job, also have beep
advocated by nearly everyone writing about staff burnout. .

.

Pines and Maslach offered the following recommendations: reduCe the
atient -to -staff r. 'o; short en_wor_k_hours- -by.- creating a-- shorter-pork strift,

with more breaks; establish more part-time positions; allow more opportunities
for time outs; and share the patient load, especially with respect' to More dif-
ficult patients (e.g., those with multiple substance abuse problems and ser;ou
psychopathology as well) ./34/

Pines and Maslach also recommend changing the ft nctivn of, staff meetings'
to permit staff to socialize -informally and confer about problems, clarify goals,
etc.; improving work relationships. by developing support systems for staff;
holding retreats for staff members (preferably away, from the work site) where
theyi can discuss their feelings about themselves, their patients, and the organ-
ization; training staff to become more aware of work gtresses and to recognize
signs of impending !taff burnbut, and to- seek -help; Ind more reNistically
training staff as to what to expect in their work../35/

- White also directly addresses systems issues in discussing the prevention
of burnout. He recommends: not adding more work unless additional compen- .

,sation is given; obtaining outside consultations to guard against the stifling.effects' of ideological incest; encouragem,ent of continuing education for the
staff; and the development of formal rituals which permit the expression of
affection among workers, especially those leaving' the organization./36/

He also stresses/3`7/ the need to deal - with nonwork relationships and
activities that have a detrimental effect upon a person's work an /or the work
environment of the agency; the need to prevent saapegoating of certain staff
members; and the need to periodically reasses programs, polidieS, and practices
(also advocated by John W.. Gardner, iriNa different context)438/ espe'cially as
people leave the organization. .

Freudenbergee recommended more careful selection of volunteers and a
greater willingness' to use volunteers to reduce the .workload; training staff to
recognize the difference between being overly dedicated vs. realistically dedi-
cated; preventing, staff from drifting apart and isolating themselves when. they
are most stressed and in need of support; and assisting overstressed adminis-
trators to learn to delegate responsibilities and functions, as well as to share
7ir feelings ( especially their negative feelings) with' other staff./39/-
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Conclusion

Staff burnout must be viewed as stemming from the interaction of both
debilitating individual and environmental factors which together detract from the
person's ability to do' his work. Treatment and prevention must be approached

from many dirotns and at various levbl, hopefully, in a coordinated and well-
integrated fashio . Staff !burnout, simply stated., is not an individual disease.
'It is, an ecological dysfunction' and must be dealt with as such.
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PREVENTION PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

POST-TEST

General Instructions
.01

Consider the following questions a 'quick review of the

training you have. just completed.- T e terms and con-

. ts will neiv 'seem more familiar o you. DO NOT

linge over any single item: answ quickly and move

on. Mark your answers on the answer eet provided.
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I. MAT RING

4 .5

A. Match the appropriate'',Aem to the, statement provided. More than one
selection may t3 e necessary to adequately respond to the questi'ont

,
Choose the definition that beg identifies the model described below:

a. Sherwood Model
b: Situational Leadership Approach Model
c. Program DevelopRent Logic Model

1. This strategy encourages individuals and organizations to develop
mechanismi for accommodating rand utilizing changes in programs,'

4
staff, and funding.

1 2. Matches managerial style to group readiness, levels through the use of tt
a four-qUadrant matrix.

B . Match the appropriate definition to the following behavior identified below:

6

a. "Structuring Behavior"
b. "Climate-Setting Behavior"
c. "Transferring Behavior"

3. Builds trust among group members and between the group and him or
herself.

4. Provides opporturfities fdr group members to develop and use their
abilities. ,7.......

5. Establishes patterns and channels of co munication among group mem-,

bers.

C. Match the. correct item to the situation proyided below.

a. Objectives
'b. Criteria
c: Measures

6. 13 ales of sedative-hypnotic drugs at pharmacies serving a retirement
community-will diminish- within 6 months.

7. A 20 percent decrease 'in the use of 'sedatives and alcohol.

8. Use of psychoactive prescription drugs and alcohol:

D. Match' the correct- items to the situation provided below.

a. Facts
b. Opinions
c. Assumptions

9. Prevention efforts should be targeted toward the lack population
since they are geherally the heroin addicts. . .
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a
...

c

. ' 10. Prevention efforts have been ineffective. ,i
11. High school students are' more inclined to try marijuana since it is so

readily available:
). .E. The definitions to the following types of evaluation are listed below.

Match the correct definition to the evaluation,

a. Impact
b. Process
c. 'Outcome

12. Attempts to capture in ",still ,frame" the characteristics of an opera-
tional, ongoing prevention program.

13. Attempts to answer program concerns in accomplishing its own objec.:
tives.

14. Attempts to gauge additive effects of numerous drug abuse prevention;
programs within a geographic boundary.

-\........:
_ .
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II. MULTIPLE CHOICE

Choose the correct answers) to the following questions and circle the
appropriate letter(s) on the answer sheet.

15. Effective ollaboration between individuals in different agencies is

based on:

a. Friendly but fair competition for clients or funding
b. Establishing a satisfying,, reciprocal relationship
c. Awareness of the value of collaboration
d. All of the' above

16. The items listed below are all approaches for evaluating referral serv-
ices in a preNiention program, EXCEPT:

a. Improvement of client's self-concept
b. Enrollment in support groups for families of alcoholics
c. Decrease in the client's group scores on drug abuse interest

surveys
d. Number of clients who list referral services as a source of Infor-

mation on enrolling in other prevention services

17. When planning a progra ni) evaluation: .;
.

a. Program staff should help to develop objectives and ,criteria..
b-. Progiam staff participation in evaluation planning violates the ob-

jectivity orthe evaluation.

C_, perknnel separate from routine program procedures.
Evaluation data should be-collected Usjng special procedures and

, ---

d' Measurements of ,effect should always ,b,, made at the end of the
program service.

, .

18. Wh n preparing to address or actually addressing a local funding
source, one should:

a. Use ydur staff to help you gain support for your programs or to
prepare for yoUr presentation.

b. Read magazine articles and atteltd public meetings to learn appto-
N

cfriate procedures and priitocol.
c. Make you'r program "saleable" and "understandable" to the

public.
d. All of the abov_e.

a.
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III. TRUE or FALSE

The following statements are related to aspects of prevention program
managem'ent. .p-lease circle either "True" or "False" on the answer sheet.

4--z- 19. A good proposal for funding would concentrate on a problem statement,
and a strategy design for examining the problem.

<--

20.. A staff with a low readiness level needs structure from the manager.
Ns, .

21. In following action planning procedures, one would use the Sherwood
Model.

1 .
22. Staff burnout emanates from problems of interaction. between the indi-

vidual and his or h'er environmgnt...

23. When planning a program evaluation, the evaluation data should ideal-
ly be collected using special procedures. , .

24. Networks are intended. to be task-oriented, competitive, and decen-
tralized learning systems.

D

25. Primary prevention is a constructive process designed to intervene in
patterns of 'drug ,use and 'experimentation.

*
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POST-TEST

Answer Sheei

,Circle the correct response(s)'

I. MATCHING III. TRUE or FALSE `-

1.. a b..
.t.

c

2. a b c

3. a

4; a

5. a

a'

8.

\

a

a

a

a

b c,

11. a

12. A

, 1,3:

14. a

'II. MULTIPLE CHOICE,

15. a b'

16. a b

-19. True False

20.' True Fa.lse

21. True False.

,

22. True False

23. True False

.24. True False

25. True False ...

d

17. a b c-, d

------ -18. a b c d

V.

3O
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TRAINING STAFF QUALIFICATIONS
,

, This course is designed to be deiivwered by at least, two `(preferably three)
trainers regardless of the size of the participant group.

, ..
, .

to The training team that delivers the course should it-iclUde, an experienced
prevention program manager -and at least oneoth'er traiper, Who is a drug

1 4. abuse prevention professional. Training team members.shOuldShaye demon-

o strate-d training and experience in training adult learners.°
______

..

The consideration in determining a training tearrl f,gr delivery of this
course is that the competency of the staff, as a Whole, iricluile: compe-

tence and experience in -management and planning, ability to plan and work
together, 111c1 an understanding of how individuals -learn.

DESIRABLE PREREQUISITE TRAINING COURSES

cs CommunitycBased Prevention Specialist
e Basic Management Skills

Training of Trainers

SPACE AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

This course requires at least one large worrfc room ,equipped with chairs
and tables or chairs and a suitable writing surface. The room should be
sufficiently large so that participants al'e uncrowded tnd comfortable.' The
program also .requires at least two small work l'ooms:or:a numbe'r Of small
rooms' sufficient to accommodate small work groups.

__Other-Materials required are
M

Trainer Manuals
Participant Manuals
Newsprint
Magic Markers
Masking Tape
Pencils

A-.

?- A

EVALUATION s '4.
. ..r.

Two standards are used to determine each pePticipantis' performance in this
course: (1) attendance and (2) score on the post-test. Pai-ti-Cipants.w.hO are

certified as having successfully completed the course should Pave been present
a minimum of 90 percent of the time allotted for the course, sessions and achieve

'a minimum score of 75 percent on the post- test. 6 V. p

A ,


